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Overall Introduction 
 
During his observations of the American democratic milieu nearly two centuries 

ago, Alexis de Tocqueville noted: “Social condition is commonly the result of 

circumstances, sometimes of laws, oftener still of these two causes united.” Few aspects 

of modern society better illustrate that observation’s shrewdness than the experiences of 

individuals with cognitive or mental disorders within legal establishments. While 

incarcerated or supervised populations show elevated rates of conditions ranging from 

psychosis to language disorders [1-5], one of the most worrisome trends is the high rate 

of traumatic brain injury (TBI). Prevalence estimates for TBI in offenders range from 

20% to as high as 100% [6-10], so even conservative estimates suggest that TBI is the 

norm rather than the exception. Although these data do not support a causal relationship 

between TBI and legally proscribed behavior, and although there are other variables that 

likely influence an individual’s legally implicating actions, it is undeniable that TBI 

factors into the calculus of legal outcomes for thousands of individuals worldwide.  

 As de Tocqueville’s observation suggests, focusing on only a scientific 

understanding of TBI likely limits the ability to address this complex social problem. An 

approach that eschews scientific data to rely solely on a legal framework is equally 

untenable. An interdisciplinary strategy that synthesizes the scientific “circumstances” 

and the law will be better equipped to understand and improve the social-legal 

circumstances of individuals with TBI. The question my thesis begins to answer, therefore, 

is: how can scientific knowledge about TBI and governing legal standards, “two causes 

united,” be used to more accurately and validly assess the social-legal condition that 

individuals with TBI may face? The findings described by my research advance scientific 
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understanding, inform legal application, and further the Neuroscience & Public Policy 

Program’s admirable and progressive goal of producing scholarship (and scholars) that 

is truly and legitimately multi-disciplinary.  

I) Background 

 A. Traumatic Brain Injury 

 TBI, “the most complex disease of our most complex organ,”1 is the disruption of 

normal brain function caused by an external force [11]. At the time of the initial injury, 

TBI is assessed and scored using the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) [12]. This scale rates 

the patient in three categories (eye response, motor response, and verbal responses), with 

higher scores indicating a less-severe injury. A combination of GCS scores and other 

injury parameters are used to categorize TBI severity as “moderate-to-severe” or 

“definite,” “mild” or “probable,” and “symptomatic” or “possible” [13]. Although 

outcomes are heterogeneous within each of these categories, moderate-to-severe TBI is 

regularly associated with more pronounced cognitive and sensorimotor impairments and 

poorer recovery trajectories [14].  

TBI causes primary, mechanical damage (e.g., axonal shearing, contusions, and 

haemorrhages) and secondary, biochemical damage (e.g., excitotoxicity, ischaemia, 

apoptosis, and inflammation) [15-17]. This damage is diffuse and is implicated in whole-

brain disruption of neural function. As recently identified by Bigler et al. (2016), and in 

Hayes et al. (2016), TBI should best be considered as a disorder of neuroconnectivity, 

with disrupted neural networks serving as the link between neural damage and human 

behavior [17, 18] (Figure One) Data from functional and structural connectomics 

                                                             
1 CENTER-TBI, available at https://www.center-tbi.eu/project/background.  
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suggest that even relatively well-delineated lesions disrupt neural function within 

networks that drive attention, executive control, and resting brain activity [17, 18], so the 

importance of examining the relationship between TBI (at the systems level) and 

behavior is paramount.  

 Because TBI can cause pervasive neurological disruption, individuals with TBI  

can suffer a range of psychological and cognitive sequelae. Individuals with TBI 

demonstrate impairments in lower-level functions, such as working memory and memory 

storage [19, 20], processing speed [21-24], and perceptual organization [25]; and in 

higher-level functions, such as executive functions [26] and social communication [27]. 

Among these impairments are deficits in language. Individuals with TBI show slower 

processing times for individual words [28], make more inference errors [27], and 

demonstrate poorer understanding of gist-level meaning [29]. It appears that there is a 

link between the distributed neurological damage in TBI and impairments in distributed 

cognitive functions; how TBI affects an individual’s ability to process complex social-

legal language, however, remains unclear.  

B. The Brain and Language 

Any investigation of language and language comprehension must begin with a 

consideration of the neural and cognitive bases of language and language comprehension. 

Unlike sensory mechanisms with consistent, well-defined neural architecture (e.g., the 

primary visual cortex [30]), however, language is a complex, distributed function rooted 

in neuroarchitecture throughout the brain and  [31-34]; consequently, while it is crucially 

important to note the anatomy of language, it is equally important to understand the 

components of language as a gestalt behavior. Therefore, this review will summarize 
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evidence to describe both areas of the brain likely recruited during language 

comprehension and the cognitive framework that likely represents the process through 

which humans mentally create comprehension. 

1. Where does the brain do language comprehension? 

The traditional conceptualization of the brain’s language network was a simple 

model in which language was localized to two cortical regions in the left hemisphere: the 

inferior frontal gyrus, corresponding to Brodmann’s Areas 45 and 46, controlled speech 

and language production; while the posterior region of the superior temporal gyrus, 

Brodmann’s Areas 21 and 22, controlled language understanding [35, 36]. The arcuate 

fasciculus, a white-matter tract within the superior longitudinal fasciculus, connected 

these two regions to complete the model [31, 37-39].  

This framework has given way to the current network model, which 

conceptualizes language as a distributed function that recruits cortical areas throughout 

the neocortex [31, 40-48]. Particularly informative for this new conceptualization are 

neuroimaging data, which allow for a more sophisticated and precise mapping between 

neurological structures and language functions. Recent, extensive reviews of functional 

imaging data (both PET and fMRI) revealed broad recruitment of left-hemisphere areas 

during spoken and written language [32, 45]. These areas were: medial and superior 

temporal gyri, from the anterior pole to the posterior temporal-parietal junction (TPJ); 

ventral and posterior portions of the inferior frontal gyrus (partes obitalis, traingularis, 

and opercularis); areas of the cortex corresponding to the TPJ, including (the angular 

gyri); pre-motor areas in the precentral gyrus; and primary sensory areas within the 

sylvian fissure (auditory) and occipital lobe (visual) [32, 45]. These areas correspond to a 
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suite of functional aspects of language, ranging from the primary sensory functions of 

hearing or seeing words to word production to semantic integration. In addition to the left 

hemisphere, some corresponding areas in the right hemisphere appear to be recruited 

during language functions: in particular, the inferior frontal gyrus and TPJ/parietal areas 

in both hemispheres are on-line during language comprehension and production [32, 45]. 

Neural activity underlying language is not confined to the cortical areas just 

described, however. Functional neuroimaging data suggest that language comprehension 

also recruits sub-cortical structures (the basal ganglia and the thalamus) as well as regions 

of the cerebellum, particularly the regions corresponding to lobules VI, VII, and VIII [32, 

45]. On a more cellular level, findings from experiments using event-related potentials 

(ERP) suggest that two ERP components are closely related to language. N170, a 

negative-going component lateralized to the left hemisphere, appears to be a neural 

marker of language decoding. N400, a negative-going component over the central-

parietal cortex, appears to be a neural marker of language “meaning” implicated in both 

language production and comprehension [49-52]. 

Imaging data clearly indicate that language is a distributed function that recruits 

many areas within the brain. This thesis focuses on the areas of the brain recruited during 

language comprehension, which have been operationalized as the Extended Language 

Network (ELN) [40, 41] (Figure Two). Researchers have identified ELN areas using 

experimental designs that create contrasts between brain responses to increasingly 

complex linguistic stimuli. Areas of cortical activity that differ significantly between 

“lower”-level language stimuli (e.g. text stimuli) and “higher”-level language stimuli 

(e.g., complete, logical sentences) are assumed to be associated with language 
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comprehension. In a meta-analysis of language comprehension imaging studies, Ferstl et 

al. used an activation likelihood estimation (ALE) design to create four contrasts of 

language comprehension [40]. The first contrast compared language stimuli to resting 

baseline. The second contrast compared language stimuli to non-language stimuli to 

account for the effects of language. The third contrast compared coherent text to 

incoherent text to account for language coherence. The fourth and final contrast 

compared “special” language (i.e., non-literal language such as metaphor) with literal 

language to account for language comprehension. This analysis revealed eight regional 

coordinates associated with language comprehension (see Figures 1 and 2). [40]. The 

coordinates correspond to cortical areas in the amTG in both hemispheres, the TPJ in the 

right hemisphere, and IFG/PFG in both hemispheres. The authors noted that the variety 

of tasks and methods represented within the meta-analysis prevented them from 

attributing specific “subprocesses” of language comprehension to ELN; nevertheless, 

they suggested that these areas comprised the ELN and were all associated with language 

comprehension. 

Recent data from more sophisticated fMRI analyses confirm that areas within the 

amTG, the IFG, and the TPJ are likely part of the ELN and that these cortical areas are  

recruited during language comprehension. In 2013, Abrams et al. [44] used both 

univariate and multivariate analyses to assess whether areas of inferior-frontal and 

parietal cortex were preferentially active during comprehension of speech versus 

unintelligible speech. The univariate analysis showed statistically significant increases in 

signal only in the anterior/posterior STG (corresponding to auditory association cortex). 

The multivariate analysis, however, identified increases in signal within areas associated 
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with the ELN and language comprehension, including areas in the anterior middle 

temporal gyrus [amTG], posterior middle temporal gyrus [pmTG], and frontal gyri / 

prefrontal cortex [FG/PFC] (Figure 3). The authors also computed functional, left-

hemisphere connectivity among the five identified ROIs (amTG, pmTG,  inferior frontal 

gyri [IFG], aTPJ, pTPJ), and found that nine of the ten connections were significantly 

linked during the speech condition. Importantly, the authors suggested that the MVPA 

analysis demonstrated greater convergence between activity patterns associated with 

language discrimination (i.e., intelligible vs. unintelligible words) and language 

comprehension [44], one of the shortcomings identified by Ferstl et al. during their earlier 

analyses. These data support both the cortical composition and the functional recruitment 

of the ELN during language comprehension, and are consistent with findings of the meta-

analyses by Price [32, 45], which suggest that the amTG, the TPJ, and the inferior frontal 

gyrus are all recruited during “semantic”-level language comprehension.  

The N400, the ERP component identified as a consistent marker of language 

functions, appears to specifically mark language comprehension [50-54]. For example, 

Mossbridge et al. (2013) averaged ERP recordings across the entire scalp and found that 

“good” comprehenders showed current sinks across the frontal areas of the cortex 

(possibly corresponding to the IFG and amTG) when comprehending language [50].  

Similarly, several studies [52, 55, 56] have established a causal relationship between 

N400 strength and the semantic coherence of language stimuli, suggesting that N400 

activity is associated with the mental process of integrating information into 

comprehension. These results directly link neuronal activity in areas putatively associated 
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with language comprehension to behavioral results on language-comprehension tasks, 

which further supports a language-comprehension role for these brain regions.  

In further support of the hypothesis that language comprehension is a distributed 

function, Turken et al. [31] examined the functional and anatomical connections of 

cortical areas implicated in language comprehension and showed that language 

comprehension recruits an extensive set of white-matter pathways. The researchers 

selected six ROIs implicated in language comprehension (Table 1). Turken et al. mapped 

the functional and structural connectivity of these six ROIs and revealed that these 

regions were associated with six long-distance white-matter pathways: the arcuate 

facisculus (AF), the interior occipitofrontal fasciculus (IOFF), the inferior longitudinal 

fasciculus (ILF), the middle longitudinal fasciculus (MdLF), the uncinate fasciculus (UF), 

and the corpus collosum (CC). The researchers interpreted their results as evidence that 

language is driven by a bilateral temporo-parieto-frontal network, and noted that their 

findings were consistent with an earlier meta-analyses of fMRI studies of language 

(comprehension) processing [31]. Interestingly, these data are consistent with portions of 

the meta-analysis results by Price [32, 45]; for example, the IOFF passes between the 

insula and the putamen, which could explain how the basal ganglia connect to the cortical 

language network.  

In conclusion, language and language comprehension likely recruit an “extended 

language network” comprising cortical areas in the IFG, (a)mTL, TPJ, and numerous 

white-matter pathways, both longitudinal (IOFF, mdLF, and ILF) and more local (UF, 

CC, AF). Because these findings point to a distributed network that recruits broadly 

distributed anatomical and functional regions of the brain during language 
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comprehension, it is reasonable to hypothesize that TBI causes deficits in language 

comprehension by disrupting functional and anatomical integrity throughout the ELN. 

 
2. How does the brain do language comprehension?   

 
Computational models are the primary method of characterizing cognitive 

processes involved in language comprehension [57]. Over the past four decades, many 

researchers have proposed conceptual models in order to describe functional and 

theoretical aspects of comprehension [58-62]. Arguably the most influential of these 

models was Kintsch and van Dijk’s Construct-Integration (“CI”) model [63-65]. The CI 

model describes an iterative process through which comprehension is “constructed” from 

information in the current text and any related knowledge and then “integrated” across a 

network of cognitive activity in order to form a coherent whole [57, 64].  

The CI model assumes a neural network2 that comprises nodes and links. Nodes 

represent words, propositions, and concepts, while links represent the relationships 

among the nodes (e.g., predicates, causal connections, and verbs) and the strength of 

those relationships [57, 65]. Integration refers to the process by which related nodes in 

the network are activated while unrelated nodes are deactivated, until the network “settles” 

at a final, integrated outcome based on the strengths of the links. As part of the activation 

and integration process, the comprehending individual makes inferences to link the 

current text or discourse to any related background knowledge. These inferences allow 

the comprehending individual to resolve implicit or explicit gaps in the text or discourse 

and facilitate network integration [67-71]. The integrated network output of current 
                                                             
2 As a form of neural-network models, the CI model uses terminology originally borrowed from 
neuroscience [66] J.A. Stegemann, N.R. Buenfeld, A Glossary of Basic Neural Network Terminology for 
Regression Problems, Neural Computing & Applications, 8 (1999) 290-296. These terms are used only in a 
conceptual manner and do not suggest any information about the neurological structure.  
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information, prior information, and inferences is the “situation model,” so called because 

it represents a real-life situation described by the text that forms the basis of the 

comprehending individual’s mental representation [57, 65, 67, 68]. 3   

Computational models generally make a number of assumptions about their 

underlying cognitive processes. First, the models assume the existence of a connectionist 

architecture, in which text information, underlying meaning, prior knowledge, and 

inferences all activate in the network in parallel [57, 64].4 Second, the models assume 

that spreading activation will activate related nodes to varying degrees based on the 

various strengths or values of the links in the network; i.e., nodes with higher activation 

will be favored while nodes with less activation will be rejected.5 Third, the models 

assume that the spreading network activation will settle when it converges on an 

activation pattern of the highest overall activated nodes. So, the comprehending 

individual’s network activation will settle when the overall activation pattern for any 

given sample of language is at that individual’s “optimal” activation based on the textual 

information, any available background information, and any inferences. These 

assumptions suggest that a comprehending individual will activate nodes in the network 

based on the ideas, concepts, and words in the current text; related knowledge or 

information; and inferences; and that this activation will spread based on the strengths of 

the links between those nodes until the system settles on a final, integrated output.    

                                                             
3 Put more simply, the situation model is the mental picture of a comprehended piece of language. 
4 For example, when a comprehending individual reads the sentence, “you have the right to remain silent,” 
nodes within the network that correspond to the textual information, the underlying meaning, any prior 
knowledge about the right to remain silent, and any inferences (e.g., a courtroom, police interrogation, 
you’ve been arrested, cop shows) all activate together. 
5 For example, when a comprehender reads the sentence, “you have the right to remain silent,” the 
spreading activation for “right” will be higher for concepts like “justice” or “law” and lower for concepts 
like “left” and “correct.” 
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Two other assumptions are particularly important in the contexts of legal-

language comprehension. First, language-comprehension models assume that during 

language comprehension some cognitive processes are either automatic (e.g., lower-level 

language processes such as parsing speech sounds and semantic mapping) or effortful 

(e.g. executive functions). Second, the language-comprehension model is subject to 

memory constraints as activated concepts are integrated within the network [57].The CI 

model assumes, therefore, that the comprehender is able to read the text or hear the 

speech, automatically decode the words in the sentence, and focus attention on the 

sentence. Additionally, the comprehender will be limited by his or her memory capacity 

as he or she constructs the situation model and completes the lower-level language 

processes. The assumption that lower-level cognitive processes are automatic and intact 

is important, particularly because the construction of a situation model may be an 

effortful, non-automatic task [68]. 

Additional characteristics of the situation model are worth noting. As summarized 

in Zwann and Radvansky (1998), situation models have “dimensions” that represent 

features of a language’s content, such as time, causation, intentionality, and protagonist 

perspective [72]. Although relationships among these dimensions (both theoretically and 

as represented by the strength of the links in the CI model network), and the degree to 

which they are all balanced within a situation model, can all vary, in all cases the 

construction of a “multidimensional” situation model adds cognitive demands [73, 74]. 

For example, the affective components of these dimensions (for, e.g., the protagonist or 
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the intent dimension),6 and the affective features of stored memory in the form of 

background knowledge and inferences, both suggest a role of cortical areas such as the 

vmPFC and the extended amygdala complex in language comprehension [41]. Data from 

clinical research further suggests that areas of the brain implicated in emotional 

processing (such as the vmPFC) [75] and cognitive processes implicated in emotional 

processing  (such as theory of mind) [76] are recruited during situation-model 

construction.  

Language “genre” is another likely aspect of situation-model building [57, 77]. 

For the purposes of this work, genre refers to the context in which language is being 

used: common examples are narrative, exposition, and procedure [77]. Genre likely 

influences how a text is comprehended, and what the goals of the comprehension are; 

consequently, it likely influences language comprehension at every stage along the 

situation-model building process. Some researchers have suggested that the right 

hemisphere plays a role in “priming” or “filtering” network activation based on genre 

[78]; consequently, language genre is another aspect of situation-model building that may 

influence patterns of activity within and among recruited cortical areas.  

Regardless of the specific theory or model used to describe situation models, 

researchers generally agree that the ultimate goal of language comprehension is to use 

language as a set of instructions on how to construct a mental representation of the 

described situation [58, 64, 72]. Consequently, language comprehension is less a process 

of creating mental representations of the specific language sample itself and more a 

                                                             
6 For the protagonist dimension, affective components could represent the emotions of the protagonist; in 
some cases, the protagonist is the comprehender  himself or herself. Intent dimensions would represent the 
goals or purpose of the language, the protagonist, or the other actors.  
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process of using the language to create a global workspace–esque mental representation 

of the comprehended language’s content. 

To summarize, language comprehension recruits a complex anatomy, likely 

including the ELN, and a complex cognitive mechanisms, the situation model, in order to 

allow people to extract meaning from language. This conceptual and biological 

framework is crucial to accurately understand not just the functional but also the practical 

consequences of language use, particularly in contexts where language comprehension is 

necessary for successful social interactions, such as the law.  

C. Language Comprehension within the Law 

Language –based discourse dominates modern legal systems, but a growing 

corpus of research now suggests that notoriously obtuse “legalese” is prohibitively 

difficult to comprehend. Almost all research has been done on Miranda warnings, 

arguably the canonical example of legal language, but the findings show almost 

universally that individuals confronted with Miranda warnings demonstrate not only poor 

comprehension (i.e., the ability to understand the meaning of the Miranda warnings’ 

language) but also poor reasoning (i.e., the ability to use understanding to make 

decisions) when presented with language derived from specific legal rules. [79-85]. 

Importantly, these findings revealed considerable variability in populations that are either 

at-risk or overrepresented within the legal system, including young adults with specific 

language impairments [86], adults with intellectual disabilities[87], and adult psychiatric 

patients [88].  

Even though TBI is increasingly viewed as a risk factor for undesirable outcomes 

within the legal system, [6-9], legal-language comprehension has not been investigated in 
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adults with TBI. Given the deficits that individuals with TBI are known to demonstrate, 

the complex nature of language comprehension, and the fundamental importance of 

successful comprehension within (at least the United State’s) procedural and substantive 

rights [89], studies that explore the relationship between TBI, cognition, language, and 

the law will address a pressing need both within the scientific literature and legal data-

driven policy. Additionally, even though Miranda warnings are a canonical example of 

legal language, they represent only one instance of language that an individual within the 

US legal system would likely encounter. Stimuli based on other examples of legal 

language would provide a broader set of experimental findings on the comprehensibility 

of legal languages.   

In conclusion, this review of research in the areas of language comprehension and 

TBI suggest the following: even though a cognitive and anatomical framework for 

language comprehension has been proposed, and even though language deficits post-TBI 

are well classified, the way in which language comprehension and TBI interact within the 

context of legal language is unclear. Other than numerous studies of Miranda warnings, 

the field lacks an integrated study of legal-language comprehension in adults with TBI 

that examines both the cognitive and the anatomical bases of language comprehension 

using stimuli designed to capture additional examples of legal language. Not only will 

these considerations expand the field’s (and the law’s) understanding of how adults with 

TBI comprehend legal language, it will also produce results that are representative of an 

integrated endeavor between scientific and legal discipline.  
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II) SUMMARY & RATIONALE FOR STUDY 

 Language comprehension is a complex cognitive phenomenon that likely arises 

both from an Extended Language Network of anatomical structures and from a cognitive 

architecture that allows for the creation of situation models. Individuals with TBI 

demonstrate deficits in these cognitive mechanisms, and the diffuse damage often 

observed after TBI suggests that injury to the structure of the ELN, and the disruption of 

cognitive mechanisms that rely on healthy whole-brain anatomy, could in part explain the 

behavioral deficits. Despite the growing acceptance that TBI is a risk factor for negative 

outcomes within the legal system, however, and despite considerable evidence to suggest 

that legal language is an especially challenging category of language, there are no studies 

investigating the interactions among TBI, language comprehension, and language 

specific to legal contexts. Describing the cognitive and anatomical mechanisms that 

underlie the comprehension of legal language in adults with TBI is important for two 

main reasons. First, language comprehension is a crucial component of meaningful 

participation within the legal system, a participation that could risk ethical or legal 

consequences if impaired by language-comprehension difficulties [89, 90]. Second, TBI 

is likely a risk factor within the legal system [7-9], and a better understanding of the 

interaction between TBI and legal-language comprehension could identify findings with 

direct translational value. 

To address these gaps in knowledge about legal-language comprehension in 

adults with TBI, the overall aim of this study was to identify cognitive and neural 

mechanisms that underlie the comprehension of language derived from common legal 

contexts. Participants completed validated neuropsychological tests, in particular 
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working-memory and processing-speed tests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale 

[91], as well as two experimental tests of legal-language comprehension: one, a forced 

multiple-choice test modeled on Pearson’s Clinical Evaluation of Language 

Fundamentals [92]; and the other, a Wason selection test of logical reasoning [93, 94]. 

 

Specific aims were as follows: 

 

- AIM ONE: To compare comprehension of legal language between individuals 

with moderate-to-severe TBI and uninjured comparison individuals 

- AIM TWO: To compare comprehension and reasoning of legal-language rules 

between individuals with moderate-to-severe TBI and uninjured comparison 

individuals. 

- AIM THREE: To compare behavioral outcomes from Aims One and Two to 

functional and anatomical neuroimaging measures  
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Abstract 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to characterize comprehension of legal 

language derived from plea colloquies in adults with and without TBI. We hypothesized 

that adults with TBI would demonstrate poorer comprehension accuracy and slower 

comprehension time than a comparison (CG) group of uninjured adults on an 

experimental language task. 

Methods: Participants were 19 adults with moderate-to-severe TBI (11 females) and 21 

CG adults (13 females) ages 24-64 years who had previously participated in a study of 

social communication. Participants completed a multiple-choice assessment of legal 

language comprehension, with stimuli presented either in their original legal form or 

manipulated to simplify syntax or include more-common words. 

Results: Across manipulation categories, the TBI group was significantly less accurate 

(M = 0.71, SD = 0.22, F(1,43) < 0.01) and slower (M = 44.84 sec, SD= 20.22, F (1,43) < 

0.01) then CG participants, with no effect of item manipulation. Working memory and 

reading fluency test scores correlated with task accuracy and speed in both groups.  

Conclusion: Individuals with TBI underperformed their uninjured peers on both 

comprehensions accuracy and comprehension time, and these differences were 

attributable in part to differences in working memory and reading fluency. The lack of a 

benefit from simplifying legal language may have been due to the subtlety of item 

manipulations, relatively small sample size, or supportive testing environment. 

Additional studies are needed to better test the effects of linguistic manipulation and the 

relationship among cognitive mechanisms, TBI, and language comprehension. 

 
Keywords: brain injuries, language comprehension, law, adult 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 It is difficult to overstate the importance of language comprehension in the human 

mental condition. The processing of information to extract meaning is essential for high-

level cognitive functions such as learning, reasoning, problem solving, and decision 

making, and comprehension is a necessary impetus behind intentional behavior and 

action [1-3]. Furthermore, the ubiquity of written and spoken language within modern 

society makes language comprehension an exigent aspect of human cognition from both a 

practical and theoretical perspective.  

 An area of society dominated by language-based discourse is the law, and a 

growing corpus of research suggests that notoriously obtuse “legalese” often challenges 

the language-comprehension process. Arguably the canonical example of legal language, 

the Miranda warnings, are near-universally difficult to understand: individuals from 

many different populations display not only poor comprehension (the ability to 

understand the language and concepts presented within the Miranda warnings’ language) 

but also poor reasoning (the ability to use understanding to make decisions) when 

presented with language stimuli derived from the specific legal rules [4-8]. One 

particularly concerning finding from the Miranda-warning literature is the stark 

variability in comprehension among populations that are at-risk or overrepresented within 

penal legal systems [9-12]. These populations include: juveniles with and without a 

variety of cognitive or mental disorders and with and without criminal-offender status 

[13-17]; young adults with specific language impairments [18]; adult offenders with 

mental illnesses [6]; adults with intellectual disabilities [19]; and adult psychiatric 

patients [20]. For example, Zelle and colleagues (2015) found that nearly half of the 
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juvenile participants who were able to accurately define the “right to silence” 

nevertheless believed that a judge could force them to discuss any wrongdoing later in 

court [13]. Similarly, Rogers and colleagues (2007) found that individuals with diagnoses 

of mental illnesses who were recruited from competency-to-stand-trial wards had 

difficulty incorporating key information (such as free legal assistance) into their decision-

making for their own circumstances; for example, the participants continued to refuse an 

attorney on the inaccurate belief that they would be responsible for legal fees [6]. Finally, 

O’Connell and colleagues (2005) showed that adults with mental retardation not only 

scored poorly on comprehension assessments but also showed tendency to change their 

responses based on friendly feedback [19]. Whether or not there is a causal relationship 

between language-comprehension abilities and the legal implications suggested by the 

studies is unclear, but the social and financial costs associated with legal adjudication, 

particularly criminal conviction, underscore the need for additional research to better 

understand the relationships between language comprehension and legal language as a 

discreet category of language [21].  

Individuals with traumatic brain injury (TBI) are another population that may be 

at an elevated risk of poorer outcomes against the backdrop of complicated legal 

language. Like the populations just described, individuals with TBI can show 

impairments in the cognitive processes that drive language comprehension. Russel and 

colleagues [22] reported that individuals with moderate-to-severe TBI had slower 

processing speeds for individual words or paired words. Johnson and Turkstra [23] 

reported that individuals with moderate-to-severe TBI made more errors in inference 

making; poorer performance was likely attributable to working-memory demands and 
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executive-function demands of connected language [24-26]. Similarly, numerous groups 

have reported that individuals with TBI are less sensitive to sarcasm and other 

counterfactual or non-literal language [27-30], a type of language that requires the use of 

inferences to resolve verbal ambiguity [31]. Deficits in working memory, processing 

speed, and nonverbal reasoning likely underlie these gist-level language impairments, and 

are common sequelae of TBI [32]. Finally, individuals with TBI may show impairments 

in creating mental representations of language, or “situation models,” a cognitive ability 

that relies heavily on working-memory driven metacognition [33-35] in addition to 

“lower-level” language processing [1]. This concatenation of language deficits may also 

underlie the disruptions in social cognition often following TBI [29, 30, 36-39]; 

regardless, TBI-induced language impairments parallel impairments observed in 

populations that are known to be poorer comprehenders of legal language.     

Also like other populations with cognitive impairments, individuals with TBI are 

generally over-represented within the legal system. Rates of TBI among incarcerated 

individuals can approach one hundred percent [10, 40-42], and legal interactions typically 

require effective social-communication skills [43], skills that are frequently impaired 

post-TBI [27, 39, 44, 45]. While it is important to stress that there is no causal link 

between TBI and negative outcomes within legal systems, the fact that individuals with 

TBI are over-represented within the legal system, that adjudication necessarily requires 

exposure to legal language, and that other, comparably impaired populations perform 

poorly on legal-language comprehension tasks all point to the need to better characterize 

the relationship between TBI, language comprehension, and legal language. Nevertheless, 

comprehension of legal language in populations with TBI has not been well examined, 
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and the diversity of language-based scenarios within the law engenders the need for a 

targeted, environmentally valid assessment of legal-language comprehension that 

recognizes the genre’s heterogeneity. 

 One example of legal language that likely presents language and communication 

challenges for individuals with TBI is the plea colloquy [43]. Plea colloquies are a formal 

dialogue in which a judge engages a defendant in an official conversation to determine 

whether the defendant is capable of entering a plea to a crime. Because the defendant 

waives fundamental constitutional rights when he or she enters a plea, the judge must use 

the plea colloquy to determine that the defendant is mentally competent to make the pleas 

and that he or she does so knowingly, freely, and voluntarily [46-48]. Because plea 

colloquies necessarily concern complex legal ideas, they often contain low-frequency, 

abstract words; complicated verbiage such as nominalizations; and stilted, stylized 

grammar. For individuals with TBI, who may have language impairments at the word or 

sentence level, at the discourse level, or at the situation-model level, plea colloquies may 

be particularly difficult to understand.  

To begin to investigate the relationships between TBI, language comprehension, 

and legal language, this study had three aims: first, to assess whether individuals with 

TBI were more likely to make comprehension errors during the comprehension of plea-

colloquy language; second, to identify cognitive measures associated with language-

comprehension behaviors; and third, to develop a set of environmentally valid linguistic 

stimuli based on frequent example of legal language. We hypothesized that there would 

be a significant effect of TBI on language-comprehension outcomes, and we anticipated 

that the results would not only contribute to the literature at this important intersection of 
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law, science, and policy, but would also provide a valuable source of empirical findings 

for data-driven policy and future investigation.  

 

METHODS 

Participants 

Participants were adults with moderate-to-severe TBI (n=19, 11 females) and a healthy 

comparison group  (CG) of adults without TBI (n=21, 13 females) matched group-wise 

for age, t(38) = -0.24, p =0.83 and education, t(32) = -0.71, p = 0.45. All participants 

were from the Midwest and were recruited as part of a larger study of social cognition in 

adults with and without TBI. Injury severity for the TBI group was defined using 

standard injury criteria [49]. Table 1 shows participant characteristics. Inclusion criteria 

were self-identification as a native English speaker and no self-reported history of a 

diagnosis of language or learning disability or neurological disorder affecting the brain 

(pre-injury for the TBI group). Exclusion criteria were failing a pure-tone audiometric 

screening test at 20 db HL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz; failing standard screening 

for far and near vision; testing within the aphasic range of the Western Aphasia Battery 

Bedside Screening[50]; and prior participation in a criminal plea hearing in a state court. 

The Social and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board at the University of 

Wisconsin approved all procedures. All participants signed a written consent form before 

participating: all participants received compensation for their participation. 

 Legal-Language Stimuli 

1. Plea Hearings 
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Our first aim was to construct ecologically valid stimuli that accurately reflected 

plea-colloquy language from court proceedings. The first author attended 40 plea 

hearings from 11 state courts. These hearings were chosen based entirely on scheduling 

availability: neither author had any background knowledge about the defendants present 

in the hearings or specific details of the case. The first author attended these proceedings 

unannounced or informed the court staff beforehand that he was a law student performing 

courtroom observations as part of his degree program. Because the court rules prohibited 

video or audio recording, the first author recorded start and end times for the plea-

colloquy portion of the hearings and took notes about verbal features of the dialogues, 

such as the pronunciation of proper nouns and non-verbal utterances.  

2. Court Transcripts 

The first author obtained demographic and background information for the 40 

observed defendants from a state database allowing members of the public to access and 

view the public records and information for cases in state courts. The defendants were 

diverse with respect to age, ethnicity, and sex (Table One), and the defendant population 

was representative of the state’s overall population. We purchased official transcripts for 

each of the 40 proceedings from the court reporters. We then used CHAT/CLAN 

language-analysis software [51] to code language from the transcripts. We first 

segmented the transcripts into C-Units, defined as independent clauses with modifiers 

[52]. We used C-Units as the unit of analysis for two reasons. First, from a theoretical 

standpoint, because we were ultimately interested in assessing the comprehensibility of 

the plea-colloquy language, we wanted a unit of analysis based on linguistic meaning. 

Second, from a practical standpoint, we did not have audio recordings, so we could not 
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use prosodic elements as part of the segmentation process. C-Units were appropriate from 

both standpoints because they cannot be further divided without loss of essential meaning, 

and they can be determined entirely from grammar. The first author coded all transcripts, 

and then a trained undergraduate research assistant performed reliability coding on four 

transcripts (10%) to ensure that the C-Unit segmentation method was reliable (~95%).  

We used the CHAT/CLAN software to obtain descriptive statistics for two 

portions of the transcript corpus: the entire plea hearing, which was the full transcript 

including the plea colloquy; and the plea colloquy, which was the isolated colloquy 

portion.  

3. Pilot Stimuli 

To construct the experimental stimuli, we used the word corpus of the 40 plea 

colloquies. First, we used CHAT/CLAN to obtain a total list of all words that appeared in 

the 40 plea colloquies. We established the following rules for constructing the corpus: we 

ignored verb/noun morphology, although we included participial adjectives and gerunds 

as separate items; we excluded proper nouns and numbers; and we counted only the 

specific parts of speech in which each word occurred (e.g., “face” occurred as a verb, but 

not as a noun). Our final corpus contained approximately 900 words. 

We then constructed experimental stimuli using the State of Wisconsin Plea 

Questionnaire/Waiver of Rights Form (“PQF”)(CR-227, Wisconsin Statutes § 971.08) 

Effectively, the PQF is the written version of the verbal plea colloquy: after a defendant 

completes the form, the judge reads the form and uses the form as the basis for the plea 

colloquy. The PQF contains approximately 40 items that ask the defendant about 

personal history, constitutional rights, understandings of the proceeding, and the 
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voluntariness of the plea. We excluded 14 items relating to personal history or the 

physical PQF in order to make a universally applicable set of stimuli. As a hypothetical 

charge, we selected disorderly conduct, which was the most common charge within the 

40 observed plea colloquies. For the remaining 26 items, we performed four 

manipulations: two that manipulated semantic content and two that manipulated syntactic 

structure. For the first semantic manipulation, we manipulated word abstraction (ABS) 

using concreteness ratings in Brysbaert et al.’s data (2014) to replace words in the 26 

PFQ items with more concrete synonyms from our plea-colloquy word corpus (e.g., 

“disorderly conduct” became “disorderly behavior.”). The second semantic manipulation 

was for word frequency (FRQ), again using Brysbaert et al’s data to replace words in the 

26 PQF items with more frequently occurring synonyms from our plea-colloquy word 

corpus. The more-frequent synonyms included synonyms that were also more concrete 

(e.g., “entering this plea” became “making this plea.”). For the first syntactic 

manipulation, we manipulated verb-level syntax (SYN-V). While keeping vocabulary 

consistent, we simplified verb voice (e.g., from active to passive) and/or verb tense and 

aspect (e.g. present perfect to simple past). For the second syntactic manipulation, we 

manipulated clause-level syntax (SYN-C). Again keeping vocabulary consistent, we 

simplified overall item syntax by separating compound sentences, replacing 

nominalizations with verbs (e.g., “exclusion” to “exclude”), or replacing noun phrases 

with subordinate clauses (e.g., “by entering this plea” to “when I enter this plea”).  For 

each item in all four manipulations, we substituted every component that had legal 

importance or necessity unless it was impossible to do so without negating sentence 
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meaning. The resulting item set contained 208 manipulated stimuli: ABS n = 36, FRQ n 

= 82, SYN-V n = 23, and SYN-C n = 67. 

Next, we obtained pilot data on the manipulated stimuli. Individuals who had no 

legal training or expertise were asked to rate each item on a scale of 1-5 for overall 

abstractness (ABS and FRQ items) or grammatical difficulty (SYN-V and SYN-C items). 

Pilot ratings indicated that FRQ and SYN-C items were less abstract and less 

grammatically difficult, respectively. We compiled a final stimuli set (n=52) by selecting 

one FRQ option and one SYN-C option for each of the 26 PQF items. The selection 

criterion was scores within a range of ±1, or, if that was not possible, pilot scores with the 

least variability.  

The final stimulus set consisted of three versions of each of the 26 PQF items: (1)  

the original item without any manipulation to word choice or syntax (unmodified, UNM); 

(2) the item modified for word frequency (frequency manipulation, FREQ); and (3) the 

item modified for clause-level syntax (syntax manipulation, SYNC). Following McKoon 

and Ratcliff’s discussion on the interaction between syntax and meaning, [53] we 

predicted that FREQ stimuli would facilitate comprehension through simplified meaning, 

while SYNC stimuli would facilitate comprehension through simplified meaning and 

simplified syntax.  

4. Experimental Task 

We used the final stimuli set to construct a forced multiple-choice assessment 

modeled on the Pearson’s Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamental’s (5th Edition) 

Figurative Language assessment [54]. For each item, we created four possible answers: 

(1) the correct interpretation of the item; (2) the opposite interpretation of the item; (3) an 
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alternative but incorrect interpretation of the item; (4) a literal/nonsense interpretation of 

the item. Each item’s three manipulations (UNM, FREQ, and SYNC) had answer choices 

that overlapped as much as possible; for example, an item explaining the loss of 

constitutional right used the same “alternative but incorrect” answer choice (“the laws of 

the United States no longer apply to me”) for the UNM, FREQ, and SYNC manipulations. 

For each experimental item, the order of the four choices was randomized. 

5. Procedure 

 We automated the task using PsyScopeX software [55] on a MacBook Pro laptop 

computer. See Figure One for an image of the experimental setup as viewed by the 

participants during the task. To ensure participants’ comprehension of instructions, the 

examiner read the instructions aloud as the participants viewed them on the screen, and 

then asked the participant whether they had any questions before beginning the task. 

Participants received as much time as they needed to complete the task.  

  Additional Measures 

We administered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised Digit Span 

(WAIS-DIGIT) task [56] to obtain a standardized working-memory assessment for each 

participant. We also administered the Woodcock-Johnson Sentence Reading Fluency 

(WJ) Task to obtain a standardized reading-level assessment for each participant [57]. To 

compare the present study with previous publications, participants completed a series of 

tasks recommended by the Common Data Elements Committee for TBI research 

(“Common Data Elements”) [58]: the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) [59], 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales tests for Processing Speed Index (WAIS-PSI) [56], 

and Trailmaking Tasks A and B [60]. Results for TBI and HC groups are included in 
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Table 3. Paired-samples t-tests revealed a significant between-groups difference on all 

neuropsychological measures (p < 0.01; except Trailmaking Task B p<0.05) and no 

significant sex-based differences on any measure except for the WJ total score measure 

(WJ_TOTAL, t(27)= -2.23, p = 0.03). 

Data Analysis 

Our first set of hypotheses tested the relations among language comprehension, 

TBI, and type of item manipulation. First, we hypothesized a main effect of group, with 

individuals with TBI obtaining both lower comprehension-accuracy scores and slower 

reaction times than CG individuals. Second, we hypothesized a main effect of item 

manipulation type, with comprehension accuracy being lowest for UNM items, higher for 

FREQ items, and highest for SYNC items; and with reaction times being longest for 

UNM items, shorter for FREQ items, and shortest for SYNC items [53]. Third, we 

hypothesized that there would be an interaction of group and manipulation type, with the 

item-manipulation effect being greater for individuals with TBI. These three hypotheses 

were analyzed using a inear mixed-effects model regressing comprehension accuracy on 

group, manipulation type, and the interaction term. 

Our second set of hypotheses tested the relations among language comprehension, 

TBI, and two cognitive functions: working memory and processing speed. First, we 

hypothesized a main effect of group on overall comprehension accuracy and task 

completion time, with individuals with TBI obtaining lower comprehension scores and 

longer completion times than CG individuals. We hypothesized that scores on working 

memory and processing speed tests would be correlated with comprehension accuracy 

and reaction times. That is, we predicted that participants with lower test scores would 
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have lower accuracy scores and longer reaction times. Third, we hypothesized that the 

relationship between test scores and task performance would differ by group, with larger 

effects of working memory and processing for the TBI group than for the CG group. To 

control for participants’ reading abilities, we included WJ reading fluency scores as a 

covariate. These hypotheses were tested using general linear models to regress 

comprehension accuracy and task-completion time on group, working memory and 

processing speed, and the interaction term, with reading fluency as a covariate.  

Statistical analyses were conducted in R 3.1.2 (http://www.R-project.org/) [61]. 

The criterion alpha level was .05. Mixed-effects models used contrasts to test the 

predicted pattern of means and residual between-group variance [62] 

 

RESULTS 

 Participant demographic characteristics are shown in Table 1. There was no 

significant between-group difference on any variable. Injury characteristics of TBI group 

participants are shown in Table 2.  

 Results of additional measures are shown in Table 3. There were statistically 

significant between-group differences on every measure, with the CG group having 

higher scores on the WAIS-DIGIT subtest, t(36) = -4.27, p < 0.01; the WAIS_PSI, t (37) 

= -4.14, p < 0.01; the WJ (total score), t(30) = -3.79, p < 0.01; both Part A, t(23) = -3.49, 

p <0.0, and Part B, t(26) = -2.17, p <0.05, of the Trailmaking test; and all three 

components of the CVLT (CVLT-5: t(31) = -5.51, p < 0.01; CVLT-S: t(31) = -6.06, p < 

0.01; CVLT-L: t(30) = -6.21, p <0.01).  

 Effects of Item Manipulation and Group 
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Comprehension accuracy and reaction times are shown in Table 4. Analysis of 

accuracy revealed a significant main effect of group, with higher scores in the CG group 

across item types, F (1,43) = 8.85, p<0.01, R2 = 0.39; but no effect of manipulation, F(1, 

23)=0.50, p=0.48; or group X manipulation interaction, F(1,23)=2.87 p=0.10 (Figure 2). 

Similarly, analysis of reaction time revealed a significant main effect of group, with 

faster reactions times in the CG group across item types, F(1,41)= 8.77, p<0.01; but no 

main effect of manipulation, F(1,23)=0.23, p=0.63; or group X manipulation interaction, 

F(1,76)=1.33, p=0.36 (Figure 3).  

 Effects of Working Memory and Processing Speed  

There was a significant effect of WAIS-DIGIT scores on overall task accuracy, 

t(35) = 2.32 p < 0.05, η2
p = 0.13; but no main effect of group, t(35) = 1.14, p = 0.26; or 

reading fluency, t(35) = 0.737, p = 0.47; and no significant interaction between group and 

working memory, t(35) = -1.54, p = 0.13 (Figure 4). Analysis of task-completion time 

with WAIS-DIGIT as a measure of working memory found a significant effect of reading 

fluency, t(35) = -4.62, p < 0.01, η2
p = 0.38; no significant effect of group, t(35) = -1.12, p 

= 0.27; or working-memory score, t(35) = 0.96, p = 0.35; and no significant interaction of 

group X working-memory score, t(35) = -1.21, p = 0.24 (Figure 5. Adding processing 

speed as a covariate did not alter the significance of the effect of working memory on 

overall task accuracy, t(34) = 2.10, p < 0.05, η2
p = 0.11; or of the effect of reading fluency 

on task-completion time, (t 34) = -3.73, p < 0.01, η2
p = 0.29 (Figures 6 and 7). 

Analysis of overall task accuracy with WAIS-PSI revealed a significant effect of 

group, t(35) = 2.15, p<0.05, η2
p = 0.11; and a trend toward a significant group X test 

interaction, t(35) = -1.87, p = 0.07, η2
p = 0.06; but no significant effect of processing 
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speed, t(35) = 1.32, p=0.19; or reading fluency, t(35) = -0.27, p=0.84 (Figure 8). Effects 

of WAIS-PSI on task completion time revealed a significant main effect of reading 

fluency, t(35) = -2.84, p <0.01, η2
p = 0.06. There were no significant effects of group, 

t(35) = -1.08, p =-.29; or processing speed, t(35) = 0.30, p =0.77; or group X processing 

speed interaction, t(35) = 0.81, p = 0.43 (Figure 9). Adding working memory as a 

covariate eliminated the significant effect of group on overall accuracy (Figure 10) and 

did not change the effect of reading fluency on overall completion time (Figure 11).  

Error Patterns 

Table 5 shows error types by group. Error patterns were summarized by 

calculating the number of errors in each error category: opposite meaning, literal meaning, 

or alternate legal interpretation. Paired-samples t-tests showed that the TBI group made 

significantly more errors than the CG group overall, t(34) = 23.13, p < 0.01; and 

significantly more opposite-type errors, t(20) = 3.01, p < 0.01, and alternate legal–type 

errors, t(29) = 2.72, p < 0.05, than the CG group. The two groups were not significantly 

different on number of literal-type errors, or on the proportion of each error type. 

Correlations with Scores on Additional Measures 

As an exploratory analysis among our language-comprehension measures and 

additional measures of working memory and processing speed, we conducted Pearson 

correlations among comprehension task dependent variables and scores on Common Data 

Elements tests. Results are shown in Table 6.. For the TBI group, there was a significant 

correlation between scores on Trailmaking Subtest A and total comprehension accuracy. 

For the CG group, CVLT-S and CVLT-L scores were significantly correlated with total 

comprehension accuracy. 
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DISCUSSION 

 The overall aim of this study was to characterize comprehension of legal language 

in individuals with moderate-to-severe TBI. To accomplish this aim, we tested 

comprehension accuracy and time in an experimental task modeled on a formal legal-

language sample in adults with TBI and compared their performance to that of a 

demographically matched comparison group. We also asked if performance in two 

cognitive domains, working memory and processing speed, would partly explain poorer 

comprehension of legal language, particularly among adults with TBI.    

 Individuals with TBI demonstrated lower comprehension accuracy than their 

uninjured peers, supporting our first hypothesis. These results suggest that individuals 

with TBI are at an increased risk of misunderstanding language within legal contexts, 

which could lead individuals with TBI towards less desirable legal outcomes, whether in 

the form of adjudications, convictions, or restricted participation in legal proceedings. 

Furthermore, these results parallel earlier data on legal-language comprehension in other 

populations with cognitive deficits and/or disabilities [6-8, 13, 19, 20], and add to 

mounting evidence against the assumption that lay persons generally have a working 

understanding of important legal concepts, such as those explained within the CR-227 

Plea Colloquy form [4, 8].  

 The results of our working-memory and processing-speed analyses may in part 

explain the performance differences between the TBI group and their uninjured peers. 

While individuals with TBI were on average poorer and slower comprehenders than 

comparison peers, the results of our our analyses did not support our hypotheses. When 

we controlled for working memory, processing speed, and reading fluency, there were no 
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significant between-groups differences or interactions between group and any of the 

cognitive measures: effectively, then, differences between the two groups were explained 

by working memory in the case of total comprehension accuracy, and reading fluency in 

the case of total completion time. While we did not anticipate these results, we believe 

that they align with both the literature on language comprehension post-TBI and also the 

current understanding of language comprehension processes in typical adults. TBI often 

causes diffuse damage throughout the brain that can disrupt distributed cognitive 

functions [63, 64]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, language comprehension, which likely 

recruits a broad array of cortical areas and axonal pathways, is one such distributed 

function [65, 66]. Studies of typical adults have shown that in addition to being highly 

distributed, language comprehension is also working-memory intensive, particularly at 

the level of manipulating situation models [35, 67, 68], and our results suggest that 

individuals with TBI do not have the working memory necessary to accurately and 

quickly comprehend legal language. 

A potential role of working memory, processing speed, and reading fluency may 

also inform the nature of the behavioral deficits observed in our participants with TBI. 

While some higher-order cognitive functions are qualitatively different between 

individuals with and without TBI (e.g., social cognition, the disruption of which is a 

hallmark of TBI [27, 31, 36, 39, 69, 70]), differences in language comprehension 

between the groups here appear to be quantitative. That is, participants with TBI had 

lower working memory and reading fluency scores, and these two mechanisms accounted 

for the group differences in comprehension accuracy and time. Taken together, our 

findings strongly suggest a crucial role of working memory and reading fluency in 
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explaining the comprehension deficits seen in individuals with TBI. The absence of an 

effect of processing speed on comprehension accuracy or time could suggest independent 

mechanisms for working memory and processing speed within language comprehension. 

At least within the context of our untimed experimental setup, overall processing speed 

did not appear to affect the participants’ ability to construct and manipulate situation 

models, or the speed with which they were able to do so.  

 For our second hypothesis, we predicted an effect of item manipulation type, with 

comprehension accuracy being lowest for items in their original form, higher for items 

with simplified vocabulary, and highest for items with simplified syntax; with response 

times in the reverse order (i.e., longest for items in their original form). Our findings did 

not support this hypothesis. There were no statistically significant differences in accuracy 

across the three types of item manipulations. The lack of significant manipulation effects 

could reflect several factors. First, it is possible that there were too few items in our task 

to obtain the power necessary to identify the effects of the manipulations. We modeled 

random effects at the item level following the practices recommended by Judd et al. [71, 

72], but the small set of legal sentences on which our language stimuli were based might 

have limited our ability to detect small-to-medium effects [73]. Given the large effect 

sizes typically seen in TBI, however, this was unlikely [74, 75]. Second, the 

manipulations types may have been too subtle to affect comprehension. We constructed 

our word corpus from judges’ courtroom language, and given the complex nature of the 

original plea colloquy form language, it is possible that neither word frequency nor 

clause-level syntax alone was sufficient to improve comprehension. This explanation is 

consistent with the finding of high error rates among adults with TBI across all three 
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manipulation conditions, and the lack a ceiling effect in the uninjured group. Finally, it is 

possible that our experimental condition, which allowed participants as much time as 

needed to thoroughly read every stimulus (in fact, our instructions explicitly advised the 

participants to read the sentences carefully), avoided the trade-off between accuracy and 

speed that has been noted in individuals with TBI on timed tasks [76]. Under timed 

conditions that more closely mimic the pressure of courtroom settings, or under 

conditions in which the sentences are heard rather than read, the effect of manipulation 

might be more pronounced: for example, an individual might not have time to think about 

the meaning of a low-frequency word, or might struggle to parse unsimplified syntax.    

  Our examination of error patterns showed that individuals with TBI made more 

opposite-type errors and alternative legal-type errors than their uninjured peers, and that 

the relative distribution of error types was similar in both groups, with more opposite- 

and alternative legal-type errors and fewer literal interpretation errors. These results 

suggest that individuals with TBI, like their uninjured peers, were able to overcome 

word-level processing demands to recognize that the literal choice, which was often a 

nonsensical interpretation, was incorrect. In order to make this determination, however, 

individuals with TBI must have created a situation model to interpret the non-literal 

meaning of the sentence. While TBI is known to cause deficits at the word-level, 

inference-level, and gist-level of language comprehension [22, 31, 39], the untimed 

experimental condition may have allowed individuals with TBI sufficient opportunity to 

clear any word-level hurdles that might have otherwise impaired their comprehension and 

reach the point of gist-level comprehension, allowing them to avoid the most obvious 

error category. That individuals with TBI made more errors in the two remaining 
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categories, opposite and alternate-legal interpretations, but made these errors at 

equivalent rates to individuals in the uninjured group suggests that individuals with TBI 

were less likely to correctly resolve competition among the three “sensible” options, 

choosing incorrect options more frequently than their peers. To use language-

comprehension terminology, our results suggest that individuals with TBI were as able as 

their peers to construct situation models, but less able to identify the correct situation 

model, thereby making more comprehension errors. Because manipulating situation 

models is a metacognitively intense cognitive process, individuals with TBI may not have 

had sufficient working memory to parse apart a correct situation model even though they 

were able to construct them. However, multiple explanations could explain a 

comprehension failure at the situation-model level (e.g., unfamiliar concepts that are 

difficult to envision, unknown vocabulary that is impossible to define), and subsequent 

experiments will need to tease apart a causal mechanism for the error patterns we 

observed. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that, at least within the contexts of our 

experimental design, TBI affects comprehension at the level of the situation model.  

 Finally, study-task measures were correlated with scores on some standardized 

cognitive tests. Scores on Trailmaking test (task A) were significantly correlated with 

comprehension accuracy for the TBI group, while CVLT tests scores were significantly 

correlated with comprehension accuracy for the comparison group. These findings could 

be additional evidence of a potential group effect not attributable to working memory or 

reading fluency. The Trailmaking test is a neuropsychological test of scanning, visual 

search, speed of processing, mental flexibility, and executive function [60], and is also a 

measure of fluid intelligence [77]. Because working memory is a component of both 
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executive function and fluid intelligence models (e.g. the “executive control” and 

“storage capacity” models [78]), our results support a role of working memory in legal-

language comprehension. None of the cognitive tests scores, however, were correlated 

with comprehension time. Because our predictive models suggest that reading fluency 

explains the variance among the two groups on comprehension time when including 

processing speed, it is possible that the operationalized cognitive mechanisms (fluid 

intelligence and verbal memory) do not independently account for variance in the 

comprehension times.   

Limitations and Future Directions 

 A study limitation was the relatively small, homogenous, and educated sample of 

participants. The small sample size may have limited our ability to detect statistical 

effects at the level of individual items, and it may have limited our ability to detect 

effects that were trending toward significance.  

 Another limitation is the relatively subtle nature of the differences among the 

three categories of language manipulations. As mentioned earlier, we relied on a 

language corpus generated by highly educated, highly specialized legal professionals 

speaking in a technical legal context, and the basis of our stimuli was an equally technical 

legal document. It is possible that our ability to make meaningful simplifications, either 

semantically or syntactically, within this already-advanced linguistic framework was 

limited. More extreme language modifications that are not bound by the strict a priori 

guidelines we set may be able to create manipulations that are more divergent. For 

example, using a word corpus that was standardized across the general public, or at a 

basic reading-level difficulty, as opposed to a word corpus derived from highly educated 
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legal professionals, could allow for word substitutions that were better able to simplify 

meaning.   

 Our results suggest that working memory and reading fluency in part explain the 

comprehension differences between individuals with and without TBI, and that working 

memory and speed-of-processing may independently affect language comprehension. 

Future studies could investigate these findings directly by introducing time constraints or 

placing additional experimental demands on working memory. Future studies could also 

test hypotheses based on constructs measured by standardized cognitive tests. Our 

findings indicate that the TBI and CG groups are dissimilar when correlating test scores 

with comprehension accuracy, and further studies would be valuable in clarifying these 

relationships. 

 Finally, we cannot emphasize enough that even though we designed this study to 

be as ecologically valid as possible, the actual context in which individuals would be 

comprehending this legal language is much less supportive than it was here. In addition 

to the communication and social-behavior demands of actual courtroom proceedings 

(which our study did not attempt to replicate but which are considerable), these 

proceedings are almost certain to introduce working-memory and speed-of-processing 

introduced by these proceedings would challenge comprehension by an individual, with 

or without TBI, as he or she attempts to recruit the cognitive resources necessary to 

comprehend language. For example, our observations of plea-colloquy durations suggest 

that individuals with TBI would have one-fourth the comprehension time needed to 

comprehend the items on the CR-227 form; this additional environmental pressure is all 

but guaranteed to contribute to poorer comprehension. 
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Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, our study design tested 

comprehension in a forced multiple-choice format. In an actual plea colloquy, the 

individuals would likely have been asked simply to indicate yes or know when asked if 

they understood a particular question or statement. We recognize that there would be 

other legal dynamics at play (e.g., the role of the attorney to educate the individual 

beforehand), but the fact remains that a simple yes/no question assumes that (1) the 

individual has the working-memory-driven (and possibly processing-speed-driven) 

language comprehension necessary to construct a situation model; and (2) the individual 

has the metacognition necessary to monitor that comprehension and judge whether or not 

it is complete enough to meet situational criteria. Our findings here suggest that 

individuals with TBI, as well as uninjured individuals, may not be able to parse possible 

comprehensions to that degree of accuracy: what our participants indicated as the correct 

comprehension of the plea-colloquy items was not always the correct comprehension, 

suggesting that even though they thought they understood the item, they did not. Our 

study limitations are important, but do not detract from the main finding of 

comprehension errors by adults with TBI. If anything, the study likely underrepresents 

the cognitive demands of comprehending plea-colloquy legal language, for individuals 

with or without TBI. Knowing that individuals with TBI show poorer, slower 

comprehension even under relatively ideal conditions highlights the difficulties that 

individuals with TBI, as well as other individuals with similar cognitive deficits, can face 

in real-world legal settings.  
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CONCLUSION 

 Findings from our study revealed practical differences between adults with and 

without TBI in comprehension of legal language derived from plea colloquies. These 

findings provide an informative first step in beginning to explore relationships among 

TBI, cognition, language comprehension, and legal language, and point to the need to 

further test the effects of working memory, reading fluency, and processing speed on 

language comprehension within the context of legal language.  
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Abstract 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to characterize comprehension of social-

exchange and legal rules in adults with and without TBI. We hypothesized that adults 

with TBI would demonstrate poorer comprehension and longer response times than a 

comparison group (CG) of uninjured individuals on an experimental task of logical 

reasoning. 

Methods: Participants were 20 adults with moderate-to-severe TBI (11 females) and 21 

CG adults (13 females) ages 24-64 years who completed a Wason Selection Task to test 

comprehension of three categories of social rules.  

Results: Individuals with TBI performed with significantly lower accuracy (M = 0.67, 

SD = 0.28, F (1,39)< 0.01) and longer response times (M = 5.02 sec, SD = 2.81, F(1,39) 

< 0.01) across all three rule categories, but these effects disappeared when controlling for 

processing speed and working memory. There was no effect of category on accuracy. 

Legal rules were associated with longer response times (b = 0.12, F (1,39) < 0.01), with 

the TBI group showing an additional increase (b = 0.16, F (1,78) < 0.05).  For both 

accuracy and response time there was a significant effect of processing speed but not 

working memory.  

Conclusion: We reported a significant effect of rule category, and an interaction between 

group and rule category, on social-reasoning response time. We further reported a 

significant effect of processing speed on both social-reasoning accuracy and social-

reasoning response time. These findings suggest that individuals with TBI underperform 

uninjured individuals on both reasoning accuracy and reasoning time, and that these 

differences may be attributable to differences in processing speed. The findings also 
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suggest that, while accuracy of legal rules is not different than accuracy in other 

categories, individuals require additional time to respond to them. Additional research is 

needed to further test the relationships among TBI, social-exchange reasoning with legal 

rules, and cognitive mechanisms. 

Keywords: brain injuries, adult, social exchange, social reasoning, legal rules 
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INTRODUCTION 

The existence of social rules is arguably one of the clearest defining features of 

modern-day society. From statutes proscribing antisocial conduct to behavioral norms 

dictating everyday interactions, humans exist in a social world bound by explicit and 

implicit norms. Because violating social rules can trigger consequences ranging from the 

loss of a friend’s gratitude to the loss of one’s own life, the ability to recognize and 

respect social rules is critically important for effective social behavior. 

 Many of these social rules fall within the category of social exchanges or social 

contracts. Social exchanges are behavioral transactions in which one party provides a 

benefit to the second (e.g., using polite language to request a favor) conditioned on 

receiving a benefit in return (e.g., receiving the requested favor) [1]. Cognitive processing 

of social exchanges appears to be rooted in humans’ social evolution: social pressure to 

seek mutually beneficial outcomes, and to avoid individuals who did not seek such 

outcomes, may have furthered the development of social context–specific reasoning 

mechanisms for “practical” problems such as social exchange [2-7]. Consequently, 

researchers have argued in that humans recruit a dedicated cognitive network during 

social-exchange reasoning; while no comprehensive neural architecture for social 

reasoning has yet been formalized, it appears that the task is highly distributed throughout 

both cortical and subcortical regions.  

 Studies of social-contract reasoning have used a test of logical reasoning called 

the Wason selection task[3]. The Wason task presents social contracts as conditional 

rules in the form If P, then Q (e.g., “If you borrow a car, then you have to fill up the gas 

tank”). Examinees see four cards showing information about either the P clause (“Tom 
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borrowed a car”) or the Q clause (“Harry did not fill up the gas tank”) on the card’s 

visible side, while information about the other clause is on the card’s concealed side. The 

four cards correspond to the four possible logical categories of the conditional rule (P, not 

P, Q, not Q), and the goal of the task is to determine which card(s) must be tuned over in 

order to determine whether or not the “If P, then Q” rule is broken. The logically correct 

answers, and the answers that operationally demonstrate that the participant is able to 

reason through the rule, are the “P” card and the “not Q” card: these options represent the 

protasis (“if the benefit”) and the unsatisfied apodosis of the rule (“not the cost”), and 

therefore are conditions that may indicate a violation of the rule’s logic. Typical adults 

perform well on the Wason selection task for social exchanges but considerably poorer 

on comparable theoretical reasoning tasks (“If there is an bird, then there will be an 

apple”), which supports the presence of a social-reasoning architecture as described 

earlier [1, 4, 8].  The Wason selection task can also describe other categories of context-

specific reasoning, such as precautionary rules. Precautionary rules follow the formula P 

= hazard or risk, Q = precautionary action (e.g., “If you go sunbathing, you should wear 

sunscreen.”). Researchers have speculated that, as was the case for social exchanges, 

evolutionary pressure selected for context-specific reasoning to respond to hazardous 

situations [1, 4], and there is generally a concordance between scores on precautionary-

reasoning and social-exchange tasks [1, 4, 8].  

 The ability to follow social norms and rules is critically important in the legal 

system. Legal rules are arguably a subset of social-exchange rules: both generally follow 

the same “If benefit, then cost” formula, and both generally reflect the normative, 

evolutionary adaptation of mutual collaboration and abhorrence of rule “breakers;” 
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indeed, previous experiments have included clear legal rules as part of their social-

exchange stimulus sets [4]. The degree to which legal rules and social-exchange rules can 

be conflated, however, is unclear. Legal rules often comprise both explicit rules, such as 

laws themselves (e.g., “if you drive faster than the speed limit, you will get a speeding 

ticket”), and implicit rules that govern social interactions in non-legal contexts (e.g., “if 

you talk disrespectfully to a judge, then he may hold you in contempt of court”) [9]. 

Additionally, the “cost/benefit” calculus of legal rules may be more difficult to 

contextually parse. For example, the benefit of following a particular rule may simply be 

participation in a certain legal scenario (e.g., ”If you sign this contract, you get the 

benefits of the contract”), or compliance with the legal rule itself to avoid a cost (e.g., “If 

you drive the speed limit, then you won’t get a ticket for speeding”), or the promotion of 

normative social goals (e.g., “If you vote in an election, then you promote democratic 

government”), or some combination thereof. Furthermore, legal rules are often arbitrary 

in nature and culturally specific, such that the cost/benefit relationship of the legal rule 

may not necessarily reflect any predefined or innate natural relationship (for example, it 

may be difficult for a given individual to feel that a democratic government has mutual 

benefits). 

Finally, legal rules often contain partly implicit and partly explicit benefits. For 

example, there are explicit benefits associated with obeying the speed limit (i.e., not 

receiving a speeding ticket), but there are also implicit benefits (e.g., respecting and 

promoting the rule of law), some of which may be difficult to identify or conceptualize. 

Consequently, the ability to reason through a legal rule may be more difficult than 

reasoning through non-legal rules, in part because the individual may not be able to rely 
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simply on the formulaic “receive benefit, pay cost” relationship that characterizes non-

legal social exchanges. Because severe punishment can result from inaccurate reasoning 

or understanding of these social-legal rules [9-11], a better understanding of the 

relationship between legal rules and the parallel mechanisms of social exchanges and 

precautionary rules would be valuable in better understanding how individuals reason 

through legal rules.  

Problems with social convention are one of the hallmarks of traumatic brain 

injury (TBI) [12]. Individuals with TBI often perform or display inappropriate 

communicative behaviors, such as failing to use appropriately polite language when 

making a request or using humor in unsuitable contexts [13-17]. These social errors may 

lead to undesirable outcomes: individuals with TBI struggle to maintain employment [18], 

make and maintain friendships [19], and maintain a desirable quality of life [20]. 

Individuals with TBI also are disproportionately represented within incarcerated 

populations [21-24], which raises questions about whether their social communication 

behaviors could influence interactions within judicial systems.  Although there is no 

evidence to support a causal association between TBI and illegal activity, poor 

understanding of social rules, and legal rules, could have negative consequences for 

individuals with TBI once they enter the legal system [9].  

Comprehension of Wason-type social exchanges has not been studied in 

individuals with TBI; previous studies on other clinical populations, however, suggest 

there is a relationship between social cognition deficits and social-exchange 

understanding. Ermer and Kiehl showed that individuals with psychopathy were 

selectively impaired not only in social-exchange rules but also in precautionary rules 
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even when controlling for IQ and executive functions [8]. These findings suggest that 

domain-general reasoning abilities are insufficient to comprehend social-exchange rules 

[5]. Similarly, preliminary work by Sullivan et al. suggests that domain-general reasoning 

abilities may not be necessary to understand social contracts [25], lending further 

credence to the hypothesis that social-exchange reasoning recruits a dedicated cognitive 

and anatomical framework. The framework comprises areas in the dorsal-lateral 

prefrontal cortex (typically associated with goal formation and inference making) [6], 

medial orbitofrontal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (typically associated with 

emotion- or value-laden cognition) [4, 6], angular gyrus [4], and basal ganglia, 

particularly the striatum [7].  Because TBI often results in distributed disruption of white-

matter pathways, including those that connect prefrontal cortical areas to other areas of 

the cortex [26-28], it may be the case that the disruptions in social behavior observed in 

people with TBI include difficulties in social-rule reasoning due to diffuse neural damage. 

Relatedly, TBI is often associated with deficits in working memory and processing speed 

[29-32] 

 To better understand the relationships among TBI, social-rule reasoning, and legal 

rules, this study had two aims. The first aim was to characterize Wason-task  

social reasoning in participants with TBI. This comparison would provide information 

about social-rule reasoning in adults with TBI, and also allow us to compare findings in 

individuals with TBI to Ermer and Kiehl’s (2010) findings in individuals with 

psychopathy. While both psychopathy and TBI are endemic in incarcerated populations 

[21, 33], the importance of distinguishing between TBI and other mental or cognitive 

disorders (even those that might be comorbid) is increasingly pressing from a research 
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and policy perspective [34]. . The second aim was to expand the Wason social-rule 

stimuli to include legal rules. This would allow us to investigate potential differences 

between reasoning behavior for social rules in “general” social rules vs. a legal subset of 

social rules. We hypothesized that individuals with TBI would perform poorer on 

measures of social reasoning than uninjured individuals, and we hypothesized  that all 

participants would perform poorer on legal rules than on other types of social rules. We 

expected that the findings would improve overall understanding of the social-behavior 

deficits in individuals with TBI, and provide a valuable source of data for actors within 

legal systems who are interested in improving outcomes for individuals with TBI that 

may depend on social reasoning.  

METHODS 

Participants  

 Participants were adults with moderate-to-severe TBI (n=20, 11 females) and an 

uninjured comparison (CG) group of adults without TBI (n=21, 13 females) matched 

group-wise for age, t(38)  = -0.29, p = 0.77; and education, t(34) = -0.94, p = 0.35. All 

participants were from the Midwest and were recruited as part of a larger study of social 

cognition in adults with and without TBI. Injury severity for the TBI group was defined 

using standard injury criteria [35]. Table 1 shows participant characteristics. Inclusion 

criteria were self-identification as a native English speaker and no self-reported history of 

a diagnosis of language or learning disability or neurological disorder affecting the brain 

(pre-injury for the TBI group). Exclusion criteria were failing a pure-tone audiometric 

screening test at 20 db HL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz; failing standard screening 

for far and near vision; testing within the aphasic range of the Western Aphasia Battery 
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Bedside Screening Test [36]; and prior participation in a criminal plea hearing in a state 

court. The Social and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board at the University 

of Wisconsin approved all procedures. All participants signed a written consent form 

prior to participating in the study, and all participants received compensation for their 

participation.  

 Wason Selection Task 

 Participants completed 60 Wason stimuli: 20 precautionary rules, 20 social 

exchange rules, and 20 legal rules. Ten precautionary rules and ten social exchange rules 

were adapted from Ermer and Kiehl (2010) [8]; the remaining precautionary and social 

exchange rules were modeled on this set and included similar rules based on workplace, 

recreational, domestic, and social circumstances. The legal rules were based on state or 

federal laws in 13 legal categories, including property law, family law, and personal 

injury law. We included a range of legal contexts to create a generalizable stimulus set 

and include legal scenarios that reflected social exchanges. Stimuli were matched for 

story length and readability. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for stimuli, and Figure 1 

shows and example of the stimuli as observed by the participants during the task. 

 Additional Measures 

 We administered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised Digit Span 

(WAIS-Digit) task [37] to obtain a standardized working-memory assessment for each 

participant; and the Woodcock-Johnson Sentence Reading Fluency Task to obtain a 

standardized reading-level assessment [38]. To compare the present study with previous 

publications, participants completed a series of tasks recommended by the Common Data 

Elements Committee for TBI research [39]: the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) 
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[40], Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales tests for Processing Speed Index (WAIS-PSI) 

[37], and Trailmaking Tasks A and B [41]. Results for TBI and CG groups are shown in 

Table 3. Paired samples t-tests revealed significant between-groups differences on all 

neuropsychological measures (p’s < 0.01 except for Trailmaking Task B, p < 0.05), and 

no significant sex-based difference on any measure except for the WJ total score,  t(29)= 

-2.49, p < 0.05, and the WJ grade-estimate measure, t(25) = -2.11, p < 0.05.  

Procedure 

We automated the task using PsyScopeX software [42] on a MacBook Pro laptop 

computer. See Figure One for an image of the experimental setup as viewed by the 

participants during the task. To ensure participants’ comprehension of instructions, the 

examiner read the instructions aloud as the participants viewed them on the screen, and 

then asked the participant whether they had any questions before beginning the task. 

Participants received as much time as they needed to complete the task.  

Data Analysis 

Our first set of hypotheses tested the relationship among rule comprehension 

accuracy and response time, TBI, and rule category. First, we hypothesized that there 

would be a main effect of group, with lower comprehension-accuracy scores and longer 

response times in the TBI group than CG participants. Second, we hypothesized that 

there would be a main effect of rule category on comprehension accuracy, with accuracy 

of precautionary rules being the highest, accuracy of social rules being lower, and 

accuracy of legal rules being the lowest: following the trends reported by Ermer and 

Kiehl (2010) [8], we hypothesized that legal rules would function as a “subclass” of 

social rules more difficult that either precautionary or social rules. Similarly, we 
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hypothesized that there would be a main effect of rule category on response time, with 

response times being shortest for precautionary rules, longer for social rules, and longest 

for legal rules. Third, we hypothesized an interaction between group and rule category, 

with the effect of rule category being greater for individuals with TBI on both 

comprehension accuracy and response time measures. These hypotheses were analyzed 

using a linear mixed-effects model regressing either comprehension accuracy or response 

time on group, rule category, and the interaction term.   

Our second set of hypothesis tested relationships among rule comprehension, TBI, 

and two cognitive mechanisms: working memory, operationalized as scores from the 

WAIS-DIGIT assessment; and processing speed, operationalized by scores from the 

WAIS-PSI assessment. First, we hypothesized that, when controlling for group, there 

would be a main effect of working memory on both accuracy and response time, with 

higher WAIS-DIGIT scores associated with higher accuracy and lower response times. 

Second, we hypothesized that, when controlling for group, there would be a main effect 

of processing speed, with higher WAIS-PSI scores associated with higher accuracy and 

lower response times. To test these hypotheses, we reran the linear mixed-effects models 

but included working memory and processing speed as covariates. 

Statistical analyses were conducted in R 3.1.2 (http://www.R-project.org/) [43]. 

The criterion alpha level was set at 0.05 for statistical significance, and we reported 

trends for p values of .05-.10. Mixed-effects models used contrasts to test the predicted 

pattern of means and residual between-group variance [44] 

  

RESULTS 
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Demographic characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1. There was 

no significant between-group difference on any of the variables. Injury characteristics of 

the TBI group are shown in Table 3. 

Results of the additional measures are shown in Table 4. There were statistically 

significant differences on every measure, with the CG group having higher scores on the 

WAIS-DIGIT, t(36) = -4.27, p <0.01; WAIS_PSI, t(37) = -4.14, p < 0.01; WJ [total 

score], t(30) = -3.79, p < 0.01; the Trailmaking tasks A, t(23) = -3.49, p < 0.01, and B, 

t(23) = -2.15, p < 0.05; and all three components of the CVLT: CVLT-5, t(32) = 5.51, p < 

0.01; CVLT-S, t(31) = -6.01, p < 0.01; and CVLT-L: t(30) = -6.21, p < 0.01.  

 Linear – Mixed Effects Models 
�

Comprehension accuracy and response times are shown in Table 5. Analysis of 

comprehension accuracy revealed a significant main effect of group, F (1,39) = 9.03, 

p<0.01; a trend toward a main effect of manipulation, F(1, 78)= 2.76, p=0.10; and no 

significant interaction of group and manipulation, F(1,77)=1.01 p=0.92. Orthogonal 

contrast for rule category was not significant, F(1,78) = 0.82, p = 0.37. Overall model fit 

was R2m = 0.17 (Figure 2).  

Analysis of response time revealed significant main effects of group, F (1,39) = 

7.32, p<0.01; and rule category, F(1,78) = 9.82, p < 0.01; and a significant interaction of 

group and rule category, F(1,78) = 4.45, p < 0.05. Orthogonal contrast for rule category 

was not significant, F(1,78) = 0.02, p = 0.88. Overall model fit was R2m = 0.15 (Figure 3).  

Analysis of comprehension accuracy when controlling for working memory and 

processing speed revealed a main effect of processing speed, F(1,37) = 4.62, p < 0.05, 

with shorter response times associated with larger WAIS-DIGIT scores; but no 
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significant effect of group, F(1,37) = 2.25, p = 0.14; rule type, F(1,78) = 2.76, p = 0.10; 

or working memory, F(1,37) = 0.25, p = 0.62; or group-by-rule category interaction term, 

F(1,78) = 0.01, p = 0.92. Orthogonal contrast for rule category was not significant, 

F(1,78) = 0.82, p = 0.37. Overall model fit was R2m= 0.25 (Figure 4).  

Analysis of response time when controlling for working memory and processing 

speed revealed a significant effect of rule category, F(1,78) = 9.82, p < 0.01; and 

processing speed, F(1,78) = 4.45, p < 0.04; and a significant group-by-rule category 

interaction, F(1,37) = 6.06, p < 0.02. There was no significant effect of group, F(1,37) = 

0.89, p = 0.35; or working memory, F(1,37) = 0.03, p = 0.87. Orthogonal contrast for rule 

category was not significant, F(1,78) = 0.02, p = 0.88.Overall model fit was R2m= 0.27 

(Figure 5).  

Correlations 

As an exploratory analysis, we conducted Pearson correlations between the 

comprehension-task dependent variables and the WJ reading measures and Common 

Data Elements test scores. Results are shown in Table 6. Total accuracy and 

comprehension time were correlated with scores on the WJ (total score), Trailmaking, 

and CVLT. For individuals with TBI, both WJ total scores (r =0.45, p < 0.05) and 

Trailmaking subtask A scores (r = 0.45, p < 0.05) were significantly correlated with 

average accuracy across the three rule categories. There were significant correlations 

between response time and both WJ total scores (r = -0.65, p < 0.01) and Trailmaking 

subtask A scores (r = -0.55, p < 0.01). For CG individuals, there were no significant 

correlations between task accuracy scores and scores on any test; and response time was 

significantly correlated only with WJ total scores (r = -0.45, p < 0.05).  
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DISCUSSION 

 The overall aim of this study was to characterize comprehension of social-

exchange rules in adult individuals with moderate-to-severe TBI. To do so, we measured 

comprehension accuracy and response time in an experimental task based on the Wason 

selection task, and compared participants with TBI to a demographically matched 

comparison group. The results, together with results from standardized cognitive 

assessments, further allowed us to test the hypothesis that two cognitive mechanisms, 

working memory and processing speed, played a role in comprehension of social-

exchange rules.  

 We found a significant effect of group on rule-comprehension accuracy, a finding 

that supported our first hypothesis. Across rule categories, individuals with TBI 

demonstrated poorer comprehension than their CG peers. We did not, however, find 

either a significant effect of rule category or a significant group-by-category interaction, 

which did not support our hypothesis. When controlling for working memory and 

processing speed, however, we found only a significant effect of processing speed, a 

finding that partially supported our hypothesis. Taken together, our findings on Wason-

task accuracy suggest that the difference in comprehension accuracy between individuals 

with TBI and CG can be attributed to slower processing speed in the TBI group, a 

common cognitive sequela of TBI [45, 46]. 

  Analysis of response times revealed significant effects of both group and rule 

category, and a group-by-category interaction. Individuals with TBI had longer response 

times than CG individuals overall, and increased their response times from precautionary 

to social to legal rules. CG participants had longer response times only for legal rules vs. 
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the other two rule types. This pattern supported our hypothesis that legal rules would take 

longer to comprehend than the other types of rules. When controlling for processing 

speed and working memory, however, we found a significant effect of rule category and 

processing speed, and a significant group-by-category interaction, but no significant 

effect of group. That is, our findings on the Wason-task suggest that individuals 

regardless of injury take additional time to respond to legal rules and that individuals with 

TBI do so to a greater degree than uninjured individuals. Our findings further suggest that 

the difference in response time for rules in part reflects differences in overall processing 

speed, as was the case for comprehension accuracy.  

 Our results from individuals with TBI can be compared to those from 

psychopathic individuals described by Ermer and Kiehl [8]. Ermer and Kiehl reported 

that psychopathic individuals demonstrated impaired reasoning on precautionary and 

social rules, data that our findings parallel; however, Ermer and Kiehl’s data could not be 

explained by scores on cognitive tests or by behavioral traits, results the authors 

interpreted as pointing towards a deficit in specialized reasoning mechanisms dedicated 

to precautionary and social logic [8]. This interpretation would suggest a dedicated 

“social reasoning” circuit that is selectively impaired or diminished in psychopathic 

individuals, a conclusion that aligns with that of Cosmides and Tooby [1, 3, 6, 7], as well 

as others [1, 3, 6, 7], who postulated that this sort of logical reasoning is facilitated by a 

dedicated neurocognitive architecture. 

 For individuals with TBI, unlike those with psychopathy, our results suggest that 

processing speed accounts for the impaired reasoning in social-exchange logic. 

Consequently, we draw two conclusions from our results. First, we conclude that 
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impaired social reasoning in individuals with TBI might not reflect disruptions of specific 

“social reasoning” neuroarchitecture: rather, individuals with TBI are impaired in social 

reasoning due to deficits in a domain-general cognitive mechanism, a deficit possibly 

attributed to the diffuse axonal damage that often characterizes moderate-to-severe TBI 

[26, 27, 47, 48]. Indeed, processing speed is well-characterized as a deficit following TBI 

[29, 30, 45, 49, 50], and post-TBI difficulties on complex cognitive tasks have been 

attributed to processing-speed deficits [45, 49]. Second, we conclude that (for the case of 

social-reasoning accuracy and response times) the difference between individuals with 

TBI and psychopathic individuals is likely qualitative, while the difference between 

individuals with TBI and uninjured individuals is quantitative. That is, our results suggest 

that individuals with TBI are not selectively impaired on tasks of social reasoning and are 

instead impaired as a result of general cognitive disruption.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

We enrolled a relatively small, relatively homogenous, and relatively educated 

sample of participants. The small sample size may have limited our ability to detect 

additional statistical effects even though effect sizes for moderate-to-severe TBI research 

tend to be large.  

 Next, while we attributed participants’ relatively good performance on the legal 

rules to a corresponding increase in response time, we are unable to say what specific 

features of the legal rule might be responsible for that increase, i.e., stimuli were designed 

to reflect different constructs rather than differences in processing demands. Although the 

legal rules were as readable as rules in the other two categories, the methods we used to 

assess readability may not have been sensitive enough to capture linguistic features that 
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can slow comprehension (e.g., lower-frequency words such as “zoning,” “patent,” or 

“lease”). Legal language, even at the relatively easy level of our experimental vignettes, 

can be difficult for untrained individuals to understand [51]. It is also possible that the 

slower response times were related to the fact that legal language is stereotypically 

difficult, which could have affected the participants’ attitudes or conscious thought 

processes even though nothing in our experimental design flagged or warned of the 

presence of legal rules. Regardless, we are unable to propose a causal explanation for this 

finding, and future studies may need to use additional legal-rule stimuli explicitly 

constructed to assess these testable questions.  

 Though our statistical analyses suggest that the differences between the TBI and 

comparison group might be attributed to processing speed, our correlation analyses 

suggest that two other cognitive mechanisms, reading fluency and fluid intelligence [52], 

may also be implicated, and that possible effects of these variables may differ between 

TBI and comparison groups. Because social reasoning should (at least theoretically) be 

independent of language mode, however, it should not be necessary to distinguish 

between written and spoken social reasoning. Furthermore, working memory is a 

recognized component of fluid intelligence [53], so it may be redundant to attempt to 

parse cognitive mechanisms.  

 Finally, our experimental stimuli might represent legal rules that are more 

simplistic and reductionistic than most actual legal rules, which tend to be much more 

nuanced than the “If X, then Y” framework necessary for the Wason selection task.  

Nevertheless, our findings suggest that even under controlled, optimized conditions, 

individuals with TBI still underperform uninjured individuals. Further studies could add 
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additional real-life variables, such as time constraints or competing stimuli, to more 

closely examine relations among TBI, cognition, and social-reasoning in legal contexts.  

 

CONCLUSION  

Findings from our study revealed differences between adults with and without 

TBI on a task of social-exchange reasoning involving legal rules, and showed that these 

differences were attributable in part due to speed of information processing. These 

findings have scientific and practical implications. From a scientific perspective, the 

results inform our understanding of social and communication impairments in adults with 

TBI, and the role of cognitive functions in social reasoning on verbal tasks. From a 

practical perspective, the results suggest that individuals with or without TBI may require 

more time to reason through legal rules than other types of rules, and that an individual’s 

speed of processing plays a critical role in legal-rule comprehension accuracy and 

response time. Thus, the results both inform our understanding of TBI effects on 

communication in legal contexts, and also compel us to consider the cognitive strengths 

and limitations of any adult who is presented with legal language. 
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Abstract 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to characterize brain structural and functional 

correlates of comprehension of social-legal rules and legal language in adults with TBI. 

We hypothesized that structural and functional measures within the “Extended Language 

Network” (ELN) and structural measures using a whole-brain spatial approach would 

predict both comprehension accuracy and comprehension time. 

Methods: Participants were 15 adults with moderate-to-severe TBI (9 females) who 

completed a Wason Selection Task to test comprehension of three categories of social 

rules, and a multiple-choice assessment of legal language comprehension with sentences 

presented either in their original legal form or manipulated to simplify syntax or 

vocabulary. Participants also underwent a diffusion-weighted MRI scan and a resting-

state MRI scan.  

Results: Both seed-based structural measures within the ELN and whole-brain structural 

measures were significantly correlated with both comprehension accuracy and 

comprehension speed. Functional measures had no significant correlation with either 

component of comprehension. Whole-brain analyses identified significant links between 

comprehension and integrity of longitudinal white-matter tracks connecting frontal, 

posterior, and temporal regions previously linked to language comprehension.  

Conclusion: Results linked integrity of brain structures to comprehension behaviors both 

within the Extended Language Network and using a whole-brain approach. Whole-brain 

findings were within longitudinal white-matter tracks linking areas likely recruited during 

language comprehension. These findings suggest that the Extended Language Network 

plays a role in legal-language comprehension and social-legal rule comprehension, and 
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that damage to this network has important behavioral effects. Additional research is 

needed to further investigate the relationships among structural and functional 

connectivity, comprehension of legal language, and TBI.  

Keywords: language comprehension, language network, structural connectivity, 
functional connectivity, adult, traumatic brain injury 
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Introduction 
 

Advances in neuroimaging techniques, particularly structural imaging, have 

allowed for rigorous investigation of changes in brain anatomy and function following 

moderate-to-severe TBI. Recent reviews of structural and functional neuroimaging 

studies in TBI by Bigler  [1, 2] and Hayes et al. [1, 2] concluded that TBI is best 

characterized as a disorder of brain connectivity. The authors found that TBI was 

commonly associated with damage to inter-and intra-hemispheric white-matter tracts, 

notably the corpus callosum, fornix, superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi, and 

cerebellar peduncles. Additionally, TBI was commonly associated with disruption to 

functional networks throughout the brain, notably dorsal and ventral attention networks, 

fronto-parietal networks, and the default mode network [1, 2]. Because the primary 

impact injury usually affects the anterior, ventral portions of the brain, functional and 

anatomical connections with hubs in the anterior temporal lobe and the prefrontal cortex 

are at particular risk of impairment [1, 2].  

Structural and functional neuroimaging techniques also have allowed for a better 

understanding of the anatomical and functional networks underlying higher-order, 

distributed cognitive functions that can be impaired in adults with TBI. One such function 

is language comprehension, broadly and generally defined as the processing of linguistic 

information to extract meaning [3]. Language comprehension recruits association cortex 

from medial and superior temporal gyri, the ventral and posterior portions of the inferior 

frontal gyrus (IFG; pars obitalis, traingularis, and opercularis); areas of the cortex 

corresponding to the Temporal-Parietal Junction (TPJ); and pre-motor areas in the 

precentral gyrus [4, 5]. In their meta-analysis of fMRI data, Ferstl and colleagues [6] 
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identified a set of bilateral regions of interest (ROIs) in the anterior middle temporal 

gyrus (amTG), TPJ, and IFG, and suggested that these regions comprised an “extended 

language network” (“ELN”) that is recruited during the cognitive processing used to 

extract meaning from language. More recent data from Abrams and colleagues’ [7] 

multivariate pattern analysis of fMRI data showed recruitment of these ROIs during 

language comprehension, supporting Ferstl’s assertion that language comprehension is 

distributed throughout grey-matter regions within the temporal poles, IFG, and temporal-

parietal boundaries. In addition to grey matter, language comprehension recruits broad 

areas of cortical white matter. Analyses of connectivity and lesion data by Turken and 

colleagues [8] identified six main white-matter tracts connecting cortical regions that 

overlap with those identified in the ELN: the arcuate facisculus (AF), interior 

occipitofrontal fasciculus (IOFF), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), middle 

longitudinal fasciculus (MdLF), uncinate fasciculus (UF), and tapetum. These findings 

further suggest a distributed anatomical network for language comprehension within an 

extended language network. 

It is well known that TBI can disrupt the neuroanatomical substrate of language 

comprehension. TBI decreases white-matter integrity in prefrontal areas of the cortex, 

including the superior longitudinal fascicul and ILF [9-11] and the UF [10-12]; as well as 

throughout the corpus callosum [13-16]. In addition to, or possibly as a consequence of, 

disrupting white-matter integrity, TBI is also associated with a disruption in grey-matter 

activity within a number of functional networks: the default mode network [17-21], the 

thalamic network [22, 23], the executive control network [24-26], and the fronto-parietal 

salience network [26-29].  
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Communication impairments after TBI are also well documented [30-36], but the 

neural substrates of these impairments have not been determined, particularly in relation 

to language comprehension. To our knowledge, only one study linked lesion data to 

language comprehension data: Ferstl and colleagues [6] found that individuals with left-

frontal or bifrontal lesions made more errors in inference-making, an important 

component of language comprehension, than uninjured individuals; however, participants 

in that study included both individuals with TBI and individuals with other forms of brain 

injury. Furthermore, inclusion criteria included frontal or temporal lesions or both, 

locations of injury not unique to TBI [37]. A second study by Le and colleagues [38] 

correlated brain-volume loss in the left hemisphere in individuals with TBI with poorer 

performance on a task of narrative production, but as noted this study did not address 

comprehension. Limitations of these studies and the overall lack of knowledge in this 

area suggest the need for further research. If language comprehension does indeed recruit 

the ELN, a distributed network of white- and grey-matter areas that span much of the 

neocortex, then any investigation of the relationship between TBI-induced brain injury 

and language comprehension should quantify injury not just by hemisphere or by region 

but also within the the ELN itself.  

One area of language comprehension in which research is greatly needed is social 

language, in particular social-legal language. Moderate or severe TBI is increasingly 

viewed as a risk factor for participation in the criminal justice system [39-43], and one 

possible explanation for the high risk of legally proscribed behavior among individuals 

with TBI may be disruptions in communication abilities [44]. Post-TBI communication 

deficits have been linked to undesirable social outcomes in other areas of society, such as 
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loss of employment and personal relationships [45, 46], outcomes which themselves may 

be risk factors for involvement in legal systems. Characterizing the relationship between 

ELN injury and comprehension of socially relevant language in TBI would be invaluable 

in developing not only a clearer understanding of the risks likely related to TBI but also a 

more informed set of therapeutic or responsive measures designed to improve 

communication outcomes in individuals who have suffered brain injury.   

To explore the neural basis of legal-language comprehension in adults with TBI, 

we compared integrity of structural and functional language networks to scores on legal-

language comprehension tasks. We obtained language network data using resting state 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), in 

15 adults with chronic-stage moderate-to-severe TBI. We hypothesized that legal-

language comprehension accuracy would correlate with both whole-brain and tract-

specific DTI measures of white-matter integrity. We further hypothesized that 

comprehension accuracy would correlate with functional connectivity at the ELN 

coordinates identified by Ferstl and colleagues [6]. 

Method 
 

Participants  

Participants were adults with moderate-to-severe TBI (n=15, 9 females). All were 

from the Midwest and were recruited from among participants in a larger study of social 

cognition in adults with and without TBI. Injury severity was defined using standard 

injury criteria [47]. Table 1 shows participants’ demographic and injury characteristics. 

Inclusion criteria were self-identification as a native English speaker and no self-reported 

history of a diagnosis of language or learning disability or neurological disorder affecting 
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the brain (pre-injury for the TBI group). Exclusion criteria were failing a pure-tone 

audiometric screening test at 20 db HL at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz; failing standard 

screening for far and near vision; testing within the aphasic range of the Western Aphasia 

Battery Bedside Screening Test [48]; and prior participation in a criminal plea hearing in 

a state court. The Health Sciences Institutional Review Board and the Social and 

Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board at the University of Wisconsin approved 

all procedures.  

Behavioral Tasks 

 Participants performed two tasks measuring comprehension of legal language. For 

a measure of legal-rule comprehension, participants performed a Wason selection task 

consisting of 60 social-exchange rules [49]. The rules contained 20 precautionary rules, 

20 social rules, and 20 legal rules (see Appendix). Ten precautionary rules and 10 social 

exchange rules were adapted from Ermer and Kiehl [50]; the remaining precautionary 

and social exchange rules were modeled on this set and included similar rules based on 

workplace, recreational, domestic, and social circumstances. The legal rules were based 

on state or federal laws in 13 legal categories, including property law, family law, and 

personal injury law. We included a range of legal contexts to create a generalizable 

stimulus set and include legal scenarios that reflected social exchanges. Stimuli were 

matched across rule types for story length and readability. 

For a measure of legal-language comprehension, participants performed a task 

modeled on the standardized Figurative Language test from the Clinical Evaluation of 

Language Fundamentals (5th Edition) [51]. A set of 26 questions was created from the 

State of Wisconsin Plea Questionnaire/Waiver of Rights Form (CR-227, Wisconsin 
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Statutes § 971.08). For each plea-colloquy question, we used three manipulation 

categories: an unmodified category (the item as it appears on the CR-227 form); a 

frequency category, in which we increased word frequency; and a syntax category, in 

which we simplified clause-level syntax. Manipulation category was randomized for 

every participant. Items had four possible answers: (1) the correct interpretation of the 

item; (2) the opposite interpretation of the item; (3) an alternative but incorrect 

interpretation of the item; (4) a literal/nonsense interpretation of the item (see Appendix). 

For each experimental item, the order of the four choices was randomized.  

Both tasks were automated using PsyScopeX software [52] on a MacBook Pro 

laptop computer. To ensure participants’ comprehension of instructions, the examiner 

read the instructions aloud as the participants viewed them on the screen, and then asked 

the participant whether they had any questions before beginning the task. Participants 

received as much time as they needed to complete the task. Dependent variables for the 

two tasks were accuracy and completion time.  

Neuroimaging Data Acquisition 

Participants completed a single scanning session on a 3T whole-body MRI 

scanner (GE MR750 Scanner; GE Healthcare, USA) operated with a 32-channel RF head 

receiver coil. We acquired T1-weighted brain images using GE’s three-dimensional (3D) 

brain volume imaging (BRAVO) coronal sequence with field of view (FOV) = 256mm2, 

voxel size = 1mm3 and flip angle = 12°.  

We acquired T2*-weighted rsfMRI data for 10 minutes using an echo planar 

imaging (EPI sequence) with BOLD contrast (repetition time (TR) = 2000ms, echo time 

(TE) = 30ms, 31 slices acquired in ascending order; voxel size = 3.4 x 3.4 x 3.5mm, 64 x 
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62 matrix, and flip angle = 77°), for a total of 300 slices per subject. During rsfMRI data 

acquisition, we instructed participants to keep their eyes closed and relax without falling 

asleep.  

We acquired DTI images for approximately 12 minutes using TR = 9997 ms, TE 

= 50 ms, 70 slices acquired in descending order; voxel size = 2 x 2 x 2 mm, FOV = 256 

mm2, and flip angle = 90°. We also acquired one T2-weighted image (b-value = 0s/mm2) 

and one 64-direction diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging scan (b-value = 

1000s/mm2), and a reverse-phase encoded blip with opposite orientation to the DTI 

acquisition sequence (TR = 9997 ms, TE = 50 ms, 6 images acquired in ascending order, 

voxel size = 2 x 2 x 2 mm, FOV = 256 mm2, flip angle = 90°). 

Preprocessing 

We preprocessed all diffusion-weighted neuroimaging data using FSL 5.0.9 

software (FMRIB Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) [53, 54]. All images were 

skull stripped using FSL’s BET tool and visually inspected for accuracy [55]. We epi-

corrected the DTI data with FSL’s Topup tool; the reverse and forward phase-encoded 

blips were combined into a single image to estimate the susceptibility-induced off-

resonance field, which was then applied to the full DTI series [56]. We then motion-

corrected the DTI data using FSL’s eddy tool [57].  

We preprocessed all fMRI neuroimaging data using AFNI 17.0.02 (Analysis of 

Functional Neuroimages, www. https://afni.nimh.nih.gov) [58]. Single-subject EPI 

images were motion corrected (0.2mm/TR), brain extracted, co-registered to the 

participant’s T1-weighted anatomical scan, spatially smoothed (FWHM-4.0mm), and 

temporally filtered (0.01 > f > 0.1 Hz). Nuisance regressors were fit for motion 
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parameters, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. Processed images were stored in 

Talaraich space.  

 
DTI Analysis #1: Probabilistic Tractography 

In order to assess the relationship between language comprehension and white-

matter integrity within the ELN, we used probabilistic tractography to determine the 

white-matter projections from each of the eight ELN nodes identified by Ferstl et al. [6]. 

We chose probabilistic tractography for three reasons. First, the standard-space 

coordinates for the ELN were convenient seeds for tractographic analysis. Second, 

although well-defined fiber pathways (e.g., the ILF and uncinate fasciculus) most likely 

populate the ELN, the lack of a clear anatomical description for the ELN as a whole 

made the use of deterministic methods problematic. Third, the heterogeneity in brain 

structure observed across our participants would necessitate substantial transformation to 

register images to standardized templates or atlases. In short, we could not assume that 

warping the images to and from templates would maintain accurate representations of 

each individual’s anatomy.  

We performed probabilistic tractography on the DTI data using FSL’s FMRIB 

Diffusion Toolbox (FDT). We estimated fiber crossings using the Bayesian Estimation of 

Diffusion Parameters Obtained using the Sampling Techniques (BEDPOST) tool to 

model crossing fibers at each voxel (number of fibers = 2, number of samples = 5000) 

[59, 60]. Finally, we performed a two-step registration to generate forward and reverse 

warps among native diffusion, standard MNI, and structural space for each individual. 

The linear affine transformation was completed using FSL’s FMRIB Linear Image 

Registration Tool (FLIRT) (degrees of freedom = 12, correlation ration), and the non-
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linear transformation was completed using FSL’s FMRIB Non-Linear Registration Tool 

(FNIRT) [61, 62]. We performed both linear and non-linear registration to ensure that the 

transformation of participants’ anatomy was as rigorous as possible: linear transformation 

alone is often insufficient when the image is dissimilar to the target image, as is 

frequently the case for post-TBI anatomy [63].  

Connectivity Seeds 

Input seeds were created following the coordinates described by Ferstl et al. [6]. 

We then used FSL to create seed masks corresponding to each of the functional 

coordinates of the ELN. All seed masks were defined in FSL’s T1 MNI template brain 

(2x2x2mm). At each of the eight coordinates, we used FSL to create a spherical mask (d 

= 5mm). We chose a 5mm diameter for two reasons: 1) so the masks would be large 

enough to capture white-matter tissue surrounding or underlying the gray-matter tissue 

identified in Ferstl and colleagues’ functional connectivity analyses; and 2) to 

standardized size across the eight coordinates to account for the disparate sizes reported 

by Ferstl and colleagues in their analyses [6]. We then combined the eight separate masks 

to create a full mask. Using the same set of coordinates, we created a set of single-voxel 

seed masks (2x2x2mm), and combined them into a full mask. We decided to test single-

voxel seeds in addition to the spherical seeds to bind the connectivity analyses as closely 

as possible to the ELN functional coordinates and control for any artifacts that could 

result from the larger seed size. Table 2 shows location information for the ELN seed 

coordinates. 

Connectivity Analysis 
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We estimated connectivity distribution using FSL’s PROBTRACKX tool 

(steps/sample = 2000, samples = 5000, step length = 0.5 mm, fiber threshold = 0.01, 

curvature threshold = 0.2, voxel sample size = 0.0mm). For each subject, we generated 

estimations for each of the eight separate ELN masks (ELN_1 – ELN_8) and for the full 

ELN mask (ELN_Full), which calculated all eight masks simultaneously. In addition, we 

generated estimations for a network tractography, which iteratively sampled the seeds to 

estimate fibers that crossed at least two of the seeds within the full mask (ELN_Network). 

Nine of these 10 estimations were repeated using the corresponding single-voxel masks 

(Voxel_1 – Voxel_8, and Voxel_Full).  

We applied a threshold of 0.25 to the connectivity results. We chose this threshold 

by warping the connectivity results into subject anatomical space and visually inspecting 

the extent to which thresholded results aligned with neuroanatomy and followed non-

neural boundaries (Figure 1). 

FA and MD Values 

Finally, we used the probabilistic tractography results to obtain quantitative DTI 

measures. We applied the thresholded connectivity results to the Fractional Anisotropy 

(FA) and Mean Diffusivity (MD) scalars to extract mean values and standard deviation 

values for both measures. We examined both FA and MD because of their 

complementary utility [64]. FA values better correlate with white-matter integrity, with 

higher values indicating greater directionality, but are also more likely to be influenced 

by tissue heterogeneity and tissue crossings [65, 66]. Given that our analyses did not 

specify a priori white-matter pathways, that the ELN seeds necessarily included both 

gray and white matter, and that some regions of interests were located within anatomical 
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areas associated with high-densities of crossing fibers (e.g., TPJ, IFG), we also included 

MD values to improve the interpretability of our results. Finally, we used a general linear 

model to regress behavioral scores (accuracy and completion times for the Wason and 

plea-colloquy tasks) on the FA and MD values.  

DTI Analysis #2: Tract-Based Spatial Statistics 

Although the probabilistic analysis allowed us to consider the relationship 

between language tasks and white-matter integrity in pathways originating within the 

ELN’s functionally defined areas, we wanted to conduct an additional analysis that 

avoided a priori assumptions about relevant neuroanatomical regions and did not require 

aligning our clinical sample imaging data with standardized templates. Consequently, we 

performed a whole-brain analysis of the relationship between FA data and behavior using 

FSL’s Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) tool [67].  

We first used the CAMINO software suite to fit a tensor model to the brain-

extracted images from the first analysis [68, 69]. The images were then thresholded to 

remove outliers and resampled in isotropic voxel space to produce FA images 

(256x256x26, voxel size = 1x1x1mm2). We then used an in-house script to bootstrap a 

template from the neuroimaging dataset following the registration tools in the Diffusion 

Tensor Imaging ToolKit (DTI-TK) [70, 71]. Once the group template had been obtained, 

we generated a mean FA skeleton to represent the center of all tracts common to the 

group. Using the DTI-TK subject-to-group warps, we projected the individual FA images 

onto the TBSS skeleton and ran the resulting data into a voxelwise cross-subject GLM 

analysis using threshold-free clustering to regress behavior scores on FA values. Finally, 

results were thresholded at 0.95 and mapped onto standardized white-matter atlases in the 
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JHU White-Matter Tractography Atlas to assign anatomical structures to the regression 

results (Figure Two). 

Resting-State Analysis 

We used a seed-based connectivity analysis to examine the relationship both 

between resting-state functional connectivity and language measures and also between 

resting-state functional connectivity and DTI measures. We again created seeds based on 

the eight ELN nodes identified by Ferstl et al. [6]. Seeds were defined and stored in 

standard Talaraich space. We placed 5mm spheres at each seed to create masks, and then 

computed correlations between the masked area and the rest of the EPI signal. Finally, we 

used a Fisher’s Z-transform to calculate z-scores for each of the computed r-series. We 

extracted Z-scores across the ELN masks to obtain quantified outputs of functional 

connectivity at every seed, and then used a GLM to regress behavioral scores on 

quantified functional connectivity. All steps of the resting-state analysis were performed 

using AFNI (Figure Three). 

Statistical Analysis 

 Our first set of hypotheses tested the relationships between behavioral measures 

and measures of structural connectivity within the ELN. We hypothesized a main effect 

of structural connectivity, operationalized as FA and MD values, as well as size (in 

voxels) of connectivity estimates, on plea colloquy and Wason task measures (accuracy 

and completion times). To test this hypothesis, we used a linear model to regress 

behavioral measures on FA, MD, and volume of the estimated connectivity plot at all 

eight ELN seeds as well as the entire network. We tested this relationship for both the 

5mm seed connectivity estimates and the single-voxel estimates. Finally, we 
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hypothesized that whole-brain DTI measures would predict behavioral measures. To test 

this hypothesis, we used a linear model to regress behavioral scores on the TBSS FA 

dataset.  

 Our second set of hypotheses tested the relationship between functional 

connectivity in the ELN and behavioral measures. We hypothesized a main effect of 

functional connectivity, operationalized as Z-scores of functional connectivity at each 

ELN seed, on plea colloquy and Wason task accuracy and completion time. To test this 

hypothesis, we used a linear model to regress behavioral measures on Z-scores at all eight 

ELN seeds. 

Statistical analyses were conducted in R 3.1.2 (http://www.R-project.org/) [72] 

with an alpha level set at 0.05. We reported trends toward significance for p values 

from .05-.10. 

 

Results 

 Demographic and injury characteristics are shown in Table 1. Results of 

behavioral measures are shown in Table 3.    

DTI Probabilistic Results – 5mm seeds  

Within ELN_1, MD values were significantly correlated with plea-colloquy 

completion time, t(11) = 2.74, p < 0.05,  η2
p  = 0.41; and with Wason response time, t(11) 

= 2.23, p < 0.05, η2
p  = 0.31. 

 Within ELN_2, MD values predicted plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = 2.77, 

p < .05, η2
p  = 0.41. There was a trend for FA values to be correlated with plea-colloquy 

completion time, t(11) = 1.83, p = 0.09, η2
p  = .23.  
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Within ELN_3, FA values were significantly correlated with plea-colloquy 

completion time, t(11) = 3.03, p < 0.05, η2
p  = 0.46; with a trend toward a significant 

correlation with plea-colloquy accuracy, t(11) = 2.20, p = 0.05, η2
p  = 0.31. MD values 

were significantly correlated with plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = 4.09, p < 0.01, 

η2
p  = 0.60; and Wason response time, t(11) = 3.84, p < 0.01, η2

p  = 0.57.  

 Within ELN_4, the only finding was a trend toward a significant correlation of 

connectivity volume and plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = 2.10, p = 0.06, η2
p  = 

0.06. 

 Within ELN_5, FA values trended toward a significant correlation with Wason 

accuracy, t(11) = 2.03, p = 0.07, η2
p  = 0.27; and Wason response time, t(11) = -2.05, p = 

0.07, η2
p  = 0.28. Volume significantly predicted Wason accuracy, t(11) =  -2.71, p < 0.05, 

η2
p  = 0.40.  

 Within ELN_6, FA values were significantly correlated with Wason accuracy, 

t(11) = 5.048, p < 0.01, η2
p  = 0.70; and FA values trended toward a significant 

correlation with Wason response times, t(11) = -1.92, p = 0.081, η2
p  = 0.25. MD values 

were strongly significantly correlated with Wason accuracy, t(11) = 3.62, p < 0.01, η2
p  = 

0.41. Connectivity volume was significantly correlated with Wason accuracy, t(11) = -

2.35, p < 0.05, η2
p  = 0.33.  

 Within ELN_7, FA values were strongly significantly correlated with plea-

colloquy completion time, t(11) = -3.42, p < 0.01, η2
p  = 0.52, and Wason response time, 

t(11) = -3.08, p < 0.05, η2
p  = 0.46. MD values were significantly correlated with plea-

colloquy time, t(11) = -2.98, p < 0.01, η2
p  = 0.44, and trended towards significance for 

Wason response time, t(11) = -1.86, p = 0.09, η2
p  = 0.24. Finally, connectivity volume 
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was significantly correlated with plea-colloquy completion time t(11) =2.36, p < 0.05, η2
p  

= 0.34, and trended towards significance for Wason response time, t(11) = 1.95, p = 0.08, 

η2
p  = 0.26. 

 Within ELN_8, there was a trend for FA values to correlate with plea-colloquy 

completion time, t(11) = -2.12, p = 0.06, η2
p  = 0.29, and Wason response time, t(11) = -

1.84, p = 0.09, η2
p  = 0.24. There also was a trend for volume to correlate with plea-

colloquy completion time, t(11) = 2.01, p = 0.07, η2
p  = 0.27. 

 Within the ELN_Full, the full eight seeds, the only significant finding was a 

significant effect of volume on plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = -2.39, p < 0.05, η2
p  

= 0.34. Finally, within ELN_Network (the networked ELN seeds) there were no 

significance findings. However, FA values did trend towards significance for Wason 

response time, t(11) = -1.90, p = 0.08, η2
p  = 0.25.  

DTI Probabilistic Results – single-voxel seeds 

 Within Voxel_1 and Voxel_2, there were no significant findings. Within Voxel_3, 

there was a significant effect of MD on plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = 2.63, p < 

0.05,  η2
p  = 0.39; and a significant effect of volume on Wason accuracy, t(11) = -2.50, p 

< 0.05, η2
p  = 0.36. Within Voxel_4, there were no significant findings. Within Voxel_5, 

there was a significant effect of FA on plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = -2.23, p < 

0.05, η2
p  = 0.31; and a trend toward a significant effect of FA on Wason response time, 

t(11) = -2.05, p = 0.07, η2
p  = 0.28. Within Voxel_6, there were no significant findings. 

Within Voxel_7, there was a significant effect of FA on plea-colloquy completion time, 

t(11) = -3.26, p < 0.01, η2
p  = 0.49; and a significant effect of MD on plea-colloquy 

completion time, t(11) = -2.97, p < 0.01, η2
p  = 0.45. Within Voxel_8, there were no 
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significant findings. Finally, within the full eight-voxel network (Voxel_Full), there was 

a trend toward significant effects of FA on plea-colloquy completion time, t(11) = -1.97, 

p = 0.07, η2
p  = 0.26; and of FA on Wason response time, t(11) = -2.06, p = 0.06, η2

p  = 

0.29. 

DTI TBSS Results 

 For both plea-colloquy accuracy and Wason accuracy, we found a significant 

effect of voxels within the following anatomical structures: Anterior thalamic radiation 

(L+R); Corticospinal tract (L+R); Cingulum (L+R); forceps major and minor; inferior 

fronto-occipital fasciculus (L+R); inferior longitudinal fasciculus (L+R); superior 

longitudinal fasciculus (L+R); and uncinate fasciculus (L+R). For Wason response time, 

we found a significant effect of voxels only in the right anterior thalamic radiation. For 

plea-colloquy completion time, no voxels were significant at the 95% threshold.   

fMRI Results 

 For the plea colloquy and Wason tasks, there were no significant findings within 

any of the eight individual ELN seeds or for the averaged values across the full eight-

seed connectivity estimation. Within ELN_6, however, there was a trend towards a 

significant effect of Z-score on Wason accuracy, t(13) = 1.81, p = 0.09.  

 

Discussion 

The overall aim of this study was to characterize the relationship of structural and 

functional brain connectivity to comprehension of legal language and social-legal rules in 

adults with moderate-to-severe TBI. To do so, we collected diffusion-weighted and 

resting-state neuroimaging data, extracted quantitative measures from a predefined ELN 
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network, and compared those measures to performance on the behavioral tasks. We also 

used DTI measures to compare behavioral results with whole-brain structural 

connectivity.  

  We found that structural connectivity within certain ELN seeds predicted both 

comprehension accuracy and comprehension time, a finding that partially supported our 

hypothesis. However, our results also suggest that different aspects of language 

comprehension are associated with different nodes within the ELN and, by extension, 

different cortical areas. Plea-colloquy accuracy was associated only with connectivity in 

ELN_3, the right-hemisphere TPJ. This finding is consistent with literature suggesting 

recruitment of right-hemisphere fronto-parietal regions, including the superior 

longitudinal fasciculus and the arcuate fasciculus, during language comprehension, 

particularly comprehension of written language [73, 74]. Given that areas in the left 

fronto-temporal cortex, corresponding to ELN_1 and ELN_4-6, are traditionally 

associated with semantic components of language comprehension [4, 5], the lack of a 

significant correlation between connectivity in these areas and comprehension accuracy 

was surprising, but underscores the likely distributed nature of language-comprehension 

within both injured and uninjured brains. 

Plea-colloquy response time was associated with connectivity in several ELN 

regions: the left-hemisphere aTL/ITG (ELN_1); right-hemisphere aTL (ELN_2); right-

hemisphere TPJ (ELN_3); left-hemisphere IFG (ELN_4); right-hemisphere pre-central 

sulcus (ELN_7); and right-hemisphere pre-central gyrus (ELN_8). This broad effect of 

white-matter integrity on comprehension time suggests a role of ELN integrity in 

cognitive mechanisms underlying comprehension time, such as attention or processing 
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speed. Indeed, regional white-matter measures in areas overlapping the ELN have been 

associated with processing speed in uninjured adults [75] and other clinical populations 

[76], and have been associated with poor attention in uninjured adults [77]. 

Wason task accuracy was significantly correlated with DTI structural-connectivity 

measures within the left-hemisphere IFG (ELN_5 and ELN_6). These areas are thought 

to be part of the “social-reasoning network” recruited for comprehension of Wason-type 

logic rules [78, 79], supporting the notion that these regions are engaged in social-rule 

comprehension. Finally, Wason response time was significantly correlated with DTI 

measures in the left-hemisphere aTG (ELN1_1); the right-hemisphere TPJ (ELN_3); the 

left-hemisphere IFG (ELN_5 and ELN_6); the right-hemisphere pre-central sulcus 

(ELN_7); and right-hemisphere pre-central gyrus (ELN_8). Not only do some of these 

areas again correspond to the anatomical architecture thought to be recruited during 

social-rule comprehension, but (as was the case for plea-colloquy completion time), the 

broader set of effects could point to the importance of ELN–wide white-matter integrity 

for the speed of processing written language. Finally, full ELN DTI measures were 

associated with plea colloquy comprehension time, while the networked ELN DTI 

measures were associated with Wason response time. Again, these results could suggest 

that white-matter integrity at the level of the entire ELN is important for the ease or speed 

with which an individual can comprehend legal language or rules.  

For single-voxel ELN seeds, we also found effects of DTI measures on legal 

language and rules, and these findings also partially supported our hypothesis. Plea-

colloquy completion time, Wason accuracy, and Wason response time were each 

correlated with a subset of DTI measures, and this pattern of effects followed those we 
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observed within the 5mm seeds. That certain behavioral measures can be predicted from 

structural measures at the single-voxel level underscores the role of the ELN in language 

comprehension. The fewer significant effects for single-voxel vs. network analyses, 

however, suggests that single-voxel structural connectivity may not be sufficient to assess 

the relationship between ELN integrity and behavior. The varying size of functionally 

active areas originally identified by Ferstl and colleagues [6] points away from 

characterizing the ELN as a network of discrete voxels; nevertheless, it may be the case 

that for some of the ELN nodes, voxels closer to the original coordinate hubs have a 

greater effect on language processing.  

Our analysis of whole-brain FA projections through the TBSS model found a 

significant effect of FA on both language and social-rule comprehension measures, which 

partially supported our hypothesis. Importantly, the TBSS results were consistent with 

previous findings on the neural architecture of language comprehension. Turken and 

Dronkers [8] reported that the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus and the inferior 

longitudinal fasciculus linked functional activity in Brodmann’s Area 47 (roughly 

corresponding to the ELN nodes within the IFG) with functional activity in the middle 

temporal gyrus (roughly corresponding to the probabilistic connections we identified for 

ELN_1 and ELN_2). Our results suggest that these two longitudinal pathways are 

recruited during legal-language and legal-social rule comprehension, consistent with the 

belief that the inferior longitudinal fasciculi play major roles in semantic processing, 

particularly in linking activity all along the temporal lobe [80]. Similarly, Turken and 

Dronkers [8] reported that the arcuate fasciculus likely connects functional activity in the 
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temporal gyrus to broad areas of the cortex, including the inferior frontal gyrus. For our 

legal stimuli, it is likely that the arcuate fasciculus is recruited to perform a similar role. 

Interestingly, we also identified white-matter pathways linking the cortex with 

subcortical structures (anterior thalamic radiation and the corticospinal tract). The 

thalamus is thought to play a role in comprehension of figurative language [81]and it is 

possible that the thalamus is similarly recruited to comprehend legal language and legal-

social rules as well. However, our lack of significant findings within cortical white-matter 

tracks for the two behavioral measures of response time (plea-colloquy completion time 

and Wason response time) was surprising, particularly because we also found that DTI 

measures at numerous nodes within the ELN had a significant effect on both measures. It 

is possible that the FA scalar in the TBSS projections is alone is insufficient for a 

significant effect on these two speed-based components of comprehension; indeed, the 

effects we reported in our seed-based analyses were for both FA and MD, and the 

statistical models we used included both FA and MD. Regardless, our analysis suggests 

that whole-brain structural connectivity plays a role in legal-language comprehension and 

social-legal rule comprehension, and the anatomical regions implicated here are 

consistent with the neural architecture thought to underlie comprehension of language in 

general.   

 Finally, our analysis of rsfMRI connectivity revealed no correlation with legal-

language or legal-rule comprehension scores, which did not support our hypothesis. 

While TBI is known to disrupt numerous functional networks, the degree to which TBI 

alters an individual’s ability to “switch” between the default-mode network and task-

positive network is still unclear [1, 2]. The degree to which functional connectivity within 
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these networks correlates with performance on behavioral tasks in the context of 

moderate-to-severe TBI is equally unclear [26]. It seems likely that language 

comprehension recruits task-positive networks such as the salience network or the 

frontoparietal network, which are known to be associated with cognitive functions such 

as mental representations, attention, and working memory [82-84], all of which are 

thought to underlie language comprehension. Our results suggest that functional activity 

within the ELN during the resting state does not play a signficant role in comprehension, 

at least of the types of language tested here.  

  

Limitations and Future Directions 

This study examined the relationship between structural and functional and 

neuroarchitecture and language comprehension in a population of adults with moderate-

to-severe TBI. While a number of the findings supported a relationship between language 

comprehension and the ELN, our study had several limitations. First, our lack of a 

comparison group prevented us from making any causal claims about the effects of TBI 

on measures reported, or normative claims about the relationship between functional and 

structural measures within the ELN and behavioral outcomes. Because our aim was to 

describe a population with TBI, however, and because our ultimate aim is to identify 

functional and anatomical correlates of a behavior rather than functional and anatomical 

correlates of TBI itself, our lack of a comparison group does not detract from value of our 

findings. Nevertheless, future studies including a comparison group would allow for an 

expanded, generalizable understanding of the ELN’s role in language comprehension. 
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Second, the ELN was originally defined by Ferstl et al. by testing comprehension 

during scan acquisition, whereas our study compared rsfMRI with behavior data collected 

outside the scanner. While our results suggest that the resting-state activity within the 

ELN correlates with language comprehension, depending on the location of the node and 

the aspect of language comprehension being assessed, studies using fMRI to assess 

functional correlates of legal language would be able to locate additional areas of 

functional activity that correlated with comprehension of legal-language stimuli such as 

those tested in this study.  

Conclusion 

This study identified structural and functional correlates of language 

comprehension in adults with moderate-to-severe TBI. We found correlations among 

structural measures within the ELN and comprehension of legal language and legal rules. 

In addition to better characterizing anatomical correlates of language comprehension in 

adults with TBI, our results support continued investigation of the ELN as a cognitive 

and anatomical network recruited during the comprehension of language relevant to the 

law and legal contexts. 
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APPENDIX A – Plea-colloquy stimuli set 
 
Order = 4, 2, 3, 1 
 
1_UNM = By entering this plea, I give up the following constitutional rights 

 
¥ If I go into a plea, then I will admit that I lost to the US constitution 
 
∆ If I admit to committing a crime, then I will obtain certain legal protections from the 
constitution 
 
≈  If I plead to a crime, then the laws of the United States will no longer apply to me 

 
ø  If I plead to a crime, then I will give up certain legal protections from the constitution. 
 
 

 
  
1_FREQ = By making this plea, I will not have the following constitutional rights 
 
 
¥ If I build a plea, then I will no longer be the owner of the US constitution 
 
∆ If I admit to committing a crime, then I will possess certain legal protections from the 
constitution 
 
≈  If I plead to a crime, then the laws of the United States will no longer affect me 

 
ø  If I plead to a crime, then I will no longer be able to use certain legal protections from the 
constitution. 
 
 
 

 .  
1_SYNC = I give up the following constitutional rights when I enter this plea  
 
 
¥ As soon as I go into a plea, then I will admit that I lost to the US constitution. 
 
∆ As soon as I admit to committing a crime, then I will obtain certain legal protections from 
the constitution. 
 
≈  As soon as I plead to a crime, then the laws of the United States no longer apply to me. 

 
ø  As soon as I plead to a crime, I will give up certain legal protections from the constitution 
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2_UNM = I give up my right to a trial 
 
¥ I can have a trial for my case if I want. 
 
∆ I will no longer be able to have a trial for my case 
 
≈  I will not be able to go into a courthouse. 

 
ø  I must have my case in a different court. 
 
 
 
 

 
2_FREQ = I will stop having my right to a trial 
 
¥ If I want, I can have a trial for my case. 
 
∆ I will not be able to have a trail for my case. 
 
≈  I will not own the deed to a courthouse. 

 
ø  I can have my case in a different court. 
 
 
 
 

 
2_SYNC = I give up my right to have a trial 
 
¥ I can have a trial for my case if I still want to. 
 
∆ I cannot have a trial for my case. 
 
≈  I will admit that I don’t own a trial. 

 
ø  I will be able to have my case in a different court. 
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3_UNM = I give up my right to remain silent and I understand that my silence could not be 
used against me at trial 
 
¥ I will not have the right to say absolutely nothing, and if I did say absolutely nothing, 
then nobody at my trial would try to harm me. 
 
∆ I will not be able to decide not to talk about my crime, and if I did refuse, then my silence 
would not be an exhibit during my trial. 
 
≈  I will not be able to choose to not talk about my crime, but if I did refuse, then it would 
mean that I was admitting to being guilty 

 
ø  I will not be able to refuse to talk about my crime, and I know that if I did refuse, then it 
wouldn’t hurt my chances of winning my case 
 
 
3_FREQ = I will not have my right to remain silent and I understand that my case would 

not be harmed by my silence 
 
¥ I will not own the right to say nothing, but if I owned this right it wouldn’t cause damage 
to the courtroom. 
 
∆ I will not be able to choose to not talk about my crime, but if I did choose not to, then the 
judge would not exclude the jury from knowing about my choice. 
 
≈  I will not be able to refuse to talk about my crime, but if I did refuse, then it would mean 
that my court case would be less likely to succeed 

 
ø  I will not be able to decide not to talk about my crime, and I know that if I did decide not 
to, then it wouldn’t hurt my chances of winning my court case 
 
 
3_SYNC = I give up my right to remain silent. I understand that my silence could not be 

used against me at trial. 
 
¥ I will no longer have the right to say nothing at all. Saying nothing at all would not make 
anybody try to trick me. 
 
∆ I can no longer decide to not talk about my crime. This decision would not be admissible 
as a piece of evidence during my trial. 
 
≈  I can no longer choose to not talk about my crime. This choice might make me less likely 
to win my case in court. 

 
ø  I can no longer refuse to talk about my crime. This refusal wouldn’t hurt my chances of 
winning my case in court 
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4_UNM = I give up my right to testify and present evidence at trial. 
 
¥ I will not be able to bring evidence as a present into the courtroom 
 
∆ I can’t give testimony or evidence when I am arrested. 
 
≈  I can be a witness and give information to the judge and jury at my trial. 

 
ø  I will not be able to speak as a witness at my trial or offer information to the judge and 
jury 
 
 

 
4_FREQ = I will stop having my right to testify and present information at trial. 
 
¥ I can’t talk about present information, but I can talk about past or future information 
 
∆ I will no longer have the ability to give testimony or information whenever I talk to the 
judge. 
 
≈  I will now have the ability to speak as a witness and give information at my trial. 

 
ø  I will not be able to be a witness or offer information to the judge and jury at my trial. 
 

 
 

4_SYNC = I give up my right to testify. I give up my right to present evidence at trial. 
 
¥ If I want to testify at my trial, then I can’t do it in person: I must do it remotely. 
 
∆ I can’t give testimony or information for the remainder of my court case. 
 
≈  I can be a witness at my own trial, and I can give information at my trial. 
 
ø  I can’t be a witness at my own trial, and I can’t give information at my trial. 
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5_UNM = I give up my right to use subpoenas to require witnesses to come to court and 
testify for me at trial.  
 
¥ I can’t own or operate a subpoena during my trial. 
 
∆ I can make the judge order people to come to court and be a witness on my behalf. 
 
≈  I will not be able to make the judge order people to pay fines 
 
ø  I will not be able to make the judge order people to come to court and be a witness on my 
behalf. 
 
 
5_FREQ = I will lose my right to use an official order to require witnesses to come to court 

and testify for me at trial. 
 
¥ I will forget where I put my right to use an official order, so I won’t be able to require 
witnesses to come to court. 
 
∆ I will be able to ask the judge to order people to come to court to be a witness for me. 
 
≈  I can’t ask the judge to order people to submit forms for my trial. 
 
ø  I will no longer be able to ask the judge to order people to come to court to be a 

witness for me. 
 

 
5_SYNC = I give up my right to use subpoenas to require witnesses to come to court so they 

can testify for me at trial. 
 
¥ I will abstain from using my right to make the judge order people to come to court and be 
a witness from me. 
 
∆ I will keep the ability to make the judge order people to come to court and be a witness 
for me at trial. 
 
≈  I can no longer make the judge order people to come to court and sign official documents. 
 
ø  I can no longer make the judge order people to come to court and be a witness for me 

during my case in court. 
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6_UNM = I give up my right to a jury trial, where all 12 jurors would have to agree that I 

am either guilty or not guilty 
 
¥ I will not be able to have a trial by jury. In order to be found guilty of the crime, all 12 
jurors would have had to agree that I am guilty.. 
 
∆ I can have a trial by jury in order to determine whether I can receive money 
compensation 
 
≈  I will no longer have to right to go and visit a trial with 12 jurors. 
 
ø  I will be able to have a trial by jury. I will not be found guilty unless all 12 jurors 

agree that I am guilty. 
 
 
6_FREQ = I will stop having my right to a jury trial, where all 12 jurors would have to 

agree that I am either guilty or not guilty.  
 
¥ I can no longer have a trial by jury. In order to be found guilty of the crime, all 12 jurors 
would have had to agree that I am guilty 
 
∆ I can have a trial by jury in order to determine if the prosecutor can accuse me of 
committing a crime. 
 
≈  I will no longer have a right to a jury with 12 jurors, but I can have a jury with a different 
number of jurors. 
 
ø  I will still have the choice to have a trial by jury. I will not be found guilty of the 

crime unless all 12 jurors agree that I am guilty. 
 
 
6_SYNC = I give up my right to a jury trial. All 12 jurors would have to agree that I am 

either guilty or not guilty.  
 
¥ I will no longer be able to have a jury trial. In order for me to be guilty of the crime, all 
12 jurors would need to agree that I committed the crime. 
 
∆ I will no longer be able to have a jury trial. At this trial, the jurors would decide whether I 
am eligible to go to trial 
 
≈  I will no longer be able to have a jury trial, but the 12 jurors will still meet to decide if I 
am guilty or not guilty. 
 
ø  I will keep my right to a jury trial. I will not be found guilty unless all 12 jurors agree 

that I committed the crime 
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7_UNM = I give up my right to confront in court the people who testify against me and 

cross-examine them.  
 
¥ I must stand face-to-face with the people who are witness against me during my court 
case in order to ask them questions. 
 
∆ I can no longer object to the people who are witnesses against me during my court case. 
 
≈  I can still ask questions to the people who are witnesses against me during my court case. 
 
ø  I can no longer ask questions to the people who are witnesses against me during my 

court case. 
 
 
 
7_FREQ = I will lose my right to confront the people who say things about me during my 

case and cross-examine them.  
 
¥ I cannot angrily examine witnesses who say things about me during my case. 
 
∆ I cannot ask my lawyer to exclude certain witnesses who will testify against me during 
my trial 
 
≈  I will now have the opportunity to ask questions to the people who are witnesses against 
me during my court case. 
 
ø  I can no longer ask questions to the people who are witnesses against me during my 

court case. 
 

 
7_SYNC = I give up my right to confront and cross-examine the people who testify against 

me.  
 
¥ I can walk across the courtroom in order to challenge the people who are witnesses 
against me at my trial. 
 
∆ I can no longer know the identities of the people who are witnesses against me at my trial. 
 
≈  I can question people who are witnesses against me at my trial. 
 
ø  I can no longer question people who are witnesses against me at my trial. 
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8_UNM = I give up my right to make the State prove me guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
 
¥ The prosecutor must now prove to the jury that it is more likely than not that I committed 
the crime in order for me to be found guilty. 
 
∆ There must be doubt that is farther than reasonable in order for me to found guilty. 
 
≈  I can require the prosecutor to convince the jury that I committed the crime beyond a 
reasonable doubt 
 
ø The prosecutor must no longer convince the jury that I committed the crime beyond a 
reasonable doubt in order for me to be found guilty  
 
 
8_FREQ = I lose my right to make the State prove me guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.  
 
¥ I can now force the prosecutor to convince the jury with the preponderance of evidence 
that I committed the crime. 
 
∆ I can no longer force the prosecutor to mathematically demonstrate that it was physically 
impossible for me to be innocent of the crime. 
 
≈  I can still require the prosecutor to persuade the jury that I committed the crime beyond a 
reasonable doubt before I am found guilty. 
 
ø I can no longer force the prosecutor to show that I committed the crime beyond a 

reasonable doubt in order for me to be guilty. 
 

 
8_SYNC = I give up my right to make the State prove that I am guilty beyond a reasonable 

doubt. 
 
¥ I can’t require the prosecutor to provide legally-valid evidence in order to show that I 
committed the crime. 
 
∆ I can’t require the State to prove that I am guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, but I can ask 
them nicely to see if they say yes.. 
 
≈  I can require the prosecutor to convince the jury that I am guilty beyond a reasonable 
doubt of committing the crime. 
 
ø           I can’t require the prosecutor to convince the jury that I am guilty beyond a reasonable 

doubt of committing the crime.  
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10_UNM = The crime to which I am pleading has elements that the State would have to 

prove beyond a reasonable doubt if I had a trial. 
 
¥ At trial, the prosecutor would need to explain each law that I broke in order to prove me 
guilty. 
 
∆ The prosecutor would not need to show evidence for each of my crime’s legal 
components to the jury during my trial in order to prove me guilty. 
 
≈  In order to prove me guilty, the prosecutor would need to show what kind of weather my 
crime occurred in. 
 
ø In order to prove me guilty, the prosecutor would need to show evidence for each of my 
crime’s legal components to the jury during my trial.  
 
 
10_FREQ = The crime to which I am pleading has parts that the State would have to prove 

beyond a reasonable doubt if I went to trial.  
 
¥ At trial, the prosecutor would need to identify each law that I broke in order to prove me 
guilty. 
 
∆ The prosecutor would not need to show evidence for each of my crime’s legal 
components to the jury during my trial in order to prove me guilty. 
 
≈  In order to prove me guilty, the prosecutor would need to take all the broken pieces of my 
crime and put them back together during my trial. 
 
ø In order to prove me guilty, the prosecutor would need to show evidence for each one 

of my crime’s legal components to the jury during my trial. 
 

 
10_SYNC = The crime to which I am pleading has elements. The State would have to prove 

them beyond a reasonable doubt if I had a trial. 
 
¥ At trial, the prosecutor would need to convince the jury that my crime has “elements” in 
order to prove me guilty. 
 
∆ My crime does not have any legal components, so the prosecutor does not need to show 
evidence for any legal components to the jury during my trial. 
 
≈  My crime has a chemical composition, and the prosecutor would need to explain what 
that chemical composition is in order to prove me guilty. 
 
ø My crime has legal components, and the prosecutor would need to show evidence of 

each one of my crime’s legal components to the jury during my trial. 
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14_UNM = The judge is not bound by any plea agreement or recommendations and may 

impose the maximum penalty. 
 
¥ The judge does not need to listen to or use any agreement or suggestions with regards to 
the total amount of punishment I should receive.. 
 
∆ The judge does not need to pay attention to any agreement or suggestions from either my 
attorney or the prosecutor about putting me on probation 
 
≈  The judge must accept any agreement or suggestions with regards to the total amount of 
punishment I should receive. 
 
ø The judge is not physically tied up by the agreements or recommendations, so he can 
impose the maximum sentence 
 
 
14_FREQ = The judge does not need to follow any plea agreement or recommendations and 

may give me the maximum penalty. 
 
¥ The judge does not need to go along with any agreement or suggestions about the total 
amount of punishment I should receive 
 
∆ The judge does not need to agree to any agreement or suggestions about whether or not 
my case should be dismissed. 
 
≈  The judge is required to agree with any agreement or suggestions about the total amount 
of punishment I should receive. 
 
ø The judge is not required to walk behind any agreement or suggestion about the total 
amount of punishment I should receive. 
 

 
14_SYNC = The judge is not bound by any plea agreement or recommendations. He or she 

may impose the maximum penalty. 
 
¥ The judge does not need to go along with any agreements or suggestions, and he or she 
can give me the biggest punishment possible. 
 
∆ The judge does not need to accept any agreements or suggestions, and he or she can give 
me whatever punishment he or she wants to. 
 
≈  The judge must go along with any agreements or suggestions, and he or she may not give 
me the biggest punishment possible. 
 
ø The judge is not wrapped up in agreements or suggestions, and he or she can give me the 
biggest punishment possible 
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15_UNM = The maximum penalty I face upon conviction is ten years in prison. 
 
¥ If I am convicted, the longest amount of probation time I can receive is ten years 
 
∆ The smallest punishment I can get is ten years in prison, if I am convicted. 
 
≈  The biggest punishment in front of my face is ten years in prison if I am convicted. 
 
ø If I am convicted, the biggest punishment I can receive is ten years in prison. 
 
 
 
 
15_FREQ = The maximum penalty I will get upon conviction is ten years in prison. 
 
¥ If I am convicted, the longest amount of court supervision I can receive is ten years. 
 
∆ The smallest punishment I can receive is ten years in prison, if I am convicted. 
 
≈  Ten years in prison is the biggest punishment I will need to put on top of my conviction 
notice. 
 
ø If I am convicted, the biggest punishment I can receive is ten years in prison. 
 
 
 
 
15_SYNC = The maximum penalty I face if I am convicted is ten years in prison. 
 
¥ If I am found guilty, the longest amount of probation I can receive is ten years. 
 
∆ The smallest punishment I face is ten years in prison, if I am found guilty. 
 
≈  The biggest punishment I must overcome if I am found guilty is ten years in prison. 
 
ø If I am found guilty, the biggest punishment I face is ten years in prison. 
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Order = 2, 1, 4, 3  
 
16_UNM = The judge must impose the mandatory minimum penalty, if any.  
 
¥ The judge does not need to order the smallest required punishment, if there is one. 
 
∆ The judge must order the smallest required punishment, if there is one. 
 
≈  The judge must ask a favor of the smallest minimum punishment, if there is one. 
 
ø The judge must decide if I am eligible for the smallest required punishment, if there is 
one. 
 
 
 
16_FREQ = The judge must give me the mandatory minimum penalty, if any.  
 
¥ The judge does not need to give me the smallest required punishment, if there is one. 
 
∆ The judge must to give me the smallest required punishment, if there is one. 
 
≈  The judge must hand a copy of the smallest required punishment to me, if there is one. 
 
ø The judge must decide if I am eligible for the smallest required punishment, if there is 
one. 
 
 
 
16_SYNC = If there is a mandatory minimum penalty, then the judge must impose it.  
 
¥ If there is a required minimum punishment, then the judge does not need to order it. 
 
∆ If there is a required minimum punishment, then the judge must order it. 
 
≈  If there is a mandatory punishment, then it will also be the smallest. 
 
ø If there is a required minimum punishment, then the judge must decide if I am eligible for 
it. 
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17_UNM = The mandatory minimum penalty I face upon conviction is 18 months in jail. 
 
 
¥ If I am convicted, the shortest amount of probation time I can receive is 18 months. 
 
∆ The smallest optional punishment I can receive is 18 months in jail, If I convicted. 
 
≈  If I am convicted, the smallest required punishment I can receive is 18 months in jail. 
 
ø The smallest required punishment in front of my face 18 months in jail. 
 
 
 
 
17_FREQ = The mandatory minimum penalty I will receive upon conviction is 18 months in 

jail. 
 
¥ If I am convicted, the shortest amount of court supervision I will get is 18 months. 
 
∆ The smallest optional punishment I will get is 18 months in jail, if I am convicted 
 
≈  If I am convicted, the smallest required punishment I will get is 18 months in jail. 
 
ø The smallest required punishment I will obtain on the top of my conviction notice is 18 
months in jail. 
 
 
 
17_SYNC = If I am convicted, the mandatory minimum penalty I face is 18 months in jail. 
 
¥ If I am found guilty, the shortest amount of probation time I can receive is 18 months in 
jail. 
 
∆ The smallest optional punishment I face is 18 months in jail, if I am found guilty. 
 
≈  If I am found guilty, the smallest required punishment I face is 18 months in jail. 
 
ø If I am found guilty, the smallest required punishment I must overcome is 18 months in 
jail. 
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18_UNM = The presumptive minimum penalty, if any, I face upon conviction is 24 months 

in jail. 
 
¥ If I am convicted, the smallest punishment I will likely receive is 24 months in jail 
 
∆ If I am convicted, I will most likely not receive 24 months in jail as the smallest 
punishment.  
 
≈  If I am convicted, the shortest amount of probation I will likely receive is 24 months. 
 
ø If I am convicted, the smallest punishment I will likely have in front of my face is 24 
months in jail. 
 
 
18_FREQ = The probable minimum penalty, if any, I face upon conviction is 24 months in 

jail 
 
¥ If I am convicted, the smallest punishment I will probably receive is 24 months in jail. 
 
∆ If I am convicted, I will probably not receive 24 months in jail as the smallest 
punishment. 
 
≈  If I am convicted, the smallest amount of court supervision I will probably receive is 24 
months. 
 
ø I will probably receive 24 months in jail on the top of my conviction notice. 
 
 

 
18_SYNC = If I am convicted, the presumptive minimum penalty I face is 24 months in jail. 
 
¥ If I am found guilty, the smallest punishment I will likely receive is 24 months in jail. 
 
∆ If I am found guilty, I am unlikely to receive 24 months in jail. 
 
≈  If I am found guilty, the shortest amount of probation I will likely receive is 24 months. 
 
ø If I am found guilty, the smallest punishment I will likely need to turn to look at is 24 
months in jail. 
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19_UNM = The judge can impose a lesser sentence if the judge states appropriate reasons. 
 
¥ The judge can throw out my case if the judge has good reasons. 
 
∆ The judge can’t order a lesser punishment even if the judge has good reasons. 
 
≈  The judge can order a punishment that is numerically smaller if the judge has good 
reasons. 
 
ø The judge can order a lesser punishment if the judge has good reasons. 
 
 

 
19_FREQ = The judge can give me a lesser sentence if the judge explains appropriate 

reasons. 
 
¥ The judge can order a longer trial if the judge has good reasons. 
 
∆ The judge can’t give me a lesser punishment even if the judge has good reasons. 
 
≈  The judge can hand a copy of a lesser punishment to me if the judge has good reasons. 
 
ø The judge can give me a lesser punishment if the judge has good reasons. 
 
 

 
19_SYNC = If the judge states appropriate reasons, then he or she can impose a lesser 

sentence. 
 
¥ If the judge has good reasons, then he or she can throw out my case. 
 
∆ If the judge has good reasons, then he or she can impose whatever punishment he or she 
wants. 
 
≈  If the judge has good reasons, then he or she can ask a favor of a lesser punishment. 
 
ø If the judge has good reasons, then he or she can order a lesser punishment. 
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21_UNM = If I am not a citizen of the United States, my plea could result in deportation, the 

exclusion of admission to this country, or the denial of naturalization under 
federal law. 

 
¥ If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then it could affect my work status, 
my passport, and my federal taxes. 
 
∆ If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then it will not affect my 
deportation, my admission into the US, or my naturalization. 
 
≈  If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then I will be physically barred 
from entering the United States 
 
ø f I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then I could be deported, prevented 
from entering the US, or prevented from becoming a US citizen. 

 
 
21_FREQ = If I am not a citizen of the United States, my plea could cause my deportation, 

the exclusion of admission to this country, or the denial of naturalization under 
federal law. 

 
¥ If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then it could affect my work status, 
my passport, and my federal taxes. 
 
∆ If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then it will not affect my 
deportation, my admission into the US, or my naturalization. 
 
≈  If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then I will be physically barred 
from entering the United States 
 
ø If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then I could be deported, prevented 
from entering the US, or prevented from becoming a US citizen. 
 
 
 
21_SYNC = If I am not a United States citizen, my plea could make me get deported, 

prevent me from entering this country, or deny my citizenship under federal law. 
 
¥ If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then it could affect my work status, 
my passport, and my federal taxes. 
 
∆ If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then it will not affect my 
deportation, my admission into the US, or my naturalization. 
 
≈  If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then I will be physically barred 
from entering the United States 
 
ø If I am not a citizen of the US and I plead to a crime, then I could be deported, prevented 
from entering the US, or prevented from becoming a US citizen. 
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22_UNM = If I am convicted of any felony, I may not vote in any election until my civil 

rights are restored.  
 
¥ If I am convicted of a felony crime, I may not vote even if my rights are restored 
 
∆ If I am convicted of any felony, then I can’t vote in any election until my rights are 
repaired to their original condition. 
 
≈  If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t vote in any election until I 
register to vote as a felon. 
 
ø If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t vote in any election until I get 
my rights back. 
 

  
22_FREQ = If I am found guilty any felony crime, I may not vote in any election until my 

right to vote is given back. 
 
¥ If I plead guilty to any felony crime, then I can never again vote in any election even if I 
get my rights back. 
 
∆ If I plead guilty to any felony crime, then I can’t vote in any election until someone hands 
a copy of my rights back to me. 
 
≈  If I plead guilty to any felony crime, then I can’t vote unless I use special voting ballots. 
 
ø If I plead guilty to any felony crime, then I can’t vote in any election until I get my right 
to vote back. 
 
 
22_SYNC = If I am convicted of any felony, I will not be able to vote in any election until my 

civil rights are restored.  
 
¥ If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t vote in any election even if I get 
my rights back. 
 
∆ If I am convicted of any felony, then I can’t vote in any election until my rights are 
repaired to their original condition. 
 
≈  If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t vote in any election until I 
register to vote as a felon. 
 
ø If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t vote in any election until I get 
my rights back. 
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23_UNM = If I am convicted of any felony, it is unlawful for me to possess a firearm. 
 
¥ If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t lawfully own a gun. 
 
∆ If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can still own a gun. 
 
≈  If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t carry a gun on my person. 
 
ø If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I must obtain a special gun license. 
 
 
 
23_FREQ = If I am found guilty of any felony crime, it is illegal for me to have a firearm. 
 
¥ If I plead guilty to a felony crime, then I can’t lawfully own a gun. 
 
∆ If I plead guilty to a felony crime, then I can still own a gun 
 
≈  If I am discovered to already be guilty of a felony crime, then I can’t own a gun. 
 
ø If I plead guilty to a felony crime, then I must take additional gun safety courses. 
 
 
 
23_SYNC = If I am convicted of any felony, then it will be unlawful for me to possess a 

firearm. 
 
¥ If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can no longer lawfully own a gun. 
 
∆ If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, them I can still own a gun. 
 
≈  If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I can’t carry a gun on my person. 
 
ø If I am convicted of a crime that is a felony, then I must buy new guns 
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26_UNM = Although the judge may consider read-in charges when imposing sentence, the 

maximum penalty will not be increased. 
 
¥ The judge can make note of additional charges when he sentences me, but they will not 
increase the total amount of punishment I can receive. 
 
∆ The judge can make note of additional charges when he sentences me, and they can 
increase the total amount of punishment I can receive. 
 
≈  The judge can make note of additional charges when he sentences me, but only charges 
that are read, not those that are said or heard. 
 
ø The judge can make note of additional charges when he sentences me, but they will not 
affect the length of my trial. 
 
 
26_FREQ = Although the judge may think about read-in crimes when ordering a sentence, 

the maximum penalty will not be increased 
 
¥ The judge can make note of additional crimes when he sentences me, but they will not 
increase the total amount of punishment I can receive. 
 
∆ The judge can make note of additional crimes when he sentences me, and they can 
increase the total amount of punishment I can receive. 
 
≈  The judge can make note of additional crimes when he sentences me, but only charges 
that are read-in, not those that are said-in or heard-in. 
 
ø The judge can make note of additional crimes when he sentences me, but they will not 
affect the amount of money I need to pay my lawyer. 
 
 
26_SYNC  = The maximum penalty will not be increased even though the judge may 

consider read-in charge when he or she imposes sentence 
 
¥ The total amount of punishment I can receive will not increase even if the judge 
considers additional charges when he or she sentences me. 
 
∆ The total amount of punishment I can receive will increase if the judge considers 
additional charges when he sentences me. 
 
≈  The judge may consider read-in charges, but not said-in or heard-in charges. 
 
ø he total amount of punishment I can receive will not increase, but the judge can order me 
to have a different trial. 
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Order = 1, 2, 3, 4  
 
27_UNM = I may be required to pay restitution on any read-in charges. 
 
¥ I may be required to pay fines for additional charges. 
 
∆ I will never be required to pay fines for additional charges. 
 
≈  I may be required to pay extra lawyer’s fees for additional charges. 
 
ø I may be required to pay charges to anyone named “Restitution” 
 

 
 

27_FREQ = I may need to pay fines on any read-in charges. 
 
¥ I may be required to pay fines for additional charges. 
 
∆ I will never be required to pay fines for additional charges. 
 
≈  I may need to pay extra lawyer’s fees for additional charges. 
 
ø I may need to pay fines while standing on top of any read-in charges 

 
 
 
27_SYNC = I may be required to pay restitution on any charges that are read-in. 
 
¥ I may be required to pay fines for additional charges 
 
∆ I will never be required to pay fines for additional charges. 
 
≈  I may be required to pay extra lawyer’s fees for additional charges. 
 
ø I may be required to pay anyone named “Restitution” 
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Order = 1, 3, 2, 4 
 
28_UNM = The State may not prosecute me for any read-in charges.  
 
¥ The prosecutor can’t charge me with the additional crimes. 
 
∆ The prosecutor can’t make me have a separate trial for the additional crimes. 
 
≈  The prosecutor can charge me with the additional crimes. 
 
ø The prosecutor can’t prosecute for the charges that I read about. 
 
 
 
28_FREQ = The State will not be able to prosecute me for any read-in charges. 
 
¥ The prosecutor can’t charge me with the additional crimes. 
 
∆ The prosecutor can’t make me have a separate trial for the additional crimes. 
 
≈  The prosecutor can charge me with the additional crimes. 
 
ø The prosecutor can’t charge me for any of the crimes that I read about. 
 
 
 
28_SYNC = The State may not prosecute me for any charges that are read-in.  
 
¥ The prosecutor can’t charge me with the additional crimes. 
 
∆ The prosecutor can’t make me have a separate trial for the additional crimes. 
 
≈  The prosecutor can charge me with the additional crimes. 
 
ø The prosecutor can’t charge me for any of the crimes that I read about. 
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Order = 4, 3, 1, 2  
 
 
30_UNM = I have decided to enter this plea of my own free will. 
 
¥ I decided to go into this plea freely. 
 
∆ I decided to plea to this crime knowingly and intelligently. 
 
≈  I decided to plea to this crime freely and voluntarily. 
 
ø I decided to plea to this crime against my free will 
 

 
 

30_FREQ = I have decided to make this plea by my free choice. 
 
¥ I decided to make this plea next to my free choice. 
 
∆ I decided to plea to this crime knowingly and intelligently. 
 
≈  I decided to plea to this crime freely and voluntarily. 
 
ø I had no choice but to make this plea. 
 
 

 
30_SYNC = I decided to enter this plea freely and willingly 
 
¥ I freely chose to go into this plea. 
 
∆ I decided to plea to this crime knowingly and intelligently. 
 
≈  I decided to plea to this crime freely and voluntarily. 
 
ø I had no choice but to make this plea. 
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Order = 2, 1, 3, 4  
 
 
31_UNM = I have not been threatened or forced to enter this plea. 
 
¥ Somebody threatened me or forced me to plead to this crime. 
 
∆ Nobody threatened me or forced me to plead to this crime. 
 
≈  Nobody threatened me or forced me to commit this crime. 
 
ø Nobody threatened me or forced me to walk into a plea. 
 
 
31_FREQ = I have not been threatened or forced to make this plea.  
 
¥ Somebody threatened me or forced me to plead to this crime. 
 
∆ Nobody threatened me or forced me to plead to this crime. 
 
≈  Nobody threatened me or forced me to commit this crime. 
 
ø Nobody threatened me or forced me to fill in the plea forms. 
 
 
31_SYNC = I have not been threatened or forced into entering this plea.  
 
¥ Somebody threatened me or forced me to plead to this crime. 
 
∆ Nobody threatened me or forced me to plead to this crime. 
 
≈  Nobody threatened me or forced me to commit this crime. 
 
ø Nobody threatened me or forced me walk into this plea. 
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Order = 2, 1, 4, 3  
 
 
32_UNM = No promises have been made to me other than those contained in the plea 

agreement. 
 
¥ Somebody promised me something in order to make me plea to this crime. 
 
∆ Nobody promised me anything in order to make me plea to this crime. 
 
≈  Nobody has every promised me anything before. 
 
ø Nobody promised me anything in order to make me commit this crime. 
 
 
 
 
32_FREQ = No promises have been made to me other than those written in the plea 

agreement. 
 
¥ Somebody promised me something in order to make me plea to this crime. 
 
∆ Nobody promised me anything in order to make me plea to this crime. 
 
≈  Nobody has every promised me anything before. 
 
ø Nobody promised me anything in order to make me commit this crime. 
 
 
 
 
32_SYNC = No promises have been made to me other than the promises in the plea 

agreement 
 
¥ Somebody promised me something in order to make me plea to this crime. 
 
∆ Nobody promised me anything in order to make me plea to this crime. 
 
≈  Nobody has every promised me anything before. 
 
ø Nobody promised me anything in order to make me commit this crime. 
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Order = 1, 3, 4, 2  
 
 
34_UNM = I will plead guilty to the charge of disorderly conduct, and the State will 

recommend 24 months of probation. 
 
¥ I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will tell 
the judge that I should receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
∆ I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and I will immediately 
receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
≈  I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will tell 
me 24 months probation is a really good. 
 
ø I will admit that I did not commit the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will 
not tell the judge that I should receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
  
 
34_FREQ = I will plead guilty to the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will 

recommend 24 months of probation.  
 
¥ I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will tell 
the judge that I should receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
∆ I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and I will immediately 
receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
≈  I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will tell 
me 24 months probation is a really good. 
 
ø I will admit that I did not commit the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will 
not tell the judge that I should receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
 
 
34_SYNC = I will plead guilty to the charge of disorderly conduct. The State will 

recommend 24 months of probation.  
 
¥ I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will tell 
the judge that I should receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
∆ I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and I will immediately 
receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
 
≈  I will admit that I committed the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor will tell 
me 24 months probation is a really good 
 
ø I will admit that I did not commit the crime of disorderly conduct, and the prosecutor 

will not tell the judge that I should receive a punishment of 24 months probation. 
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APPENDIX B – Wason task stimuli set 
 
SOC_1 
“If you get someone else to cover a work shift for you, then you have to make a 
donation to the community fund.”  
 
Employees at the Acme factory sometimes do favors for each other, like covering a work 
shift if a person has a doctor’s appointment or if their kid is sick. The Acme factory 
allows this, but they have a rule: “If you get someone else to cover a work shift for you, 
then you have to make a donation to the community fund.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Kerry had someone else cover a work shift 
notP 
 Jessie did not have someone else cover a work shift 
Q 
 Collin made a donation to the community fund 
notQ  
 Jon did not make a donation to the community fund 
 
 
 
SOC_2 
“If you go canoeing on the lake, then you must clean your bunk house.”   
 
Lots of kids go to camp during their summer vacations. At Fallen Leaf Lake Camp, the 
kids' favorite activity is canoeing on the lake. The camp counselors have a rule: "If you 
go canoeing on the lake, then you must clean your bunk house." 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Billy went canoeing on the lake 
notP 
 Brent did not go canoeing on the lake 
Q 
 Jenna cleaned her bunkhouse  
notQ  
 Bethany did not clean her bunkhouse 
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SOC_3 
“If you use the library, then you must pay the fee”  
 
The small town of Washbend, Oregon, has a user fee for their library. The fee pays for 
books and helps maintain the building. The town's rule is: "If you use the library, then 
you must pay the fee." 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Margaret used the library 
notP 
 Candice did not use the library 
Q 
 Curtis paid the fee 
notQ  
 Todd did not pay the fee 
 
 
 
 
SOC_4 
“If you borrow the car, then you have to fill up the tank with gas.”   
 
Teenagers who do not have their own cars usually borrow their parents' cars. In return for 
the privilege of borrowing the car, the Goldsteins give their kids the rule: "If you borrow 
the car, then you have to fill up the tank with gas." 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Helen borrowed the car 
notP 
 Dave did not borrow the car 
Q 
 Brianne filled up the tank with gas  
notQ  
 Kirk did not fill up the tank with gas 
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SOC_5 
“If you borrow the motorcycle, then you have to wash it.”   
 
Joe owns a motorcycle, and he sometimes lets people borrow it. He likes to keep his 
motorcycle shiny and new, so he tells people: "If you borrow the motorcycle, then you 
have to wash it."  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Kayla borrowed the motorcycle 
notP 
 George did not borrow the motorcycle 
Q 
 Diana washed the motorcycle  
notQ  
 Tony did not wash the motorcycle 
 
 
 
SOC_6 
“If you are on a sports team, then you have to get good grades” 
 
A lot of people want to play on college sports teams, but college students have to abide 
by the rule: “If you are on a sports team, then you have to get good grades.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Craig was on a sports team 
notP 
 Jordan was not on a sports team 
Q 
 Brooke got good grades 
notQ  
 Karen did not get good grades 
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SOC_7 
“If you watch the comedy show, then you have to buy a drink” 
 
At the Comedy Corner club, to make money, they have a rule: “If you watch the comedy 
show, then you have to buy a drink.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Leah watched the comedy show 
notP 
 Hannah did not watch the comedy show 
Q 
 Gary bought a drink 
notQ  
 Frank did not buy a drink 
 
 
 
 
SOC_8 
“If you buy a horse, then you have to have a pasture that is at least three acres” 
 
Many people in the town of Rolling Hills want to own a horse, but the city knows that 
horses like to have a lot of space to move around in. So, the city has a rule: “If you buy a 
horse, then you have to have a pasture that is at least three acres.”    
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Dennis bought a horse 
notP 
 Denise did not buy a horse 
Q 
 Jeremy has a pasture that is at least three acres 
notQ  
 Alison does not have a pasture that is at least three acres 
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SOC_9 
“If you have a vegetable garden, then you must water every day” 
 
The community garden lets people use a small plot of land to grow vegetables. Because 
the community garden wants people to take care of their plots, they have a rule: “If you 
have a vegetable garden, then you must water every day.”     
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Logan had a vegetable garden 
notP 
 Sofia did not have a vegetable garden 
Q 
 Evelyn watered every day 
notQ  
 Matthew did not water every day 
 
 
 
SOC_10 
“If you pay with a credit card, then you must have a picture ID” 
 
Some stores don’t like to take credit cards unless they are sure that the card belongs to 
you. These stores have a rule: “If you pay with a credit card, then you must have a picture 
ID.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Casey paid with a credit card 
notP 
 Shane did not pay with a credit card 
Q 
 Susan had a picture ID 
notQ  
 Evan did not have a picture ID 
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SOC_11 
“If you go out in the afternoon, then you have to finish your homework that night” 
 
The Coopers’ kids have been getting bad grades recently, so the family sets a new rule 
about homework: “If you go out in the afternoon, then you have to finish your homework 
that night.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Gabe went out in the afternoon 
notP 
 Darren did not go out in the afternoon 
Q 
 Russ finished his homework that night 
notQ  
 Wes did not finish his homework that night 
 
 
 
 
SOC_12 
“If you drink coffee at work, then you must clean the pot” 
 
Office workers at Midtown bank get to use a company coffee maker so they can have 
coffee at work. However, the company doesn’t want the coffee maker to get dirty, so they 
have a rule: “If you drink coffee at work, then you must clean the pot.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Janet drank coffee at work 
notP 
 Bob didn’t drink coffee at work 
Q 
 Sue cleaned the pot 
notQ  
 Tom didn’t clean the pot 
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SOC_13 
“If you receive a birthday present, then you must send a thank-you card”  
 
The Johnson family likes to have birthday parties for their kids every year. Because they 
are good hosts, they give their kids a rule: “If you receive a birthday present, then you 
must send a thank-you card.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Kimmy received a birthday present 
notP 
 Bobby didn’t receive a birthday present  
Q 
 Joy sent a thank-you card 
notQ  
 Timmy didn’t send a thank-you card 
 
 
 
SOC_14 
“If you have a roommate, then you have to share your silverware” 
 
Many students live with roommates when they are in college so that they can save money 
and have fun. Because roommates often need to use the same kitchen, there is a rule: “If 
you have a roommate, then you have to share your silverware.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Derrek had a roommate 
notP 
 Kristy didn’t have a roommate 
Q 
 Dave shared his silverware 
notQ  
 Allie didn’t share her silverware 
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SOC_15 
“If you eat dinner at a restaurant, then you have to leave a tip”  
 
People often like to go out to eat at restaurants so they don’t have to worry about cooking 
and cleaning, and it is generally polite to pay the waiter or waitress extra money for the 
service. So the rule is: “If you eat dinner at a restaurant, then you have to leave a tip.”    
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Noah ate dinner at a restaurant 
notP 
 Emma didn’t eat dinner at a restaurant 
Q 
 Liam left a tip 
notQ  
 Olivia did not leave a tip 
 
 
 
 
 
SOC_16 
“If you get invited to a party, then you must RSVP”  
 
When people get invited to a party, it is polite for them to let the host know that they will 
attend so that the host can plan accordingly. Therefore, the rule for parties is: “If you get 
invited to a party, then you must RSVP.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Mason was invited to a party 
notP 
 Sophia was not invited to a party 
Q 
 Jacob RSVPed 
notQ  
 Ava did not RSVP 
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SOC_17 
“If you move into a new house, then you have to introduce yourself to the neighbors” 
 
Members of the Woodcrest neighborhood like to meet their new neighbors whenever 
someone moves into a new house. The neighborhood has a rule: “If you move into a new 
house, then you have to introduce yourself to the neighbors.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 William moved into a new house 
notP 
 Isabella did not move into a new house 
Q 
 Ethan introduced himself to the neighbors  
notQ   
 Mia did not introduce herself to the neighbors  
 
 
 
 
SOC_18 
“If you join the country club, then you must follow the dress code” 
 
Members of the Nine Rivers country club have access to a number of luxurious facilities 
and services. Because Nine Rivers wants its members to wear appropriate clothing, it has 
a rule: “If you join the country club, then you must follow the dress code.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Abigail joined the country club 
notP 
 James did not join the country club 
Q 
 Emily followed the dress code 
notQ  
 Alexander did not follow the dress code 
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SOC_19 
“If you go on vacation, then you must send postcards to your friends” 
 
The Roberts family likes to go on trips, but they also like to give souvenirs to their 
friends. So, the Roberts have a rule: “If you go on vacation, then you must send postcards 
to your friends.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Charlotte went on vacation 
notP 
 Michael did not go on vacation 
Q 
 Harper sent postcards to her friends 
notQ  
 Benjamin did not send postcards to his friends 
 
 
 
SOC_20 
“If you want a new job, then you have to give two-weeks’ notice” 
 
Sometimes people quit their old job to start a new one, but it is generally best for them to 
give their employer sufficient notice. So, the rule for changing jobs is: “If you want a new 
job, then you have to give two-weeks’ notice.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Madison wanted a new job 
notP 
 Elijah didn’t want a new job 
Q 
 Daniel gave two-weeks’ notice 
notQ  
 Amelia did not give two-weeks’ notice 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 
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PRE_1 
“If you go hiking on a rock trail, then wear hiking boots” 
 
Hiking trails are often very uneven and rocky, and your feet can get very sore from 
stepping on lots of small rocks. Hiking boots have very thick soles to protect the foot. 
Experts advise people: “If you go hiking on a rocky trail, then wear hiking boots.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Dale is hiking on a rocky trail  
notP 
 Stan is not hiking on a rocky trail  
Q 
 Paula is wearing hiking boots 
notQ  
 Joy is not wearing hiking boots 
 
 
 
 
 
PRE_2 
“If there’s a tornado in your area, then go down into the basement.” 
 
In the Midwest, tornadoes happen fairly frequently. They can be very dangerous if you're 
above ground. Midwesterners are taught a safety rule: "If there's a tornado in your area, 
then go down into the basement." 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 There is a tornado in Keith’s area 
notP 
 There is not a tornado in Natalie’s area 
Q 
 Sam is in the basement 
notQ  
 Anna is not in the basement 
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PRE_3 
“If you have been bitten by a strange dog, then get the rabies shot” 
 
Rabies shots can prevent people who have been exposed to rabies from developing the 
disease. You can get rabies by being bitten by a dog that has it. Doctors tell people: “If 
you have been bitten by a strange dog, then get the rabies shot.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Mike was bitten by a strange dog 
notP 
 Sean was not bitten by a strange dog 
Q 
 Amanda got the rabies shot 
notQ  
 Sarah did not get the rabies shot 
 
 
 
PRE_4 
 “If you ride a bike at night, then use a light” 
 
It's dangerous to ride a bike at night because drivers have trouble seeing you. It is safer to 
have a light on your bike, so the city has a safety rule: "If you ride a bike at night, then 
use a light." 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Tara rode a bike at night 
notP 
 Courtney did not ride a bike at night 
Q 
 Greg used a light 
notQ  
 Jared did not use a light 
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PRE_5 
“If you have a dog, then you must have a vaccination tag” 
 
Tuberculosis (TB) is an airborn disease. You can get it from breathing in air that a TB 
patient has coughed or sneezed into. Clinical workers are advised: "If you work with 
patients with TB, then wear a surgical mask." 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Violet worked with TB patients 
notP 
 Erin did not work with TB patients 
Q 
 Terry wore a surgical mask 
notQ  
 Greg did not wear a surgical mask 
 
 
 
 
 
PRE_6 
 “If you’re installing something inside a computer, then use a grounding strap ” 
 
George is the supervisor at Talcott Computer Company. He once got an electric shock 
when he was installing new equipment in a computer and not wearing a grounding strip. 
So, George has a safety rule: “If you’re installing anything inside a computer, then you 
must wear a grounding strip.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Trent is installing something inside a computer 
notP 
 Heather is not installing something inside a computer 
Q 
 Charles is wearing a grounding strip 
notQ  
 Angie is not wearing a grounding strip. 
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PRE_7  
 “If you drive through the desert, bring a gallon of water in your car” 
 
It can dangerous to drive through the desert because your car could break down and you 
could get dehydrated in the heat. It’s a good idea to follow the safety rule: “If you drive 
through the desert, bring a gallon of water in your car.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Taylor is driving through the desert 
notP 
 Chris is not driving through the desert 
Q 
 Mallory brought a gallon of water in her car 
notQ  
 Erica did not bring a gallon of water in her car 
 
 
 
 
PRE_8 
“If you have young kids in the house, put dangerous chemicals out of reach” 
 
Young kids often put things in their mouths, so they can get sick from eating chemicals 
like laundry detergent or bleach. Most parents know: “If you have young kids in the 
house, put dangerous chemicals out of reach.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Katie has young kids in the house 
notP 
 Darrell does not have young kids in the house 
Q 
 Maria put the dangerous chemicals out of reach 
notQ  
 Noah did not put the dangerous chemicals out of reach 
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PRE_9 
 “If you walk on the street at night, then carry a can of mace” 
 
If you spray mace in someone’s eyes, it will be extremely painful and will blind them 
temporarily, so some people use mace as self-defense. In certain areas where walking at 
night can be dangerous, police advise people: “If you walk on the street at night, then 
carry a can of mace.”     
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Peter walked on the street at night 
notP 
 Owen did not walk on the street at night 
Q 
 Claire carried a can of mace 
notQ  
 Maya did not carry a can of mace 
 
 
 
PRE_10 
 “If you work making pesticides, then you must wear rubber gloves” 
 
Boyer Corp. is a company that manufactures pesticides. Some of the pesticide ingredients 
are toxic, so workers need to wear protective clothing to protect their skin. Boyer Corp. 
has the following rule: “If you work making pesticides, then you must wear rubber 
gloves.”    
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Cynthia works making pesticides 
notP 
 Dean does not work making pesticides 
Q 
 Frances is wearing rubber gloves 
notQ  
 Max is not wearing rubber gloves 
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PRE_11 
 “If you go camping in the wilderness, then take a snake bite kit with you” 
 
When camping in the wilderness, one possible danger is getting bitten by a poisonous 
snake. You can use snake bite kits to quickly treat any snake bite, so park rangers advise 
people: “If you go camping in the wilderness, then take a snake bite kit with you.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Elliot went camping in the wilderness 
notP 
 Elaine did not go camping in the wilderness 
Q 
 Jane took a snake bite kit with her 
notQ  
 Clark did not take a snake bite kit with him 
 
 
 
 
PRE_12 
 “If you go to the beach, then you must use sunscreen” 
 
Going to the beach is a popular summer pastime, but the sun exposure can give you 
sunburn. Therefore, lifeguards tell people: “If you go to the beach, then you must use 
sunscreen.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Avery went to the beach 
notP 
 Lucas did not go to the beach 
Q 
 Jackson used sunscreen 
notQ  
 Chloe did not use sunscreen 
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PRE_13 
 “If you’re lifting heavy weights at the gym, then put chalk powder on your hands” 
 
Many people like to go to the gym to lift weights, but you can hurt your hands if you pull 
too hard on heavy weights. Chalk powder can give you a better grip, so a good rule to 
follow is: “If you’re lifting heavy weights at the gym, then put chalk powder on your 
hands.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 David was lifting heavy weights at the gym 
notP 
 Ella was not lifting heavy weights at the gym 
Q 
 Grace put chalk powder on her hands 
notQ  
 Oliver didn’t put chalk powder on his hands 
 
 
 
PRE_14 
 “If there is a thunderstorm in your area, then secure your windows” 
 
Thunderstorms usually have strong winds and heavy rain, so the inside of your house 
could be damaged if you leave your windows open during a thunderstorm. Most people 
know the rule: “If there is a thunderstorm in your area, then secure your windows.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 There was a thunderstorm in Victoria’s area 
notP 
 There was not a thunderstorm in Aubrey’s area 
Q 
 Joseph secured his windows 
notQ  
 Jayden did not secure his windows 
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PRE_15 
 “If you fix a leaky faucet, then turn the water off” 
 
Leaky faucets are a common problem that people can fix themselves. However, 
forgetting to turn the water off before you take the faucet apart can cause even more 
water to leak. So, plumbers tell people: “If you fix a leaky faucet, then turn the water off.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Gabriel fixed a leaky faucet 
notP 
 Scarlett did not fix a leaky faucet 
Q 
 Samuel turned the water off 
notQ  
 Zoey did not turn the water off 
 
 
 
PRE_16 
 “If you buy a chainsaw, read the instruction manual” 
 
Chainsaws are useful tools for cutting wood or clearing brush, but they can be dangerous 
if you don’t know how to properly operate them. Therefore, a good rule is: “If you buy a 
chainsaw, read the instruction manual.”     
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Addison bought a chainsaw 
notP 
 Carter did not buy a chainsaw 
Q 
 Anthony read the instruction manual 
notQ  
 Lily did not read the instruction manual 
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PRE_17 
“If you plant a flower garden, then you must put up a fence” 
 
Many people like to have flowers gardens in their yards, but the flowers can be ruined if 
rabbits or other animals eat them. Putting up a fence can protect gardens, so many people 
follow the rule: “If you plant a flower garden, then you must put up a fence.”    
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 John planted a flower garden 
notP 
 Dylan did not plant a flower garden 
Q 
 Lillian put up a fence 
notQ  
 Natalie did not put up a fence 
 
 
 
PRE_18 
“If you go kayaking, then you should pack a life vest.” 
 
Kayaking is a popular activity for people who like water sports, but kayaking can be 
dangerous because your kayak could tip over. Since life vests can help you swim if your 
kayak tips over, many people know: “If you go kayaking, then you should pack a life 
vest.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Luke went kayaking 
notP 
 Hannah did not go kayaking 
Q 
 Aria packed a life vest 
notQ  
 Henry did not pack a life vest 
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PRE_19 
“If you operate loud machinery, then use ear protection.”  
 
Workers at the Dynex power plant often need to operate heavy machinery, but this 
machinery is often very loud and bad for the workers’ hearing. Dynex wants to protect its 
workers’ hearing, so they have a rule: “If you operate loud machinery, then use ear 
protection.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Layla operated loud machinery 
notP 
 Andrew did not operate loud machinery 
Q 
 Isaac used ear protection 
notQ  
 Brooklyn did not use ear protection 
 
 
 
PRE_20 
“If you eat red meat, then thoroughly cook your food.”  
 
Many people like to eat red meat, such as hamburgers or steak, but red meat can make 
you sick if you don’t cook it properly. Therefore, many people know to follow the rule: 
“If you eat red meat, then thoroughly cook your food.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Christopher ate red meat 
notP 
 Joshua did not eat red meat 
Q 
 Alexa cooked her food thoroughly  
notQ  
 Zoe did not cook her food thoroughly  
 
 
________________________________________________________________  
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LAW_1 
“If you vote in an election, then you must have a photo ID” 
 
People have the right to vote in elections. However, the government often wants people 
to verify their identities before they vote. Therefore, the law for voting is: "If you vote in 
an election, then you must have a photo ID" 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Leo voted in an election 
notP 
 April didn’t vote in an election 
Q 
 Mike had a photo ID 
notQ  
 Stacey didn’t have a photo ID 
 
 
 
 
LAW_2 
“If you get married, then you have to request a marriage license”  
 
Many people have ceremonies or parties when they get married. In order for the marriage 
to be legal, however, the couple also needs to have an official marriage license from the 
clerk’s office. So, the rule is: “If you get married, then you have to request a marriage 
license.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Don got married 
notP 
 Audrey didn’t get married  
Q 
 Eileen requested a marriage license 
notQ  
 Mitch didn’t request a marriage license 
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LAW_3 
“If you sell a faulty product, then you must give the buyer a replacement.” 
 
When people buy and sell products, they usually sign a contract that describes what the 
details of the transaction will be. One of the laws that govern these sorts of contracts is: 
“If you sell a faulty product, then you must give the buyer a replacement.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Summer sold a faulty product 
notP 
 James didn’t sell a faulty product 
Q 
 April gave the buyer a replacement 
notQ  
 Lucas didn’t give the buyer a replacement 
 
 
 
LAW_4 
“If you turn 18 years old, then register to serve in the armed forces”  
 
The United States wants young people to join the military so that they can help protect 
their country. In order to ensure that young people join up, the United States has a law 
that says, “If you turn 18 years old, then register to serve in the armed forces.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Kevin turned 18 years old 
notP 
 Brittney didn’t turn 18 years old 
Q 
 Jane registered to serve in the armed forces 
notQ  
 Trent didn’t register to serve in the armed forces 
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LAW_5  
“If you make a will, then you must sign the document”  
 
Many people make wills so that they can control what happens to their property after they 
die. Wills have to have a signature in order to be legal, so the law is: “If you make a will, 
then you must sign the document.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule. 
 
P 
 Josh made a will 
notP 
 Andrea didn’t make a will 
Q 
 Annie signed the document 
notQ  
 Toby didn’t sign the document  
  
 
 
LAW_6 
“If you are an employer, then you must pay your employees the minimum wage” 
 
Employers are required by law to provide various benefits to their employees. One 
benefit is a certain amount of money per hour, so the law is: “If you are an employer, 
then you must pay your employees the minimum wage.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Kyle was an employer 
notP 
 Stanley was not an employer 
Q 
 Kenny paid his employees the minimum wage 
notQ  
 Eric did not pay his employees the minimum wage 
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LAW_7 
“If you work in a hospital, then you have to store medical records in a secure 
location” 
 
Hospitals generally have information about patients that is sensitive or confidential. They 
have to follow a number of laws when it comes to protecting this information, and one of 
the rules is: “If you work in a hospital, then you have to store medical records in a secure 
location.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Liz worked in a hospital 
notP 
 Dave did not work in a hospital 
Q 
 Pete stored medical records in a secure location 
notQ  
 Maddy did not store medical records in a secure location 
 
 
 
LAW_8 
“ If you use a software program, then you must agree to the terms and conditions” 
 
Many people download software programs onto their phones or computers. These 
programs have rules to make sure that people don’t abuse the programs. One of these 
rules is, “If you use a software program, then you must agree to the terms and conditions.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Chester used a software program 
notP 
 Keith did not use a software program 
Q 
 Betty agreed to the terms and conditions 
notQ  
 Mary did not agree to the terms and conditions 
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LAW_9  
“If you hurt somebody in an accident, then you must pay the medical bills” 
 
It is important for society to protect people who are injured, so there are a number of laws 
that specify what happens after an accidents. One of those laws is, “If you hurt somebody 
in an accident, then you must pay the medical bills”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Gary hurt somebody in an accident 
notP 
 Tracey did not hurt somebody in an accident 
Q 
 Larry paid the medical bills 
notQ  
 Jessica did not pay the medical bills 
 
 
 
LAW_10 
“If you drive a vehicle, then you have to carry proof of automobile insurance” 
 
The government often wants to make sure that people who drive vehicles are responsible 
drivers. Therefore, one of the laws for driving is: “If you drive a vehicle, then you have to 
carry proof of automobile insurance.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Kayla drove a vehicle 
notP 
 Brinna did not drive a vehicle 
Q 
 Tanner carried proof of automobile insurance 
notQ  
 Jordan did not carry proof of automobile insurance 
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LAW_11 
“If you are a manufacturer, then you must make sure your products are safe” 
 
Manufacturers generally want to sell as many products as possible, but there are certain 
laws that apply to product safety. One of the laws is: “If you are a manufacturer, then you 
must make sure your products are safe.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Andrew was a manufacturer  
notP 
 James was not a manufacturer  
Q 
 Anna made sure her products were safe 
notQ  
 Dan did not make sure his products were safe 
 
 
 
 
 
LAW_12 
“If you create a new invention, then file for a patent.” 
 
People who invent new things generally want to make money from their inventions. 
However, inventors need a patent for their inventions before they can sell them. So, the 
law is: “If you create a new invention, then file for a patent.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Marcus created a new invention  
notP 
 Jenna did not create a new invention 
Q 
 Nicole filed for a patent 
notQ  
 Shawn did not file for a patent 
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LAW_13 
“If you build a new house, then you must follow the zoning requirements” 
 
Some people want to build their own houses. However, these houses must comply with 
zoning requirements or else they may not be legal. So, the rule for people who build 
houses is: “If you build a new house, then you must follow the zoning requirements.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Dominic built a new house 
notP 
 Amy did not build a new house 
Q 
 Dale followed the zoning requirements 
notQ  
 Monica did not follow the zoning requirements 
 
 
 
LAW_14 
“If you rent an apartment, then obey the terms of the lease” 
 
Many people rent apartments. However, they must follow the terms of the lease or else 
they can be fined or evicted. Therefore, the rule for renting is: “If you rent an apartment, 
then obey the terms of the lease.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Ken rented an apartment  
notP 
 Lance did not rent an apartment 
Q 
 Stella obeyed the terms of the lease  
notQ  
 Marge did not obey the terms of the lease 
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LAW_15 
“If you have a dog, then you must have a vaccination tag” 
 
Many people have dogs as pets, and vaccination tags can help show that the dogs’ shots 
are up-to-date. Therefore, cities generally have a law that says: “If you have a dog, then 
you must have a vaccination tag.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Paul had a dog  
notP 
 Judy did not have a dog 
Q 
 Mike had a vaccination tag 
notQ  
 Kelly did not have a vaccination tag 
 
 
 
 
 
LAW_16 
“If you travel to another country, then have a passport” 
 
Many people like to travel abroad, but governments generally require that travellers have 
passports so they can verify their identities. Therefore, the rule is: “If you travel to 
another country, then have a passport.” 
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Jimmy travelled to another country  
notP 
 Brock did not travel to another country 
Q 
 Rachel had a passport 
notQ  
 Carolyn did not have a passport 
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LAW_17 
“If you own a building, then you must pay property taxes.” 
 
Many people own property as part of their home or business, and this property is 
generally taxable. Therefore, governments have a law: “If you own a building, then you 
must pay property taxes.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 William owned a building 
notP 
 Harry did not own a building 
Q 
 Catherine paid property taxes 
notQ  
 Charlotte did not pay property taxes 
 
 
 
 
LAW_18 
“If you import foreign products, then you must treat all ‘like’ products the same” 
 
Many businesses bring products from other countries into the United States. However, 
the government doesn’t want businesses to discriminate against certain products. 
Therefore, the US has a law that says: “If you import foreign products, then you must 
treat all ‘like’ products the same.”      
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Bertram imported foreign products 
notP 
 Richard did not import foreign products 
Q 
 Pauline treated all ‘like’ products the same 
notQ  
 Madeline did not treat all ‘like’ products the same 
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LAW_19 
“If you initiate a dispute resolution, then you must conduct consultations in good 
faith” 
 
When businesses have problems, they generally try to use dispute resolutions to solve 
them. Governments allow this, but they want the businesses to make an honest effort to 
resolve their problems. Therefore, the law says: “ If you initiate a dispute resolution, then 
you must conduct consultations in good faith.”  
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Joey initiated a dispute resolution 
notP 
 Phoebe did not initiate a dispute resolution 
Q 
 Monica conducted consultations in good faith 
notQ  
 Ross did not conduct consultations in good faith  
 
 
 
LAW_20 
“If you avoid an agreement, then you have to give Nachfrist notice” 
 
Some people who make business agreements want to later cancel, or avoid, those 
agreements. This is legal only if the person gives a special type of notice to the other 
person. Therefore, the law is: “If you avoid an agreement, then you have to give Nachfrist 
notice.”   
 
You want to check whether anybody broke this rule.  
 
P 
 Lindsey avoided an agreement 
notP 
 Nate did not avoid an agreement 
Q 
 Sam gave Nachfrist notice 
notQ  
  Julie did not give Nachfrist notice 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Conclusion 
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 Conclusion 

 Deficits in language and communication abilities are hallmarks of traumatic brain 

injury (TBI). Growing evidence of a worrying interplay between TBI and incarceration, 

highlights the need to identify how TBI-related language and communication deficits 

(and corresponding language and communication features of the legal system) act as risk 

factors for negative legal outcomes. Although there is clear evidence that legal language 

is difficult for people with language impairments to understand, there is scant research 

directly investigating the relationship between TBI and comprehension of legal language. 

 Neuroimaging research has shown that language comprehension is widely 

distributed throughout the cortex, recruiting a broad array of white- and gray-matter 

structures that include the “Extended Language Network” (ELN), a functional network 

with nodes in bilateral temporal, frontal, and parietal cortical areas. Language 

comprehension is subserved by working memory and processing speed, which also rely 

on a distributed neural architecture. Working memory in particular is a necessary 

resource during the construction of mental representations that serve as the basis of 

comprehension. Diffuse neural damage is a common mechanism of TBI, and although 

this diffuse damage is known to disrupt distributed networks other than the ELN, we do 

not know how TBI affects the cognitive and anatomical mechanisms underlying language 

comprehension.   

 In this dissertation, I reported data from three studies designed to examine the 

cognitive and neural mechanisms underlying comprehension of two related linguistic 

constructs, legal language and legal rules, in adults in moderate-to-severe TBI. In the first 

two studies, I tested the relationship between TBI and comprehension accuracy and 
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response times for legal language and legal rules. In the third study, I tested the 

relationship between results of structural and functional neuroimaging and language 

comprehension.   

Study One  

 My first study explored language comprehension after TBI in a comprehension 

task of plea-colloquy language. I predicted that adults with TBI would demonstrate 

poorer accuracy and longer response times than a  comparison group of demographically 

matched uninjured adults. I further hypothesized that simplification of legal language 

would affect both accuracy and response times, with unmodified stimuli having lower 

accuracy and longer response times, word frequency–manipulated stimuli having greater 

accuracy and shorter response times, and clause-level syntax-manipulated stimuli have 

the greatest accuracy and shortest response times. Results indicated that the TBI group 

had overall lower comprehension accuracy and slower response times than the 

comparison group, as well as poorer comprehension and slower response times for each 

of the three experimental language manipulation types. However, the effect of group was 

explained in part by working memory in the case of comprehension accuracy, and 

reading fluency in the case of comprehension time. There was no effect of manipulation 

type on either accuracy or response time. This study suggested that individuals with TBI 

underperform their uninjured peers on tasks of language comprehension, but that deficits 

in working memory and reading fluency may in part underlie that impaired performance, 

regardless of attempts to simplify the legal language.   

 Findings from my first study immediately suggest a number of future directions. 

First, there is a need to examine the relationship among TBI, language comprehension, 
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and legal language in timed contexts, because legal language in real-life contexts almost 

always occurs under time pressure. Second, there is a need to test additional language 

manipulations in order to see how other types of language modifications affect 

comprehension for adults with and without TBI: while our results suggest that 

simplifying legal language is not necessarily sufficient to improve comprehension 

accuracy, an experimental design with that more closely approximates real-life demands 

could be informative.  

 Findings from this study also suggest a number of critical policy implications 

within the law. I have already discussed some of these implications in my legal and 

policy publications, which are available in Appendix B. 

Study Two 

 My second study explored language comprehension after TBI in a task of social-

rule comprehension. I hypothesized that individuals with TBI would demonstrate lower 

accuracy and longer response times than their uninjured peers, and that legal rules would 

be associated with lower accuracy scores and longer response times than either 

precautionary rules or social rules. Results indicated that individuals with TBI had, on 

average, lower accuracy scores and longer response times than their peers across three 

categories of rules studied here: precautionary rules, social rules, and legal rules. While 

there was no effect of rule category on comprehension accuracy, there was an effect of 

rule category on response time: for both groups, legal rules took longer to comprehend 

than either social or precautionary rules, and this effect appeared to be greater for the TBI 

group than for the comparison group. However, the effect of group was explained in part 

by processing speed for both comprehension accuracy and response time. In other words, 
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the main effect of TBI appeared to be slowing of cognitive processing, with secondary 

effects on legal-language comprehension. As in the first study, this second study shows 

the importance of understanding the relationship among TBI, language comprehension, 

and legal rules under timed conditions, particularly because our results indicate a role of 

processing speed that is dependent on group.  

Study Three 

 My third and final study explored functional and anatomical neural correlates of 

behavioral task scores from Studies One and Two, in adults with TBI. I hypothesized that 

structural measures (fractional anisotropy, FA, and mean diffusivity, MD) and functional 

measures (resting-state connectivity) within the ELN would correlated with 

comprehension-accuracy scores and response-time scores. I also hypothesized that 

whole-brain structural measures (FA values from tract-based spatial statistics) would 

correlate with behavioral scores. Results revealed a number of significant correlations 

between structural measures within the ELN and both accuracy and response times, at the 

level of both individual ELN nodes and the full ENL network. There were no significant 

correlations between neuroimaging functional measures and behavioral task scores. 

Finally, I found significant correlations between behavioral task scores and structural 

measures of a number of bilateral longitudinal white-matter tracts previously identified as 

part of language-comprehension networks.  

 Results of the third study also suggested a number of immediate future directions. 

While I was unable to collect imaging data from comparison peers, subsequent studies 

with both groups could investigate how TBI affects structural and functional connectivity 

with the ELN. Additionally, results from my first two studies suggest a role for both 
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working memory and processing speed in comprehension of legal language and legal 

rules, respectively, so future studies could explore functional and structural correlates of 

these two underlying cognitive mechanisms. Finally, while my findings do not suggest a 

relationship between rsfMRI activity within the ELN and comprehension outcomes, 

fMRI tasks could better explore overall functional correlates of comprehension outcomes 

both within the ELN and within the entire brain. 

 One final direction that applies to all three studies is a need to consider other 

sources of information that are incorporated into comprehension of legal language, 

namely, background knowledge. During comprehension, people access background 

knowledge to build mental representations; for legal language, it may be the case that a 

general lack of meaningful background knowledge is one factor of poor comprehension 

accuracy or slow response time. My conversational interview, in which I asked 

participants to tell me what they knew about laws and legal issues, will serve as the basis 

for additional studies that investigate the background-knowledge component of legal 

language comprehension (See Appendix A). Not only will these interview data allow me 

to quantify measures of background knowledge, they also will provide a useful 

counterpoint to the behavioral data from Studies One and Two. While Studies One and 

Two relied on the construction of comprehension models, my tasks did not capture any 

information about the participants’ situation models themselves. In contrast, the interview 

task effectively required the participants to describe the situation models that they 

generated during their discussion, so this data is a valuable source of information about 

“productive” situation models as opposed to the “receptive” situation models from 

Studies One and Two.   
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 Motivations 

 As the inaugural member of the Neuroscience and Public Policy Program’s 

JD/PhD degree option, my efforts to create interdisciplinary research reflect not only my 

aim to produce scholarship that synthesized information from the two academic fields but 

also my desire to design and collect empirical data with clear translational value. Every 

step I took along the course of my scientific studies was a concurrent motion through the 

world of my professional legal experiences, and this simultaneous progression gave me 

the opportunity to identify problems as they exist for countless individuals who represent 

not abstract roles within the letters of some law or archetypal figures within the staging of 

some legal drama but human beings, human beings whose conditions should not divert 

them into the sections of the legal machine that lead, with mechanized efficiency, to 

imprisonment, or deportation, or termination. 

This thesis does not solve the problems that arise from language comprehension, 

TBI, and the law. No single work can, even assuming that the problems can be solved at 

all. But this thesis is a step forward, a small adjustment of a cog or a small realignment of 

a wheel that will make the machine run ever-so-slightly smoother for those of us who 

man its myriad controls and for those of us who must, when circumstances arise, go 

inside.   
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Appendix A 
 

Conversational Interviews: Self-Reported Legal 
Knowledge 
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Interview #1  
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ##### 
 
*INV: ok I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal 
 issues. 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the 
 legal system here in the US@k. 
*PAR: well (..) it's difficult to answer the question. 
*INV: like I said I know it's a broad prompt. 
*INV: but I just want to learn more about what you know about laws and the 
 legal system in the US@k. 
*PAR: (..) well (..) society has a (.) set of laws that is agreed to. 
*INV: ok 
*PAR: and (.) people are (..) just by being citzens of the country kind of 
 required [/] to follow those rules. 
*PAR: so for example you want to drive a car. 
*PAR: then you have to follow the rules that society has established for 
 the safe use of a [/] motor vehicle. 
*INV: can you tell me more about how society comes to agree upon these 
 particular rules? 
*PAR: (...) &-exhales well (.) <individual cities have> [//] for example 
 individual cities have [/] local laws for the [/] local police 
 department would follow and (.) expect the population of a city to 
 (.) [/] to live by. 
*PAR: (..) and on a larger scale that goes up to the national (..) +... 
*PAR: and we have federal troops that will make you do something that 
 follows [/] these national [//] societally agreed to laws. 
*PAR: I dunno. 
*PAR: kinda trying to answer <your question about> [//] your very general 
 question about law. 
*PAR: (.) I studied journalism. 
*PAR: and <one of> [//] probably the most difficult in class was 
 journalism law. 
*PAR: and (...) 
*PAR: what'd I say. 
*PAR: why did I say that? 
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*PAR: oh &-exhales there are (...) millions and millions of pages to read 
 about court cases that (.) [//] to see how judges have [/] voted in 
 certain cases. 
*PAR: and over the course of time <that becomes> [/] law. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you give me an example of one of those laws that came from one 
 of the court cases you read about in journalism? 
*PAR: &-um (...) let's see (...) &-um (..) well, Roe v@l Wade was &-um 
 (...). 
*PAR: and this is [//] (...) people get very very emotional about [/] this. 
*INV: yes, yes they do. 
*INV: we're nearly done. 
*INV: but is there anything else you'd like to tell me about laws or 
 legal system in the US@k? 
*PAR: well about (..) &-uh (..) 
*PAR: it's funny you give me that opportunity because there was one person 
 in XXXXX. 
*PAR: a person who had too much to drink. 
*PAR: and he got in a big truck. 
*PAR: and <he caused a> [/] car accident. 
*PAR: in the fall of XXXX which led to my disability. 
*INV: &-mhmm. 
*PAR: and sometimes I [/] talk to people in the healthcare system and they 
 say +"/. 
*PAR: +" well I [//] that drunk driver, I hope he [/] got his fair share. 
*PAR:  +" and that he spend a couple months in prison. 
*PAR: now measure that to the years I've spent waiting in line at 
 Walgreens for my pills. 
*PAR: and now does that seem (.) [//] that doesn't seem like that aspect 
 of the legal system was worked out. 
*PAR: that the judge in XXXX who was thinking of a sentence for this drunk 
 drive, he did not imagine everything that would happen. 
*PAR: that this one victim would end up +//. 
*PAR:  <I don't want to> [/] do everything we weren't supposed to with out 
 time. 
*PAR:  but &-um you asked me about laws. 
*PAR: and &-um that was a travesty of justice back then. 
*INV: &-mmhmm 
*PAR: that was a long time ago. 
*INV: well no thank you for sharing that anecdote. 
*PAR: that's probably the best term for it, anecdote. 
*INV: <well it's clearly> I don't say that to trivialize your experience 
 in any way. 
*INV: but I did ask you to tell me what you know about laws and legal 
 systems. 
*INV: and it sounds like this is at least for you a &-um very [//] like 
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 you said a very +//. 
*PAR: personal. 
*INV: personal encounter with a system that has [/] &-um been a part of 
 the way that [/] you perceive it. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: well thank you again. 
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Interview #2 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: ok, I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and 
 legal issues so I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about 
 this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system here in the US@q. 
*PAR: &-hm well laws and the legal system are generally there to protect 
 people &-uh protect their rights. 
*PAR: &-um and &-uh if they're not followed then &-uh you are punished or 
 pay a punishment. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me what you mean when you say +"/. 
*INV: +" if they're not followed. 
*INV: +" if someone doesn't follow them? 
*PAR: well if somebody breaks the rules and &-um if they hurt another 
 person or they're negligent and cause harm to somebody then they 
 either have to pay a fine or they're found guilty of committing a 
 crime against somebody. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you used the word negligent@q there. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mean by that? 
*PAR: well not following the rules. 
*PAR:  or &-um it could be that they don't necessarily understand the rules. 
*PAR: or that they just &-um abuse [the &-uh] [//] &-uh other people's 
 rights. 
*PAR: and they just don't [/] care you_know. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you also said earlier that if somebody doesn't follow the rules then 
 they could be punished. 
*INV: can you tell me a little bit more about what you mean when you say 
 +"/. 
*INV: +" be punished or a punishment. 
*PAR: well I guess it depends on the severity. 
*PAR: but in our legal system typically punishment means either you pay a 
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 [/] fine, ok, to [/] make up for the [//] whatever you might have 
 done wrong or broke or damaged. 
*PAR: or <you can> [//] you_know as severe as going to jail to keep you 
 away from others for preventing you from causing them harm. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you walk me through the process that would lead from me breaking 
 a rule to me actually getting that punishment, whatever that might 
 be? 
*PAR: &-um &-laughs well let's just say <something as> [//] &-uh 
 without getting too bad &-uh if you stole something, you_know, 
 committed a crime, a burglary or something, stole something, and you 
 got caught for that, &-um you could either one have to pay 
 restitution for that and_or you may have to spend time in jail <for 
 the crime served> [//] for the time served. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me <anything about> [//] anything you might know about 
 &-um other actors other people who would be responsible in 
 making sure that I had to pay those fines or I had to &-um 
 suffer another punishment for breaking those rules? 
*PAR: who [/] would be responsible for you having to do that? 
*PAR: &-um well +... 
*INV: yes. 
*INV: yes. 
*INV: not necessarily people who themselves might be responsible. 
*INV: but I'm [/] curious to know more about other people who might be 
 involved in that process. 
*PAR: well I +//. 
*PAR: lawyers. 
*PAR: &-um owners. 
*PAR: the people that make the rules, &-um who are responsible for making 
 the rules hopefully that are based [on] [/] &-uh fair practices. 
*PAR: and then for carrying them out that's what we have the law for 
 meaning our police force our officers that type of thing. 
*INV: ok great. 
*INV: and can you tell me who you meant by +"/. 
*INV: +" the [/] people who make the rules. 
*PAR: well in our legal system it would be you_know the [//] our 
 government employees or those that are hired for making those rules. 
*PAR: &-um or you can get simply family rules. 
*PAR: it would be your parents. 
*PAR: but I think you were being specific to I thought our legal system. 
*INV: the legal system, yes. 
*INV: but <if you> [/] can tell me about any other types or you_know 
 categories of rule that you might be thinking of I'd be interested 
 to hear those too. 
*PAR: &-um well if you're of age and you can drive, have a car or a 
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 vehicle, and you're going down the road or highway or [//] there's 
 speed limits to obey to keep those areas safe, there are streets you 
 can only go so fast on. 
*PAR: so self-governed, if you do it yourself. 
*PAR: if [/] not, then there's other things that are in place, like you 
 said our [/] law enforcement, the [/] police, the state troopers. 
*PAR: or they'll have cameras. 
*PAR: &-uh they could use that. 
*PAR: &-um you_know and then send you a ticket for doing that to hopefully 
 prevent you from doing it in future. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: let me ask you one more question before we wrap this up. 
*INV: let's close out our [/] hypothetical situation here in which I have 
 committed a burglary and then <I've been> [/] ordered to pay 
 restitution on that. 
*INV: if I'm not happy with that punishment can you tell me what options 
 might be available to me? 
*PAR: well if you're not happy you can &-uh hire someone to defend you, a 
 lawyer. 
*PAR: &-um or someone would be appointed to you by the [/] public [/] 
 &-uh defender. 
*PAR: and then they can argue your case you_know because everybody is 
 innocent until proven guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so &-um or they might fight, say if this is a first offense or if 
 you're a repeat offender or something like that, you_know to say +"/. 
*PAR: +" ok hey it was just a one-time thing. 
*PAR: and you_know &-um say you were desperate. 
*PAR:  say you [/] stole some food, something like that. 
*PAR: you_know &-um our system hopefully helps that person maybe find a 
 job or other areas or means to [/] survive and not have to 
 commit those types of crimes. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: thank you so much. 
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Interview #3 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the legal 
 system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: I don't know where to start with that [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: everyone is supposed to be treated equally under the law. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: under the law I have the right to remain silent. 
*PAR: anything can be used against me under the Miranda act 
 if I'm arrested. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I'm entitled to have an attorney. 
*PAR: if I can't afford one one will be appointed to me. 
*PAR: <I have the> [//] x it's like playing the fifth amendment in order 
 to not incriminate myself. 
*PAR: I'm innocent until proven guilty on this country. 
*PAR: I don't know what else [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: there are certain constitutional rights under the courts and the 
 laws that can't be taken away from me. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about any of those constitutional rights? 
*PAR: well I guess &uh. 
*PAR: I didn't know this would be a quiz. 
*PAR: I'm gonna have to pass on that one. 
*PAR: <I can't think &uh> [>]. 
*INV: <no that's fine> [<]. 
*INV: that's fine. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mentioned earlier when you said 
 everybody is supposed to be treated equally under the law. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: your status financially is not supposed to matter. 
*PAR: your position is not supposed to matter 
 whether you're president of a company or just a worker. 
*PAR: or whether your +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, a public official or not just a regular voter or not nothing is 
 supposed to be going to the court. 
*PAR: and the court is supposed to view everyone as just the individual 
 that comes before them. 
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*PAR: and you're not supposed to have special advantage theoretically. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: before the court I mean. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: so +... 
*PAR: not supposed to have your gender or your race or your age used 
 <against> [//] I mean differently against you anymore. 
*PAR: I mean there was a time when that happened but not anymore. 
*PAR: the only difference would be is if you're a minor or adult. 
*PAR: they have different courts for that. 
*PAR: so. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: depending <on your age> [>]. 
*INV: <sure> [<]. 
*INV: let's talk more about actually going to court. 
*INV: can you tell me what happens if say you or I had to go to court? 
*PAR: it would depend I guess if it's criminal or civil. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if it's criminal there would probably be two options I can think of. 
*PAR: if you didn't make bail if you were held over you'd go from jail to 
 court directly whenever you're <ca> [//] supposed to go see the 
 judge. 
*PAR: if it was a lesser you were bonded out on your own recognizance or 
 signature bond. 
*PAR: and you could show up for your court_date. 
*PAR: and if it's civil it's usually a set court_date and then parties 
 can meet at court whenever was agreed upon by the judge and the 
 attorneys representing what's convenient to all of them. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so there's more leeway there to make it more convenient. 
*PAR: the judge is supposed to sometimes has the ability to speed up the 
 calendar or put it off given extenuating circumstances. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: defense can ask for more time in either case to prepare cases. 
*PAR: if they need more time to get witnesses or see evidence things 
 like that. 
*PAR: then that gets us to the court. 
*PAR: now do you want to know anything about what happens when you're in 
 the court? 
*INV: yes please. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: prosecution usually begins in the proceeding of criminal case. 
*PAR: and defense usually has wrap ups at the end. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR:  both sides are allowed to call witnesses. 
*PAR: prosecution must show the defense all evidence it has against them 
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 ahead of time. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you can't have any &uh surprise evidence that they're not +//. 
*PAR: or if they do bring up something then the defense <should> [//] is 
 usually allowed someone on time to respond or prepare defense 
 against any new evidence like that. 
*PAR: in civil proceedings usually there's depending on what it is &uh if 
 it was like a divorce lists of property, assets, debts are all 
 exchanged between the two parties. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so everyone agrees upon the facts brought in as evidence. 
*PAR: and if it's more of a minor criminal offense kind of a thing where 
 you didn't come out of jail and you're meeting &uh then you can +... 
*PAR: well it's about the same. 
*PAR: it's the same actually you just bring in all the evidence. 
*PAR: <your allowed to either have a> [//] well you can either have a 
 judge bench trial or have a jury trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if you're there you can ask for requests in certain cases. 
*PAR: you don't always get your choice. 
*PAR: if it's a jury trial then the attorneys <are allowed to determine> 
 [//] or they can change the law to determine who's going to be on 
 the juries. 
*PAR: <they have certain> [//] they pull jurors that they don't think 
 would be in their favor. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there's a certain number limit that depends on I think jurisdiction 
 as to how many in your state how many total. 
*PAR: and judge it's just you just go with what the judge's decision on 
 that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there is a possibility that even with a jury trial that the judge can 
 overturn the jury's verdict. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and decide that that was not the correct verdict and enstore his own. 
*PAR: any criminal conviction can be appealed. 
*PAR: with appeals I think you have three appeals. 
*PAR: yes three appeals by the time you would get to the supreme 
 court. 
*PAR: <civil court> [//] <civils usually aren't> [//] I mean most civils 
 aren't appealed. 
*PAR: usually they're settled. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: that's why it's a settle kind of proceeding. 
*PAR: that's about it. 
*INV: before we conclude can you tell me more about what happens during 
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 those appeals? 
*PAR: if I was to have been found guilty of some criminal conviction my 
 attorney would challenge either rulings made on by the judge that 
 were incorrect. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: instructions that may have been given to the jury that were 
 incorrect or unclear. 
*PAR: proceedings that didn't follow normal protocols during the trial 
 that may have influenced how the trial took place or may have sent 
 it in a different direction. 
*PAR: so there's appeal technicalities where you can just appeal just 
 mistakes in the law. 
*PAR: the judge made a mistake when he sentenced this way because that's 
 not the way the law was actually written. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I don't know if civils are appealable. 
*PAR: I mean <if you want> [/] if you want to challenge civil 
 agreement you just go back in with whoever you were there you know. 
*PAR: it's not appeals. 
*PAR: you're just renegotiating is what you're doing there. 
*PAR: like with a divorce or something you can always file a motion of 
 contempt. 
*PAR: get the judge to open back up the decree. 
*PAR: and just the two sides can trash that out. 
*PAR: if it's a civil matter for something like historicization or 
 something I suppose you could &uh go back in and you might 
 ask for a different maybe the burden is too hard of a penalty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you're wiling to do something different if you're remission 
 accept something different the judge can if everyone's agreeable 
 maybe change it. 
*PAR: it's a possibility I suppose. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and you mentioned a certain number of appeals before you get to the 
 supreme court. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that trajectory? 
*INV: can you tell me more about the courts that I have to go through 
 before I get to the supreme court? 
*PAR: well if we assume that you're just going to regular &um <let's> 
 [//] well depending what court you start at +... 
*PAR: if it's a federal offense> [//] well let's just yeah say it's a 
 federal offense you go circuit, appellate then the supreme court. 
*PAR: I guess that would be the same too you go to the 
 circuit court, then appellate court, then you go to the state 
 supreme court. 
*PAR: if you were appealing that way. 
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*PAR: or you can appeal a State Supreme Court decision to the U@l S@l 
 Supreme Court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I mean <that's> [/] that's is a possibility. 
*PAR: Bush v@l Gore was a decision from the Florida State Supreme Court 
 appealed to +/. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: +, so it can go that way there too. 
*PAR: so it's usually three I think three steps. 
*PAR: they don't have to take your case but it's three to get there or two 
 to get there and then three if they accept <it> [//] to hear the 
 case so. 
*INV: okay. 
*INV: thank_you. 
@End 
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Interview #4 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
*INV: so I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and 
 legal issues.    
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws in the legal system 
 in the United States. 
*INV: go ahead. 
*PAR: alright. 
*INV: whatever you want to talk about. 
*PAR: what do I know about laws? 
*PAR: &um I know there are generally supposed to be constitutional 
 rights allowed to people in the court of law that <are kind of 
 like> [//] are sometimes inalienable rights don't know if that's the 
 right term. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but <constitutional> [//] a lot of constitutional rights 
 that allow a person to see a trial by jury and such like that. 
*PAR: that's not always the case in other countries so &uh that's a 
 specific interesting difference that exists. 
*PAR: and let's see what else. 
*PAR: &um the legal system is so complex that there are people that need 
 to become basically doctors of the law in order to ensure 
 that someone receives a fair trial. 
*PAR: it just keeps getting more and more complicated. 
*PAR: do I have to start over again? 
*PAR: do you have to time it? 
*INV: no you're good. 
*PAR: &um I know that &um judges are elected to &um kind of serve as like 
 the judge, the jury, and the execution or of sorts I guess that term 
 means yeah but. 
*PAR: &um they're there to make sure everyone's properly interpreting it. 
*PAR: and the way that people are (..) the way that <one person's> [//] 
 one side is arguing to the other side then if there's no jury there 
 the judge is thinking ah I think this so it's &um. 
*PAR: and also the trial by jury being regular peers that have no 
 experience in the +/. 
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*INV: sure. 
*PAR: +, case so I understand that. 
*PAR: &um trying to think. 
*PAR: &um I think the legal system in the United States is again also 
 very complex that pretty much every company that's bigger than a 
 lawn mowing company needs to have legal guidance in a lot of the 
 stuff they do with contracts and everything so that when it gets 
 complex and money gets involved it gets even bigger and more 
 complex. 
*PAR: and you have to sign a three hundred page document just to do so. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: just to cover their ass. 
*PAR: but yet very profound conversation could go on forever but it's 
 not necessarily all correct just what I've heard of it. 
*PAR: &um there are people currently X adversity actually protesting about 
 it because something isn't right. 
*PAR: and &um it definitely affects them so <we get> [//] it's a large 
 topic of debate for a lot of different people. 
*PAR: different demographics. 
*PAR: &um it's a +... 
*PAR: input allows <to maintain> [//] to the best of it's 
 abilities to maintain order in a society. 
*PAR: &um sometimes a speed limit is a speed recommendation but it's to 
 help everybody at least stay at a similar speed so things can go 
 better cause if grandma goes twenty five she's holding up everybody 
 else that wants to go seventy. 
*PAR: so laws or speed limits you_know she can get pulled over for 
 going twenty five in a seventy. 
*PAR: what happens often is a seventy five in a twenty. 
*PAR: but it does happen 
*PAR: and that's why <speed limits> [//] speed recommendations are there 
*PAR: and you can be given citations for it. 
*PAR: &um laws are generally around to help keep people safe as 
 well. 
*PAR: &um like you know if you're willing to do something you have 
 to be informed in extreme detail because it's very dangerous. 
*PAR: <and science> and you've been told that it's dangerous so if you get 
 hurt you can't take them to court and things like that so 
 liabilities. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I can stop if you're ready. 
*INV: keep going. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: we're talking about things that I know? 
*INV: exactly. 
*PAR: or that I think I know about law. 
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*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: &hm legal terms. 
*PAR: &um let's see what else. 
*PAR: <in terms of> [/] in terms of &um 
 lawyers and attorneys <they are people> [//] 
 there are lawyers and attorneys just 
 like doctors that specialize in 
 certain things. 
*PAR: they [x2] generally you_know like m@l d@l general 
 practitioner. 
*PAR: and then you_know someone who specializes in neurosurgery 
*PAR: or someone who specialized in speech language perhaps maybe yeah 
 that would make sense. 
*PAR: but they specialize in a certain something. 
*PAR: but &um (.) so I was imagining lawyers path you_know torte 
 law and &um small things or specialties. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: I would imagine. 
*PAR: &um different specifics they become even better in and then they 
 specialize in that so if someone needs their help they can take care 
 of them. 
*PAR: and that's also like a similar reason why if you go see your primary 
 care physician they might send you to a dermatologist. 
*PAR: I believe that's the case. 
*PAR: &um but that not necessarily mean that most any lawyer would be able 
 to give you a general answer to it but because they've studied the 
 law they don't have to do that but they would say you_know again 
 another I don't know how to word this the right word. 
*PAR: doctors. 
*PAR: lawyers. 
*PAR: doctors say the primary care physician could answer a question that 
 you have about something you have on your skin say that looks like 
 cancer. 
*PAR: but they're not going to say that because they could be tying the 
 legal system into this. 
*PAR: they could be held liable if it isn't. 
*PAR: and since there's a possibility that you could go to a dermatologist 
 and they could do tests they could be a little bit more (.) they 
 effectively make that diagnosis cause that's their speciality they 
 go there. 
*PAR: they send you there. 
*PAR: so that can be kind of like <in a lot> [//] in a legal battle you 
 have certain types of lawyers that would specialize in whatever 
 type of battle you'd be going into or what the topic is. 
*PAR: and &um that's helpful and harmful I guess in some ways depending 
 which side you're on. 
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*INV: ok. 
*PAR: keep going? 
*INV: great. 
*PAR: alright. 
*INV: actually that is almost perfect. 
*PAR: ok. 
@End 
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Interview #5 
 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: ##### 
 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic but you can tell me anything you know 
 about laws and legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: I guess I'm not sure what you're asking. 
*PAR: you're asking like laws like x laws? 
*INV: so anything related to laws, the legal system, anything you think is 
 important to those topics or related to those topics. 
*INV: you can tell me anything. 
*PAR: laws are here to protect people. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: speed limit is to protect people. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: <as far as> [//] that's all it's for to protect people. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me about how those laws come to be made so they can 
 protect people? 
*PAR: somebody <broken> [//] done something bad to somebody else. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then there's a problem. 
*PAR: then the laws made up. 
*PAR: <so they> [//] the laws made to see xx. 
*PAR: you know what I'm saying? 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: yes. 
*INV: so can you tell me more about who makes the laws? 
*PAR: I'm not sure who makes it. 
*PAR: I'm not sure who does it. 
*PAR: I guess I don't know. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: well can you tell me more about then who is responsible for making 
 sure that people follow the laws? 
*INV: the speed limit for example. 
*PAR: police officers. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they patrol the roads. 
*PAR: make sure that people don't speed. 
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*PAR: and they also watch for other problems too that can happen out 
 there. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: as far as other laws people break are violations of  everyone else. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: let's pretend that I was breaking one of those laws. 
*INV: I was speeding for example. 
*INV: and a police officer saw me. 
*INV: what would happen? 
*INV: what would the police officer do? 
*PAR: he'd stop you. 
*PAR: and explain to you what you did wrong. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and may give you a ticket. 
*INV: is it possible that other things could happen? 
*INV: or could you tell me about some other things that could happen that 
 the police officer could do? 
*PAR: someone could steal. 
*INV: <ok> [>]. 
*PAR: <perhaps> [<] from a store. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: would I get a ticket for that? 
*PAR: yes. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: other examples you're thinking? 
*INV: let's say that I was stealing and the police officer caught me but 
 they decided to arrest me instead. 
*INV:  can you tell me what would happen then? 
*PAR: you'd be arrested and then you'd go to jail of course. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then you'd have to go to court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then <the judge> [//] the court would determine what your punishment 
 would be. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: what kinds of punishment could I get? 
*PAR: maybe a large fine. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: maybe continuing what it was. 
*PAR: more prison. 
*PAR: more jail_time. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and a fine. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: now let's pretend that I got a punishment from the judge but I'm not 
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 happy with that punishment. 
*INV: what could I do then? 
*PAR: I think you could maybe appeal that hearing. 
*PAR: if things don't seem right. 
*PAR: and try to fight it again. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me how I would do that? 
*PAR: get a lawyer or an attorney. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: alright. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: thank you. 
@End 
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Interview #6 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: ##### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the legal 
 system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: drugs are illegal. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: any other things you want? 
*INV: can you +/. 
*PAR: elaborate? 
*INV: +, expound on that? 
*PAR: drugs are illegal. 
*PAR: but in some states they're legalizing certain ones. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about that process? 
*INV: anything about how you know states can legalize certain drugs? 
*PAR: well <people> [/] people have to vote on it I guess. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: to legalize. 
*PAR: say marijuana for instance. 
*PAR: two states or three states are legalized it in the United States. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: anything else about that? 
*PAR: &mhm [=! noise indicating no]. 
*INV: anything else about laws? 
*INV: the legal system? 
*PAR: laws. 
*INV: anything at all? 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: at least now marijuana is still illegal here. 
*PAR: right. 
*INV: let's say you and I were you know sharing some joints or something 
 and then the cops show up. 
*INV: what's going to happen to us? 
*INV: what happens to us from a legal standpoint once we get caught? 
*PAR: well I guess it would depend on how much you have with you. 
*PAR: but most likely you'll just get a ticket. 
*INV: ok. 
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*PAR: unless your x and have lots and lots of drugs on you. 
*PAR: then you'd probably just get a ticket and go to court and then the 
 judge would determine what to do with you. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: walk me through that process a little more. 
*INV: we get issued a citation let's say. 
*PAR: then you would get a court_date. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: well they would take the drugs of course. 
*PAR: then you would get a court_date. 
*PAR: and you could either get a lawyer or &um one appointed 
 to you. 
*PAR: and you could either fight it or plea bargain. 
*PAR: or just pay a fine. 
*PAR: but it would be up to the judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and your lawyer to what would happen next. 
*PAR: if you're going to do jail_time or just &uh just pay a 
 fine and probably some &um community service. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: you gave me three options that I could try to pursue 
 when I'm in front of the judge. 
*INV: you said I could fight it. 
*INV: I could plea bargin it. 
*INV: or I could just pay the fine. 
*INV: can you tell me any differences between those three 
 options? 
*PAR: well if you faught it it might take <a lot> [x3] of time and 
 a lot of money. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but you could beat it. 
*PAR: but it's basically just gambling. 
*INV: and what do you mean when you say it's basically just gambling? 
*PAR: well if you plea bargain you know what your time your going to get 
 what or jail_time if you're going to get jail_time or if you're 
 going to just get a fine and &uh community service or classes 
 sometimes they give you classes. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you'll know exactly what you're going to get that day. 
*PAR: but if you fight it and you don't plea bargain then you don't know 
 what the judge or the outcome will be. 
*PAR: if you'll win or if you'll lose. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: so how is it that I know exactly what's going to happen to me if I 
 make that plea bargain? 
*PAR: well that's what plea bargain is. 
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*PAR: you have to plead guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and the district attorney comes to you and says or the prosecutor 
 the prosecutor comes to you and says look if you plead guilty &um 
 this is what we'll give you. 
*PAR: and you can either take that or take your chances fighting it and 
 get more time, more fines, more classes &um 
*PAR: or you can just take that and that will be it you'll be out of the 
 court system. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: well the courts. 
*PAR: you'll still be in the system but +... 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and what about the third option? 
*INV: just paying a fine? 
*PAR: well that would be up to the judge if you can just pay a fine. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: some places they have just fines you know. 
*PAR: Colorado. 
*PAR: different states you just pay a fine like a parking ticket. 
*PAR: but it depends on which state. 
*PAR: and different states have different laws. 
*PAR: and you'll find out when you talk to the judge what the exact law is 
 and what you're facing. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: let's say we decide to fight this charge. 
*INV: we go to court. 
*INV: I assume there's a trial. 
*INV: and we're convicted. 
*INV: we've convicted of some crime which would be something like 
 possession with intent to deliver or something like that and we get 
 sentenced to that. 
*INV: I don't even know what that sentence would be. 
*INV: maybe like two years or something. 
*INV: what happens next? 
*PAR: after sentencing? 
*INV: exactly. 
*PAR: well you would go to jail. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: that day you would get handcuffed and taken to the jail. 
*PAR: and <you would either go to> [//] depending on how much or what your 
 sentence was you'd either be in county jail, city jail, or prison. 
*PAR: let's say it was a lot a lot of drugs that you were sentenced to ten 
 years you'd probably go to prison. 
*INV: oh ok yeah see I didn't +... 
*PAR: yeah. 
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*PAR: but if it's not a lot and your only doing two years you might just 
 stay in county. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and with good time you might get out <a little> [x3] over a year. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but I don't know all states might not have good time but +... 
*INV: I don't know for sure. 
*INV: so once we're sentenced and we report to whatever facility 
 we're reporting to is that the end of our legal options? 
*PAR: depends on whether you <plea> [/] plea bargained yourself there or 
 whether you got sentenced there just you fought it and lost. 
*PAR: if you plea bargained you can't fight it anymore cause that's you 
 plea bargined. 
*PAR: but if you fought it and lost <then you can> [//] there's an appeal 
 process that you can keep appealing until your out and then that's 
 what I know about that. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: do you know or can you tell me anything about what happens if we 
 decide to appeal? 
*INV: for example where does the appeal go? 
*PAR: that's something I don't know. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview # 7  
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all 
 about laws and the legal system in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: well laws are created by our government and Congress and passed 
 for by our cities and states. 
*PAR: local governments have laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they are usually set up under the understanding &uh to provide 
 conformity in some kind of way so that folks or safety of person or 
 property +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, or for each other. 
*PAR: if you violate the law &um you could like if it's a driving law 
 or something you could get a ticket. 
*PAR: building code law kind of thing you might go to court. 
*PAR: in this country depending on the kind of law that you break you 
 could request a jury. 
*PAR: you could request a six man jury or a twelve man jury. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you get to pick your jurors. 
*PAR: lawyers get to or if you're your own lawyer you get rid of 
 certain people. 
*PAR: you know go through the legal process. 
*PAR: there's a judge. 
*PAR: there's different levels of courts. 
*PAR: circuit court. 
*PAR: federal court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: superior court. 
*PAR: is this the kind of thing that you want? 
*INV: please. 
*INV: like I said whatever you can tell me. 
*PAR: so &um I guess there are you know &um I don't know people can get 
 warnings against certain laws. 
*PAR: I'm thinking about driving. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: sometimes for some &uh kinds of laws like theres like the three 
 strikes and you're out and you go to prison for that. 
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*PAR: so you might go to jail. 
*PAR: you might go to prison. 
*PAR: you could get solitary confinement. 
*PAR: you could you know there's maximum minimum security prisons. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: sometimes people can go to jail and await trial and <not> [//] and 
 have to get bonded. 
*PAR: if they don't make their bond then they have to stay in jail. 
*PAR: but that time could count as part of their service if they get 
 charged with that crime. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there's civil courts. 
*PAR: laws I think is what you asked me. 
*PAR: I think that &um as a society you know for the most part laws are 
 decided about this is what we decide is good for most of the people 
 most of the time. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: hire people to enforce those laws. 
*PAR: <to &um create those laws> [//] we elect people to create those 
 laws. 
*PAR: laws are based on our constitution. 
*PAR: some people in this country don't believe in our constitution and 
 decide to do whatever they want just cause they have certain 
 positions of power. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: [=! laughs] &um let's see. 
*PAR: I think that &uh could x hire an attorney so there's usually a 
 prosecutor and a defender. 
*PAR: sort of it depends on what kind of level of court that you're in 
 once the law that you broke you know sort of that is all chained 
 together. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but it's overall ruled by the overall federal laws of our land. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: which is the supreme court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*PAR: there's a lot of legal terms. 
*PAR: and &uh you know there's torts. 
*PAR: and you know &um I don't know sort of going all over the place. 
*PAR: <not very> [//] it's not teaching a class law. 
*PAR: we have laws and regulations for just about everything. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: for blinking and building and different types of refashions and &uh 
 even laws about fishing or hunting. 
*INV: sure. 
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*PAR: what we can have in the city. 
*PAR: what we can have in the country. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*PAR: I guess that's it. 
*INV: ok great thank you very much. 
@End 
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Interview #8 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: I am interested to learn what people know about laws and legal 
 issues. 
*INV: I would like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system in the US@k. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: &-umm I know that there's a court system. 
*PAR: so if you want to sue someone you would fill out the paperwork at 
 the courthouse and would have to appear when receiving like a 
 summons or a petition to appear &-umm and then you would either hire 
 an attorney or go on your own and you would plead your case before a 
 judge. 
*PAR: &-um and then he would &-um have a decree or you_know have a &-um 
 decision. 
*PAR: and then you would have to abide by the decision of the judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you say that there's a court system can you tell me more about 
 what you meant by that? 
*PAR: &-um so there would be a courthouse with a judge that presides at 
 the court house. 
*PAR: there would be your turn to plead your case. 
*PAR: or if you hire an attorney they would plead your case. 
*PAR: the defendant would have an attorney that would you_know have their 
 arguments. 
*PAR: and then the judge would make a decision based on what he or she 
 hears. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about the decision that the judge might 
 make? 
*PAR: he would &-uh make it either in favor of the [/] plaintiff or in 
 favor of the defendant. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and after that judge makes that decision can you tell me anything 
 about what would happen next? 
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*PAR: &-um <I think> [//] my understanding would be that if he decides in 
 your favor you maybe would be a monetary favor. 
*PAR: and then <you would> it would go through the court system like the 
 clerk of courts or something like that. 
*PAR:  and they would issue a check to &-um tthe plaintiff. 
*PAR: if it doesn't go in your favor then maybe the case is just dismissed 
 and there isn't anything else to do. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what might happen if the judge issued a 
 decision and I wasn't happy with the decision that he made? 
*PAR: then I believe you can appeal the decision. 
*INV: ok can you tell me anything about how that process might work? 
*PAR: <I think> [//] I would assume it was the same process. 
*PAR: you would file an appeal. 
*PAR: and then you would have I don't know if it goes to a different judge 
 then or if it's the same judge. 
*PAR: and then you present your evidence that you think why you have an 
 appeal. 
*PAR: and then from there the judge would make another decision. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you mentioned a couple of different actors when you were describing 
 a court. 
*INV: you mentioned the plaintiff, and then some attorneys, and then the 
 judge. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about any other actors who might be 
 involved? 
*PAR: &-um I think there'd be like a court reporter. 
*PAR: there's probably a bailiff. 
*PAR: &-um I think if it's a certain level of case there would be a jury 
 involved. 
*INV: ok can you tell me more about what you mean when you say a certain 
 level of case? 
*PAR: I think like if it's a criminal case or &-um +//. 
*PAR: I don't really know any more than that. 
*PAR: <if it was a certain> you_know I think there's some that just go 
 before a judge and then there's some that [//] where a jury's 
 involved. 
*INV:  ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about any differences there might be 
 between a case in which there is a jury and a case in which there is 
 just a judge? 
*PAR: &-um I though it had to do with the type of crime or the amount of 
 the crime. 
*PAR: so you_know the amount of the lawsuit or complaint. 
*INV: ok great. 
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Interview #9 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything you know 
 about laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*INV: so go ahead. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: there are laws when you're on the road you know speed limit for an 
 example. 
*PAR: you gotta follow the rules otherwise you get in trouble. 
*PAR: you know just basic rules. 
*PAR: you can't steal. 
*PAR: you can't hurt you know people. 
*PAR: and I'm not sure what I'm supposed to be saying basically. 
*INV: I'm curious to know what you know so +... 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: about laws? 
*INV: &mhm. 
*PAR: you know &uh you &um you know <are> [//] <there are> [//] you can't 
 punch people. 
*PAR: that's how I got hurt. 
*PAR: you know I was assaulted. 
*PAR: you &um laws &uh you &um you have rights. 
*PAR: I don't know if that's another category. 
*PAR: you know you have the right to vote. 
*PAR: you know it's not a law. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: a different department but &um +... 
*PAR: you have &uh you know which goes into the freedom that we have which 
 relates to other you know but there's still laws. 
*PAR: you know passport is a law. 
*PAR: we can't just go into other countries without having a passport. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: laws &um. 
*PAR: we &um we have you know rules and laws being parents. 
*PAR: you know I don't know you know just &um one other topic to put under 
 different categories I guess. 
*PAR: there are laws for &um city laws you know living in the city. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there are laws here at the college. 
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*PAR: you can't park your car unless you have a pass is an example. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: there are different types of laws in the United States. 
*PAR: whether it's city laws. 
*PAR: state laws. 
*PAR: you know government laws. 
*PAR: there are laws so what is a law +... 
*PAR: there is a law for a vehicle. 
*PAR: you have a tread on your tires. 
*PAR: I mean there are <just> [/] just another example. 
*PAR: there are so many different types of laws. 
*PAR: I mean endless little laws. 
*PAR: and endless different departments in the United States. 
*INV: let me ask you another question. 
*INV: you said that you have some rights like the right to vote was the 
 example you gave me. 
*INV: can you tell me more about those rights? 
*INV: for example can you tell me where they come from or <how they get> 
 [//]  how they come about? 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: it's you know the Constitution of the United States. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you know just like I don't know I think you have to be eighteen 
 years or older to vote. 
*PAR: and things may be different in different states for you know &um 
 I'm not sure but &um to vote. 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: <you have to> [//] you can't cheat [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: that's a rule. 
*PAR: you have to &um you have the right to vote for you know &uh like 
 when I voted for the president <I had to vote> [//] I didn't have to 
 vote for the other people &uh if I didn't want to. 
*PAR: I just voted for which president I wanted. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: you have I guess the freedom to vote for all candidates or just 
 certain ones. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: what else. 
*PAR: voting. 
*INV: that all sounds really good. 
*INV: thanks. 
*INV: I'm going to stop it right there. 
@End 
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Interview #10 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: in this interview task I'm interested to learn what people know 
 about laws and legal issues. 
*INV: so I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the 
 legal system here in the US@q. 
*PAR: &-um laws and the legal system &-um. 
*PAR:  well I know that if you break the laws you [/] suffer a punishment 
 +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, and that &-uh depending on which law you break and how you choose 
 to break it that it may involve a [/] &-uh hearing possible 
 attorneys &-um witnesses that whole thing. 
*PAR: and if it does get to that point where more action is required then 
 &-um legal counsel is generally (.) recommended highly. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &-um most people I think (.) decide to hire an attorney or 
 something to represent them because the laws the way they're worded 
 is &-um hard to understand for most people including myself. 
*INV: &-mmhmm. 
*PAR: so that way lawyers are trained to know all that stuff. 
*PAR: and so why not have someone that is trained and has learned and is 
 educated about this topic. 
*PAR: why not have them represent you in that way? 
*PAR: so &-um if [/] you do go to court a lot of times &-um +... 
*PAR: ok I want to say something before I forget. 
*PAR: sometimes you can not have to go to court &-uh. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you can go through &-um mediation which is basically &-um the <two> 
 &-um [/] opposing sides get together and talk about everything 
 and decide if there's an agreement that they can come to. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and most often that's what you want to do and [//] as well as to go 
 to court because then there's [//] it's [/] <it's all> [//] I [/] 
 think it's a lot more involved. 
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*PAR: <and there's> [//] &-um and <you do have> [//] I mean you do have 
 to pay for an attorney for the mediation process. 
*PAR:  but I think it gets even more expensive with 
 needing to go to court. 
*PAR: and &-um  (..) usually I've +//. 
*PAR: I feel like I'm talking in circles. 
*PAR: but &-um &-uh at the end of a hearing once the judge has heard &-um 
 both sides of the story, talked to different witness, the jury has 
 put in their verdict, the judge will take that all into 
 consideration and decide if you're guilty or not. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and after the judge does make that decision can you tell me what 
 happens? 
*PAR: after the judge makes that decision &-um <you either have to> &-um 
 [//] <you could> [/] say you're not guilty which is (.) usually a 
 good thing right? 
*PAR: and [//] &-um but if you are guilty then either [//] &-um lesser 
 sentences are you may have to pay a fine +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, you may have to be [//] &-um have &-uh some probation +/. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: +, or you may have to go to jail. 
*PAR: that's a more severe punishment. 
*PAR: but if [/] the crime fits it then I suppose +... 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: thank you very much. 
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Interview #11 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: can you tell me anything you know about the legal system in the 
 United States? 
*INV: I know that's a very broad topic but you can tell me anything you 
 know about laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: innocent until proven guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: the right to representation. 
*PAR: you can have &uh you get judged by a pe+// like you know you can &uh 
 jury. 
*PAR: just what the jury is &uh (.) not peers but you know people &uh. 
*PAR: i'm sure you kind of know what I'm saying. 
*PAR: that's pretty much overall. 
*PAR: i'm not sure how much you want in terms of like what's +/. 
*INV: yeah so tell me. 
*PAR: +, what's legal or not legal. 
*INV: so tell me more about some of those rights you just mentioned. 
*INV: you said innocent until proven guilty. 
*INV: right to a jury. 
*INV: <do you> [//] can you tell me anymore about those? 
*PAR: innocent until proven guilty as in in terms of let's say like you 
 murder someone like you can't at least you can't just be you know 
 locked away for years like they have to prove within a certain 
 amount of time that you actually did it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and have enough evidence like for the death penalty there has 
 to be beyond a reasonable doubt that you did it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then like right to a lawyer if you can't afford one then the 
 state will give you one so. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: no matter what you will have legal representation. 
*PAR: jury of your peers in a sense that if you know everything going on 
 if your a black man accused of something it's not going to be just 
 white people on the jury you have a right just to know that they are 
 going to make sure there is an unbiased jury. 
*PAR: so I know like a lot of times if you get jury duty <if you> [/] if 
 you're a family of cops a lot of times you won't be on the jury so 
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 just things like that making sure that supposedly supposed to be 
 <unbiased> [//] as unbiased as possible. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: is that it? 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about the evidence you mentioned? 
*INV: you said something to the effect of if they want to prove you guilty 
 of a crime that they have to have a certain amount of evidence. 
*INV: can you tell me anymore about evidence or how +/. 
*PAR: well I guess each. 
*INV: +, how that works. 
*PAR: judge is different so based on a lot of what's going on there could 
 be a lot of evidence and still get away with it. 
*PAR: but &um a lot of times D@l N@l A@l evidence proving that you you 
 know raped someone or murdered someone then that can affect the 
 severity of your sentence even though in the U@l S@l you can be 
 proven to do something and still get off really easily. 
*PAR: like I said D@l N@l A@l evidence, witnesses, kind of fall into that 
 term of evidence that you know you have a right to you know <say> 
 [//] have kind of an alibi things like that that can be taken into 
 effect it's not just you know someone could say you were there but 
 you have a right to defend yourself too. 
*INV: can you tell me more about my right to defend myself? 
*PAR: in the sense <someone could be like> [//] someone else's lawyer 
 can't just get up there and say you did all these things without you 
 or your lawyer being able to counter that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you know a witness says you did this and it doesn't just end like 
 that you have a right to then come back and say why it isn't so or 
 +... 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you also mentioned severity of punishment. 
*INV: different types of punishment or something like that. 
*INV: can you expand upon that at all? 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: I mean obviously i'm not a lawyer so I don't know exactly what 
 usually goes for a certain sentence but the case that comes 
 into my head is that whole Standford rapist. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: how even though the jury said that he should get a certain number I 
 think it was fourteen years in jail he ended up getting out in a 
 couple weeks for good behavior so even though +//. 
*PAR: and that was because the judge decided the jury that was too severe 
 a punishment. 
*PAR: so there are certain guidelines from what I understand but that 
 doesn't necessarily mean that's what your going to get in the end. 
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*INV: great. 
*INV: that sounds good. 
*INV: thanks very much. 
@End 
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Interview #12 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal system 
 here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: oh my god o@l k@l. 
*PAR: laws and the legal system. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: so just start talking about anything. 
*INV: yep anything at all you know about laws and the legal system in the 
 U@l S@l. 
*PAR: ok I wouldn't say I'm like super well informed with the legal 
 system. 
*PAR: <I> [/] I guess when I think about the legal system I think 
 about &um so if you like have to go to court you need to get &um a 
 lawyer which is wildly expensive. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if you can't afford one they can give you one but I can imagine 
 that those are like much lower in quality. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: for free but yeah those probably aren't great. 
*PAR: <I know that the legal system> [//] I don't know there's like a 
 stereotype kind of I don't know what the word is perception that 
 lawyers are kind of snakey and do whatever they can and various 
 forms of cheating to get their clients whatever they want cause 
 obviously they get paid more when they win. 
*PAR: I know &um I don't know just like a lot of systems or legal system 
 is &um you know it's &um I'm sure you could argue that it's 
 corrupted in a lot of ways. 
*PAR: and a lot of our laws are super racist historically and of course 
 they're still racist. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I know that &um so obviously <if you> [/] if you're found guilty of 
 crimes you're going to have a variety of punishments. 
*PAR: <the worst> [//] <one of the worst> [//] well the worst beyond the 
 death penalty would be like really long_term jail or prison 
 sentences. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and I know that they refer to the prison system as the new Jim Crow 
 meaning that more men of color are imprisoned than were ever 
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 enslaved which is really shocking and alarming. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: yeah I'm just really glad to not have any kind of legal record 
 [=! laughs] cause that just sounds like a nightmare. 
*PAR: like having to go to court that just sounds so stressful. 
*PAR: I know that a lot of times proceedings <take> [//] they can take 
 months you know and then sometimes they have evidence thrown out or 
 people can't &um testify so they have to move it back. 
*PAR: so <you just> [//] it's just like this months long potentially I 
 would assume some cases last years just like a super expensive 
 nightmare. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*PAR: do you want me to keep going? 
*INV: yes please. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: the legal system and laws. 
*PAR: this test you just had me do is really fascinating because <I know a 
 lot of people> [//] like legal speech legal terms are not laymans 
 terms. 
*PAR: they're not laymans speech. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: like people don't &um +//. 
*PAR: and they're probably intentionally made that way to be confusing so 
 that &um you know people that work in the legal system can kind of 
 warp it and find loopholes and be +... 
*PAR: it's probably particularly helpful for people who are prosecuting 
 you. 
*PAR: they can like throw legal speech at you. 
*PAR: and it's just really confusing you just get freaked out. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you say like ok i'll sign whatever you say. 
*PAR: if you're going to get me a lower sentence I'll say whatever you 
 want me to. 
*PAR: and then you just like screw yourself &um into a terrible legal 
 thing that you can never get out of. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: that sounds realy terrible. 
*PAR: <I know> [//] so there are obvious laws that everyone knows to not 
 break. 
*PAR: so probably the best example would be murder. 
*PAR: you probably shouldn't kill people. 
*PAR: it's illegal. 
*PAR: and the consequences are pretty severe right [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: so but there are so many laws that I think people don't know about. 
*PAR: ok so for example <so I> [//] the like one ever traffic incident I 
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 was involved in I got pulled over for not having a front license 
 plate. 
*PAR: but there's no license plate holder thing on the front of my car so 
 I didn't even know that that was technically a law that I was 
 breaking. 
*PAR: and so &um everything turned out fine. 
*PAR: it was totally whatever. 
*PAR: I just drilled some holes in the front of my car and put it on. 
*PAR: and it was fine. 
*PAR: but like I didn't know that and I was technically breaking a law 
 that I didn't know. 
*PAR: that's a very trivial minor law. 
*PAR: but &um I'm sure people break laws all the time and they're unaware 
 of it. 
*PAR: and so then you get caught by a cop or whatever and suddenly you're 
 involved in a legal system. 
*PAR: but it's like how are you supposed to know what's legal and what's 
 not. 
*PAR: there's no like ok you're eighteen time to take you're like U@l S@l 
 law exam and make sure you know what's legal and what's not. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: so that's weird. 
*PAR: you're expected to follow laws but you don't know what they are. 
*PAR: I don't think people break laws all the time. 
*PAR: but I think there are minor ones that you can be breaking without 
 even knowing that you are. 
*PAR: so that's troubling. 
*PAR: I think people just get really intimidated by anything legal. 
*PAR: legal speech is hard to follow. 
*PAR: it's hard to process and understand. 
*PAR: I think anytime &um anytime you're involved at all like to any 
 degree to any extent at level in a legal system for me it would 
 be really stressful. 
*PAR: I'm really glad like I said that I have no legal record. 
*PAR: I have kind of a lifelong goal of never having a legal record. 
*PAR: it sounds like a nightmare. 
*PAR: I think even having jury duty would really stress me out. 
*PAR: like I have to go and determine if someone is guilty or not of a 
 crime. 
*PAR: and I have to listen to two different people +//. 
*PAR: this is so cynical. 
*PAR: two different people who are getting paid to convince me of two 
 different truths. 
*PAR: one that is actually not true obviously. 
*PAR: and I have to listen to this like legal jargon and <then determine> 
 [//] I have to be one of several people to determine this persons 
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 like fate. 
*PAR: you know thankfully <we> [//] well for me personally I think it's a 
 good thing I'm glad that I don't live in a state that allows the 
 death penalty. 
*PAR: but I mean I don't know if they get like certain and this is proving 
 my point of how nobody knows anything about the legal system I don't 
 know if they would get different types of jurors for a serious case 
 where &um they may give you the death penalty. 
*PAR: but I'm just really thankful that unless something changes in the 
 future I will never be involved in a case like that. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: I can't imagine being responsible for that choice. 
*PAR: and I'm so &um I don't mean to get political. 
*PAR: and if this is like uncomfortable I'm sorry. 
*PAR: I'm so &um like deeply, inherently, morally against the death 
 penalty that I think even if I thought someone was guilty of a crime 
 and this is another problem with the system I think I would say that 
 they're not guilty just cause I don't find purpose in like using my 
 tax money to murder somebody. 
*PAR: that just seems really morally bankrupt and abhorrent to me so. 
*PAR: I feel like I'm rambling. 
*PAR: would you like me to keep talking? 
*INV: let's see. 
*INV: no actually that's perfect. 
*INV: you can stop right there. 
*INV: thank you. 
@End 
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Interview #13 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: I'm interested to know what people know about laws and legal issues. 
*PAR: ok 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system in the United States. 
*PAR: like concerning the first amendment or court system? 
*PAR: they're different variety of it. 
*INV: either of those. 
*INV: either of those. 
*PAR: &-um my double major was &-uh mass communications. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so there's different ways to do it. 
*PAR: like for a communication area there are different things to like a 
 newspaper part. 
*PAR: but the laws +... 
*PAR: every state has different laws for different type. 
*PAR: so I don't know much about the legal system. 
*PAR: 'cause don't need to deal with it every day &-laughs 
*PAR: never run into a jury, nothing. 
*PAR: < and there are different> [//] you could shoot somebody. 
*PAR: you could be in a jail. 
*PAR: XXX two years, that's how bad it is. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: let's say I did shoot somebody. 
*INV: can you tell me about what would happen to me after I did that? 
*PAR: you could be [//] kill yourself. 
*PAR: or get arrested. 
*PAR: and it's gotta be that &-um gotta be 
*PAR: or you could flee the country. 
*PAR: never be found again. 
*PAR: or get caught. 
*PAR: but there are different areas that you have to +... 
*PAR: you_know what to use. 
*PAR: <and how> there would be evidence for that area. 
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*PAR: depends on if it's a bullet or what the caught [//] catch you in time 
 or out of the country. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so can you tell me more about what you think would happen if the 
 police did catch me and they did find some evidence? 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: then you'd be arrested based on what's in [//] for the fingerprints. 
*PAR: and they arrest you. 
*PAR: and it could be a few months to years before your trial begins. 
*INV: ok can you tell me more about that trial? 
*INV: can you tell me more about what might happen in that trial? 
*PAR: well there [//] depends what states or what county there could be up 
 to ten or twelve juries. 
*INV: ok can you tell me more about the jury? 
*PAR: I never been in the jury system. 
*PAR: but <we did> [//] for one of our studies we had to go in court for 
 your trial thing. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and first of all you wanna hire defense lawyer. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: versus &-um DA@k. 
*PAR: you would think &-um they could listen to what the DA@k says, your 
 attorney says, or what lawyers really want. 
*PAR: and they'd listen to facts. 
*PAR: it basically comes down to facts. 
*PAR: then they could say not guilty or guilty. 
*PAR: easy. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: can you tell me what might happen after the jury says either not 
 guilty or guilty? 
*INV: can you tell me what would happen to me then? 
*PAR: &-um they said you're not guilty. 
*PAR: like a lot of people you see the tv@k. 
*PAR: for example they brought it up again. 
*PAR: oj@k. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: not guilty. 
*PAR: free to go. 
*PAR: but guilty? 
*PAR: you could be the rest of your life, twenty_five to life. 
*PAR: depends what the facts are. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: that's you_know the jury part. 
*PAR: or our attorneys. 
*PAR: <This I heard> we're tv@k 
*INV: sure. 
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*INV: when you said it depends on what the facts are +/. 
*PAR: yes. 
*PAR: evidence, basically. 
*INV: +, can you give me an example of what some of those facts might be? 
*PAR: &-um the facts''ll be first the jury listening to both sides. 
*PAR: and there's gotta be enough evidence to find you guilty. 
*PAR: but within about two days, there's not evidence to see who shoot or 
 kill somebody, free to go. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they only can hold you about three days, up to three days. 
*PAR: and the wrong fingerprints? 
*PAR: adios. 
*PAR: easy. 
*INV: ok great. 
*INV: well thank you. 
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Interview #14 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: i'm interested to know what people know about laws and legal issues. 
*INV: so I would like to have a brief conversation with you about this 
 topic. 
*PAR: laws and legal issues? 
*INV: laws and legal issues. 
*PAR: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything you 
 know about laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: alright. 
*INV: anything at all. 
*PAR: well there's different laws. 
*PAR: there's federal laws. 
*PAR: there's state laws. 
*PAR: there's municipal laws. 
*PAR: often times courts create the laws. 
*PAR: and they're enforced by law enforcement. 
*PAR: and there are penalities for breaking the law including fines and 
 potentially jail_time. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about courts in this context? 
*PAR: courts in this context? 
*INV: yes so when you say that often times courts can create laws can you 
 tell me how the different categories of laws you mentioned can 
 interact with the courts? 
*PAR: the courts &uh <review ca> [//] the different types of courts can 
 review cases where they see if a law has been violated &um or not. 
*PAR: and a law can be passed by a municipality or &um 
 government. 
*PAR: and the courts can determine whether or not that law is &um 
 constitutional. 
*PAR: and &um xxx [=! laughs]. 
*INV: can you tell me more about the different types of courts you 
 mentioned? 
*PAR: ok well there is the circuit courts, &um county courts, &um courts 
 for different types of cases like family law cases courts, criminal 
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 courts. 
*PAR: there's the supreme court. 
*PAR: &um there's probably other ones too [=! laughs]. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: can you describe as best you can the actual procedure for courts 
  reviewing a case? 
*INV: so how do cases actually get to courts and what happens once a case 
 is in a court? 
*PAR: sometimes there will be a &um prosecutor and defendant. 
*PAR: and one person is bringing a charge against another person. 
*PAR: and they would have lawyers who would go to the court. 
*PAR: and each lawyer would give their &um testimony in front of a jury. 
*PAR: and &um the &uh judge would determine a punishment. 
*PAR: and the jury will often decide whether or not &um the defendant is 
 guilty or not. 
*PAR: and <that's> [//] not all courts are like that. 
*PAR: other courts there's no lawyers or jury. 
*PAR: people just go in and the judge will &um +... 
*PAR: like for instance like in divorce court or something. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: the judge will grant the divorce. 
*PAR: and so it's not really a violation of law it's just a change in the 
 legal status. 
*INV: can you tell me more about the different parties you mentioned when 
 you said you know there are two parties in court maybe somebody is 
 suing the other party and they both have lawyers? 
*INV: can you tell me more about how the dynamic between those two 
 parties plays out? 
*PAR: dynamic between the two parties which is &um the defendant and I 
 want to say plaintiff I'm not entirely sure on the terminology but 
 &um the one party believes that the other party is in &um violation 
 of the law. 
*PAR: and so they filed a claim. 
*PAR: and so the court bring them together in a civilized manner to settle 
 the dispute &um <which can also> [//] which can usually lead to 
 the &uh if the court decides that the claim is valid then the 
 defendant would have to <pay> [//] often times pay a certain amount 
 of money to the person who filed the claim. 
*PAR: and if the court decides that it's not a valid &um claim then 
 there's no exchange of money. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and can you tell me what happens after the case has been resolved? 
*INV: for example I was in a jury trial, the jury decided that I committed 
 a crime, the judge imposed a punishment. 
*INV: can you talk about what happens next? 
*PAR: to any party? 
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*PAR: or just to you or? 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: ok so after +/. 
*INV: to either party or just the system in general. 
*PAR: +, ok. 
*PAR: alright if you were convicted of a crime by a jury depending on the 
 severity of the crime you might go directly to jail or you might &um 
 just go home but be faced to pay whatever the &uh the settlement is. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and the &uh the case <goes on recor> [//] is recorded &um is on 
 record and &um at that point the dispute should &um is settled in a 
 court of law and you should move on with you life I guess 
 [=! laughs]. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so the last question I'll have or the last point I'll have us 
 follow_up on is one you mentioned earlier when you said sometimes 
 the courts play a role in making the laws. 
*INV: can you talk more about that? 
*PAR: so the way I understand it +//. 
*PAR: well the courts don't create the law necessarily but &um the laws 
 are created by &um governments. 
*PAR: and the courts enforce the laws that are being+//. 
*PAR: and they can also determine whether the laws are &um justifiable or 
 constitutional. 
*PAR: and they have precedence from previous laws and previous rulings. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: tell me more about the concepts you mentioned of being justifiable 
 or being constitutional if you can. 
*PAR: alright so <the court will> [//] <when> [//] the court when 
 reviewing a law usually what would happen is a law would get passed 
 and then if there was a party that thought that the law was 
 unjustifiable they would file a claim and it would go to court. 
*PAR: and &um the court <would look> [/] would look at the law and see if 
 it violates certain aspects of the constitution such as &um if it 
 violates any of the amendments. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if it's discriminatory against different groups of people and such. 
*PAR: there's a whole host of things. 
*PAR: or if &um <the law isnt> [//] it's not just the constitution but it 
 could be in violation of a previous law that had gotten passed that 
 they had essentially already settled that situation. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so if the court determines that the law in question had violated 
 either one of those constitutional provisions or one of those 
 previous laws what happens next? 
*PAR: then if they find out the law is in violation of constitution or 
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 previous laws then that law that they're reviewing would be 
 terminated as far as I understand. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or it could get appealed to a higher court and then they would 
 settle that. 
*INV: alright great. 
@End 
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Interview #15 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the 
 legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: I know there's certain laws that you have to follow. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they're set to protect people. 
*PAR: set to protect &uh businesses. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: individuals. 
*PAR: I think thats +//. 
*PAR: and if you don't do that then there can be fines or jail_time on 
 certain things. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: when you tell me that the laws are set can you tell me more about 
 the process by which they become set? 
*PAR: I think legislators you know senators and people vote on it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you know is this a good law? 
*PAR: is it a bad law? 
*PAR: will this help? 
*PAR: will this won't help? 
*PAR: you know and then the majority of the people say ya or nay and then 
 the law goes in effect. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so if there is a law that I'm supposed to follow and I don't follow 
 it can you tell me what happens? 
*PAR:  <either you> [/] either you get a fine or your gonna be put in jail 
 or you can get a written citation saying hey you did this wrong next 
 time there could be more consequences down the road. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so if one of my potential punishments is going to jail how do I 
 actually end up there? 
*INV: what steps are required? 
*PAR: you'd first be &um arrested and then I guess given your rights and 
 then taken to a certain place either a police department or 
 something +... 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you said I would be given my rights can you tell me more about 
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 that? 
*PAR: everybody has rights so &um you know if you needed a lawyer you 
 could set up a x lawyer. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or if you needed a phone call home you could do that. 
*PAR: if you needed to notify someone close to you you would have that just 
 grant x for a while. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about those rights? 
*INV: like for example where they come from or +... 
*PAR: I think you're rights come from &uh just sort of things that they can 
 and cannot do. 
*PAR: you know if you were held <you'd have to have a> [//] you know 
 you've got to have a lawyer present with you. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you gotta be able to &um I'm trying to think. 
*PAR: yeah I think that's the biggest thing to have. 
*PAR: representation. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you know so you're just not one person by yourself in a room of a 
 million people. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: x what you possible did or did not do. 
*INV: ok so I've broken the law by doing something I wasn't supposed to do. 
*INV: and then lets say I was arrested. 
*INV: I was read my rights. 
*INV: I was maybe taken to jail or to the police station. 
*INV: what happens next? 
*PAR: <then there's gonna be> [//] &uh then there's probably gonna be a 
 preliminary you're probably going to meet with your lawyer and 
 there's gonna be probably a preliminary hearing. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then probably a court hearing. 
*PAR: and then after that you know either you get a fine or you'd be 
 sentenced to a jail. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that preliminary hearing? 
*PAR: I think it would be more of &um what can happen, what can't happen, 
 &um what are you looking at for a sentence cause <you> [/] you know 
 both sides are gonna be like is it worth charging him for this or is 
 it worth charging him for that? 
*PAR: is it worth our time to spend all that money on this or is it 
 more easier just to say hey you know lets move down this route and 
 then it's gonna be a lot easier? 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: can you tell me who you mean when you say both sides? 
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*PAR: <the prosecutor> [/] the prosecutor and <the people trying to> [//] 
 your defendant and the prosecutor. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and after that preliminary hearing you said it could be+..? 
*PAR: a full court hearing. 
*INV: can you tell me what happens in that? 
*PAR: you have both sides. 
*PAR: your lawyer would say you know Joe did not do this. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then a prosecutor would said yeah Joe did do this. 
*PAR: and this is the evidence that we have. 
*PAR: and the your lawyer would come back and say this is the evidence we 
 have that Joe did not do that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you would tell that in front of a jury of citizens. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then they would you know kind of say Joe did or did not do it. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and after the jury makes that decision what happens next? 
*PAR: and then it goes to &uh and then it &uh they think about it and then 
 once they come up with their vote they give that to the judge and 
 then the judge would read the verdict. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and that's basically then what stands unless you wanted to appeal it. 
*INV: can you just briefly tell me more about what would happen if I 
 decided to appeal it? 
*PAR: then you would basically give the jury new evidence brought 
 in or there may possibly some evidence that shouldn't have been in 
 the thing that could have been taken out. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then possibly another jury would be choosen and <then another> 
 [//] basically another court hearing you know &uh to be able to hear 
 both sides again basically a second trial and new information or 
 information that's been taken out and new people and possibly you 
 know it's this or you know you walk free. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #16 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws and the legal system in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: wow. 
*PAR: I guess what I know is mostly through watching T@l V@l and 
 reading the paper. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so there's <diff> [//]  many different type of &uh well there's 
 lots of laws but I guess with the legal one court system a lot of 
 times either A@l go to trial with the trial with people judging if 
 you're guilty. 
*PAR: or sometimes there's not and it's just the judge making it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then of course there's sometimes when a company gets taken to 
 court because a company failed or did something wrong. 
*PAR: or then there's an individual doing something wrong. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about those the first two different types of 
 trials you said? 
*INV: you said there's one with a jury and one with just a judge. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: well I've never actually gone to either of them so I don't know how 
 long they take but I know that in a sense you've got &uh one party 
 and then they present their +... 
*PAR: say in a jury. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: the person who's you know supposedly guilty so he has a defense. 
*PAR: he tries to explain why &um he didn't do it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and the jury's listening to everything and taking little mental 
 notes. 
*PAR: and then the other guy &um the other lawyer is trying to say why &um 
 that's wrong or trying to prove <that &um> [//] why the guy is 
 guilty. 
*PAR: so it's kind of like a tennis match going back and forth. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: where one guy one lawyer defends his accused person and then the 
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 other guy tries to break it down and you know prove <that> 
 [//] why he's guilty or why those statements aren't correct. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: meanwhile the jury listens to all of this and then at the very end 
 they surmise everything and then &uh the jury makes a decision. 
*iNV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me what happens after the jury makes a decision? 
*PAR: well from what I know &uh the jury makes a decision and you know I 
 think it has to be by two thirds decision or something, 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so then they &uh they come back and they read what their verdict is 
 and then &um from what I know &uh then the judge makes a decision 
 based on that what &uh how long he'll be in jail. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then it can be the minimum or the maximum. 
*PAR: and especially they give him a higher one if they show like no 
 remorse. 
*PAR: if they feel really bad then they a lot of times can give him a 
 minimum and then sometimes they give him some supervision and stuff 
 so +... 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that minimum and maximum you mentioned? 
*PAR: [=! laughs] <like let's say if somebody> [//] you know I'm just 
 pulling something out of the air 
*INV: that's ok. 
*PAR: let's say somebody hits somebody. 
*PAR: and they kill somebody on a bike. 
*PAR: ok so killing somebody may have a minimum of ten years or maximum of 
 thirty. 
*PAR: so if the guy that hit the biker that killed him &uh didn't mean to 
 like maybe the sun was in their eyes. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: ok so the judge may say well &uh <you're> [//] you get a ten year 
 sentence but <five> [//] if you behave yourself in five years you 
 can be up for &um supervision. 
*PAR: but if the guy was on heroin or drunk and he killed him and he 
 fled you know like hit and run and he didn't seem to have any 
 remorese or really show any signs that he would quit using heroin 
 then you say well I'll slap the maximum on you and you're going to 
 be in jail for thirty years. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: with no chance for parole. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: that's what I was looking for +.... 
*INV: thank you. 
*INV: <can you> [//] tell me tell me if you can how those minimum and 
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 maximum punishments come about? 
*PAR: well that's a good question. 
*PAR: I'm guessing that &uh those are established by probably it's either 
 a state or a federal where they put rubber stamp on it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so <that> [//] there's probably a little book that says you know 
 for killing &uh like manslaughter one &uh the law is minimum of this 
 maximum of that. 
*PAR: and I think it's so that everybody is treated the same. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so if somebody hits and kills somebody on a bike they don't get 
 three years and &uh the next guy gets ten. 
*PAR: so they're trying to keep it within the same framework so everybody 
 is supposedly treated the same although you know no two cases are 
 the same. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: ok let's go back to the trial you were telling me about. 
*INV: let's pretend that the jury reached it's decision and then the 
 judge made his decision based on the jury's decision. 
*PAR: ok. 
*INV: so let's pretend that I hit somebody and killed them. 
*PAR: ok. 
*INV: and the judge decided to give me fifteen years. 
*PAR: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what would happen next to me? 
*PAR: well I mean <some> [//] from what I know sometimes like after 
 they're found guilty they actually don't go into sentencing for a 
 while which is kind of surprising. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so &um but let's say this person the judge has come back with 
 sentencing and it's fifteen years. 
*PAR: I think that from that point that person will get thrown in jail. 
*PAR: and &uh it's like they're locked up from cause they have to show up 
 in court. 
*PAR: but sometimes during that sentencing period they're actually free to 
 run around for a while. 
*PAR: but most of them are on like some type of bail. 
*PAR: so you know if their family puts up the bail they better not leave 
 but +... 
*PAR: and if somebody's a high risk then <they put> [//] they slap a 
 really big fee. 
*PAR: but &um at least this is a little what I know. 
*PAR: lucky for me I don't have any experience [=! laughs]. 
*INV: yes. 
*INV: so if I am not happy with the judge's decision. 
*PAR: oh. 
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*INV: like if I disagree with his decision. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: can you tell me what might happen or what I could possibly do about 
 that? 
*PAR: well yeah so if you're not happy then &uh and it happens a lot 
 &um I'm trying to think of the word but sure you can appeal it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then it kind of starts all over again. 
*PAR: so you appeal the decision but <I think> [//] meanwhile I think they 
 have to go to jail and then &uh meanwhile they in a sense have 
 another court all over again. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and then they present new in that from what I know is important in 
 if there's no new evidence and it's going to end the same way. 
*PAR: so when they make an appeal the appeal is based on something that 
 went wrong or there's more evidence or they found &um somebody that 
 can be helpful or help make the decision or an alibi type of thing. 
*INV: ok great. 
@End 
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Interview #17 
 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: so here we go. 
*INV: anything you know about laws and the legal system in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: well you need a drivers license to drive a car. 
*PAR: and you &um need to have auto insurance proof of auto insurance in 
 your car in case you get pulled over. 
*PAR: no drinking alcohol and driving. 
*PAR: need a marriage license to get married. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: should have health insurance. 
*PAR: if you get into a car accident stay at the scene. 
*PAR: you should get an attorney if you need one. 
*PAR: god that's so broad with law. 
*PAR: drugs are illegal. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: marijuana and the other drugs. 
*PAR: anything specific you're looking for? 
*INV: no like I said you can just tell me anything you know about laws or 
 legal systems in the United States. 
*PAR: do you need me to keep going on? 
*INV: well I can participate too. 
*INV: you mentioned a number of different laws. 
*INV: can you just tell me more about them? 
*INV: like for example you said drugs are illegal and marijuana is illegal 
 +/. 
*PAR: well marijuana. 
*INV: +, can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: well I can tell you marijuana is illegal in Wisconsin. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: other states it is not. 
*PAR: meaning you know you can't grow it. 
*PAR: you get busted having it in your system. 
*PAR: you know obviously you could be fined. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: the other drugs heroine cocaine is just illegal. 
*PAR: should not have that on you at all times. 
*PAR: if you do obviously you'll get fined possibly put in jail. 
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*PAR: <the drinking> [//] obviously the drinking age is twenty one so any 
 underage drinking is against the law but at any age if you're 
 drinking and driving &um you can get a fine or go to jail. 
*INV: ok so earlier you said that if you get into a car accident &um. 
*PAR: if you get into a car accident it's your fault obviously you 
 should get an attorney. 
*INV: yes. 
*PAR: and if it's not your fault you should get an attorney. 
*INV: ok tell me more about that process. 
*INV: tell me more about getting an attorney. 
*PAR: well if you get into a car accident whether it's your fault or not 
 if there was some significant damage obviously you want to make sure 
 you stay at the scene have a police report written up. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then you would want to contact your attorney. 
*PAR: you can go through referrals of friends or your insurance company 
 might have a referral for you. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: contact them. 
*PAR: most people have a free consultation for the first time. 
*PAR: and they'll &um kind of assess the whole situation and see if they 
 can honestly help you or not. 
*PAR: if it's worth their time. 
*PAR: then give you some feedback and then you kind of go from there. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: what would the next steps look like? 
*PAR:  after you hire an attorney? 
*INV: correct. 
*PAR: or after +... 
*PAR: well I think then the steps <would be> [//] in my understanding 
 would be the steps would be in the attorneys hands. 
*PAR: they would probably want to &uh get the police report. 
*PAR: hopefully you had gotten the name or in the police report is the 
 name of the other client involved in the accident. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: so they can contact their insurance company and then you would hope 
 that they would be in contact with you. 
*PAR: and my understanding is usually that attorney if it's a good case 
 they'll take it and then they would get a percent of whatever it is 
 that you would get. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you also said that while growing and use of marijuana is illegal in 
 Wisconsin it is not illegal in other states. 
*INV: can you tell me more about the difference between those two laws or 
 those sets of laws? 
*PAR: actually I can't. 
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*PAR: <I don't even> [//] I can't even tell you what states that they are 
 legal I just hear my lovely children tell me about it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: it's not that bad cause some states it's legal and one day it'll 
 be legal in Wisconsin so it's not that bad [=! mimicking] 
*INV: [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: so but otherwise I don't even know what states it's legal in to be 
  honest with ya. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: well you also talked about needing a marriage license to be 
 married. 
*INV: can you talk about the legal procedure necessary to go through that 
 process? 
*PAR: well my understanding is that if you want to get married you 
 would have to go to the courthouse and have legal documentation, 
 your birth certificate, drivers license, and or passport and then 
 you have to fill out forms at the courthouse and then they would get 
 your [x2] certificate there and then you'd bring it with you to 
 the church or wherever it is that you get married. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #18 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: well there are state laws. 
*PAR: there are federal laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and if you break any of those laws you can go on trial and end up 
 going to jail or prison. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there are many different fines. 
*PAR: many different penalties for doing this. 
*PAR: you know it can be as little as just getting off with a minor fine. 
*PAR: say for example you get pulled over in your car and you didn't have 
 your seatbelt on and the policeman would give you a ticket. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and you'd be able to drive off as long as you pay the fine. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: then there are other penalties you know if you commit you know 
 murder or something like that you can go to trial and +... 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: go to jail. 
*PAR: and even get a life sentence. 
*INV: you said that if I broke either a state law or a federal law I could 
 go to trial. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: well usually if you break the law you don't get sent to jail right 
 away. 
*PAR: <you usually are> [//] in the United States you're allowed a trial 
 so you're allowed +/. 
*INV: <ok> [>]. 
*PAR: +, <to prove yourself> [<] either guilty or not guilty. 
*PAR: and you get a lawyer and all that stuff. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and as far as state versus federal laws &um <I> [x2] don't think 
 it's different <if you you know> [/] if you you know do something 
 wrong for one law for a federal versus a state law. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: it's takes the same <xx> [>] you know situation. 
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*INV: <sure> [<]. 
*INV: so can you tell me more about what happens when somebody does go to 
 trial? 
*PAR: <so they get or assigned> [//] a jury is assigned. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so they pull people from &um the area I guess. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so everybody that lives in an area has to be registered to be able 
 to go on trial. 
*PAR: and they're picked randomly. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and so you get a random panel of &um i forgot what they're called 
 &uh jurors. 
*PAR: <and so they> [//] &uh and so then your first thing would be to go 
 to court. 
*PAR: and you know like I said you plead guilty or not guilty. 
*PAR: <and you present all the ev> [//] all evidence is 
 presented. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &uh you know there's a case. 
*PAR: and <then> [/] &um then the judge sees the case. 
*PAR: and the judge decides again whether or not he or she thinks 
 <you're> [x2] guilty or not guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: after the judge has made that decision can you tell me anything 
 about what happens next? 
*PAR: well I would assume that if it's a guilty sentence then <the person> 
 [//] depending on whatever the penality is that that penalty would 
 be enforced. 
*PAR: so police would probably take the person away right away. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and take them to jail or whatever. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and then if it's not guilty I would assume that they're let off you 
 know <let> [x3] free to go. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you know whether its operation or whatever. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you said a little bit ago that in the United States you have the 
 right to a trial. 
*INV: like people have the right to a trial. 
*INV: <can you tell me more> [//] can you tell me anything more about that 
 or what that means? 
*PAR: so I guess <in other countries> [//] in some countries <you> 
 [//] they don't have a system like ours. 
*PAR: a judicial system. 
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*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and so if they think you committed a crime or if they just don't 
 like you for some reason they can throw you in jail. 
*PAR: and you don't have any say in it. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: you know it's not under your control at all. 
*PAR: and you don't get a chance to defend yourself. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um this is because we have <our> [x2] judicial system set_up 
 the way that it is that we allow for every person to get a trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about the way in which the judicial 
 system is set_up? 
*INV: can you tell me more about where the you know the right to a trial 
 some of the other rights you've been describing where those things 
 come from? 
*PAR: alright. 
*PAR: well they &uh and this is back to U@l S@l history but <they> [/] 
 they originally come from our constitution. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: the constitution states the rights of all the people. 
*PAR: and it kind of lays out the foundation of our government. 
*PAR: and when it's established in seventeen seventy six when our country 
 separated from &uh England. 
*INV: yeah. 
*PAR: and so the Founding Fathers laid out <this> [x2] document that 
 basically <defends the rights of> [//] you know gives the rights to 
 all citizens. 
*PAR: and one of those is the right to a trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so let's go back to the hypothetical individual on trial. 
*INV: you also mentioned that that person can get a lawyer. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about that? 
*PAR: yeah so <I> [x2] think that there are there are lawyers that are I 
 guess I don't know whether they choose to do it or not but they are 
 practicing lawyers and try to become a more established laywer where 
 they are forced to take &uh well not forced to but they have to 
 take trials of people who can't really afford lawyers. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and so everybody even if you can't afford a lawyer you get one. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and they might be a student you know wanting to become a lawyer or 
 not. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but yeah I guess you can either have that kind of a lawyer. 
*INV: or you can pay for your own lawyer. 
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*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: to get better you know +... 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if you can afford one. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about what the lawyers do during trial? 
*PAR: I think they basically try to convince the judge on behalf of their 
 you know the defendent &um or the person they're defending or the 
 state or whatever. 
*PAR: they try to convince the judge and present the evidence. 
*PAR: and &um basically convince the judge that their client <is> [x2] not 
 guilty or whatever they're arguing in the case. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and so they present the evidence. 
*PAR: they you know give arguments. 
*PAR: and they try to convince the jurors and the judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: one way or the other. 
*INV: so after the trial's done you told me about what happens say that 
 the individual is found guilty then maybe they're punished, sent to 
 jail, or fined. 
*INV: or they're not found guilty and you know they just get to go free 
 for example. 
*INV: can you tell me about what happens next with respect to &um the 
 legal system? 
*INV: so for example say the individual was found guilty. 
*INV: can you tell me what would happen next within the courts? 
*INV: not just how the individual is punished but what happens next in the 
 courts there? 
*PAR: I actually don't really know cause I've never had to do that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but I would assume they write up some formal you know documents 
 to document the trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and they probably have the you know <jur> [//] the judge and the 
 jurors sign off on this document that probably states you know the 
 trial in more detail and what the findings were. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &uh the sentence. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: let me phrase that in a slightly different way though. 
*INV: so say the person has been found guilty but they're not happy about 
 that decision. 
*PAR: oh. 
*INV: what happens next? 
*PAR: I think <they can re> [//] they can try to re_do the trial. 
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*PAR: they can +... 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR:  <so if it's> [//] it depends on what level in the court system 
 you're at. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so let's say you're at a lower court system <I think you can> 
 [//] and you're found guilty I think you can apply to get the case 
 heard at a higher level +... 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: in the court system. 
*PAR: I'm not exactly sure how that works. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but I think that's what can happen if someone's guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about those different levels of courts? 
*PAR: well so obviously they highest level is the supreme court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then below that I remember the term appellate courts. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so I'm not sure where that one's at. 
*PAR: but I know there's multiple levels. 
*PAR: you know the supreme court is the federal and then there's the state 
 courts. 
*PAR: and yeah I'm just not too +.... 
*INV: alright. 
*INV: perfect. 
*INV: thanks so much. 
*PAR: [=! laughs] you're welcome. 
*INV: we'll stop it there. 
@End 
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Interview #19 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*PAR: you're innocent until proven guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: that's the main thing. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what that means to you? 
*PAR: unless they can show proof that you committed the crime +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, then you're innocent. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you say they? 
*PAR: the courts. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and the police. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so if the courts and the police wanted to try to convict me of a 
 crime what would they have to do? 
*PAR: well <there's like> [//] it depends on what the crime is <you know> 
 [>]. 
*INV: <ok> [<]. 
*PAR: fingerprints. 
*PAR: witnesses that saw you do it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: physical proof. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: like marks on a body or fingerprints on a gun or on a lock. 
*PAR: whatever it might be that you did. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about how I would actually go into court and 
 how they would bring all of that information or evidence into court? 
*PAR: well there's lawyers. 
*PAR: you'd have to have a lawyer. 
*PAR: and they'd have to have a lawyer. 
*PAR: and they'd show the proof or the against the you know if your lawyer 
 says no that's not right that's they have contrary evidence. 
*PAR: they'd have to submit the evidence probably ahead of time. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I'm really not sure how that works but I think your lawyers take 
 care of it [=! laughs]. 
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*PAR: I've never +... 
*PAR: I just get it all from watching T@l V@l [=! laughs]. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: ok so after everybody brings their evidence into court can you tell 
 me more about what happens? 
*PAR: well they present it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and <they have> [//] you know they have witnesses and then they like 
 if your lawyer <would say> [//] would probably bring a witness 
 saying that you don't do it. 
*PAR: and their lawyer will say you know try to discredit that lawyer or 
 discredit that witness. 
*PAR: <or> [//] and the same with the evidence. 
*PAR: your lawyer present what they proves that <you're not> [//] didn't 
 do it. 
*PAR: they <pro> [//] show <why you> [//] why that evidence isn't right 
 and same with the witnesses. 
*PAR: and either a judge listens and then the judge rules. 
*PAR: or if it's a jury trial the jury gets together and decides your 
 fate. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: after either the judge or the jury make their decision, can you tell 
 me what happens next? 
*PAR: well you <either> [x2]  pay the fine that the judge says you have to 
 pay or <do the> [x2] jail sentence <that the> [x3] judge or jury 
 says you have to do. 
*PAR: or you can appeal it which means that you've got to try it all over 
 again within a certain amount of time I think. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about that appeal? 
*PAR: just think that you just have the trial they just redo the 
 trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you represent everything. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #20 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: Clip 11:36 long 
 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all 
 about laws or about the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: seriously? 
*INV: anything at all &mhm. 
*PAR: [=! laughs] it's filled with systemic racism. 
*PAR: and too many black people are in jail. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mean when you say systemic 
 racism? 
*PAR: they call it the criminal justice system but <it's really> [>] quite 
 the opposite. 
*INV: <ok> [<]. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: for instance I just watched the movie thirteen. 
*PAR: so &um when you look at the number of black men in jail especially 
 here in Wisconsin it's &um it's racist. 
*PAR: it's a punitive system rather than a restorative system. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you explain those terms more for me? 
*INV: punitive and rehabilitative. 
*PAR: well for example if you look at the laws regarding crack and the 
 laws regarding &um cocaine <it's> [//] research has shown that the 
 majority of black people or lower income people will have crack 
 cocaine versus &um cocaine which is more the upper white I guess. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and <there's> [//] the laws &um if you compare them side by side 
 definitely you get more of a puniitive sentence for crack for 
 example. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um it's not I believe that &um currently the justice system is 
 really another Jim Crow for example. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: Michelle Alexander wrote a book on that so. 
*PAR; it's just another way to keep slavery. 
*INV: of course. 
*PAR: and power you know it's all about power. 
*INV: of course. 
*INV: so you said that there are different laws for these different you 
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 know classes of drugs. 
*INV: can you tell me about anything about the process by which there 
 came to be these different laws? 
*PAR: well &um it's I think criminalization of the poor. 
*PAR: for example here in Wisconsin I moved here like three years ago &um 
 there's lots of laws against people living on the streets. 
*PAR: and it's not like people just want to live on the streets. 
*PAR: however now if you're found sleeping near the capitol you're put in 
 jail. 
*PAR: and to me that's not really the answer. 
*PAR: the answer is why are they on the streets? 
*PAR: and do they need mental health services which the answer a lot of 
 times is yes. 
*PAR: or do they need &um you know A@l O@l D@l A@l services? 
*PAR: it's kind of putting the accent on the wrong syllable. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: did that answer your question? 
*INV: &mhm it did yes. 
*INV: and I'm also curious to know more about you know to the best of your 
 knowledge how those laws like physically got +/. 
*PAR: oh yeah that was what you were getting at. 
*INV: +, on the books. 
*PAR: they from what I've been seeing &um they're proposed and then &um 
 the public can comment on them &um <and> [//] but yet often times 
 like with the homeless population there is a board of people 
 that are working &um with people living on the streets and often 
 times these laws are proposed and kinda like pushed through before 
 there's even opportunity <for> [/] for public comment. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I don't know how it happens <like &um I'm not a legal scho> [//] 
 like nationally how it happens. 
*PAR: I've just seen it like locally. 
*PAR: the things are often proposed &um that are going to be harmful to 
 people that are vulnerable &um but there isn't much opportunity for 
 public discourse <so to speak> [>]. 
*INV: <sure> [<]. 
*INV: when you say that the laws are proposed can you tell me more about 
 who is doing the proposing? 
*PAR: well I mean right now the budget is being proposed by Walker for 
 example. 
*PAR: the governor. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and there's some really I was looking at it and there's some really 
 sneaky things that they're trying to sneak in. 
*PAR: like one is a weird thing around &um unlicensing requirements 
 for people that are you know like a radiologist or whatever would 
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 no longer have to have a license or would no longer have to 
 have continuing education things like that &um which to me I think 
 is odd. 
*PAR: but what I was reading was &um it's really another way to just kind 
 of reduce the quality and the pay. 
*PAR: and you know it's another anti-union strategy. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: so &um it's another way I think to keep <one> [//] I don't know 
 lesser income down and raise up the people with more income. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: with like that weird tax law that's here in Wisconsin where it gives 
 <bi> [//] you know millions of dollars to like the wealthiest eleven 
 percent. 
*PAR: <I don't remember the> [//] I'm not not at all legally si+... just 
 now since I'm a social worker and becoming so I was kind of laughing 
 at some of those questions because &um you know for instance the not 
 being able to vote it's like after you've done your time if you did 
 commit a crime you know I mean I'm not saying that like people who 
 murder shouldn't go to jail but it's a lifetime for a crime often 
 times where you can't get a job because you're a felon. 
*PAR: you can't find a house. 
*PAR: no one will rent to you. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: you can't I mean it's it's you're still shackled even after your 
 sentence. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: let me ask you one more kind of follow up on what you were talking 
 about. 
*INV: pretend I am &um I'm using crack or I'm using cocaine and you can 
 you know make me whoever you imagine me to be. 
*INV: can you describe what happens inbetween me using drugs and then me 
 ending up in jail? 
*INV: just whatever you can tell me about that process. 
*PAR: oh goodness I don't really know that much about it. 
*PAR: but &um I would assume you would get arrested &um and then you would 
 go to jail. 
*PAR: <you> [//] bail would be posted. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so if you could pay it then I guess you could you know be released 
 until trial but if you can't then you would just stay in jail until 
 the trial. 
*PAR: you would even if you can't afford it have the right to a lawyer. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you I mean you have certain constitutional rights &um that are 
 protected all along the way. 
*PAR: then you would go to trial &um I don't know a whole lot about that. 
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*PAR: I mean you might not even have to go to trial I guess if you plea 
 bargained. 
*PAR: or if things like that happened. 
*PAR: I'm trying to remember. 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: so then you &um you would have your lawyer and I guess the 
 prosecution or the state or whomever and then the judge would 
 decide. 
*PAR: some of the drug crimes now you go through restorative court. 
*PAR: they have like a restorative justice process now. 
*PAR: so hopefully maybe you wouldn't even have to go to trial and have to 
 go to jail and have all that on your record. 
*PAR: so there is another option now that they're trying in Wisconsin 
  which is great. 
*PAR: how that works I think you have like &um a panel of people working 
 with you. 
*PAR: so you would have like a social worker. 
*PAR: you would have &um the law enforcement. 
*PAR: you would have &um the lawyers all kind of like coming together and 
 coming up with a plan. 
*PAR: so that's another option. 
*PAR: but if you did end up in trial you would then after all of that end 
 up with a sentence and &um a probation officer. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then hopefully whatever time you did in jail would be subtracted 
 from your sentence. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: well that's great. 
*PAR: [=! laughs] I'm totally making this up. 
*PAR: I have no idea. 
@End 
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Interview #21 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: so like I said on the last task I'm interested to know what 
 people know about laws and legal issues.  
*INV: so I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about that topic. 
*PAR: ok. 
*INV:  can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system in the u@l s@l. 
*PAR: &um the United States has a constitution with laws for our country 
 to follow. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um and &um there are judges and court_rooms. 
*PAR: juries. 
*PAR: the &um if somebody has been arrested for committing a <law> [//] 
 &er a crime they can go to a jury to a court_room to &um be found 
 guilty or not guilty of committing that crime. 
*PAR: and &um you're <presumed innocent &um unless you are found guilty 
 by> [//] presumed innocent until found guilty is what I'm trying to 
 say. 
*PAR: want me to keep going &er [=! laughs]? 
*INV:   sure. 
*INV: you can expand upon topics you've already mentioned or talking about. 
*PAR: &um if somebody is arrested for breaking the law &um there are 
 miranda rights where they are &um have the right to remain silent 
 &um. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about that? 
*PAR: that just means that they don't have if the police are asking 
 questions about what they did or why they're there and that sort of 
 thing they don't have to answer those questions without a lawyer 
 present. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um so a lot of cases are decided in a court_room &um before a judge 
 and a jury. 
*PAR: it's a jury of twelve peers. 
*PAR: people who have randomly been picked to be in that court_room. 
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*PAR: &um there's a prosecutor &um who is basically trying to say this is 
 why we think that person's guilty. 
*PAR: and the defendant is the person who is saying that &um or who has 
 been accused of the crime. 
*PAR: and they are &um represented usually. 
*PAR: they kind of represent themselves but usually they are represented 
 by a lawyer. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: &um if they cannot afford their own lawyer they can have a public 
 defendant. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um different crimes carry different penalties. 
*PAR: penalties can be a misdemeanor. 
*PAR: they can also be a felony. 
*PAR: &um penalties can range from public service &um a fee like paying a 
 ticket basically to spending time in jail. 
*PAR: and different crimes have sometimes they have minimum penalty that 
 must be given to them. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: &um other times it's more up to the jury and the judge. 
*PAR: &um I got I'm sorry I guess that's all I have to say. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: that sounds good. 
*INV: thank you. 
@End 
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Interview #22 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: so I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and 
 legal issues so I just want +/, 
*PAR: about what? 
*INV: +, laws and legal issues. 
*PAR: ok. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so I just want to have a brief conversation with you on that topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's broad but you can tell me anything at all you know about 
 laws and the legal system in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: there's lots of laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: some of them are good. 
*PAR: some of them are bad. 
*PAR: and &hm. 
*INV: can you tell me more what you mean by bad and good? 
*PAR: I guess that some of the laws like if you do something bad the 
 punishment <isn't> [//] should be harsher. 
*PAR: and sometimes you don't get any punishment at all. 
*PAR: and the next time you do something small and the punishment is too 
 harsh. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: <can you tell me more about the different> 
 [//] or can you tell me more about those punishments? 
*PAR:  like going to jail or not going to jail for something you did. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: yeah so sometimes you get put in jail I think for things that or and 
 a fine that really are nothing and the next person goes free for 
 something I think is should have a stiffer punishment. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you give me an example? 
*PAR: &um (.) boy (.) no not really <I mean I just think> [//] I don't 
 watch the news +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, cause it makes me mad [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: so I mean I just people who do things to children or who sell drugs 
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 or &um drunk driving get too many chances. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about how the number of chances for crimes 
 like that is actually determined? 
*PAR: how it's determined? 
*INV: yes how it's determined. 
*PAR: oh &um I think there's <legislative laws> [/] legislative laws like 
 for drunk driving in the state of Wisconsin differs from another. 
*PAR: the state makes the law and +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, it varies from state to state. 
*PAR: is that right? 
*INV: so let's say that somebody commits one of those crimes. 
*INV: somebody assaults a child for example. 
*INV: what would happen next? 
*PAR: they would get arrested and then put in jail and have a trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me quickly a little more about that trial? 
*INV: what would happen there? 
*PAR: so at the trial there would be &um like a jury. 
*PAR: and the prosecution and the defense would each present their story. 
*PAR: and there would be witnesses. 
*PAR: and the person charged may or may not talk on their behalf. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then after everything is done the jury deliberates and makes 
 a recommendation and then the judge listens to that and decides 
 whether he agrees or not and may change that what they decide to do. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and the person is punished. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: after the trial is done can you tell me what happens? 
*PAR: well it depends. 
*PAR: if the person is found guilty then they're sent to jail or 
 prison or keep in confinement. 
*PAR: or they may be released. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: just depending on if there's no like no charges to hold them 
 there. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: perfect. 
*INV: thank you very much. 
*PAR: that's it? 
*INV: yep that's it. 
@End 
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Interview #23 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: I know that's a broad prompt but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: I for a short time was studying to be a paralegal at M@l A@l T@l C@l. 
*PAR: and so I took on +// 
*PAR: <but I only> [/] but I only did like a semester and half so I know 
 bankruptcy law and things like that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I'm also a fan of legal dramas and things like that so I watch a 
 lot of that kind of stuff I think I have a pretty good grasp of the 
 <legal system> [>]. 
*INV: <absolutely> [<]. 
*PAR: so. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you know about those bankruptcy laws? 
*PAR: well I mean there's multiple different forms of bankruptcy. 
*PAR: and it's not necessarily a bad thing. 
*PAR: <it's usually> [//] it can be either you reorder your &um 
 <re> [/] reorder <your asse> [//] your debts. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: or you pay it off little by little. 
*PAR: or you just declare straight bankruptcy then solvency. 
*PAR: and all those have different effects on your credit rating. 
*PAR: and it can end up &uh helping in some cases you know getchaya 
 without losing all your things. 
*PAR: and you know being destitute. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you walk me through a bankruptcy process? 
*INV: I know there's not a one size fits all formula +/. 
*PAR: that's true. 
*INV: +, but pretend that you or <I were going to declare bankruptcy> [>]. 
*PAR: <this was ten years ago but &uh let's see here> [<]. 
*PAR: <it would be> [//] <we would &uh file a> [//] <you would> [//] I'd 
 ask you for the courts. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you'd have to be able to provide the courts why you wouldn't be 
 able to pay back the debts <that you> [/] that you owe. 
*INV: sure. 
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*PAR: and then I believe it goes to an independent auditor who would go in 
 and figure out exactly what you can pay. 
*PAR: and what you wouldn't be able to pay. 
*PAR: and hopefully set up a system where you would be able to slowly pay 
 off your debts. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or just you know say sorry I can't pay. 
*PAR: and there's a term for it that I'm not remembering but &uh you can 
 just say wash your hands of all your debts. 
*PAR: but again it completely destroys your credit rating so. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: so you said it has to go through a courts. 
*PAR: &mhm. 
*INV: or the courts. 
*INV: can you tell me about that? 
*INV: can you tell me more about the role that the court plays? 
*PAR: I'm not exactly a hundred percent sure. 
*PAR: it was only one semester. 
*PAR: it was a while ago. 
*INV: that's ok. 
*INV: just whatever you want or remember. 
*PAR: the judge would rule on whether or not they believe that you really 
 are +//. 
*PAR: it's more just filing legal briefs and filing. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and filing +... 
*PAR: you know it isn't like there's a witness and jury and stuff like 
 that. 
*PAR: it just has to go through the courts so it's documented. 
*PAR: so &uh the judge would end up saying yes or no or good or bad or 
 +... 
*PAR: <we> [//] or you're hiding assets in the Cayman Islands. 
*PAR: you can't you know declare bankruptcy or something like that. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: so besides the judge, the person declaring bankruptcy, and then that 
 independent auditor. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: are there any other? 
*PAR: well there'd be lawyers. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR:  there would be lawyers for you at least <to> [/] to help file the 
 briefs. 
*PAR: I don't believe there's like you know what you see on T@l V@l where 
 it's a plantiff defendant style &uh type of thing. 
*PAR: it's just essentially be not unlike a (.) getting a settlement &eh 
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 that's not exactly it either. 
*PAR: I'm trying to think of a good example of something you need to go 
 through the courts for. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: just you know it's just a legal process. 
*PAR: it isn't like your know you're on trial. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: well we just have about a minute left or so. 
*INV: tell me more about a comment you made where you said it's not like a 
 courtroom trial. 
*INV: it's not like the things you see on T@l V@l. 
*PAR: oh yeah well it isn't you know I having calling witnesses to the 
 stand to prove you're +//. 
*PAR: it's not even in a courtroom most likely. 
*PAR: it's mostly done in a law office in a conference room with a judge. 
*PAR: and the judge just signs off on it if the judge is even necessarily 
 there cause you may not even have to appear before the judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: it's just stuff you have to file with the debriefs and go 
 through it that way so. 
*INV: cool. 
*INV: alright thanks so much. 
@End 
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Interview #24 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything at all you know about laws of the legal 
 system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: it's what our democracy is based on. 
*PAR: but sometimes it isn't has fair if that's the term to use as it 
 could be. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: could you expound on that for me? 
*PAR: judges can be corrupt. 
*PAR: lawyers can be corrupt. 
*PAR: the proof of evidence might not quite be there. 
*PAR: and if you have a jury &uh juries are subject to a lot of &um 
 possible informaton that's incorrect. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mean by proof of evidence? 
*PAR: ok &uh proof of evidence. 
*PAR: I guess it would be that &uh to go to court there has to be a case 
 and somebody has to prove with evidence that you're either guilty or 
 not guilty of a crime. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: some lawyers are good lawyers. 
*PAR: some lawyers are not as well &uh are not as good as others and that 
 could be because they aren't prepared. 
*PAR: or they just have not worked on the case that they're &um in charge 
 of or have been hired to work on as they not as prepared as they 
 should be. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: tell me more about the juries. 
*INV: you mentioned them. 
*INV: you said that they were susceptible to or could be susceptible to 
 information that is not always correct. 
*INV: can you tell me more about the role of the jury in that proceeding? 
*PAR: they are supposed to listen with open minds bare in mind that they 
 need to determine with the evidence presented to them if a person is 
 guilty. 
*PAR: of course there's different &uh juries get they're supposed to be 
 able to say without a doubt that someone is guilty or not guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
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*PAR: and I think they're supposed to be &ah what's the term &um when 
 they're selected they're supposed to go through a process. 
*PAR: some of them. 
*PAR: I don't know if all juries go through a process. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: of being selected &um based on some information <that they're> 
 [//] that they're asked. 
*PAR: and they're when they're asked this information they could actually 
 be &uh already thinking one way more than another from the get_go. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me who is asking the jurors the questions at this point? 
*PAR: well if it goes like it does on T@l V@l both the prosector and the 
 other lawyer are able to ask the potential jurist <if> [//] 
 questions. 
*PAR: and they work together more or less to determine who the end 
 jurists are going to be. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: you also said that jurors are supposed to make decisions on 
 someone's guilt without any doubt. 
*INV: can you tell me why that's the case? 
*INV: can you tell me why they're supposed to do that? 
*PAR: well let's see. 
*PAR: they are supposed to do that because the evidence put before them 
 <is to> [//] should completely &um point to the person in question 
 as being guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: otherwise there could be some reasonable doubt. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: alright that sounds good. 
*INV: thank you. 
@End 
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Interview #25 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: tell me what you know about the legal system in the United States. 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws or about the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: &uh well I've been personally involved in a legal case. 
*PAR: the City of Madison has been prosecuting me for three years. 
*PAR: and I was just in court last Monday. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so that's been an adventure. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &uh I've also been involved as an interested observer in some other 
 cases that are going on. 
*PAR: and as a student here at the university I have taken a couple of 
 courses in property rights which is an interesting legal area. 
*PAR: they weren't course in the law school but they had a lot to do with 
 legal issues. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about some of those property rights? 
*PAR: &uh sure. 
*PAR: I took the version of the course that's taught over the summer 
 section. 
*PAR: so they cram a lot of material into eight weeks. 
*PAR: and &uh I don't want to try to inflict it on you in a minute. 
*INV: that's what we're here for. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: so [x2] we talked about the history of property rights. 
*PAR: and [x2] how that was dealt with for example in Roman times. 
*PAR: and how that's come down to our current legal system but with 
 various changes because of technological innovation and cultural 
 advances. 
*PAR: and then we got our U@l S@l constitution which has various 
 amendments that &uh allow for or don't allow for various laws 
 related to property rights. 
*PAR: and this was a [x2] big deal for the supreme court several decades 
 ago they were trying to figure out whether the government had any 
 authority to limit people's property rights. 
*PAR: and so now we have this thing called zoning where your local 
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 municipality can pass all kinds of laws about what you can do with 
 your property and then &uh prosecute you if you're violating them. 
*INV: can you expound upon the various amendments to the constitution you 
 mentioned <and how those affect those property rights> [>]? 
*PAR:  <sure> [<]. 
*PAR: so the fifth amendment has this thing called the takings clause 
 which says that the government can take your private property but 
 only if it's for a legitimate public use and if they compensate you 
 for it. 
*PAR: so <there> [/] there is a lot of discussion around if they're 
 physically taking your property what is a public use they can take 
 it for. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and if they impose various restrictions on how you can use your 
 property is that a taking? 
*PAR: &uh so that's an interesting area. 
*PAR: and then there's also the fourteenth amendment which is the one that 
 allows for zoning +//. 
*PAR: no actually it's the one that causes a problem for zoning. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: because the fourteenth amendment says that everyone has to be 
 treated equally under the law. 
*PAR: and when zoning was invented people said well you have people in 
 different zones who now are under different regulations. 
*PAR: and the supreme court said that's ok as long as everyone in the 
 same zone is treated equally. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: tell me more about these zones. 
*INV: the zoning process. 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so [x2] what the city basically does is they take a map and the 
 divide it up into zones. 
*PAR: and they say for example residential is going to go here and 
 businesses are going to here and farms are going to go here. 
*PAR: and we're going to keep all these uses far away from each other. 
*PAR: and where that comes from is in the industrial revolution 
 suddenly people were living next to factories which was great 
 because you could walk to work but it was bad because all the 
 pollution from the factory was in your house. 
*PAR: so what cities started to say was well we're just going to have 
 people not live near the factories. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and they had this idea of separating uses. 
*PAR: which we're now actually starting to move away from because people 
 want to be able to walk to work. 
*PAR: and most people now work in places that don't pollute and are fine 
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 to live near. 
*PAR: so that's going to be interesting. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about your personal experiences in adjudicative 
 proceedings? 
*INV: and we can just focus on the facts if that's appropriate. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: so Madison has a whole bunch of very strange regressive laws about 
 what kinds of plants you can have in your yard. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and what they did forty years ago was they passed this [x2] very 
 progressive ordinance saying you can have lots of plants in your 
 yard +//. 
*PAR: this is the generic version of the story. 
*PAR: if you get a permit. 
*PAR: so I applied for a permit as soon as I bought my house which was 
 three years ago. 
*PAR: and the [x2] city is required to review the application. 
*PAR: they are virtually required to grant the permit to anyone who 
 applies for one. 
*PAR: but they have not made a decision on my application. 
*PAR: and meanwhile they're prosecuting me for having plants without a 
 permit. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so when you say they're prosecuting you what exactly has that 
 process entailed? 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so [x2] they come to your house very secretly. 
*PAR: and they look and they see that you have these plants. 
*PAR: and they send you a letter saying you have plants and this is 
 illegal. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &uh and then they send you a nastier letter saying you still have 
 plants and it's illegal and we're going to go to court over it. 
*PAR: and then you send them a letter explaining that you're not actually 
 violating. 
*PAR: and they ignore it. 
*PAR: and then you go to court and explain how you're not violating the 
 ordinance then they make some very narrow arguments that totally 
 ignore what the purpose of the ordinance is supposed to be. 
*PAR: and then the judge finds you in his words technically guilty. 
*PAR: &uh and you pay a fine. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you say the purpose of the ordinance how does one learn or 
 discover what that purpose is? 
*PAR: sure. 
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*PAR: so [x2] the way that laws work is that governments have this thing 
 called the police power which allows them to pass laws which are 
 intended to protect human health, safety, welfare, or morals. 
*PAR: and of course don't like those last two cause they're very 
 subjective and no one knows what they mean. 
*PAR: so [x2] basically laws are suppose to protect health and safety. 
*PAR: and the [x2] idea of these ordinances is to prevent people from 
 neglecting their property because that is allegedly bad for health 
 and safety although the evidence is questionable. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: the [x2] problem is that the objective conditions that they're using 
 as a proxy for neglect are not very reliable. 
*PAR: and so they end up catching people who are trying to be 
 environmentally responsible in their yards which is actually better 
 for heath and safety than what the city is trying to enforce. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you said they a couple times. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: and I'm hoping you can parse out who they is. 
*PAR: sure. 
*INV: you mentioned people passing laws. 
*INV: you mentioned the city. 
*INV: and you mentioned the zoning ordinance or the zoning board or 
 whoever. 
*INV: so who is the actor in <these> [//] in the sort of stages you just 
 described? 
*PAR: so [x2] these ordinances are decades old and I haven't been able to 
 find out who originally wrote them but the people currently 
 responsible for enforcing them is Madison's Department of Building 
 Inspection. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: did that answer your question? 
*PAR: was there another part? 
*INV: no. 
*INV: no I think that's fine. 
*INV: and we will leave the interview at that. 
*INV: thank_you very much. 
@End 
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Interview #26 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything you know about 
 laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: alright. 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: the police act on behalf of the you know judges in sort of a 
 theoretical fashion. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they don't need to independently check with the judge before doing 
 each thing. 
*PAR: it is understood that they act on behalf of judges who are 
 representatives of the law. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: you can be taken into custody without being arrested or charged. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: you don't have to face a jury trial. 
*PAR: you can also decide to go for a judge or take a plea without facing 
 any trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you said that the police act on behalf of a judge and that they 
 don't need to check in with the judge before they do everything, can 
 you explain a bit more about what you mean't by that? 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: again this is just my understanding but judges are representatives 
 of the you know the laws of the United States. 
*PAR: the cops are understood to be acting on their behalf. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they learn the laws and enforce them. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if anyone questions their actions then a judge can decide whether or 
 not they were correct. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you give me an example of a situation like that? 
*PAR: alright. 
*PAR: if a cop pulls you over +/. 
*INV: ok. 
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*PAR: +, and then later takes you into custody because of illegal 
 substances found in your car then a judge can decide that they had 
  no reason to pull you over. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: like if they just did it randomly. 
*PAR: and if they do so then they don't get to charge you for having 
 illegal substances. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: thank you for clarifying that. 
*INV: so let's pretend that that has happened to me. 
*INV: I was stopped by a police officer. 
*INV: and the police officer is now charging me with possession of illegal 
 drugs. 
*INV: what do I do next? 
*INV: or what happens to me next? 
*PAR: well you're taken into custody. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I tend to get the two mixed up there's either prison or jail that's 
 like the holding cell and then you go to the other. 
*PAR: I learned that prison and jail are two different things. 
*PAR: I just forget which one is which. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: you are put in the holding cell. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and let's see. 
*PAR: depending then you might just face a fine. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they might keep you for a while let you off with a warning. 
*PAR: you might be told to get a lawyer or take a lawyer that the state 
 provides. 
*PAR: and take their advice and either plead or serve time or pay a 
 penality. 
*INV: ok so it sounds like I would have a <number of couple> 
 [//] a number of options. 
*INV: I could make a plea like you said. 
*INV: I could pay a fine. 
*INV: or I could face some sort of imprisonment time. 
*INV: how does each of those options come about? 
*INV: can you tell me how I would acutally get from being in the holding 
 cell to the next part of the proceeding? 
*PAR: it is the responsibility of the detective or police officer to 
 explain your options to you. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and if you decide to contact a lawyer of your own you'll have to do 
 that yourself. 
*PAR: they do have to let you. 
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*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me why they have to let me? 
*PAR: because that's the law is all I've got. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you also depending on the severity have the option of just 
 spending the night in jail or paying a fine and not involving an 
 attorney. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: ok but you said it's the law that they have to let me contact an 
 attorney. 
*PAR: yes. 
*INV: can you tell me more about and again anything at all you might know 
 about how it got to be the law that the police have to let me 
 contact my attorney? 
*PAR: no I don't know that part. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: alright. 
*INV: so now let's pretend I have contacted my attorney and he doesn't 
  want me to make a plea. 
*INV: he wants me to go to a trial. 
*INV: <you said> [//] I believe you said I could either have a trial or go 
 before the judge. 
*INV: let's pretend I decided to have a trial. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what would happen then? 
*PAR: alright. 
*PAR: if you go to trial by jury then there would be generally an extended 
 period of both sides collecting evidence. 
*PAR: the prosecution would offer you plea deals cause it's cheaper than 
 having an actual trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: but in the end if you decide to go <by> [//] for trial by jury both 
 sides the prosecution and defense present their evidence. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then the jury takes a vote on whether or not they believe each 
 of them to be guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: beyond a reasonable doubt. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tellme more about the phrase you just used guilty beyond a 
 reasonable doubt means? 
*PAR: yes. 
*PAR: it means that they feel it has been demonstrated that you are guilty 
 beyond a reasonable doubt meaning that one can still doubt your 
 guilt it would just be unreasonable or irrational. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they think that all of the logical bases have been covered. 
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*PAR: and that though say if there's dashcam video that it could 
 theoretically be a twin brother no one previously knew about who 
 drove the car. 
*PAR: but since there's no record of such a brother this is unlikely. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so going back to our hypothetical let's pretend that the jury 
 decided that I was guilty of this crime. 
*INV: of possession of illegal substances. 
*INV: can you tell me what would happen next? 
*PAR: well there would be the arraignment where sentencing was decided on. 
*PAR: both sides would probably make offers of probation versus actually 
 serving time. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then they would come to an agreement on probation or time 
 served. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: thank you. 
@End 
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Interview #27 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: ### 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws and the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so &um if the police would link you to a crime that was 
 committed then you would go through the legal process where you 
 would have a judge and juries and a defendant. 
*PAR: and &um different items would be brought into court. 
*PAR: and then your peers would make a final decision if you were guilty 
 or not based on reasonable doubt. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: tell me more about the police linking me to a crime or linking 
  someone to a crime. 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so if &um something happened that the police were called or found 
 then they would have to do an investigation and if they could find 
 &um evidence that would have your D@l N@l A@l or somehow connecting 
 you that you were either at the scene or involved with that 
 situation then they questions you and start the process. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and can you tell me more about the next step you mentioned going in 
 with the judge and jury and defendant. 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so <you> [//] if [x2] it was placed that &um there was specific 
 evidence that would link you to that crime then you could either 
 be assigned a lawyer or you could pay for one. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then a court date would be set where a judge would overhear 
 all the evidence and there might be witnesses that maybe saw what 
 happened or again some experts that maybe were part of &um the 
 police coming to that conclusion that you were linked to it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and so then questions would be asked of you and the other parties 
 to figure out what happened. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that process? 
*INV: the process to which questions get asked by the two 
 parties? 
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*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so &um if you would be represented by legal council and so 
 primarily they would be the only one that would be allowed to 
 ask the legal questions. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then <the defend> [//] the prosecuting team would also have one 
  representative and they would be the only one that could ask you 
 questions. 
*PAR: so it's two sides. 
*PAR: you would be either defending yourself on why you didn't do it or 
 what happened and then someone else challenging you. 
*INV: and can you tell me more about what happens after that process has 
 concluded? 
*INV: so after the questions have been asked and the evidence has been 
 presented? 
*INV: can you tell me what happens then? 
*PAR: sure. 
*PAR: so both sides would make a closing statement where they basically 
 put their whole hand on the table to say this is exactly what 
 happened or didn't happen. 
*PAR: and then the jury would go back and discuss it amongst themselves. 
*PAR: and the team of twelve would try to figure out or determine 
 without any doubt in their mind if this person would be guilty or 
 not. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then they would give their recommendations to the judge. 
*PAR: he or she would take that into account. 
*PAR: and then I believe that judge would make a final ruling on the 
 decision and that would stand. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: with the only other option is to go through an appeals process if 
 the person didn't agree with the judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about that appeals process? 
*PAR: &um I believe there's probably a waiting period or a step by step 
 that they would have to go through. 
*PAR: you would probably have to find another lawyer. 
*PAR: and you'd have to be able to prove some type of evidence or you'd 
 have to bring new information to the table. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: <on what was> [//] you can't use what was already presented and just 
 say you want to redo it. 
*PAR: you have to present something in addition to get it over turned I 
 believe. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #28 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal issues. 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system in the US@k. 
*PAR: yeah that is broad. 
*PAR: &-um well laws exist so that &-um [/] order can be maintained in 
 communites and neighborhoods and cities &-um because if people were 
 just doing whatever they'd want there'd be a lot of injuries and 
 crime occuring. 
*PAR: so laws exist to protect everyone and keep things orderly. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &-um now if people do something that hurts someone or harms their 
 property or person then they can be arrested &-um, put in jail, &-uh 
 required to go to court, needing to hire an attorney to either fight 
 it if they were perhaps wrongly accused. 
*PAR: &-um so laws and the legal system are more or less for protecting 
 citizens to hopefully live more cohesiveley together. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you use the phrase wrongly@q accused@q can you tell me a little 
 about what you me by that? 
*PAR: yeah well someone could say someone did something and then they 
 really didn't. 
*PAR: so then it kinda becomes a story of he_said_she_said or whatever as 
 to what [/] the truth is. 
*PAR: and then a lot of times that requires going to court then and [/] 
 talking out the issues so that the judge and the attorneys can help 
 decide who's [//] if the person was &-um at [/] fault for doing 
 something of if <he was> [//] he or she was wrongly accused. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me a little more about what you know about what happens 
 when people actually do go to court? 
*PAR: &-um when people go to court &-um there are two sides. 
*PAR: there's the &-um the prosecuting side and the defendant's side. 
*PAR: &-um usually &-um [//] so there are attorneys for both sides. 
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*PAR: and they're presenting the case to the judge. 
*PAR: and &-um the judge needs to make a decision of who will win in court 
 that day, essentially. 
*INV: can you tell me a little more about what you mean by the 
 prosecuting@q side@q. 
*PAR: yeah &-um the prosecutor side is the people +//. 
*PAR: &-er let me slow down. 
*PAR: the prosecutors are saying that a person or a company or whatever 
 did something wrong. 
*PAR: they're the ones pointing the finger so to speak at the other group. 
*PAR: and then the defendants are the one coming in to defend their [/] 
 reputation or their business practice or [/] what have you. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: you also mentioned a jury or jurors. 
*INV: can you tell me more about them? 
*PAR: well in [//] I'm not quite sure when it gets to a jury trial. 
*PAR: I'm assuming things must have to go through many many stages before 
 then it gets to a jury trial. 
*PAR: but a jury is &-um people that are randomly selected from the 
 community &-um and are then interviewed to see if there could be any 
 bias to this case to make sure that they don't know the person in 
 [/] the case obviously woudl be one thing they would want to 
 know. 
*PAR: but it's just to make sure there isn't any bias like with you_know 
 racial issues or gender issues or what have you. 
*PAR: so then people are selected to be on the jury to hopefully &-um give 
 &-um their opinion their feedback about who they believe &-um in [/] 
 the presentation of the prosecuting side and the defendant's side. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you say they give an opinion or feedback, can you tell me more 
 about whom that opinion or feedback is going to or [/] being given 
 to? 
*PAR: &-um well that's given to the judge yeah given to the judge. 
*PAR: and then that helps the judge you_know make his decision. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about the decision that the judge makes. 
*PAR: &-um let's see. 
*PAR: I like to close my eyes when I'm concentrating. 
*PAR: &-um I believe that the &-hmm +... 
*PAR: well now that I think about it I think that it's actually the jury 
 that determines the results and the answer. 
*PAR: but the judge is there just to kinda help keep [/] calm in the 
 court, keep everyone in order. 
*PAR: so in a jury trial it's acutally the jurors who determine the 
 decision. 
*INV: can you tell me what happens after the jury makes a decision? 
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*PAR: after the jury makes a decision &-um then that's communicated to the 
 judge and then that [//] the judge communicates it to [/] the 
 court or to the prosecuting side and the defendant's side. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: fairly quickly, I'd imagine, you_know. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that you think some of those decisions 
 are or what they look like? 
*PAR: &-um whether or not someone murdered someone. 
*PAR: &-um whether or not someone &-uh committed crimes like robbery or 
 theft. 
*PAR: &-um yeah, those would be the things that come to my mind. 
*INV: ok let me ask you one final question. 
*PAR: sure. 
*INV: once the jury has made its decision and [/] given that to the judge 
 and then the judge has announced it to the parties in the court, if 
 one of the parties isn't happy with the decision, they lost the case 
 for example, can you tell me what that party might do in that case? 
*PAR: so meaning like the prosecuting side or the defendant's side? 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: one side is going to lose, let's just say. 
*INV: if that losing side isn't happy with the decision that either the 
 jury or the judge announced, can you tell me what they might do 
 afterwards? 
*PAR: &-hm (..) I suppose they could like try to come up with ways of why a 
 retrial should be necessary. 
*PAR: they could try to get <the judge's decision> [//] the jury's 
 decision thrown out. 
*PAR: they might look for something to yeah claim <it's a> [//] that it's 
 a mistrial or something. 
*INV: can [/] can you just quickly tell me more about what you mean by the 
 word retrial@q? 
*PAR: &-um like let's say they found out that a juror actually did have a 
 connection to one of the sides 
*PAR: or like something could be found out about a juror later on that 
 then would mean that that juror was biased or something and could 
 have then influenced the other jurors in [/] in the jury panel or 
 whatever &-laughs. 
*INV: ok well great thank you so much for participating in that 
 conversation. 
*PAR: &-laughs I'm gonna google this later. 
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Interview #29 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ##### 
 
*INV: I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal 
 issues so I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about 
 that topic.  
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system and laws in the 
 United States?  
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything you know 
 about laws and the legal system in the U.S. 
*PAR: I think I know what I know from middle school civics class, 
 television, and occasional conversations from my husband 
 who's a lawyer.   
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: do you want anything more? 
*INV: yes. 
*INV: yes so actual information relating to the laws and legal system in 
 the United States. 
*PAR: the laws and legal systems. 
*PAR: yeah I don't know how to answer that question. 
*PAR: I know that there are different types of lawyers. 
*PAR: I know that <there are> [//] there's civil law, there's criminal law. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um I know that we have a court system that involves &um you_know 
 the highest courts federal courts, the state supreme court. 
*PAR: I know we have <count> [//] district courts. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: I know that if you are &um charged with a crime then &um you have 
 the right to a trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um I know that you+... 
*PAR: I don't know if you always have right to representation. 
*PAR: <I know that &uh> [/] I know that it's the prosecutors office that 
 will choose whether to charge you with the crime or not. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR:  I know that sometimes you can commit a crime and not be charged 
 with it. 
*PAR: I know sometimes you can be charged with a crime and you can &um 
 plead to a lesser crime. 
*INV: ok. 
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*INV: can you tell me more about the rights you mentioned when you said 
 individuals have a right to a trial or a right to representation? 
*PAR: yeah I don't know if everyone who's charged with a crime has the 
 right &um to be represented or if they have to pay for 
 representation. 
*PAR: &um <I> [/] I know that <they> [/] they have the right <if they're> 
 [/] if they're charged with a crime you have the right to a trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and in terms of what type of representation you have the right to I 
 guess I just don't know how that works because I don't know if 
 everyone that's charged with a crime gets legal advice for free. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: I feel like I should know that but +... 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about the different types of courts 
 you mentioned? 
*PAR: &um I know that the the sort of there's there's like a Dane 
 Dane County court and if you that's where you will initially have a 
 trial. 
*PAR: I think there's an appeals court I think if if something &um if if 
 you feel like your rights have been violated in the process of 
 having a trial you can appeal. 
*PAR: and I think that there's a state appeals court. 
*PAR: &um and I think there's a state supreme court which is different 
 from the appeals court. 
*PAR: &um and then ultimately if you're unhappy with &um if you feel like 
 you're rights are still being violated you can take you can take it 
 up to federal court or you can request to have it brought that 
 far. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I think there's a I think there's like regional federal courts too. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: in Wisconsin. 
*PAR: it doesn't have to go to the actual supreme court [=! laughs]. 
*INV: can you tell me more about the crimes that people can commit? 
*INV: you said that it's the district attorneys office that charges people 
  with crimes and sometimes they don't charge people with crimes. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about those different crimes? 
*PAR: &um well I think you can be charged with a felony or like or a 
 lesser crime like a misdemeanor. 
*PAR: and I think that it they carry different penalties. 
*PAR: and &um sometimes you can have many charges associated with 
 a case against you. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um some of those charges might be easier to prove than others 
 so I think it's possible &um if you're willing to &um plead to &um I 
 think sometimes you can have a deal where you can plead to a crime 
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 and not plead to others. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or plead to you can plead guilty to one charge of a crime and not 
 plead guilty to others. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: thank_you very much. 
@End 
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Interview #30 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad question but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws and the legal system here in the United States. 
*INV: Whenever you're ready. 
*PAR: the legal system is &uh based on laws that are passed by government 
 bodies. 
*PAR: they're enforced by police and &um and government officials. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: prosecuted by the state. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there are civil laws that can be &um brought to court by aggrieved 
 parties and plaintiffs and &um +... 
*PAR: the punishment for criminal convictions is often fines and jail &uh 
 time or probation. 
*PAR: civil penalties &uh for civil cracks can be &uh monetary damages 
 and fines. 
*PAR: &um the legal system covers people's behavior and +//. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, covers violent crimes and property crimes. 
*PAR: I think I'm going to stop. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: earlier on you said that aggrieved parties can bring like a case to 
 court. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*INV: can you expound on that for me? 
*PAR: if a person is injured or has &uh either personally or their 
 reputation they can hire a lawyer and &um press a lawsuit against 
 the party they believe has hurt them. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and sue them for &uh damages. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and can you tell me more about the different types of laws you 
 talked about when you talked about regulating violent behavior or 
 sort of less violent behavior? 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: I can say that there are laws that regulate people's [x2] behavior. 
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*PAR: there are things that are prohibited. 
*PAR: assault for instance. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: fraud +//. 
*PAR: well violent behavior though &um assault, beatings, &uh. 
*PAR: those are things that come first to my mind. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: well let's tie that back to the first things you mentioned when you 
 said that the laws are made by you know governing bodies. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that process? 
*INV: can you tell me anymore specifics about that process? 
*PAR: well for instance with state government legislatures can write laws 
  that &uh that pertain to criminal behavior. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: those laws <are then> [//] &uh can be enforced by government 
 agencies police for instance and brought to court if a person 
 commits a crime violates those laws by a government attorney 
 prosecutor. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you walk me through the sort of timeline of how that 
  happens from when and individual commits a crime or does 
 something that violates a law to you know them then being in court? 
*INV: can you tell me more about the kind of procedure that 
 happens? 
*PAR: well let's say there's a criminal law that's violated. 
*PAR: a person can be arrested. 
*PAR: if they're arrested they're generally detained. 
*PAR: they can pay sometimes. 
*PAR: usually they're offered an opportunity to plead. 
*PAR: and if they plead not guilty they can most of the time be up 
 for the opportunity to get out of jail with paying bail. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: schedule a hearing to bring the charges. 
*PAR: and so they have the opportunity to hire a lawyer or be appointed 
 a lawyer. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: if they aren't able to afford one. 
*PAR: there's <a series of> [//] a process and series of 
 appearances and &um you know proceedings that I don't really know in 
 detail but I'm sure there's a time that a fairly &uh just months 
 usually that may have to pass before all that proceedings are taken 
 care of. 
*PAR: if the [x3] crime is one that generally requires a jury trial a 
 person's offered that that right they can take a jury trial to it's 
 conclusion. 
*PAR: and then they are faced with the results of that trial 
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 guilty or not guilty. 
*PAR: you get &uh convicted or fined and possibly &uh serve a term of 
 imprisonment. 
*PAR: I would say that can take up to a year in many cases. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: well great. 
@End 
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Interview #31 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ##### 
 
*INV: so I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal 
 issues. 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the 
 legal system here in the UW@q. 
*PAR: (..) the laws and legal system? 
*INV: &-mmhmm. 
*PAR: well they vary from county to county. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: what the laws are. 
*PAR: &-um (.) judges are (.) voted on by the people of the community. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: district attorneys are appointed by the governor. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &-um (..) I guess what else &-wh +//. 
*PAR: say that again. 
*PAR: sorry. 
*INV: can you tell me anything at all you know about the legal system or 
 laws in the United States? 
*PAR: well let's see. 
*PAR: a person can get arrested. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and they can get a signature bond. 
*PAR: or they have to meet bail. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me what you mean when you say a signature bond? 
*PAR: a signature bond is like when they sit there and say +"/. 
*PAR: +" if you let me out of jail and I screw up I owe you five hundred 
 dollars. 
*PAR: or there's a penalty assessed if the individual is let <out on their 
 own> [/] (.) &-um (.) signature, on their own 
 recognizance 
*PAR: I think it's called. 
*INV: ok. 
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*PAR: and they promise to behave. 
*PAR: but if they violate then they can be charged the assessed fee. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: thank you. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: and &-um let's see. 
*PAR: when you're on bond. 
*PAR: &-uh they can get a bond from the court based on the severity of the 
 offense. 
*INV: &-mmhmm. 
*PAR: &-um and_or how many times the individual's been before the courts. 
*PAR: &-um then the [//] if they can't afford an attorney an attorney will 
 be appointed to them <through the district attorney> [//] through 
 the public defender's office. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &-um but it [//] that's based on one's income. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &-um then they have a prelim where <they generally> 
 [//] the person will meet with their attorney. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV:  can you +/. 
*PAR: and that +/. 
*INV: +, sorry. 
*PAR: &laughs 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mean when you say a prelim? 
*PAR: a preliminary hearing where they make +... 
*PAR: I think that's what that is. 
*PAR: where they make arrangements. 
*PAR: they meet with the district attorney that's handling their case. 
*PAR: and they see if they can't resolve something so it doesn't go to 
 trial +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, saving court time +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, and money. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then there'll be the plea hearing after that. 
*PAR: &-um after the preliminary if they made out a deal the DA@q the 
 person and the person's attorney. 
*PAR: &-um then the person pleads guilty or not guilty. 
*PAR: and then the judge can sentence them. 
*PAR: but the judge doesn't have to sentence them to the plea agreement 
 that they made. 
*PAR: the judge has discretion to <do it himself> [//] &-er sentence the 
 individual himself. 
*INV: ok. 
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*PAR: &-um or they can take it to trial which then if they take it to 
 trial &-uh a jury of their peers +//. 
*PAR: there's twelve people? 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or eleven. 
*PAR: <it's definitely> [//] (.) &-uh I think there's twelve people on a 
 jury. 
*INV: &-mmhmm. 
*PAR: and then the jury will hear everything. 
*PAR: and then they'll decide &-um whether or not the person is guilty or 
 not guilty. 
*PAR: and then after that if found guilty the person can be sentenced 
 outright or they'll order a presentence investigation +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, which is done by the department of corrections. 
*PAR: and then the department of corrections makes a recommendation in 
 there for what would be an appropriate sentence based on the 
 person's history, what they found out from interviewing if there was 
 a victim +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, the offender's family and &-um taking the criminal record into 
 account, the severity of the offense, age, and the likelihood of the 
 person to reoffend. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &-um <they can get a> [/] (.) fine. 
*PAR: they can get a fine and jail time. 
*PAR: they can get a combination of those two plus probation. 
*INV: &-mmhmm. 
*PAR: or they can be sentenced to a Wisconsin state prison. 
*INV: ok ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what happens after the person's been 
 found guilty and the judge has issued <the> &-um [/] judgment or the 
 punishment? 
*INV: can you tell me what happens +//. 
*PAR: the sentence? 
*INV: yeah. 
*PAR: well they could get a fine. 
*PAR: <they could get> [/} &-um a fine. 
*PAR: they could get probation. 
*PAR: and_or they could get sentence to a Wisconsin state prison. 
*PAR: depending on the age of the individual they could also get 
 expungement. 
*INV: ok ok. 
*INV: I [/] guess what I meant to say was <can you tell me what other> [//] 
 can you tell me more about options that might be available to the 
 person if for example they aren't happy with the sentence or if +//. 
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*PAR: oh they could file an appeal. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about that? 
*PAR: &-um they can file an appeal if &-um they're not happy with the 
 sentence based on if they didn't have adequate &-um representation 
 from the attorney +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, and_or <if> &-um [/] sentenced by a jury or found guilty by a jury 
 that <they> &-um [//] there was tampering of the &-um jurors +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, or if new evidence comes to light. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
*INV: well thank you very much. 
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Interview #32 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: so whenever you are ready just go ahead. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: when you get arrested they read you your rights. 
*PAR: right to an attorney. 
*PAR: I've never had any interaction with the law so [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: let's see. 
*PAR: if you went to court you could have a lawyer with you or you 
 could be your own legal representation. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then there's a judge that decides. 
*PAR: there's a right and wrong side and the judge is the 
 intermediary makes the decision regarding punishment and 
 fault. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you said at the beginning when you 
 get arrested they read you you're rights? 
*INV: <tell me more about> [>]. 
*PAR: <you can either> [<] remain silent. 
*PAR: or you could request a lawyer. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: to serve as your legal aide. 
*INV: and &um [//] tell me about your they. 
*PAR: oh the police who would come to the scene of a crime who would 
 arrest you and &um take you to the police station. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or so &uh yeah (.) or solve the situation while you're there. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: and can you tell me more about what the judge is doing. 
*INV: you said there is a right side and a wrong side and the judge is 
 kind of intermediary. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what's happening then? 
*PAR: &mhm so &um let's say you have a person convicted of theft perhaps 
 the store owner is on the other side presenting evidence of what 
 you took or the details of the scenario as it occured. 
*PAR: and you're either saying yes I did [=laughs] or you're claiming you 
 didn't do it +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, for your lawyers. 
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*PAR: and the judge has listened to all the evidence &um and deciding if 
 he thinks that's true or <no> [//] false and how that relates to the 
 law. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about evidence? 
*INV: the types of evidence? 
*PAR: <it could be> [//] evidence could be video footage, &um a store 
 camera. 
*PAR: it could be &um perhaps you [x2] &um intended to take something and 
 damaged it on your way out. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and tossed it. 
*PAR: or [x2] perhaps it was recovered from your possession when the 
 police arrived and <caught you> [//] found you. 
*PAR: perhaps it was in your backpack or <on the person> [>]. 
*INV: <ok> [<]. 
*INV: can you tell me anything at all about how parties 
 actually bring that evidence into the courtroom? 
*PAR: yes. 
*PAR: <the> [//]if the police had found it &um on your person at the time 
 of arrest it perhaps would be in a bag. 
*PAR: this is my television knowledge so [=! laughs]. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um maybe perhaps <marked with a number or as> &um [//] 
 each piece of evidence would <have a number> [//] relate to a number 
 and it would have been inventoried. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything that happens +/. 
*PAR: it could be an image. 
*PAR: could be a <video> [//] piece of video or a photograph. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what happens after both sides have 
 finished presenting all their evidence? 
*PAR: there might be <a qui> [//] a break where the judge would leave and 
 have a chance to go around in their heads, collect their thoughts, 
 come back with their response. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: of either guilty or innocent. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and the two sides would <si> [//] I don't 
 know what happens maybe sit in a chair 
 [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: so then when they come back from the recess where 
 you maybe go out into the hall for a while and 
 come back. 
*INV: ok sure. 
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*PAR: at a certain time. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about people who might be 
 involved in this trial beyond the people you've 
 already mentioned? 
*PAR: other people in the courtroom might involve &um the &uh 
 court reporter typing in the dictation. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: there could be security in the room. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and there may be &um friends and family, 
 supporters, or other people waiting for their 
 [=! laughs] their case that might be next. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they could all be in the courtroom. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and after the trial has finished and the judge has determined 
 whether or not the person is guilty, can you tell me anything about 
 what happens then? 
*PAR: if the person is found not guilty then you would be free to leave 
 the courthouse. 
*PAR: perhaps you might on your own &uh you might have to do some 
 follow_up at least with your lawyer. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: for closure. 
*PAR: but if you're found guilty then &uh you would be taken into custody 
 by the police &um and you wouldn't be free to leave. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: or you could be released with probation and then you would have &um 
 perhaps you didn't have to go to jail but you would be given 
 probation. 
*PAR: and I don't know that I imagine that would happen before you left. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about probation? 
*PAR: probation my understanding is you might have a curfew that you need 
 to be home by. 
*PAR: you have a probation officer whose your check_in person. 
*PAR: you need to make phone calls or physical visits to their office. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: it would limit your &um &uh rights as far as I think &um firearms 
 perhaps alcohol I'm not actually sure on that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you may have to do volunteer work for community service. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: and earlier you mentioned that sometimes the person accused of a 
 crime has his or her own attorney but sometimes that person can act 
 as his or her own attorney. 
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*INV: can you tell me anything else about that? 
*PAR: not recommended [=! laughs] & um because you may not know all the 
 ins and outs. 
*PAR: some people feel they can better represent themselves than someone 
 else. 
*PAR: and I suppose if you were a lawyer coming up against the law you 
 perhaps would be &uh knowledgeable. 
*PAR: <but other people wouldn't be> [//] they would be taking a big 
 risk. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you expound upon what sort of risk that might be? 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: the risk would be not knowing all the legal ramifications of their 
 situation. 
*PAR: they perhaps wouldn't know all the best arguments to make in 
 support of themselves. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: well great. 
@End 
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Interview #33 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic but you can tell me anything at all you 
 know about laws or the legal system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: like you can't speed. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: can't shoplift. 
*PAR: can't murder. 
*PAR: can't kidnap. 
*PAR: can't take drugs. 
*PAR: can't drink underage. 
*PAR: you have to follow the speed limit. 
*INV: can you tell me more about why you can't do those things? 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: like you can't speed cause you could get &um hurt yourself or hurt 
 someone. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and you can't &um can't kill anybody cause that's just the law. 
*PAR: you can't &uh do drugs cause that's the law. 
*PAR: that's about it. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about how things like murder and doing 
 drugs &um get to be against the law? 
*PAR: cause it makes you do bad things maybe. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um since this country hasn't passed those laws yet really. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so who are the people that are passing those laws? 
*PAR: the president. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: anybody else? 
*PAR: the governor. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so let's pretend that I was speeding and I got stopped by a police 
 officer. 
*INV: what would happen to me? 
*PAR: well it depends what your record is so +//. 
*PAR: and it depends how fast you were going. 
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*PAR: and depends if you had your seatbelt on. 
*PAR: so he might give you a warning. 
*PAR: or he might give you a ticket. 
*PAR: or if something else is real bad happening he might do a &um I can't 
 remember what it's called but a search in your vehicle. 
*PAR: and &um yeah. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: let's say that I've got a history of being a bad driver and he stops 
 me and I have to go like to court for example. 
*INV: can you tell me about what would happen then? 
*PAR; he's gonna give you a ticket probably. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and depending on the situation you might get arrested. 
*PAR: I'm just not sure. 
*PAR: depends on the situation. 
*INV: pretend I got arrested. 
*INV: can you tell me what would happen then? 
*PAR: well you'll get taken down to the police station. 
*PAR: and you'll get booked in. 
*PAR: and depending on your charges you'll either have to sit in jail for 
 a long time or you can get &um bonded out. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then yeah you'll have to end up going to court. 
*PAR: and if you miss your court date then that's an automatic 
 &um something <that they'll> [//] if they find you they'll take you 
 to jail. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so let's pretend that I am going to court. 
*INV: can you tell me what happens then? 
*INV: anything at all. 
*PAR: well if you're going to court then it's your choice if you want a 
 lawyer or not. 
*PAR: and you'll have to get one. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and if you don't have a lawyer then it's just not going to be good. 
*INV: can you tell me more about why it wouldn't be good? 
*PAR: just cause &um there's no one backing you up and helping you out so 
 it's pretty much up to the judge and the to other person to see if 
 you're going to go to jail. 
*PAR: if you're going to get a ticket. 
*PAR: or what's going to happen. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me who that other person is? 
*PAR: defendant [=! whispered to self] 
*PAR: like if I'm the defendant and that's the other person and they have 
 a lawyer maybe. 
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*PAR: or if I'm just there all by myself just cause of tickets maybe. 
*PAR: it's just up to the judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: so let's say that the judge makes a decision and he makes that you 
 pay a fine maybe I have to do some community service too something 
 like that. 
*INV: I'm not happy with that decision. 
*INV: what happens then? 
*INV: is there anything I can do? 
*PAR: well <you> [//] if you really really didn't like it and you really 
 wanted to do something you're going to have to get a lawyer. 
*PAR: if you can't afford one can't get one then hey you just have to do 
 it. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #34 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal issues. 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system in the US@k. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: well I don't know a whole lot. 
*PAR: &-um I honestly don't know that much. 
*INV: anything at all. 
*PAR: anything? 
*PAR: &-um I guess &-uh a lot of people get lawyers. 
*PAR: &-um so some people decide it's better to plead guilty and not be 
 guilty because then you might be convicted otherwise. 
*PAR: &-um so maybe there's like &-uh a plea agreement. 
*PAR: and <they get> [//] you_know there's some benefit to them &-um for 
 pleading guilty. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mean when you say some@q 
 benefit@q? 
*PAR: &-um yeah so maybe &-sighs 
*PAR: you_know I can''t even think of some examples. 
*PAR: but maybe they're gonna have a lesser sentence or something &-um in 
 jail or prison &-um if they do something. 
*PAR: or yeah just some benefit to the person. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what might happen to me if I were 
 in that situation but I decided that maybe I didn't want to 
 have a plea agreement? 
*PAR: &-um so then &-um it will go to the jury and the judge. 
*PAR: and they're gonna decide if you're guilty or not guilty. 
*PAR: &-um so <they're just> [//] it would just be <what the> 
 however the outcome is. 
*PAR: there wouldn't be like any agreements like +"/. 
*PAR: +" oh you wouldn't have to do this or wouldn't do that. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about the [/] process that would 
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 happen in front of the judge and the jury? 
*PAR: &-um (.) not really. 
*PAR: &-um I guess &-um you would just say you_know if you're guilty or 
 not guilty. 
*PAR: &-um yeah I dunno. 
*INV: ok well <can you tell me what happens> [//] can you tell me anything 
 about what happens after the judge and they jury have heard what I 
 have to say and made up their minds about what they think? 
*PAR: &-um so after they've made up their minds &-um then they have to 
 tell you &-um what their decision is. 
*PAR: and so you_know the jury has to get together and meet and you_know 
 pretty much decide if you're guilty or not guilty. 
*PAR: and then give you the news. 
*INV: and can you tell me anything about what happens after they've made 
 that decision and given you the news? 
*PAR: &-um then I guess whatever the judge decided needs to happen. 
*PAR: so whether you're gonna be on probation or go to jail, that would 
 take place. 
*INV: ok can you tell me more about what you mean by the term probation@q? 
*PAR: &-um yeah so there's different kinds of probation. 
*PAR: &-uh different time limits 
*PAR: but basically like someone's kinda watching you. 
*PAR: &-um like I've heard there's like anke [//] something you wear on 
 your ankle. 
*PAR: &-um or other things where you might have to call and check in. 
*PAR: or maybe they come check on you. 
*PAR: I don't even know &-laughs. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: well let me ask you one last question here. 
*INV: let's say that we're back to me and I've been in front of the judge 
 and the jury. 
*INV: and they've decided that I'm guilty. 
*INV: and the judge has given me some punishment. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: if I'm not happy with that decision, can you tell me about what 
 might happy <if I'm> [//] like I said if I don't agree with what the 
 judge or the jury has decided? 
*PAR: &-um yeah so I think you can +//. 
*PAR: I don't even know what it's called. 
*PAR: but I think you can &-um tell the judge like how you feel &-um and 
 maybe they'll relook at it. 
*PAR: but I'm not for sure. 
*INV: no that's great. 
*INV: thank you very much. 
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Interview #35 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ## 
 
*INV: you can go ahead. 
*PAR: &um I guess there's (.) like there's people who determine &um if you 
 may have violated a law.  
*PAR: and then there's a further process that like decides whether or not 
 you did based on evidence.  
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about that?  
*PAR: &um &um gosh.  
*PAR: I guess if it's decided that you may have broken a law you 
 can go through a courts system or a trial. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &um where two sides &um discuss like what they think happened. 
*PAR: and then another twevle people who are on the jury decide which 
 story they agree with more. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then based on what they decide the judge can give you a 
 punishment of some sort. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: that's what I've got [=! laughs]. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about the the way in which people that 
 may have broken the law or committed a crime are brought into courts? 
*INV: what happens to those people after the crime? 
*PAR: after the crime they're held in jail sometimes. 
*PAR: &um I think depending on the crime they may have committed. 
*PAR: and like if it's a really terrible crime they may not be allowed to 
 be released &um but if it's not so bad they can pay a fee to get out 
 for a while until their court date. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about the two sides in the courtroom 
 that you mentioned earlier? 
*PAR: there's the prosecution which is the side that says this person did 
 it. 
*PAR: and then there's defense which is saying this person did not do it. 
*PAR: and they're both made up of lawyers. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and they have witnesses that tell their story and what they saw. 
*INV: ok. 
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*INV: let's talk more about the witnesses and those stories. 
*INV: can you tell me what happens with that? 
*PAR: &uh so &um usually prosecution will have witnesses &um that were 
 there at the time or that know bad things about the person who's 
 accused to paint an ugly picture of them. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: &um and the defense has people who can say no this person was not 
 there at that time or they're a really great person because they did 
 this thing for me one time &um to paint a really great picture of 
 the defendant or the person who's being accused of the crime. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: <and after> [//] or can you tell me more about what happens after 
 that information has been presented to the jury the twelve people? 
*PAR: then the jury goes into deliberation. 
*PAR: and they talk amongst themselves. 
*PAR: and <they> [//] I think they all have to agree &um like every single 
 person has to say the same thing either yes they did it or not they 
 didn't. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and can you tell me more about what happens after the jury has 
 reached a decision? 
*PAR: then they tell the judge and the prosecution and the defense and the 
 person what their decision is. 
*PAR: and then <the judge has to> [//] if it's decided that the person is 
 guilty then that's it like they've made the decision. 
*PAR: and then if they're guilty the judge gets to give them a punishment. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: and can you tell me anything about what happens to the defendant 
 the person accused or found guilty of committing the crime in this 
 case after the judge has given them a punishment? 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what happens to that person after 
 that? 
*PAR: &um I guess that depends on their punishment. 
*PAR: if they're found guilty like they could be sentenced to prison for a 
 long time. 
*PAR: they could have to do community service. 
*PAR: they could be sentenced to death in some places. 
*PAR: <I dont know about> [//] I don't think in Wisconsin though. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: sounds good. 
@End 
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Interview #36 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the legal 
 system here in the U@l S@l. 
*PAR: there's feuds. 
*PAR: not the best system in the world. 
*PAR: often times &uh it's used to systematically oppress people. 
*PAR: there are a lot of laws. 
*PAR: all kinds of them. 
*PAR: some do good. 
*PAR: some don't. 
*PAR: they're often times used to control the public. 
*PAR: they can be good. 
*PAR: or they can be bad. 
*PAR: lawmakers make them. 
*PAR: and it's a whole process to try and get a law passed. 
*PAR: if you break a law you go to jail. 
*PAR: <or you get> [//] it's a crime if you break the law correction. 
*PAR: certain laws you do go to jail though. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: if you get convicted. 
*PAR: you can be accused of breaking a <law and> [>]. 
*INV: <sure> [<]. 
*PAR: not get convicted. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: all different kind of stuff. 
*INV: when you said that some laws are good and some laws are bad can you 
 expand on that a little for me? 
*PAR: back in the early 1900s and basically up until the 1970s there were 
 laws against certain groups of people like women, people of color, 
 minorities. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: that were just meant to hinder them from succeeding or excelling or 
 moving anywhere past the poverty line. 
*PAR: and it sort of goed against them. 
*PAR: yeah those laws were bad. 
*PAR: now they actually have laws that systematically just take care of 
 the job and not outwardly so +... 
*PAR: yeah. 
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*PAR: there are some good laws though. 
*PAR: law that offer healthcare to people. 
*PAR: laws where you know you kill a lot of people you go to jail. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: make sure that that works and that there's not nothing to worry 
 about out there. 
*PAR: but then sometimes those laws can actually &hm there's laws about 
 certain things while the trial is like in court and then sometimes 
 people who don't you know might not have done the crime end up going 
 to jail. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: so that's one of the bad kinds. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: alright. 
*INV: you said that sometimes if you break the law you can go to jail but 
 sometimes if you break the law you don't have to go to jail. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: can you explain or tell me more about the process between somebody 
 breaking the law and then somebody ending up in jail? 
*INV: can you tell me what happens inbetween those two events? 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: well somebody calls the police. 
*PAR: police show up. 
*PAR: they're like hey you're breaking a law. 
*PAR: alright. 
*PAR: you could even break the law with the police there and just if you 
 mess around with them too much and that's not very good. 
*PAR: they take you downtown and &um the D@l A@l or whoever has the option 
 of you know taking on the case or not. 
*PAR: and if they choose to which often times happens with minorities then 
 like then you have to go to trial and stuff. 
*PAR: and then oh xx or you can be like just choose to get probation and 
 chill. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: just not taking it seriously even if they've already done the same 
 crime. 
*PAR: sometimes it &uh yeah cops bring you downtown. 
*PAR: the lawyer says hey do you really want to do this? 
*PAR: yep. 
*PAR: alright cool. 
*PAR: if they say yes then they go you go to trial and everything. 
*PAR: if they say no then you're basically scot free. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: and if the D@l A@l wants to go to trial what happens next? 
*PAR: &uh they want to go to trial then a person is sitting in jail for 
 who knows how long &um if they can't post bail. 
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*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then pretty much they show up for a judge. 
*PAR: depends on what it is. 
*PAR: yeah show up for a judge and jury. 
*PAR: plead their case. 
*PAR: most of the time it's not very good because you might have court 
 appointed lawyers who don't really care. 
*PAR: some people do though. 
*PAR: and lawyers that are paid make sure to pay privately make sure that 
 you know their client gets off or that they do their best. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: sometimes they don't though. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: but then yeah then the <judge you're> [//] if the jury has found 
 that you're guilty then the judge would be like alright &um send me 
 to jail for x@l amount of time depending on the crime. 
*PAR: that's also desparities amongst that between +... 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and &uh yeah. 
*PAR: if you're not guilty though you just basically you haven't 
 actually been convicted of the crime but there might be conditions 
 to you not going to jail like probation or having to like register 
 or something or yeah. 
*INV: alright. 
*INV: so after somebody has been found guilty and sentenced to prison by 
 a judge what happens next? 
*PAR:  goes on their record. 
*PAR: they're in jail for an amount of time. 
*PAR: goes on their record. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: they're going to struggle to find jobs and everything afterwards. 
*PAR: but while they're in jail half the time they might be moved around 
 depending on &um the nature of the crime. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: their home might be in New York they might get sent to Virginia. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: their families visit them. 
*PAR: traveling a lot to see them. 
*PAR: time moves past without them. 
*PAR: yeah it's +... 
*PAR: <there's not really any> [//] there's few programs but not much for 
 them to do or incentives when they get out to actually do much. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: you have a probation officer and everything <who might> [//] who may 
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 or may not care. 
*PAR: and it's up to them to make the best of what they have. 
*PAR: they have a record now. 
*PAR: and they're more than likely not going to acheive as much as they 
 could have without it. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: let's tie back to something you said earlier when you said making 
 laws is done by legislative bodies that that can be a complicated 
 process. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: can you tell me more about how the making of laws by legislative 
 bodies influences a progression through the legal system like the 
 one you just described? 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: <the making of the laws> [//] the body itself is usually split and a 
 lot of people have to agree on it. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: in order for it to be passed. 
*PAR: there are laws that aren't in the certain peoples best interest may 
 get passed. 
*PAR: or even with all the data in the world they'll get passed because of 
 corruption to be quite frank. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and yeah. 
*PAR: it can affect the process because &um D@l A@ls their goal is to 
 be like alright we're going to get you good grades. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and make it seem like they're successful even at the expense of the 
 people they're supposed to be helping. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: also the lawmakers also decide the nature of the prison system and 
 the privitization of it which is xx a good thing. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and all them are making good money. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*PAR: and they also decide on a max sentencing for some of the laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and crimes that are done. 
*PAR: in some cases judges can overrule everything but +... 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: alright. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #37 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: PAR Participant, INV Investigator 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
Media: ### 
 
*INV: you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system here in the United States. 
*PAR: ok. 
*PAR: there's a lot of laws. 
*PAR: there are many laws. 
*PAR: the legal system <is> [//] tends to be complicated and not very 
 complex. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: meaning it tends to be &uh there are many laws 
 that after you study them they're I can't say 
 this with any high accuracy that are &um <you 
 don't have to> [/] <you don't have to> [//] there's a lot 
 of material. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: but <none of it's particularly> [//] my impression at 
 least none of it's particularly &uh like yeah 
 there's a lot of material. 
*PAR: it's not very &uh complex that's the only way 
 I can describe it. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: I can understand what you're saying. 
*INV: can you maybe give me an example of what you would mean by that? 
*INV: of what +/. 
*PAR: so 
*INV: +, what type of +..? 
*PAR: I guess tax laws this way. 
*PAR: I know that for sure. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: like &uh a@l <you have to pay> [/] you have to pay one p@l cause 
 your you know in a certain bracket in this certain little exception. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: but past that there's not much to know. 
*PAR: I mean you know it's not like it's not linked to ten or twelve 
 things you know oh because you know your this you might be this you 
 might be this. 
*PAR: just &uh it tends to be +//. 
*PAR: but that's more detail than I wanted to give. 
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*PAR: I &uh so I've had some experiences with like &uh labor laws. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and &uh my I mean I know our family attorney. 
*PAR: he works for the city. 
*PAR: he's been in front of the x supreme court a couple times. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: yeah I mean what else should I say? 
*INV: like I said in the prompt I'm just curious to know what you 
 know. 
*INV: so anything else related to laws or legal issues. 
*PAR: yeah so I've never had any +//. 
*PAR: I have been involved in this one labor dispute. 
*PAR: past that I haven't had any real formal legal training. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: alright can you tell me about the +/. 
*PAR: I guess I've read some books. 
*INV: +, yeah absolutely. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: how about this can you tell me about some of the maybe issues 
 in the news or the press that implicate the law or implicate 
 the legal system? 
*PAR: like just issues today? 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: well you know there's the whole issue of Trump and his &uh 
 how he's overseeing his businesses and potential conflict of 
 interest. 
*PAR: that's one example. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: immigration and V@l I@l S@l A@l s@l are also related to the 
 president. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so that's another issue. 
*PAR: <there's a> [//] <they're talking about raising the> [//] some 
 states are petitioning to raise the wage to +//. 
*PAR: Seattle has already done this. 
*PAR: or Washington has already done this. 
*PAR: they have raised the minimum wage to fifteen dollars and 
 hour. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and that has &uh various implications in terms of job 
 stability and availability. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: there is smaller issues but +... 
*INV: can you give me an example of just one of those? 
*PAR: yeah I mean so I'll give you the labor dispute I was 
 involved with. 
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*INV: sure. 
*PAR: <it was> [//] we never went to the Supreme Court or 
 anything but &um two summers ago <I was involved> [//] I was 
 working as a ski coach for this for x out of +//. 
*PAR: I shouldn't say his name. 
*PAR: forgot that ok. 
*INV: it's ok. 
*INV: it's all deidentified anyways. 
*PAR: alright. 
*PAR: I was working for someone in some state. 
*PAR: and I was a ski coach. 
*PAR: I was employed as a contractor which was a wrongful unemployment. 
*PAR: <like he> [//] a contractor does a job and then does only 
 that job x. 
*PAR: he gave me the tools to do it. 
*PAR: he told me where to be and when which you cannot tell a contractor 
 to do. 
*PAR: so I was his employee not a contractor. 
*INV: yes. 
*PAR: but the issue was that &um I was using one of his 
 tools a van. 
*PAR: and I accidentally got into like a little fender bender. 
*PAR: and he sent me the bill. 
*PAR: and I was like no you can't do this. 
*PAR: and then I had some discussion with my dad about the 
 proper legal action to take. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and we wound up getting a lawyer and saying &uh no 
 you shouldn't do this. 
*PAR: this was your tool. 
*PAR: it should be &um a normal working expense. 
*PAR: sorry. 
*PAR: and by the way we noticed this other thing this 
 wrongful unemployment. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: so as you were working through that that kind of 
 process +/. 
*PAR: the wrongful unemployment? 
*INV: right just the dispute as a whole. 
*INV: what sort of issues or themes were you concerned 
 about? 
*PAR: so issues or concerns about. 
*PAR: I guess I was thinking about +... 
*PAR: this was like three years ago so I gotta 
 think back. 
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*PAR: at first I didn't want to take any action 
 cause I was like yeah he you know I wasn't really his 
 employee you know maybe I'll pay like half the van 
 fee or something. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: or I don't know it was two thousand dollars 
 so I don't have half of it but +/. 
*INV: sure I understand what you're saying. 
*PAR: +, but not very much. 
*PAR: and I don't want to take any action on the 
 wrongful unemployment cause I was like no it's 
 business he can do whatever he wants x. 
*PAR: <I've since> [//] after talking to my dad and he 
 has some he owns a business so he's used to 
 this stuff. 
*PAR: you know he would be in this this head coach position he 
 understands what that is. 
*PAR: like this head coach didn't x me even though I was on skis working 
 for his business. 
*PAR: he should have x me. 
*PAR: I should have been a full I mean +... 
*PAR: if something happen to me it was well I was doing it for 
 him so you should have realized that. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: it was after I talked to my dad about issues like 
 this it was like no he's in the wrong he should I'd 
 like him to go out of business. 
*PAR: I don't believe he's running his business correctly. 
*PAR: he's cutting on costs. 
*INV: yeah absolutely. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #38 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: alright let's get started. 
*INV: I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal 
 issues. 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic. 
*INV: but you can tell me anything you know about laws and the legal 
 system here in the US@k. 
*PAR: oh ok well I had &-uh business law in school. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so I know about how &-um certain laws apply to business practices. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and I also know that the court system &-uh is set up for &-uh civil 
 and judicial court cases. 
*PAR: so if you break the law you go before the judge for certain things 
 as simple as a speeding ticket. 
*PAR: now you have &-uh the right to go to court to appeal that or have 
 <your case> your defense presented before a judge. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: &-uh you can be represented by an attorney. 
*PAR: &-uh for instance if you're arrested by the police they give you 
  Miranda rights which says you can be &-um represented by counsel 
 before a judge and if you don't have a you_know a counsel one will 
 be appointed for you. 
*PAR: so &-uh then you are on the &-uh docket of the local court. 
*PAR: you appear before a judge. 
*PAR: you [/] appeal &-uh with your defense. 
*PAR: snd the judge will decide &-uh whether or not &-uh your defense is 
 sufficient enough to waive the &-uh charges against you or whether 
 or not you're &-uh found guilty. 
*PAR: if you're found guilty the you &-uh [/] pay a fine or <you send> 
 [//] you spend a certain amount of time in jail. 
*PAR: and that applies to all violations from traffic tickets all the way 
 up to &-uh using a gun in a robbery or murdering somebody. 
*INV: ok, thank you. 
*INV: when you said earlier that the courts were set up for I think you 
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 said civil and judicial cases, can you tell me what you mean when 
 you say civil cases or judicial cases? 
*PAR: yeah I'm not always that sure about that because <if you> [/] 
 violate a law <you are> [//] you can have problems, <you can> 
 [/] violate someone else's right or civil laws on the books. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so <that's kinda the difference that I> [//] so you can be liable 
 even if you're found not guilty of beating somebody up, &-er you can 
 be found guilty of violating a [/] civil law that says you can't 
 carry a gun or you have to have a permit for that and you have to 
 pay monetary damages. 
*INV: I see. 
*INV: can you give me an example of what you mean by somebody@q else's@q 
 rights@q? 
*PAR: ok well let's see &-um (.) well somebody else's right &-um. 
*PAR: let's go back to the life and liberty and pursuit of happiness. 
*PAR: they have their right to walk on the streets and be safe from harm, 
 from [/] me or another perpetrator. 
*PAR: or &-um <I can't> [//] they have their rights to be safe in their 
 homes. 
*PAR: I can't break in. 
*PAR: and I can't steal something. 
*PAR: &-um they have their rights to drive their car and follow the rules 
 of the road. 
*PAR: and if I violate the rules of the road and I harm them then I am 
 &-uh liable for &-uh breaking the law and causing damage or 
 [/] injury to that person. 
*INV: ok great thank you very much. 
*INV: you walked me through a hypothetical situation in which somebody had 
 &-uh sped while driving and then went before a judge and presumably 
 had been found guilty and then had been ordered to pay a fine or 
 something like that. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about what might happen after that's 
 all been done but the person who received that fine isn't happy 
 with what the judge decided? 
*PAR: oh you're talking about an appeal process. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: so <if you> [//] &-uh if you're not happy with the &-uh decision 
 made by the court you can appeal &-uh that [/] decision. 
*PAR: but <you have to provide some other> [//] there'd have to be a 
 reason why the court would take an appeal. 
*PAR: so you'd have to provide some additional evidence that wasn't found 
 in the original case, wasn't brought out. 
*PAR: so you might think +"/. 
*PAR: "+ oh yeah wait a minute I had somebody that saw that [/] crime. 
*PAR: "+ and [/] <they would> [//] they could be on my defense and show 
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 that hey I didn't have a gun I just kinda went like this 
 &=pointsfinger or I you_know I didn't have a gun when I 
 threatened somebody. 
*PAR: so that's the appeal process. 
*PAR: and it can go &-uh to a different court, an appellate court, which 
 would rule &-um against the original verdict from the original judge. 
*INV: ok let's [//] let me follow up on [/] that briefly and then try to 
 connect it back to something you said earlier. 
*PAR: alright. 
*INV: earlier you said that when somebody breaks one of these laws they go 
 to court in a local court. 
*INV: and now you just told me about the sort of original court and then 
 the appellate court. 
*INV: can you expound upon what you mean when you are describing these 
 courts? 
*PAR: oh ok. 
*PAR: well I would say &-uh here in Madison <we have a> we would go the 
 [/] local court downtown on Hamilton street. 
*PAR: that's where our local cases are heard. 
*PAR: and &-uh of course you can always try and waive <to get to a court 
 in a different> [//] if you feel this court is prejudiced against 
 you or if it goes to a jury and you think the jury would be 
 predisposed against you or the case has got too much publicity, you 
 can appeal to have the &-uh case heard by a jury in another 
 jurisdiction, alright? 
*PAR: so &-uh but you_know as far as I know you go to the local court 
 unless you have reason to believe <you can file> [/] to go somewhere 
 else. 
*PAR: and then the appellate courts though cover a larger district because 
 you_know <the court> [//] they have different geographical districts 
 that are larger. 
*PAR: and they [/] handle appeals against multiple courts in their 
 geographical district. 
*INV: ok great thank you very much. 
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Interview # 39 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: ### 
 
*INV: in this task I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and 
 legal issues so I'd like to have a brief conversation with you 
 about that topic.  
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know it's a broad topic but you can tell me anything you know 
 about laws and the legal system in the United States. 
*PAR: oh boy [=! laughs]  
*PAR: &uh laws.   
*PAR: well the government has rules.  
*PAR: and &uh you're supposed to follow the rules.  
*PAR: and if you don't follow the rules they have penalties.  
*PAR: and &uh (.) so <if you> [//] if they think you broke one of the laws 
 they can take you to court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then you can try and defend yourself against the accusations. 
*PAR: and &um if somebody thinks you're a liar and they did theirs and 
 &um. 
*PAR: go before a judge. 
*PAR: and sometimes you get a choice of having a jury &um sometimes not (.) 
 depending on <what the> [/] what the &uh crime you're accused of is. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then they have various penalities and they can +... 
*PAR: then after &uh they've decided whether you're guilty or not if you're 
 not guilty you go free and <if you're not> [//] if you're guilty 
 then they just decides some penality which is probably usually not 
 mandatory but sometimes is. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything else about the penalties? 
*PAR: the penalties. 
*PAR: I don't know a whole lot. 
*PAR: &um they can be as severe as the death penalty in some states. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then you can get off on with a fine or probation of 
 various lengths. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*PAR: it just depends on the crimes. 
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*PAR: whatever the society or the government decided was more severe they 
 usually get larger penalities. 
*PAR: and smaller crimes have smaller penalities. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: anything else? 
*PAR: [=! laughs] X topic. 
*INV: anything else about laws or the system in general? 
*PAR: about the system in general? 
*PAR: &uh I don't know. 
*PAR: well there's a lot of laws in general <th> [/] there's a lot of laws 
 and most people don't know what the laws are or penalties. 
*PAR: it's just a <pile of> [/] pile of books with lots of laws in them. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and so you just sort of go through your life and sometimes you know 
 things and the bigger things you know you aren't supposed to do or 
 whatever but <you're not always> [//] you don't always know how 
 that penalty will be but other stuff you do or so trivial you don't 
 even know there's a law against it. 
*INV: can you give me an example of one of the first types of laws you 
 talked about the bigger laws where most people have an idea that 
 there may be laws about that? 
*PAR: &uh well if you kill somebody, if you rob a bank, if you're dealing 
 drugs &uh on a large scale. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: then you tend to think of &uh planning X. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: things were you intentionally are doing really bad things to people. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or planning on doing really bad things to people. 
*PAR: and I guess now_a_days the government has more &uh unbeknowst to 
 most of us they can spy on us more [=! laughs] 
*PAR: and people seem to think that's ok these days for the most part. 
*INV: ok can you tell me more about the other category of laws then? 
*PAR: the little ones? 
*INV: where people may not be aware of them. 
*INV: yes. 
*PAR: &uh those are like jay_walking. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: you can walk across the street and <you're not in a> [/] you're 
 not in a crosswalk. 
*PAR: that's probably an illegal thing. 
*PAR: nobody cares. 
*PAR: nobody enforces it so nobody really thinks about it. 
*INV: right. 
*PAR: until you go to some little town somewhere or Milwaukee whatever and 
 then they decide that <that's> [/] that's one thing they want to 
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 pick on [=! laughs]. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*PAR: it's probably like you cut through somebody's yard it's probably 
 tresspassing but nobody really thinks anybodys gonna enforce that 
 you walked out across some X or walked into someone's 
 front_yard a little bit. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: great. 
@End 
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Interview #40 
 
@Begin 
@Languages: eng 
@Participants: INV Investigator, PAR Participant 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|INV|||||Investigator||| 
@ID: eng|change_corpus_later|PAR|||||Participant||| 
@Media: #### 
 
*INV: I'm interested to learn what people know about laws and legal issues. 
*PAR: &mmm ok. 
*INV: I'd like to have a brief conversation with you about this topic. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about the legal system in the United 
 States? 
*INV: I know that's a broad topic +/. 
*PAR: yeah. 
*INV: +, but you can tell me anything at all you know about laws and the 
 legal system here in the United States. 
*PAR: well there are a lot of different laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &uh (.) there are many laws. 
*PAR: rule things &um  from &uh I don't know &uh. 
*PAR: well basically laws keep people from doing the incorrect things. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um that is in traffic or interpersonal relations with people 
 and +... 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: and &um owning property and so on and so forth so some (.) 
 regulation. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: when you say that laws can stop people from doing the incorrect 
 thing <can you tell me what you what> [//] can you tell me more 
 excuse me about what you mean when you say the incorrect thing? 
*PAR: well like in a car speeding. 
*PAR: you can't kill somebody else. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I don't know what else. 
*PAR: laws. 
*PAR: excuse me. 
*PAR: what was your question? 
*PAR: I'm sorry. 
*INV: no problem. 
*INV: I can ask you another question. 
*PAR: &oh. 
*INV: can you tell me what you know about how the laws you just described 
 to me you said you can't kill somebody you can't speed how those 
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 laws actually get to be laws. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about that? 
*PAR: well it goes &uh through &um governmental (.) +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, procedures that makes these laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: <and> [/] &um and there are different state laws. 
*PAR: federal laws. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: laws. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what makes state laws and federal 
 laws different? 
*PAR: well the state laws &um are laws that are enforced in that state. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and the federal laws are throughout the whole country. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and sometimes they conflict. 
*INV: can you tell me more about what you mean by that? 
*PAR: well &um when you have a federal law that &um I don't know &um the 
 state does not recognize or +... 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: I don't know. 
*PAR: this is [=! sigh] +... 
*INV: can you tell me anything about how that issue might be resolved? 
*INV: and by that issue I mean if there's a conflict between a federal law 
  and a state one. 
*PAR: well the law could be changed. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: in either way. 
*INV: sure. 
*INV: ok let's pretend that I have broken one of those laws. 
*INV: either a state law or a federal one I don't really mind which one. 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what would happen to me at that point? 
*PAR: well you could get arrested and go to court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um pay a fine or go to jail. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or prison. 
*INV: and when I get arrested can you tell me anything that happens in 
 between the time I get arrested and the time I go to court? 
*INV: can you tell me anything about what happens in there? 
*PAR: depends on what you get arrested for. 
*PAR: you could be put <in> [x2] jail until you go to court. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and &um (.) pay fines. 
*PAR: that's about it. 
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*INV: ok. 
*INV: and once I've gotten to court can you tell me anything about what 
 happens in there? 
*PAR: well you put in a plea. 
*PAR: and &uh the &uh court decides if you're guilty or not. 
*PAR: and &um well obviously if they decide your not guilty (.) +/. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: +, you get set free. 
*PAR: if you're guilty you can get punished. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: one way or another. 
*INV: when you say I can put in a plea can you tell me more about what you 
 mean by that? 
*PAR: guilty or not guilty. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: and then it's not guilty for reason of insanity. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: can you tell me anything more about that? 
*PAR: well that &um half the time you did the crime (.) <you were not 
 saying it> [//] you were not &um in control of your mental <fa> [/] 
 facilities. 
*INV: ok. 
*INV: one more question for you. 
*INV: so after the judge has accepted my plea let's say that he decides 
 that I'm guilty. 
*INV: can you tell me about what happens after that? 
*PAR: <well (.) you &um> [//] <well you> [//] your punished in some way. 
*PAR: it's either a fine. 
*PAR: or you get sent to prison. 
*INV: ok. 
*PAR: or something of that nature. 
*INV: sure. 
*PAR: I'm not sure what else to say. 
*INV: well that's fine. 
*INV: thank you. 
*INV: that all sounds really good. 
*INV: I appreciate that. 
@End 
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Appendix B 
 

Policy and Law Publications 
 



Target Article

Ethical and Legal Concerns Associated
With the Comprehension of Legal

Language and Concepts
Joseph Wszalek, University of Wisconsin–Madison

Because numerous standards and ethics rules underscore the importance of language and communication within the legal
process, the inability to successfully comprehend legal language is a pressing concern, particularly because many populations
that are overrepresented within legal systems typically show problems with language and communication. In order to better
describe the nexus between language comprehension and the law, therefore, I identify four hierarchical aspects of legal
language and concepts that may challenge the language-comprehension processes and impede comprehension: (1) the
challenge to “lower level” cognitive functions; (2) the demand for inferences; (3) the need for complex situation models; and (4)
the idiosyncratic nature of legal language’s text “genre.” Using common examples of black-letter law, I examine how these four
aspects might create legal problems and ethical concerns for both the adjudicated individual and the representing attorney. This
analysis should be a valuable first step in allowing the neurolaw and bioethics fields to better identify and research these
important ethical dilemmas.

Keywords: language, language comprehension, neuroethics, neurolaw

As challenging as legal language can be for the average
person (Payne, Time, and Gainey. 2006; Rogers et al. 2012;
Rogers et al. 2013), it can be even more incomprehensible
for people with language and communication impair-
ments. Scholarship from numerous academic fields now
suggests that legal-language comprehension is impacted
in many classes of persons, including adolescents (Helms
2007; Rogers et al. 2008; Rogers et al. 2012), populations
with speech and language disorders (Rost and McGregor
2012; Snow, Powell, and Sanger 2012), psychiatric patients
(Cooper and Zapf 2008), and individuals with traumatic
brain injury (TBI) (Wszalek and Turkstra 2015). Perhaps
unsurprisingly, these populations are overrepresented
within the criminal justice system (Williams et al. 2010;
Farrer and Hedges 2011; Fazel et al. 2011; Snow and
Powell 2011; Fazel and Seewald 2012), and the alarming
frequency at which these individuals become involved in
adjudicative systems suggests a relationship between lan-
guage abilities, including language comprehension, and
desirable legal outcomes (LaVigne and Van Rybroek 2014;
Wszalek and Turkstra 2015).

Even though the “Neurolaw” field has generated a
considerable amount of scholarship and discussion about
challenging issues that lie near the intersection of science,

ethics, and law, a consideration of the legal and ethical
consequences that stem from the inability to effectively
comprehend legal language is generally absent from Neu-
rolaw’s purview. In order to begin to resolve this quan-
dary, I briefly attempt to synthesize applicable laws and
guidelines with the scientific research on language and dis-
course comprehension. I propose that legal language and
concepts (LLCs) are particularly, and perhaps uniquely,
challenging within the cognitive framework of text and
discourse comprehension, and I argue that impairments in
LLC comprehension present a risk of ethical harm within
the framework of applicable laws and ethical guidelines.

THE LEGAL AND ETHICAL FRAMEWORK RELEVANT
TO LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION

Language comprehension is a fundamentally important
component of meaningful participation in the U.S. legal sys-
tem, and the U.S. Supreme Court has established this impor-
tance by including language and communication
requirements in a number of specific constitutional stand-
ards. For example, competency to undergo criminal proceed-
ings requires that the individual have “a rational as well as
factual understanding of the proceedings” and the ability to
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“communicate effectively with counsel” (Dusky v. United
States 1960; Cooper v. Oklahoma 1996). Related constitutional
standards, such as the standard for waiving rights or enter-
ing pleas, use a “knowingly, willingly, and intelligently”
standard (Miranda v. Arizona 1966; Godinez v. Moran 1993;
Brady v. United States 1970), which necessarily requires that
the individual have language-comprehension skills that
allowhim1 to understand his legal rights (Wszalek 2015).

Effective language comprehension is an equally impor-
tant consideration for civil-law matters. Legal competency
to make a contract or other binding legal transaction
requires language skills necessary to understand the
nature of the transaction (Guardianship of O’Brien 2014),
and similar understanding is generally required for creat-
ing wills or entering marriage (Wisconsin Statutes 853.01
2015–2016; Estate of Laubenheimer 2013). Finally, lan-
guage and communication skills will be necessary for
other nonjudicial aspects of the legal system, such as inter-
acting with law-enforcement officers (Wszalek and Turk-
stra 2015) or maintaining an effective attorney–client
relationship (LaVigne and Van Rybroek 2011). Because
these legal standards underscore the importance of lan-
guage comprehension within the U.S. legal system, they
portend ethical quandaries if LLC-comprehension prob-
lems preclude an individual from meeting them.

Professional rules for practicing attorneys also expose
the importance of language comprehension. The American
Bar Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct
(which have been adopted by 49 of the 50 U.S. states) indi-
cate that a lawyer has a duty to communicate with his client
so that the client can participate in the legal matter (ABA
Rules 2014). The Model Rules also require a lawyer to pro-
vide reasonably competent legal representation and to
make reasonable efforts to maintain a normal lawyer–client
relationship with clients who have a “diminished capacity”
to make decisions about the matter (ABA Rules 2014). In
combination, the Model Rules suggest that competent law-
yering requires a reasonable effort to ensure successful lan-
guage comprehension on the part of the client. They also
suggest that problems with LLC comprehension could
jeopardize the attorney–client relationship and hinder the
client’s ability to participate in his own representation, both
of which are serious ethical concerns. Additionally, because
violations of the professional rules can result in professional
disciplinary proceedings, the ethical concerns associated
with language-comprehension problems affect not just cli-
ents but also their representing lawyers. To summarize,
U.S. legal standards and ethics rules, which explicitly iden-
tify communication requirements, provide a well-defined
legal framework against which potential ethical issues
related to language comprehension can be assessed.

PARTICULAR CHALLENGES FOR LANGUAGE
COMPREHENSION IN LEGAL CONTEXTS

Relying on the computational models used to define lan-
guage comprehension,2 I propose that four aspects of
LLCs make them particularly challenging for language
comprehension’s cognitive and modeling processes. These
aspects are (1) the degree to which LLCs require cognitive
functions assumed to underlie comprehension; (2) LLCs’
inherent and heightened demand for inferences; (3) the
requirement for particularized situation models; and (4)
LLCs’ unique nature as a hybrid of multiple text genres.
These aspects will demonstrate how LLCs can pose poten-
tial ethical dilemmas at each successive stage of the lan-
guage-comprehension process for individuals who
attempt to enter and navigate legal contexts. For each of
these four aspects, I present an example of legal text that
illustrates the challenge for language comprehension, and
I identify particular ethical concerns that may result from
impaired or improper comprehension.

Before I begin the analysis, however, I want to define
the aims of this article in order to delineate its proper
scope. I recognize that in real-world contexts LLCs do not
exist as language samples in a vacuum, and that it is diffi-
cult to separate language from communication; resolving
the incredibly complex problem that is communication
challenges within the law, however, is far beyond the
scope of this single article. My goal, therefore, is to use
findings from language-comprehension research to iden-
tify features of black-letter legal language that may impli-
cate the legal and ethical standards based on language
understanding. In doing so, I hope to identify features of
legal language that could frustrate comprehension based
solely on the linguistic characteristics of the LLC itself. In
setting such a narrow focus, the conclusions I reach are (1)
independent of any of the other myriad factors that influ-
ence communication within legal contexts and (2) applica-
ble to all persons who encounter LLCs, regardless of their
cognitive capabilities or status. Consequently, my analysis,
even with its limitations, should be a valuable tool for
expanding the nexus between scientific inquiry and legal
concerns and for identifying discreet features of legal lan-
guage that could be easily operationalized for further
research, policy, and professional guidance.

LLCs and the Underlying Cognitive Functions Within
Language Comprehension Models

I need to, first of all, advise you that if you are not a citizen of
the United States of America, you are advised that a plea of
guilty or no contest for any criminal offense can result in your
deportation, the exclusion from admission to this country, or
the denial of naturalization under federal law.

1. For consistency and readability, this article uses “his/him” to
refer to the individual comprehending the LLC (the client and/or
defendant) and “she/her” to refer to the lawyer. This choice of
pronouns is arbitrary and is in no way intended to imply gender/
sex roles or biases.

2. For an excellent summary of these computational models, see
McNamara and Magliano (2009). I rely on terminology from the
Construct-Integration Model (Kintsch 1988).
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The first aspect of LLCs that raises ethical concerns is
their potential to challenge the cognitive processes that
subserve language comprehension. Certain automatic cog-
nitive functions, such as working memory, attentional
resources, and lower level language processing, such as
word and morpheme decoding, all affect language com-
prehension (McNamara and Magliano 2009). If LLCs
stress, impair, or challenge any of these automatic or
unconscious processes, then they risk impeding compre-
hension and impairing the subsequent legal outcome.

Consider our first LLC: the so-called Padilla Warning,
a necessary component of many criminal proceedings and
a typical example of LLCs that occur in legal hearings
(Padilla v. Kentucky 2010). Despite being a common LLC,
however, it contains many challenging linguistic features
that could frustrate automatic cognitive processing. First,
it has a relatively short independent clause with multiple
subordinate, embedded clauses, one of which is a condi-
tional clause and two of which are noun clauses. Addition-
ally, a clunky passive verb (“you are advised”) frames the
noun clause that contains the Padilla Warning language.
In order to understand this text, the comprehender would
need the working memory and grammar-processing abili-
ties necessary to work through this long, complicated style
of syntax (McElree, Foraker, and Dyer 2003; Constable
et al. 2004; Chen, Gibson, and Wolf 2005; McKoon and
Ratcliff 2007). Next, the LLC contains a list of abstract nom-
inalizations (deportation, exclusion, denial, etc.), most of
which are low-frequency and context-dependent in mean-
ing, and an overlapping set of specialized legal vocabulary
(naturalization, admission, etc.). In order to understand
this feature of the text, the comprehender would need both
the semantic knowledge and the working memory to
manipulate these words’ meaning in context (Hoffman
et al. 2012). Of particular concern are this LLC’s difficult
abstract words, which likely require higher memory capac-
ity (Loiselle et al. 2012; Jackson, Lambon Ralph, and Pobric
2015) and specialized neural representation (Guan et al.
2013; Wilson-Mendenhall et al. 2013; Vigliocco et al. 2014).
Even before the listener could consciously comprehend
this language, then, he would need enough working mem-
ory to hold and remember the sentence and its subordinate
clauses, the semantic and lexical knowledge necessary to
process the syntactic structure and semantic content, and
the attentional and inhibitory control necessary to focus
on the discourse itself (Keitel et al. 2011; Archibald,
Levee, and Olino 2015).3 Accordingly, optimal LLC

comprehension is predicated upon cognitive functioning
that is robust, proficient, and accurate.

This predication, however, raises a very real risk of eth-
ical complications. If an individual has any cognitive
deficit that affects automatic cognition, language compre-
hension might be impaired, slowed, or compromised even
under ideal circumstances. When faced with language as
complex and stylized as LLCs, however, the working-
memory, attentional, and automatic language demands
may translate into unsuccessful comprehension. If this
unsuccessful comprehension precludes the individual’s
“rational and factual” understanding or “knowing, will-
ing, and intelligent” behavior, then he may not meet the
legal standard required by due-process rights, and any
subsequent involvement in the legal system could raise
constitutional violations. Additionally, unsuccessful lan-
guage comprehension may attenuate the comprehenders’s
ability to consult with his attorney; if this precludes his
ability to “effectively consult” with his attorney, as
required by law, then he again may risk due-process con-
cerns. Because these legal questions would need to be
resolved by the court, however, whether or not such a
comprehender would ultimately meet the various legal
standards is unclear; what is more clear, however, is that if
the individual has problems with lower level cognition
that affect his ability to comprehend LLCs, then his ability
to participate in his own legal proceedings—the hallmark
of due process rights—is called into question.

This scenario creates ethical quandaries from the law-
yer’s perspective as well. Because “effective communica-
tion with counsel” is a defining feature of legal
competency, and because a lawyer has an ethical duty to
(at least attempt to) communicate in a way that allows her
client to participate in the legal proceeding, the lawyer
would need to speak and communicate in a way that
would accommodate this impaired comprehension. Doing
so, however, might be impossible or impractical for a host
of reasons. The impairments might not be identified, or
they might present as a behavioral or personality “issue”
instead (LaVigne and Van Rybroek 2011). The lawyer may
be unable to simplify the problematic LLCs: For example,
the abstract concepts “deportation” and “naturalization”
are difficult to simplify into less abstract phrasings, and
the procedural rules of the lawyer’s court or jurisdiction
may specify that these exact terms must be used. Addition-
ally, time and resource pressures may limit access to inter-
ventional services such as more rigorous clinical or
psychological assessments (LaVigne and Van Rybroek
2011). The cognitive impairments may be due to issues
beyond the lawyer’s ability to realistically accommodate,
such as injury, educational levels, or genetics. Finally, the
client’s language-comprehension problems may simply be
beyond the lawyer’s ability to recognize or look for, since
most lawyers have little formal knowledge of communica-
tion and language impairments (LaVigne and Van
Rybroek 2011; LaVigne and Van Rybroek 2014). In these
scenarios, then, the lawyer may find herself in a catch-22:
The same LLCs she needs to explain and present to her

3. Note also that (as is likely the case for almost all legal contexts)
the stress and pressure of the setting itself can place additional
demands on memory and attention (Lupien, Maheu et al. 2007;
Lucassen and Oomen 2016). Additionally, the power dynamic
between the comprehender and the attorney/judge may create
unequal speaker rights, which brings a set of additional concerns,
including suggestibility and acquiescence (Wilson 1989). While
these additional considerations may not be a linguistic quality of
LLCs per se, they undoubtedly influence LLC comprehension for
the average individual in average legal contexts.
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client in order to fulfill her role as advocate and consul
may ultimately frustrate the attorney–client relationship.

To summarize, LLCs often contain complex syntax and
vocabulary and abstract ideas that represent particular
challenges for the lower level cognitive functions that sub-
serve language comprehension. For individuals with
impairments in these functions, the attempt to compre-
hend LLCs may be analogous to an attempt to construct a
building on a base of sand: Without a firm cognitive foun-
dation to underlie LLC comprehension, the comprehen-
sion will quickly collapse. Given that many populations
within the legal system have conditions or disorders that
are associated with impairments in these cognitive pro-
cesses, the risk of ethical harms as a result of LLC compre-
hension is a real one.

LLCs and the Demand For Inferences

A bankruptcy discharge does not discharge an individual
debtor from any debt for an obligation to repay funds
received as an educational benefit, scholarship, or stipend,
unless excepting such debt from discharge would impose an
undue hardship on the debtor and the debtor’s dependents.

The second aspect of LLCs that raises potential ethical
concerns is their need for inferences. Inferences are the
process by which an individual integrates current informa-
tion with noncurrent information to resolve gaps in mean-
ing or coherency (Friese et al. 2008; McNamara and
Magliano 2009). Because LLCs often represent novel and
unique language samples, the ability of an individual to
use inferences to bridge any meaning gaps may be limited,
and this limitation may present ethical ramifications.

Our second example LLC, from the U.S. Bankruptcy
code (11 U.S.C. x 523), illustrates the need for effective
inference making during LLC comprehension. The com-
prehender of this LLC would need to make a number of
different kinds of inferences. First, he would need to make
automatic or minimal inferences to resolve the explicit tex-
tual ambiguity (Swinney and Osterhout 1990; McKoon
and Ratcliff 1992; Moran and Gillon 2005). These infer-
ences would allow the comprehender to understand that
“such debt” means “any debt for an obligation to repay
funds received as an educational benefit, scholarship, or
stipend” and that “the debtor” means “an individual debt-
or.” Second, the comprehender would need to make elabo-
rative or controlled inferences. These inferences are
inferences that facilitate causal, predictive, and other gist-
level aspects of comprehension (Virtue, van den Broek,
and Linderholm 2006); to paraphrase, these inferences go
beyond the literal words to allow the comprehender to
deduce what the LLC is actually “saying” (Swinney and
Osterhout 1990; McKoon and Ratcliff 1992; Moran and Gil-
lon 2005). Elaborative inferences are particularly impor-
tant: The ability to sacrifice literal meaning in order to
derive implications appears to be associated with language
competency (Noveck 2001; Pijnacker et al. 2009), but it also
appears to require more effortful cognition (Bott and

Noveck 2004; Breheny, Katsos, and Williams 2006) and be
limited by the comprehender’s background knowledge
and social-cognitive abilities4 (Johnson and Turkstra 2012).
By making causal and predictive inferences, then, the com-
prehender would infer that, at the “gist” level, “any debt
for an obligation to repay funds received as an educational
benefit, scholarship, or stipend” effectively means “school
loans,” that other types of debt are discharged during a
bankruptcy discharge, and that “undue hardship” likely
means that “normal” hardship is insufficient. Even in this
relatively simple example, therefore, successful LLC com-
prehension requires nontrivial automatic and elaborative
inferences.

LLCs’ inference-level demands again raise the risk of
ethical concerns. The inference-level demands share the
same broad risks associated with deficits in lower level
cognition: Because successful comprehension will be pred-
icated on the ability to make both automatic and elabora-
tive inferences, any disruption in the inference-making
process could slow or preclude comprehension. If this
impeded or unsuccessful comprehension ultimately pre-
vents an individual from meeting the necessary legal stan-
dard of understanding, then he may not be a fit subject for
that particular legal proceeding. Additionally, if this
unsuccessful comprehension precludes the individual
from effectively communicating with his counsel, then the
language comprehension problems may strain both the
legal standards and the ethical rules of the attorney–client
relationship.

Inference-level demands present at least two addi-
tional ethical risks. First, problems with inference making
may be even more difficult for the attorney to accommo-
date. Not only might the attorney need to account for the
working-memory and social cognition aspects, the attor-
ney might need to overcome any gaps in the background-
knowledge or vocabulary bases from which inferences are
constructed; in effect, then, the lawyer would need to
somehow compensate for the lifetime’s worth of personal
experiences that (ideally) would have given her client
these abilities and knowledge. For example, the lawyer
may be able to explain what the word “bankruptcy”
means, but it may be an entirely different, much more diffi-
cult task for the lawyer to explain what the concept of
“bankruptcy” is: Without the necessary elaborative infer-
ence skills, the client might simply be unable to aggregate
the information needed to make the inferences that form
this LLC’s “gist” meaning of bankruptcy. Consequently,
because these important elaborative inferences may also
be the most difficult, the attorney may again be in a para-
doxical situation in which the concepts she needs to advise

4. Social cognition is an umbrella term referring to the cognitive
functions that encode and decode social stimuli. Generally
included within social cognition are emotion recognition, theory
of mind, perspective taking, and moral-based cognition (Beer and
Ochsner 2006; Adolphs 2009).
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her client on are the most challenging for her client to
understand.

Second, problems with inference making may jeopar-
dize the traditional role assignment within an attorney–cli-
ent relationship. One of the most fundamentally important
characteristics of the attorney–client relationship is its
assignment of authority: The client chooses the goals or
objectives of the legal representation, while the lawyer
chooses the means or actions (ABA Rules 2014). In order
for the client to choose goals or objectives, however, he
will need to understand not just the literal meaning of the
black-letter laws but also the broader implications of those
laws, a task for which inferences will be essential. For
example, the client who wants to file for bankruptcy will
need to know not only what this and related LLCs say but
also what the implicatures of “bankruptcy” signify. For
example, the client needs to be able to infer that
“bankruptcy” does not necessarily include other states of
being without money; that is, the comprehender needs to
be able to infer that “bankruptcy” and “being broke,”
though quite similar, are not synonymous concepts. Simi-
larly, the comprehender will need to infer that
“bankruptcy” is not necessarily a permanent state; other
aspects of the comprehender’s financial life, such as spend-
ing habits and financial literacy, may also impact his finan-
cial situation. If the client struggles with the inferences
necessary to do this, however, he may not be able to choose
a realistic or appropriate legal goal. This outcome could
put the attorney in a difficult ethical quandary: If the attor-
ney ignores her client’s proffered goals, then the attorney
risks overstepping her authority even though she may be
following a more sensible or appropriate legal course of
action. If the attorney respects the client’s goals, however,
she may risk pursuing legal goals that are frivolous, inap-
propriate, or otherwise discouraged. Accordingly, the bal-
ance between respecting the client’s wishes and providing
competent, effective legal representation (often a difficult
balance under optimal conditions) may be even more pre-
carious if the client struggles to make the inferences
required for LLC comprehension.

The complex conceptual nature of LLCs creates a clear
need for inference making so that the comprehender can
untangle the coherence gaps and implied meanings. For
individuals who struggle with inferences, however, the
ability to grasp the gestalt significance of LLCs may be
compromised: While they may have a solid foundation
upon which to build their comprehension, they may not be
able to access the material needed to construct the compre-
hension “edifice.” Because LLC comprehension likely
demands multiple inferential components, and because
these demands are likely challenging for many popula-
tions, the risk of troublesome ethical outcomes as a result
of LLC comprehension is genuine.

LLCs and the Need For Accurate Situation Models

The parties in an action for an annulment, divorce, or legal
separation may, subject to the approval of the court, stipulate

for a division of property, for maintenance payments, for the
support of children, for periodic family support payments, or
for legal custody and physical placement, in case a divorce or
legal separation is granted or a marriage annulled.

The third aspect of LLCs that could create ethical
implications is the requirement for a situation model that
accurately captures the contextual factors in which LLCs
generally occur. A situation model, or mental representa-
tion of the comprehended text, represents the cumulative
endpoint of the language comprehension process, incorpo-
rating information from the current text or discourse, back-
ground information, and inferences (McNamara and
Magliano 2009). Situation models have five dimensions:
space, time, causation, intentionality, and protagonist
(Zwaan and Radvansky 1998). The interaction between
these dimensions, and the various weights they carry,
however, are not fixed; they can differ based on the nature
of the task and the nature of the individual (Zwaan and
Radvansky 1998). The model itself is not static, either; the
comprehender continually updates inferences and prior
knowledge in order to create a situation model that “best
fits” the text or discourse (Kintsch et al. 1990; Radvansky
and Copeland 2001; Friese et al. 2008; Perez et al. 2015).
Because LLCs often occur in legal contexts, which are com-
plex social situations with a unique set of expectations and
standards, the degree to which an individual can accu-
rately create a “correct” situation model may vary tremen-
dously,5 and this variability might lead to incorrect or
inappropriate understanding. Therefore, LLCs’ particular-
ized situation models also present the risk of ethical con-
cerns associated with language comprehension.

This third LLC, from a state law concerning divorce
(Wisconsin Statutes 767.34 2015–2016), exemplifies the
complex scenarios that a comprehender’s situation mod-
els need to capture. This LLC effectively says that the
couple in a divorce can agree on what the terms of the
divorce will be as long as the judge agrees. The mental
representation necessary to accurately comprehend this,
however, requires the aggregation of the various dimen-
sions that characterize a divorce stipulation. The
comprehender’s situation model for this LLC will contain
a protagonist dimension (“the parties,” “the court”), a
causal dimension (stipulation is predicated on the court’s
approval and on the divorce being granted), a intention-
ality dimension (the comprehender’s desire to reach
some stipulation), a spatial dimension (the physical
depiction of the courtroom), and a time dimension (the
literal temporal qualities of the stipulation and the rela-
tive temporal qualities of the stipulation as part of a the
overall legal proceeding). The law’s assumption, how-
ever, is that the comprehender can manipulate both the
prior knowledge and the inferences necessary to make

5. As a thought exercise, consider these two very simple sentences:
“I was in the office today” and “I was in court today.” I suspect
that the second sentence poses a much, much steeper challenge
for constructing an accurate situation model than the first.
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these five dimensions. The complex, artificial nature of
LLCs may make this assumption impossible, leaving the
comprehender with a situation model that fails due to
lack of knowledge base or inference accuracy. Conse-
quently, what the comprehender pictures in his head
may not match what his judge and his lawyer think he
should or expect him to, and this discrepancy could pre-
cipitate worrisome consequences.

Two aspects of situation-model construction stand out
as particularly difficult for LCC contexts. First, there is a
very real likelihood that the comprehender’s situation
model will diverge from the expected outcome. When
reading or hearing this LLC, both the lawyer and the judge
will almost certainly create mental representations that are
accurate. Both have legal training and expertise, both have
practical experience, and both have working knowledge of
other areas of law. As a result, they can make a situation
model that is not only complete and coherent but also, and
more importantly, realistic and representative of the legal
context that the dimensional aspects describe. The client,
on the other hand, likely does not have any of these prior
experiences. His situation model, therefore, will be “built”
from whatever related background knowledge he has. For
example, he may have information from television pro-
grams about legal proceedings, secondhand knowledge of
an acquaintance’s divorce, or general knowledge about
how divorces usually happen. Using all of these for his
inferences and situation model, then, the client will reach a
mental representation that, while “best fitting,” may not be
contextually accurate or that may under- or overrepresent
one of the model’s dimensional aspects. Consequently, the
client’s ability to make informed or appropriate decisions
based on his situation model may be limited, biased, or
impaired.

Unfortunately, the client’s capacity to simply correct
his situation model may be limited as well. Even though
comprehenders can generally incorporate new information
into their situation model, the updating process is cogni-
tively demanding (Radvansky and Copeland 2001) and is
particularly challenging when a situation model must
account for conflicting information (Rapp and Kendeou
2007, 2009). This inability to complete revisions is associ-
ated with difficulty replacing outdated information
(O’Brien, Cook, and Gueraud 2010; Kendeou, Smith, and
O’Brien 2013). As an example, the client’s situation model
may represent the causal and spatial aspects of “subject to
the approval of the court” as a formal trial proceeding.
Because trials are often long and expensive undertakings,
the client’s situation model may include these characteris-
tics as well. Consequently, he may be less willing to con-
sider a divorce stipulation because in his mental
representation it will be colored as time- and money-con-
suming. If the lawyer or judge provides correct informa-
tion (for example, explaining that “approval of the court”
generally means a simple courtroom hearing or a review
of paperwork), the client may not be able to easily or
quickly update his situation model to overwrite his previ-
ous representations. Therefore, simply acquiring correct

information does not guarantee that the comprehender
will be able to correct his comprehension model.6

Second, it is possible that the comprehender will bias
some dimensional aspects of the situation model. It is
important to remember that LLCs generally involve actual
people in actual legal proceedings. In this example, the
comprehender of this LLC would be one of the parties to
the divorce. Being emotionally and personally invested in
the LLC’s context, the comprehender will almost certainly
create a mental representation in which the protagonist
and intention dimensions are given particular weight. For
example, the comprehender might feel especially cheated
or betrayed by other party. If he seeks to be retributive or
uncompromising, then his situation model will be colored
by these intentions (e.g., his comprehension of a
“successful” divorce stipulation will reflect a one-sided
outcome); this may put his mental representation at odds
with the correct, “unbiased” representation. While this
bias is inevitably human, it may also be impossible to
remove from the comprehender’s situation model. Conse-
quently, any mental representation he has will bear this
idiosyncratic influence, which may be incompatible with
an LLC’s “correct” situation model.

LLCs’ demand for a complex situation model presents
a more subtle risk for ethical problems. Assuming that the
comprehender can physically construct a situation model,
of whatever quality, his language and communication abil-
ities are probably sufficient to let him communicate with
his attorney and the judge, thereby satisfying the constitu-
tional standards (LaVigne and Van Rybroek 2011). When
the situation model is built from inaccurate or inappropri-
ate information, or when the situation model’s dimen-
sional aspects are skewed, however, then the
comprehender might not truly “comprehend” the LLC
even though he can mentally represent it. This is particu-
larly troublesome when the comprehender’s external
behavior based on that comprehension is indistinguishable
from behavior based on more accurate comprehension. In
this example, the comprehender might understand what a
divorce stipulation is, and he might be able to explain it in
his own words, but his situation modal, lacking formal
legal expertise and individualized experience, likely cre-
ates a mental representation of a divorce stipulation that is
cobbled together from knowledge and inferences he can
pull together. Thus, when the comprehender model
responds “yes” to the question “Do you understand what
will happen in this stipulation?” both the judge and the
lawyer may have little reason not to take that answer at
face value even though the comprehender’s understanding

6. Relatedly, the comprehender may likely be unable to monitor
his own situation model. The need for cognitive self-monitoring,
or metacognition, is a critical component of comprehension (Wag-
oner 1983; Singer 2013; Perez, Cain et al. 2015), and any sort of
metacognitive regulation is likely to be difficult when the compre-
hender doesn’t know what he doesn’t know. Metacognition (or
lack thereof) likely affects all steps of language comprehension, so
its role in LLC comprehension should not be understated.
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may be dimensionally skewed or incomplete. It is certainly
true that everyone forms unique mental representations of
any particular language sample. In legal contexts, how-
ever, where rights are at stake and where accurate compre-
hension is necessary for meaningful participation and fair
outcomes, incomplete or inaccurate mental representations
may lead an individual to make choices, goals, or expecta-
tions that he would not have made if his representation
were more accurate.

As was the case for inference-level risks, however, the
nature of the lawyer–client relationship may make the ethi-
cal dilemmas difficult to resolve. Because the client dictates
his own legal goals, and because protagonist- and goal-ori-
ented dimensions compose parts of the situation model,
the lawyer’s attempt to “correct” these dimensions of her
client’s model in order to improve his comprehension may
stretch the permissibility of the attorney–client relation-
ship. Suppose the client’s mental representation of this
LLC is “a meeting with the judge where we do everything
we can to make sure my soon-to-be-ex-wife gets as little
money out of me as possible.” Should the lawyer attempt
to “improve” the client’s comprehension? Or suppose the
client’s brother and two best friends all went through and
“lost” messy, combative divorce proceedings, and the cli-
ent is convinced that all divorce judges always find in
favor of the wife. Should the lawyer try to “correct” this
belief and experience in order to increase the situation
model’s accuracy? Answering these questions (which are,
at least to me, not at all clear) would be left to the lawyer
and the court, and whether or not these hypothetical cli-
ents’ comprehensions ultimately meet the necessary legal
standards would also be a legal question. The ethical eval-
uations within these questions, however, appear to be very
much debatable.

LLCs’ legal contexts create the need for a complex,
accurate mental representation to achieve comprehension.
Producing such a mental representation, however, likely
requires cognitive ability and conceptual knowledge that
many people, especially individuals with cognitive diffi-
culties, may not have. Consequently, their ability to create
a situation model may be questionable; even with a solid
foundation and material with which to build their model,
the finished product may simply be inappropriate.
Because this mental representation will serve as the basis
for both the comprehender’s conscious comprehension
and subsequent behaviors, there is an obvious ethical need
to ensure that this mental representation is as accurate and
appropriate as possible; if it is not, then ethical issues may
arise.

LLCs and the Idiosyncratic Nature of Legal Language in
Context

A will must be: in writing; signed by the testator or in the tes-
tator’s name by some other individual in the testator’s con-
scious presence and by the testator’s direction; and either
signed by at least two individuals, each of whom signed
within a reasonable time after the individual witnessed either

the signing of the will or the testator’s acknowledgement of
that signature or acknowledgement of the will or acknowl-
edged by the testator before a notary public or other individ-
ual authorized by law to take acknowledgements.

The fourth aspect of LLCs that could raise ethical con-
cerns is the nature of legal language as a hybrid of multiple
text genres. Because one of language’s primary functions is
to convey information for a social purpose, context plays a
significant role in shaping language form and content
(Armstrong and Ferguson 2010). These contexts are
defined as “genres,” which include narrative, exposition,
and procedure. The narrative genre, which is the tradi-
tional genre used for language comprehension tasks
(Ferstl, Rinck, and von Cramon 2005; Burin et al. 2014), is
readily apparent in LLCs; because LLCs also fill proce-
dural and administrative roles, however, a single-genre
classification does not accurately reflect the multifaceted
characteristic of most LLCs. It may be more appropriate,
therefore, to view legal language as an amalgamation of
traditional genre classifications. Despite being more accu-
rate and realistic, however, this hybrid classification also
presents potential ethical concerns because it may make
LLCs even more difficult to comprehend.

This final example LLC, taken from the Uniform Pro-
bate Code (National Conference of Commissioners of on
Uniform State Laws 2010), is representative of LLCs’ mul-
tigenre nature. The LLC details the various requirements
of a legally valid will, and because it gives instructions on
how to create a specific legal document within the larger
societal context, it falls within a number of different text
genres. First, it is a procedural text: It gives specific instruc-
tions that the reader must obey if he wants to make a valid
will. In parallel, it is also an expository text: It describes
what attributes constitute an official will. Finally, it is a
narrative text: Because the reader of this text would by
necessity be a potential testator, the text (as the reader
comprehends it) exists within the narrative framework of
the reader’s goal to create a will. Put another way, the text
describes not only the procedural guidelines of writing a
will but also the narrative progression of the reader as he
goes through that procedure. Successful comprehension,
therefore, would require a mental representation that is
able to capture and to integrate these complementary text
genres.

Consequently, the comprehender of this example LLC
should have a situation model that contains representa-
tions for each of the multiple genre elements. For example,
the comprehender’s situation model will contain a repre-
sentation of “testator” (i.e., the protagonist dimension),
that is, the comprehender in relation to the family mem-
bers or friends whom he intends to include in his will (nar-
rative); the comprehender in relation to the attorney and
judge, with whom he is physically writing and enacting
the will (procedural); and the comprehender as a legally
recognized “testator” who is disposing of his estate in
accordance with a set of legal rules (expository). The situa-
tion model, therefore, will be a composite of these various
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representations, each of which exists simultaneously and
each of which characterizes one aspect of the LLC in its
real-world context.7

LLCs’ hybrid nature creates perhaps the subtlest risks
of ethical implications. As was true for the previous three
examples, any impairment that compromises the client’s
ability to meet the controlling legal standard could call the
validity of the legal decision or action into question. As
was true for the situation model-level demands, however,
it is likely that the ethical risks for this aspect of LLCs con-
cern less the letter of the law and more the spirit. For exam-
ple, this section’s example LLC about writing a will spans
narrative, procedural, and expository genres. It is not clear
which of these genres should form the basis of the
comprehender’s understanding before the law can con-
clude that the comprehender understands the “nature” of
this legal transaction as required by the legal standards.
Because wills are legal documents used to perform prede-
fined legal acts, the procedural side is arguably the
most important. Because wills are also formulaic descrip-
tions of certain legally recognized outcomes, however, the
expository side may be most important. From the
comprehender’s perspective, however, the will is a part of
his estate-planning or family goals, so the narrative side is
arguably the most important. Theoretically, if the compre-
hender can build a situation model for at least one of these
genres, then he may “understand” the LLC within the
strict letter of the law; I would argue, however, that the
spirit of the law, with its underlying protection of auton-
omy and due process, requires that the client understand
all genre dimensions simultaneously because that under-
standing fully captures the LLC’s actual meaning. Because
this gestalt comprehension may be difficult for many indi-
viduals, any discrepancies between the client’s actual com-
prehension and expected or ideal comprehension that
influence his decisions or actions may be problematic.

The dynamic of the lawyer–client relationship again
raises ethical risks. Because the lawyer’s ethical guidelines
mandate that she provide competent representation and
that she handle the means of the legal outcomes, the law-
yer’s focus for our will-writing example may justifiably be
on the LLC’s procedural side: the lawyer would naturally
want the will to be legally valid. Consequently, the lawyer
may emphasize, explicitly or implicitly, the procedural
dimensions of the LLC in her conversations with her client,
and this emphasis may bias the client’s situation model
toward the procedural side. I doubt that this would violate
black-letter ethics rules, but it does illustrate how

understated the ethical considerations can be for LLC
comprehension.

To summarize, LLCs’ composite genre nature runs the
risk of creating ethical harm. Given the cognitive demands
inherent in situation model-level comprehension, the need
for a multigenre, integrated situation model may demand
comprehension modes and processing capabilities that
many individuals lack. Itmay not be enough to build a single
construct out of proper materials on a firm foundation; the
construct might require multiple facades, all of which are
built around the same foundation and framework. Because a
fully formed and integrated situation model is essential to
ensure that the client understands the full extent of his legal
goals and circumstances, however, any disruption or imped-
iment in this model may defeat this understanding, and the
law’s safeguards should anticipate this risk.

In conclusion, there are four aspects of LLCs that pres-
ent particular challenges for individuals who attempt to
comprehend them. First, LLCs generally contain vocabu-
lary, concepts, and syntax that challenge the lower level
cognitive functions required for successful comprehen-
sion. Second, LLCs generally demand a high degree of
inferential processing in order to resolve meaning gaps.
Third, LLCs generally require a particularized situation
model that overlaps with the correct or anticipated legal
meaning. Fourth and finally, LLCs generally represent a
hybrid of text genres that require additional mental repre-
sentations. Taken together, these aspects likely make LLCs
especially difficult to comprehend, and the resulting ethi-
cal concerns convincingly demonstrate that a suite of sub-
tle and complex ethical issues falls within language
comprehension’s penumbra.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although LLCs have numerous properties that make them
problematic from a language-comprehension standpoint,
the arguments I present here account for only a fraction of
challenges that exist within modern-day legal systems.
Again, while it is beyond the scope of this article to ade-
quately identify and address these challenges, I next
briefly mention additional factors that Neurolaw should
consider as it attempts to resolve the complex interactions
between law, ethics, cognition, and language.

First, it is essential to remember that language compre-
hension is only one part of language use. There are myriad
other aspects of communication that will likely affect an
individual’s ability to navigate the contexts in which LLCs
exist. These include, but are certainly not limited to, speech
production, social cognition, native language/dialect, and
auditory processing. These additional aspects likely bring
their own ethical considerations, and since many of them
tend to be comorbid, they may increase the risk of ethical
problems exponentially. While language comprehension
can explain a portion of this variance, it behooves Neuro-
law to recognize that for individuals who actually encoun-
ter LLCs, language comprehension does not exist in a
vacuum.

7. It is further possible that optimal comprehension of LLCs
requires a dedicated comprehension “mode”: Scholarship sug-
gests that the brain is able to prime comprehension for various
language genres, such that one genre of text is preferentially com-
prehended (Mesulam 2002; Powers et al. 2012). Consequently, an
LLC comprehender may need to be able to use a dedicated “legal
language” mode of comprehension that can facilitate the creation
of these complicated, multigenre situation models.
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Second, it is it is important to remember that the legal
standards discussed in this essay are applicable only
within the United States. Nevertheless, language and com-
munication impairments affect humans all around the
world (Hyter 2014). While the specific ethical concerns that
arise from the U.S. legal standards are generally salient
only within the United States, many of the underlying ethi-
cal notions (e.g., fairness, due process, the proper role of
the lawyer, etc.) are equally important in other legal juris-
dictions (The United Nations General Assembly 1966;
European Union 2000). Therefore, while Neurolaw should
be mindful of the specific ethical concerns that arise from
the legal standards in the United States, Neurolaw should
be equally willing to consider similar ethical concerns in
other legal jurisdictions as well (Wszalek 2015).

Finally, it is important to note that LLCs are as variable
and diverse as other types of language. I picked the four
examples in this article because they represent relatively
conventional legal scenarios that the average person is
likely to encounter throughout the course of his or her life.
Nevertheless, there are countless other legal contexts and
situations, some more difficult and some less difficult.
Consequently, the relative challenge presented by each of
the comprehension-level demands (lower level, inference
level, situation model level) will also vary, so strategies to
reduce language demand that are applicable to some situa-
tions (e.g., reducing syntax or semantic complexity) may
be less applicable in others.

CONCLUSION

With their linguistic and conceptual complexity and their
need for sophisticated inferences and specialized situation
models, LLCs are a language phenomenon that character-
izes modern law. These same properties, however, raise
ethical concerns in the framework of legal standards and
ethics rules that implicate language and communication.
The challenging nature of LLCs, the dynamics of the attor-
ney–client relationship, the prevalence of cognitive condi-
tions that can impair language comprehension in
populations within the legal system, and the general
inability of the legal system to detect and accommodate
language impairments all suggest that these ethical con-
cerns are not mere conjectures but rather pressing prob-
lems that can directly affect legal outcomes. Because of the
enormous societal costs associated with legal proceedings
(Wszalek and Turkstra 2015), and because of the funda-
mental importance of the legal rights that are implicated,
Neurolaw should not overlook language comprehension
as it seeks to study issues that have value not just as aca-
demic discussion but also as societal advancement.
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Language Impairments in Youths With
Traumatic Brain Injury: Implications
for Participation in Criminal
Proceedings

Joseph A. Wszalek, BS; Lyn S. Turkstra, PhD

As many as 30% of incarcerated juveniles have a history of traumatic brain injury (TBI). Moderate or severe TBI is
associated with a high risk of impairment in language comprehension and expression, which may have profound
effects on juveniles’ ability to understand and express themselves in criminal proceedings. In this article, we review
common language impairments in youths with TBI and discuss potential effects of these impairments on 3 stages
of US criminal proceedings: (1) initial encounter with law enforcement; (2) interrogation and Miranda rights; and
(3) competence to undergo trial proceedings. We then describe language assessment tools and procedures that may
be helpful in legal contexts. Our aim was to inform clinicians and legal staff working with juvenile defendants with
TBI, with the long-term goal of developing empirically based guidelines to ensure that juvenile defendants with
TBI can fully and effectively participate in criminal proceedings. Key words: adolescent, brain injury, child, criminal
proceedings, juvenile crime, language

THE COSTS OF criminal justice in the United
States are staggering. In 2011, total government

spending on the criminal justice system exceeded $261
billion.1 By the end of 2012, more than 6.9 million in-
dividuals were supervised by adult correctional systems,
nearly 1 of every 35 adults.2 Perhaps, unsurprisingly, the
criminal justice system supervises a comparably large
population of youths: in 2007, the youth detention rate
was 336 per 100 000, approximately 10 times the rates
in other first-world countries,3 and the arrest rate for
youths aged 10 to 17 years exceeds 4000 per 100 000.4

It is well established that rates of traumatic brain injury
(TBI) are significantly higher in these correctional popu-
lations than in the general population, and an estimated
30% of incarcerated youths have a preincarceration his-
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tory of TBI.5–7 For youth offenders, this percentage may
approach 50%.8

Moderate or severe TBI in childhood or adolescence
can cause a host of behavioral and cognitive deficits.9

Among these deficits, one with significant potential ef-
fects on legal interactions is impairment in language
comprehension and production.10 Because criminal jus-
tice proceedings are complex social interactions that
require high-level cognitive abilities, these proceedings
have the ready potential to present significant challenges
for youths with TBI. Possible links between language im-
pairments and criminal behavior have been discussed in
the legal and social science literature since the 1920s,11

yet there are no uniform guidelines for managing juve-
nile defendants with language impairments.

In this article, we review common language impair-
ments in youths with TBI and discuss implications for
3 phases of criminal proceedings: (1) initial encounter
with law enforcement; (2) interrogation and Miranda
rights; and (3) competence to undergo trial proceedings.
We then consider methods of language assessment that
could inform legal proceedings for juvenile defendants
with TBI. Our aim was to inform clinicians and legal
staff working with juvenile defendants and ultimately to
develop empirically based guidelines to ensure that ju-
venile defendants can fully and effectively participate in
criminal proceedings. The article is based on proceed-
ings in the United States, which has the highest rate of
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youth incarceration in the world12; however, although
criminal proceedings in other countries can differ sig-
nificantly from those in the United States, the basic
language challenges are likely to be similar because of
their underlying reliance on the same set of language
and cognitive abilities.

COMMON LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENTS IN
YOUTHS WITH TBI

Aphasia is rare after TBI, unless there is focal dam-
age to the left hemisphere, but problems in language
comprehension and expression are common after mod-
erate or severe TBI in childhood or adolescence and
are consequences of deficits in cognitive functions such
as attention,13 speed of thinking,14 working memory,15

declarative learning,16 and executive functions.17 In the
following section, we summarize 2 broad categories of
language problems reported in children and adolescents
with TBI: problems in understanding spoken and writ-
ten language, and problems in expression (speaking and
writing). We then consider how these impairments can
affect participation in criminal proceedings. For the pur-
poses of this article, we are focusing specifically on lan-
guage rather than overall communication. It is impor-
tant to recognize, however, that justice system interac-
tions can be profoundly affected by other aspects of
communication such as auditory processing disorders18

and disorders of speech production.19

Language comprehension

Juvenile defendants who sustained a TBI early in
development may have poor basic language decoding
skills and slow information processing speed,20 which,
combined with verbal learning problems that affect
vocabulary acquisition, can result in poor reading and
listening comprehension.21 While children with TBI
generally improve in their abilities as they develop,
there is evidence that the earlier the injury, the greater
the effects on language later in life.22 The most
significant deficits are in comprehension of complex
language forms (eg, sentences with embedded clauses)23;
comprehension of abstract language, such as idioms,
sarcasm, and humor24–28; deriving the gist or main
meaning of discourse29; and understanding long or
rapidly spoken sentences that tax working memory.23

Language comprehension in youths with TBI also may
be affected by impairments in emotion recognition (eg,
recognizing the difference between an irritated facial
expression and anger) and theory of mind (appreciating
that others have thoughts and these thoughts influence
their actions). Facial expressions and vocal tone, in
particular, can be critical cues to a speaker’s intent,
and failing to understand these cues can lead to mis-
understandings and inappropriate reactions. Likewise,

what we believe about others thoughts and intentions
influences how we understand what they say and write,
and the inability to take another’s perspective can
lead to problems not only in understanding what that
person is saying (eg, if you know something about how
police officers think, you can understand that “What
are you kids up to?” might refer to illegal activities)
but also in understanding why they say it (eg, that the
police officer is not making social chit-chat).

Language expression

Children and adolescents with TBI may have im-
pairments in specific language functions such as
vocabulary21 or verbal fluency,30,31 but the most debili-
tating problems may be deficits in pragmatic language.32

Pragmatic language impairments include producing
less information than peers,33 poor organization of
discourse,34 and difficulty using language for social func-
tions such as explaining one’s actions or negotiating for
privileges.26 As with language comprehension, language
expression can be affected by impairments in emotion
recognition and theory of mind, particularly in saying
something in a way that will meet the needs of a listener
(eg, adding details to your story because you recognize
that the listener did not see what you saw).

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORKS OF THE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

A basic understanding of the US legal framework is
necessary to fully appreciate the challenges youths with
TBI can face within the criminal justice system. The
United States is a federalist nation in which governmen-
tal authority is divided between the various states gov-
ernments and the unifying federal government.35 The
powers of the federal government are defined by the US
Constitution, and all remaining government powers are
reserved for the state governments. One of the most im-
portant and historic state powers is the so-called “police
power,” which gives a state the power to pass laws that
concern the welfare and safety of the state’s citizens.36,37

This police power is the basis for the state’s abilities
to define and punish criminal behavior.36,37 Therefore,
each of the 50 states passes and enacts its own criminal
statutes. This is significant in that (1) one state may have
different criminal laws than those of another; and (2) the
federal government generally lacks the ability to create a
national legal definition for any given crime. The police
power is not limitless, however; under the US Constitu-
tion’s Fourteenth Amendment, state laws must comply
with the Bill of Rights. This has allowed the US Supreme
Court, which determines whether or not laws are consti-
tutionally valid, to define many important rights related
to different stages of criminal proceedings. These ba-
sic rights (right to notice and counsel, and right against
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self-incrimination) apply both to standard criminal jus-
tice proceedings and to juvenile court proceedings.38

In the following sections, we consider a number of the
most important stages in the criminal procedure process
and the potential challenges that these contexts could
create for youths with TBI.

INITIAL ENCOUNTER WITH LAW
ENFORCEMENT

A youth’s first encounter with the language demands
of the criminal justice system would most likely be an
encounter with police. Initial encounters with police are
exceedingly common: at least 20 million traffic stops
alone occur in the United States every year.39 Such an
encounter presents the opportunity for 2 possible le-
gal outcomes. The first would be either a “seizure” or
an arrest. The second would be a brief detention, com-
monly referred to as a “Terry stop,” after the name of
the US Supreme Court case in which such detentions
were described.40 In a Terry stop, a law enforcement
officer may stop a person for a brief time and take addi-
tional steps to further investigate the matter.41 Both of
these outcomes fall under the US Constitution’s Fourth
Amendment, which protects an individual against un-
reasonable searches and seizures, but there is an im-
portant and significant distinction between these 2 out-
comes. To make a constitutionally valid arrest, a law
enforcement officer must have probable cause of crim-
inal activity.40 To make a valid Terry stop, however, a
law enforcement officer must have reasonable suspicion
of criminal activity. Because Terry stops are “less infring-
ing” on an individual’s Fourth Amendment rights, they
require “less” justification.40 Ultimately, both outcomes
must be reasonable: did the law enforcement officer,
based on the circumstances and his or her own rational
inferences, have reasonable justification to make the en-
counter and reasonable justification to make the arrest
or the Terry stop? The standard for reasonableness is
an objective one. The court considers whether or not
a normal person of “reasonable caution” would have
acted the same way under the circumstances.40 There-
fore, we can conclude that, to optimally cooperate with
law enforcement individuals during these encounters, a
youth must have the language capabilities necessary to
effectively communicate in a way that would satisfy a
reasonably objective perspective.

Unfortunately, however, the language deficits often
exhibited by youths with TBI can detrimentally affect
this required level of communication. For example, poor
basic language skills and slower processing speed could
impair a youth’s ability to follow and answer a line of
questions. Law enforcement questioning during these
encounters is almost always a series of specific ques-
tions designed to elicit closed answers,42 so a youth with

TBI-related language impairment might not be able to
quickly and accurately respond. These linguistic deficits
could (reasonably and objectively) appear to be hesita-
tion, defiance, or obstinacy; indeed, language compe-
tence problems are often perceived as a behavioral or
conduct issue.8 Difficulty in comprehending implied
speech could lead a youth with TBI to answer questions
inappropriately, thereby providing the wrong impres-
sion and affecting the law enforcement officer’s view-
point and rational inferences. For example, the question,
“You and your friends having a good time tonight?” does
not imply a literal answer, so a youth who answers liter-
ally might invite further questioning and suspicion. Im-
pairments in emotion recognition and comprehension
of nonverbal cues could compound the youth’s ability
to effectively communicate. For example, “You and your
friends having a good time tonight?” means one thing
when asked with a neutral tone of voice and deadpan
expression and another when asked with a cheerful tone
of voice and a smile. If a youth with TBI fails to recog-
nize the difference in communicative intent, his or her
interaction with the officer will be ineffective. Finally,
impaired language could hinder a youth’s ability to pro-
duce succinct, meaningful answers to law enforcement
questions. Because the law enforcement questioning will
be of an interview nature, a youth must be able to decide
what questions are most important and what answers are
most appropriate. If TBI impairs this process, then the
youth’s answers may be inappropriate: they may reveal
too little or too much information, and the information
may or may not be relevant.

In initial encounters, what ultimately matters is how
a law enforcement official reasonably perceives the situ-
ation; thus, youths with TBI-related language impair-
ments may face additional difficulties in what is an
already-challenging communication setting. If a lan-
guage impairment causes the youth to respond or act
inappropriately, this could lead to a negative perception
that influences the law enforcement officer’s course of
action. A Terry stop could become a full arrest, or an
arrest could lead to an additional charge for failing to
comply with the officer’s requests. Therefore, youths
with TBI-related language impairments are at a real risk
of legal consequences if their impairments prevent them
from effectively communicating under a reasonably ob-
jective standard.

INTERROGATION AND MIRANDA RIGHTS

Perhaps, the most widely recognized language-based
component of the US criminal justice system is the
Miranda rights. Miranda warnings are a series of warn-
ings that law enforcement officers must give to an in-
dividual who is in custody and subject to interrogative
questioning.43 The US Supreme Court established the
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Miranda warnings to ensure that an individual who is
interrogated by law enforcement officers is aware of his
or her constitutional rights against self-incrimination.
According to the Supreme Court, Miranda warnings
must contain 3 components. First, the warnings must,
“in clear and unequivocal terms,”43(pp467–468) inform the
individual of his or her right to remain silent. Second,
the warnings must explain that anything the individual
said could be used against him or her in court. Third,
the warnings must inform the individual that he or she
has a right to a lawyer.43 Anyone who wishes to waive
these rights must do so knowingly and willingly or else
the waiver is invalid.

Miranda warnings serve as a basis for subsequent
Supreme Court decisions, and youths now enjoy ex-
panded legal protection. For example, law enforcement
officials must now take the age of the individual into
consideration when administering Miranda warnings.44

However, the US Supreme Court affirmed that no “for-
mulaic” or specific language was required when deliv-
ering Miranda warnings and that Miranda warnings did
not need to be delivered in any particular order.45 There-
fore, each state or lower jurisdiction is free to develop its
own Miranda warnings and procedures as long as they
are equivalent to the Supreme Court’s rulings. This has
resulted in considerable variation among Miranda warn-
ings. Rogers et al46,47 analyzed hundreds of Miranda
warnings and found significant variability in terms of
reading level, overall length, and even content.

Competent comprehension of Miranda warnings
presents a clear challenge for youths with TBI. Even
for healthy adults, comprehension of Miranda warnings
and the underlying concepts is hugely variable,48 and
research has shown that individuals with mental illness
or intellectual disabilities show poorer understanding of
Miranda warnings.47,49,50 Miranda warnings hinge on an
ability to understand abstract concepts (eg, legal rights,
self-incrimination), to consider the effects of current ac-
tions on future events (eg, if I tell this police officer
certain things, those things might be used against me
later on), and to use theory of mind to make predictions
about others’ behavior (eg, the police officer does not
know exactly what I know, so if I tell him something,
he might interpret it differently than I do), all of which
could be impaired in youths with TBI. In a linguisti-
cally challenging context such as this, there is a risk that
a youth with TBI will resort to minimal or “filler” re-
sponses such as “yeah,” “no,” “sure,” or “uh-huh.”8 Not
only do responses such as these seriously undermine the
legal significance of Miranda warnings but the responses
might also be interpreted in a way that reflects poorly on
the youth. Miranda warnings that are given orally might
be especially difficult for youths with TBI who have im-
paired comprehension and processing speed and the fact
that the warnings are almost always given in a distracting

and emotionally stressful environment could further tax
a youth’s linguistic abilities.

Miranda warnings serve an important constitutional
and procedural role in the criminal justice system.
If youths with TBI-related language impairments can-
not comprehend the warnings, then doubts arise over
whether that role is adequately fulfilled. Because the
language of Miranda warnings is already exceptionally
difficult, in both substance and form, youths with TBI-
related language impairments are likely to find the lan-
guage challenging to process. Such challenges could
both compromise a youth’s immediate predicament (eg,
failing to remain silent, or revealing self-incriminating
information) and prevent him or her from receiving the
constitutional protections to which he or she is entitled.

COMPETENCE TO UNDERGO TRAIL
PROCEEDINGS

Trial proceedings and interactions with lawyers also
create potential challenges for juvenile defendants with
TBI. The US Constitution guarantees criminal defen-
dants the right to representation by a lawyer.51 To be
competent to stand trial, an individual must have “suf-
ficient present ability to consult with his lawyer with
a reasonable degree of rational understanding” and a
“rational and factual understandings of the proceedings
against him.”52 This same legal standard is used for a
guilty plea or a plea waiving the right to be represented
by a lawyer.53 Scripts for these pleas are generally cre-
ated at a state level and implemented throughout the
state, and they consist of a dialogue between the de-
fendant and the judge in which the judge attempts to
ensure that the defendant is acting knowingly and will-
ingly (D. Schultz, JD, Oral communication, 2013). As
was the case for Miranda, however, the US Supreme
Court explicitly declined to require a standard proce-
dure for determining competency, instead, leaving that
task to the individual states.53 Competency standards for
juveniles vary considerably but are often centered on
intelligence testing and psychiatric screening.54 These
broad guidelines, combined with the considerable de-
gree of discretion that judges normally have in ruling on
a defendant’s competency (D. Schultz, personal com-
munication, 2013), mean that judges will not necessarily
consider a defendant’s language ability as competency
is decided.55

Both interacting with a defense lawyer and under-
standing the various pleas in trial proceedings pose
heavy language demands. In addition to the demands
mentioned earlier, interacting with a lawyer to under-
stand trial proceedings and to provide facts and nar-
ratives relevant to the defense relies heavily on prag-
matic language skills such as knowing how much and
what to say in this particular context.11,56 Although
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lawyer-client interviews should ideally be more relaxed
and accommodating than an encounter with law en-
forcement personnel, the extent to which the lawyer
accommodates the defendant’s language impairments
will depend, first, on whether the lawyer actually knows
the impairments exist, second, on his or her knowledge
about how language impairments manifest in that spe-
cific context, and, third, on the lawyer’s skill in mak-
ing accommodations. In addition, the questioning nec-
essary to produce the required facts may include the
sort of closed-answer questions that can impair com-
prehension and impede a youth’s ability to effectively
communicate.42 Language impairments can also lead
lawyers and other justice personnel to make negative
judgments about the defendant. As LaVigne and Van
Rybroek stated:

Pragmatics is especially significant for juvenile and criminal
justice practitioners, not to mention the defendants them-
selves, because deficits in this aspect of language and language
use are common among those who come under the jurisdiction
of juvenile and criminal court. At the same time many of the
personal judgments the legal system makes about defendants
are actually rooted in pragmatics.11(p56)

Language problems undoubtedly affect competency
determinations as well. Significantly, a survey of
National Register–listed juvenile forensic assessment
experts54 revealed that formal or informal language eval-
uation was not included in the battery of most common
competency screenings. While language tests may be ad-
ministered as part of a standard forensics assessment, the
fact that language is generally not a standard component
of competency testing could indirectly affect the valid-
ity of the screenings. With this in mind, we next discuss
language assessment for youths with TBI that might be
implemented within the criminal justice system.

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT IN JUVENILE
DEFENDANTS WITH TBI

The following discussion has several caveats. First
and most important, to our knowledge, there are no
standard guidelines for either language screening or full
language evaluation for youths in the criminal justice
system. Ideally, given the high estimated prevalence of
poor language and literacy skills among juvenile defen-
dants as a whole,8 every youth would be screened at first
contact with the justice system. This would inform all
subsequent legal proceedings and indicate when there
is a need for extra efforts to ensure that the defen-
dant completely understands all proceedings and can
express him-self or herself effectively. Language evalua-
tion also could identify youths who would benefit from
approaches such as the response-to-intervention frame-
work recently proposed for youths in the criminal justice
system.57 Absent standard guidelines, the following sec-

tion describes tests that are commonly used by speech-
language pathologists in English-speaking countries and
have features that lend themselves to the criminal jus-
tice context. We focus here on assessment for a specific
purpose: to determine whether the defendant is able to
meet the language demands of pretrial proceedings. This
is not assessment for the purpose of diagnosing language
impairment. In contexts such as school evaluations, a
diagnosis of language impairment often is made if the
total score on a test meets a certain criterion (eg, is 1 or
2 SDs below the mean of the standardization sample).
Here, we are less concerned with diagnosis and more
concerned with characterizing language comprehension
and expression.

A second caveat is that standardized language tests
are constructed to reflect typical language demands at
a given age, not specific language content, form, and
use in criminal proceedings. Most standardized language
tests are not structured to allow examination of specific
language structures (eg, whether the defendant under-
stands passive construction or embedded noun-phrase
clauses in specific legal text in a noisy courtroom under
time pressure), so scores from a standardized language
test might not predict how well a defendant will un-
derstand and use written and spoken language in actual
criminal proceedings.

A third caveat is that, at the time of writing, there are
no standardized language tests that explicitly consider
youths with TBI (eg, that factor TBI-related cognitive
impairments into test construction include youths with
TBI in the standardization sample). Lack of TBI-specific
tests is not a trivial issue, as language impairments may
be easily over- or underestimated if test stimuli do not
control for nonlanguage cognitive impairments that can
affect test performance (eg, presenting stimuli in a dis-
tracting background or in a way that increases working
memory load).58,59

With those caveats in mind, 2 widely used compre-
hensive language assessments might be helpful in eval-
uating juvenile offenders: the Comprehensive Assess-
ment of Spoken Language60 and the Clinical Evalua-
tion of Language Fundamentals (CELF-5),61 along with
its sibling, the CELF-5 Metalinguistics test.62 Both test
batteries are normed for children aged 5 to 21 years,
and both are a collection of tests that can be admin-
istered individually to test specific aspects of language
function (eg, following directions, comprehension of
spoken paragraphs). The benefit of using a battery of
individually standardized tests is that assessment can
be tailored to the individual needs and characteristics
of the defendant. For example, if the defendant has
to understand making inferences, the inference com-
prehension test can be given alone; likewise, if under-
standing paragraph—length spoken material is a concern.
While administration of the full battery can take more
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than 60 minutes, most individual tests take only 10 or
15 minutes to administer and thus might be feasible
when assessment time is limited.

An earlier version of the CELF is available in
Spanish,63 and a Spanish version of CELF-5 likely will
appear in the future. Both test language functions that
are common in legal settings, such as understanding
figurative language, making inferences, interpreting am-
biguous statements, and deriving meaning from context.
Standardization samples included children and adoles-
cents with a wide range of abilities and standardization
samples were large; however, age bands contained un-
equal numbers of examinees. For example, the CELF-5
Metalinguistics test was normed on 100 children at each
of 5 to 12 years of age and only 100 individuals aged
17 to 21 years. Although neither test included youths
with TBI, the authors of both tests described attempts
to structure tests and items to minimize cognitive de-
mands.

A third comprehensive language test to be published
in 2015 is the Test of Integrated Language and Literacy
Skills (TILLS).64 The TILLS might be of particular in-
terest for legal purposes because it evaluates spoken and
written language, includes tests of connected language
(eg, discourse), and integrates language testing with test-
ing of immediate and delayed verbal memory, which
commonly are impaired in youths with TBI.16 Two of
the TILLS authors previously published the Pediatric
Test of Brain Injury65 and that perspective informed
TILLS construction. As with the Comprehensive As-
sessment of Spoken Language and the CELF, subparts
of the TILLS were normed as individual tests and thus
can be given alone.

A critical consideration in interpreting standardized
test scores is that scores may be lower in youths from
low-income populations, independent of whether the
adolescent has a TBI, and these populations are over-
represented in the criminal justice system. Also, bilin-
gual children and youths may have lower standardized
test scores that do not indicate language impairment
but rather typical language abilities in bilingual speak-
ers. Regardless of the underlying cause of test differ-
ences, however, youths with low language test scores
are at risk for the problems described earlier in this
article.

The most helpful language assessment in criminal pro-
ceedings may be systematic evaluation of comprehen-
sion of actual court documents and spoken language,
supplemented by results of any standardized language
and neuropsychological tests that have been adminis-
tered. Test data should be considered in the context
of educational, social, and medical history information
from parents, teachers, or other service providers and
results of any previous testing (eg, tests done to obtain
support services in school).

LOOKING AHEAD

Despite the potential difficulties that the criminal jus-
tice system can present to adolescents, there are clear in-
dications that the law is beginning to recognize the value
and utility of scientific information in the development
of youth-oriented justice. For example, in recent deci-
sions to abolish the death penalty and mandatory life
imprisonment for adolescent offenders, the US Supreme
Court noted that the decisions were based in part on bi-
ological and social science findings.66 At the state level,
governments are using research evidence to create com-
prehensive, community-based programs designed to op-
timize outcomes for at-risk youths,67,68 including several
programs designed specifically to identify and accom-
modate youths with TBI.69,70 Finally, state-level judi-
cial advisory committees make considerable efforts to
update language used in judicial colloquies and other
courtroom language, to accommodate individuals with
language impairments (D. Schultz, personal communi-
cation, 2013). Significant though these advances are they
do not obviate the language demands within the crimi-
nal justice system, particularly in the context of extraor-
dinarily high rates of poor language skills among youth
defendants in general.8 Systematic language assessment,
tailored to specific characteristics of legal proceedings,
would inform law enforcement individuals, lawyers, and
judges and would help juveniles with TBI navigate the
complex and challenging legal language of the criminal
justice process. Not only would this change help mediate
the additional difficulties that youths with TBI-related
language impairments face, but it would also move crim-
inal justice one step closer to a system in which the legal
rights of all youths are fully and faithfully protected.
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INTRODUCTION 
Twenty-first century society has achieved an understanding of 

the human mind that would have been unthinkable even a decade ago. 

Revolutionary advances in scientific methods,
1
 computational 

technology,
2
 and medical practices

3
 have all fueled the production of 

an overwhelming amount of data about the structure and function of 

the human brain.
4
 Perhaps of greater significance to the legal context, 

scientific research has helped us understand the mental processes that 

underlie social interactions and that allow us to meaningfully engage 

with others’ feelings, emotions, and thoughts.
5
 Scientific inquiry has 

even begun to explain the biological and psychological bases for 

conscious thought and experience,
6
 bringing us one step closer to 

understanding what it truly means to be human. These breakthroughs, 

which have created many exciting new opportunities for research and 

scholarship and have inspired a considerable amount of discussion,
7
 

are generating increasingly complex profiles of the human mental 

condition. 

                                                            
1. For an overview of current methods, see MATT CARTER & JENNIFER C. SHIEH, GUIDE 

TO RESEARCH TECHNIQUES IN NEUROSCIENCE XIX (2010).  

2. See Will Technology Deliver for “Big Neuroscience”?, 10 NATURE METHODS 271 

(2013); see also Erika Pastrana, Bring on the Neuro Tools, 11 NATURE METHODS 28 (2014).  

3. Reffaella Zanardi et al., New Perspectives on Techniques for the Clinical Psychiatrist: 
Brain Stimulation, Chronobiology and Psychiatric Brain Imaging, 62 PSYCHIATRY & 

CLINICAL NEUROSCIENCE 627 (2008); Edward W. Lempinen, Advances in Neuroscience 
Raise Medical Hopes, Social Questions, 333 SCI. 1108 (Aug. 26, 2011). 

4. See, e.g., NEUROSCIENCE (Dale Purves eds., 4th ed. 2008).  

5. For an excellent summary of social cognitive processes, see Ralph Adolphs, The 
Social Brain: Neural Basis for Social Knowledge, 60 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 693 (2009) 

[hereinafter Adolphs 2009]. 

6. Jonathan Smallwood & Jonathan W. Schooler, The Science of Mind Wandering: 
Empirically Navigating the Stream of Consciousness, 66 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 31.1 

(forthcoming 2015); Adrian M. Owen, Detecting Consciousness: A Unique Role for 
Neuroimaging, 64 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 109 (2013). 

7. See, e.g., THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF PHILOSOPHY AND NEUROSCIENCE (John 

Bickle eds., 2013). 
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, these scientific developments have 
caught the attention of legal actors throughout the world. In 2013, US 
President Barack Obama announced a comprehensive federal research 
initiative to fund research of the human brain,8 with similar initiatives 
adopted within the European Union,9 Japan,10 and China.11 US 
Supreme Court decisions on the applicability of severe forms of 
punishment to young offenders explicitly referenced scientific 
findings about the behavioral and biological differences between 
adults and adolescents;12 these decisions have been cited in numerous 
academic writings about the new-found role of scientific evidence 
about the human brain in the court system,13 and scholars now debate 
the potential of science to resolve difficult social and legal questions, 
such as detecting lies14 and improving witness memory.15 Finally, 
high-profile cases in popular recreational sports16 and the military17 
have turned the nation’s attention towards the profound impacts that 
injuries to the human brain can have and have stressed the importance 
of a robust nervous system in healthy, productive lifestyles.18 
                                                            

8. John Markoff & James Gorman, Obama to Unveil Initiative to Map the Human Brain, 
N.Y. TIMES, April 2, 2013, at A12. 

9. James Kanter, 2 Science Projects to Receive Award of 1 Billion Euros, N.Y. TIMES, 
Jan. 28, 2013, at A3. 

10. David Cyranoski, Marmosets are Stars of Japan’s Ambitious Brain Project, 514 
NATURE 151 (2014). 

11. Cai Wenjun, China to Build “Brain Database,” XINHUA NEWS, (June 29, 2012, 
18:45:18), http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2014-06/29/c_133447030.htm. 

12.  Miller v. Alabama, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 2464–65 n.5 (2012); Graham v. Florida, 130 
S.Ct. 2011, 2026-27 (2010); Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 570 (2005) .  

13. See, e.g., Owen Jones et al., Neuroscientists in Court, 14 NATURE REVS. NEUROSCI. 
730 (2013); Laurence Steinberg, The Influence of Neuroscience on US Supreme Court 

Decisions about Adolescents’ Criminal Culpability, 14 NATURE REVS. NEUROSCIENCE 513 
(2013). 

14. Kamila E. Sip et al., Detecting Deception: the Scope and Limits, 12 TRENDS IN 
COGNITIVE SCI. 48 (2007); Frederick Schauer, Neuroscience, Lie-Detection, and the Law, 14 
TRENDS IN COGNITIVE SCI. 101 (2010). 

15. Daniel L. Schacter & Elizabeth F. Loftus, Memory and Law: What Can 

Neuroscience Contribute?, 16 NATURE NEUROSCIENCE 119 (2013); Joyce W. Lacy & Craig E. 
L. Stark, The Neuroscience of Memory: Implications for the Courtroom, 14 NATURE REVS. 
NEUROSCIENCE 649 (2013).  

16. Ken Belson, Brain Trauma to Affect One in Three Players, N.F.L. Agrees, N.Y. 
TIMES, Sept. 12, 2014, at A1. 

17. Thom Shanker & Richard A. Oppel Jr., War’s Elite Tough Guys, Hesitant to Seek 

Healing, N.Y. TIMES, June 6, 2014, at A1.  
18. For a brief glimpse of the profound effects that these disorders can have on both the 

affected individual and society as a whole, see Barabara Bottalico & Tommaso Bruni, Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder, Neuroscience, and the Law, 35 INT’L J.L. & PSYCHIATRY 112 
(2012); Thomas J. Farrer & Dawson W. Hedges, Prevalence of Traumatic-Brain Injury in 
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Although our scientific understanding still has far to go,19 our ability 
to define and pinpoint mental and cognitive states has never been 
more refined, and it is fundamentally altering the way we view 
ourselves and our surroundings.       

Long before these scientific advances, however, legal systems 
recognized the need to interpret and describe mental states. From the 
Justinian Codes of Ancient Rome20 to the laws of Imperial China, 21 
legal systems have been using their own language to create and define 
concepts related to mental states for at least two millennia. These 
concepts, such as competency, guilt, intent, and insanity, are critically 
important in basic legal frameworks, and are a provocative example 
of how legal systems employ language to define concepts rooted in 
human cognition. Language relating to “competency,” or “mental 
competency,” is particularly relevant for three reasons: (1) it generally 
applies to both criminal and private law; (2) it generally overlaps with 
concepts of liability and insanity; and (3) it relates directly to our 
fundamental perceptions about human autonomy and basic human 
rights.22 It should be apparent that the use of legal language to define 
mental states can have profound effects on individuals, and now, as 
our scientific understanding continues to improve, it behooves us to 
examine our country’s legal language and consider what, if any, 
improvements could be made. Comparative law presents a unique 
opportunity to aid such an examination, especially given the global 
scale of the scientific and legal inquiries.23 Accordingly, a 
comparative examination of legal language related to mental 
competency is essential for an informed understanding of comparable 

                                                                                                                                     
Incarcerated Groups Compared to the General Population: A Meta-Analysis, 35 PROGRESS IN 
NEURO-PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY & BIOLOGICAL PSYCHIATRY 390 (2011); Seena Fazel & 
John Danesh, Serious Mental Disorder in 23,000 Prisoners: A Systematic Review of 62 
Surveys, 350 LANCET 545 (2002).  

19. Though far beyond the scope of this article, the statistics behind these research 
findings are an interesting topic in their own right. See Katherine S. Button et al., Power 
Failure: Why Small Sample Size Undermined the Reliability of Neuroscience, 14 NATURE 
REVS. NEUROSCIENCE 365 (2013).   

20. Dig. 47.10.3.1 (Ulpian, Ad Edictum 56).  
21. Vivien W. Ng, Homicide and Insanity in Qing China, as reprinted in Scraps of 

History: Insane Offenders in Qing, 5 H. K. J. PSYCHIATRY 38, 38 (1995).  
22. See, e.g., Michael L. Perlin, International Human Rights Law and Comparative 

Mental Health Law: The Universal Factors, 34 SYRACUSE J. INT’L L. & COM. 333, 354-55 
(2006); David Kingdon et al., Protecting the Human Rights of People with Mental Disorder: 
New Recommendations Emerging from the Council of Europe, 185 BRIT. J. PSYCHIATRY 277, 
278 (2005).  

23. See supra notes 8-11, 21. 
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language in the United States, and it can educate any attempts to 
improve these languages in order to better reflect the prevailing 
scientific and medical standards and to promote and maintain 
fundamental human dignity.  

Part I of this Article will examine plain-text selections of legal 
language concerning mental competency from the constitutions, 
codes, or relevant decisions by the highest national courts, of three 
countries: the United States, Germany, and Japan. As three of the 
biggest economic powers on the planet,24 these countries merit 
consideration not just for their contrasting cultural and legal 
frameworks but also for their relative influence within the 
international arena during the latter half of the twentieth century. Part 
I’s examination will focus on constitutional and code language for 
two important reasons: (1) these sources of law form the basis of the 
country’s legal system, and serve as the foundation for other, more 
specific forms of legislation; (2), as the highest form of the country’s 
primary law, they serve as the legal standard against which all the 
other laws are evaluated. Next, Part II will examining the relevant 
language and argue that a certain set of cognitive functions, social-
cognitive functions, most likely underlie these strictly legal 
definitions. Finally, Part III will briefly examine how effectively these 
definitions convey the prevailing scientific standard and consider 
what changes, if any, could be made to the current definitions of 
mental competency in the United States to better reflect both these 
prevailing scientific standards and the foreign definitions. 

I. LEGAL DEFINITIONS OF MENTAL COMPETENCE 
As briefly discussed in the Introduction,25 legal concepts of 

mental competency are generally both an ancient and a fundamental 
component of legal systems.26 Innate notions of fairness and humanity 
may underlie the notion that an individual must be mentally 
competent before he can be subject to the rule of law.27 Despite a 
                                                            

24. WORLD BANK, World Development Indicators Database, Sep. 2014, http://databank.
worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf. 

25. See supra note 20 and accompanying text.  
26. See supra note 20 and accompanying text.  
27. Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162, 172 (1975) (noting that a requirement of 

competency is “fundamental to the adversarial process”); Youtsey v. United States, 97 F. 937, 
940 (6th Cir. 1899) (“It is fundamental that an insane person can neither plead to an 
arraignment, be subjected to a trial, or, after trial, receive judgment, or, after judgment, 
undergo punishment.”); 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES, *24 [hereinafter 
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likely biological basis for these morals-based notions,28 each of the 
three legal systems has developed a seemingly unique set of language 
with which it defines mental competence. That being said, however, 
there is a certain amount of overlap among the linguistic themes 
within the various legal definitions,29 and these similarities and 
differences will be important in the comparative analysis. 

A. The United States 
With its common law tradition and relatively old Constitution, 

the United States offers little in the way of codified or constitutional 
language related to mental competency.30 Beginning in the 1960s, 
however, the US Supreme Court started to incorporate the various 
protections of the Bill of Rights into the Fourteenth Amendment.31 
The US Supreme Court’s review of legal questions salient to due 
process and criminal procedure rights established legal language at 
the level of the US Constitution that defined the standard of 
competency32 and affirmed the notion that common-law notions of 
competency33 fall within the due process protections of the 
Constitution.34 Even though such decisions were (and are) 

                                                                                                                                     
BLACKSTONE] (noting that the “rule of law” for dealing with “idiots and lunatics” is that 

“furiosus furore solum punitur” [A madman is punished only by madness]); Harvard Law 

Review Association, Note, Incompetency to Stand Trial, 81 HARV. L. REV. 454, 454 (1967). 

28. The evidence to support a biological basis in humans for moral and ethical thought 

and action is by now quite compelling. See Debra Lieberman et al., Does Morality Have a 
Biological Basis? An Empirical Test of the Factors Governing Sentiments Relating to Incest, 
270 PROC. FOR ROYAL SOC'Y LONDON 819 (2003); Jorge Moll et al., The Neural Basis of 
Human Moral Cognition, 6 NATURE REV. NEUROSCIENCE 799 (2005); Liane Young et al., 

The Neural Basis of the Interaction Between Theory of Mind and Moral Judgment, 104 PROC. 

NAT’L ACAD. SCI. 8235 (2007); see also infra Part II.A.2. 

29. See infra Part I.B, C. 

30. Ostensibly, the founding fathers would have viewed the legal authority to define 

competency as falling within the purview of the various states as an application of the so-

called police power. See U.S. CONST. amend. X; see also Chi., Burlington & Quincy Ry. Co. 

v. Illinois, 200 U.S. 561, 584 (1906). 

31. See generally Akhil Reed Amar, The Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment, 
101 YALE L.J. 1193 (1992). 

32. Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162, 162 (1975); Dusky v. United States, 364 U.S. 402 

(1960) (per curiam). 

33. See supra note 27. 

34. Cooper v. Oklahoma, 517 U.S. 348 (1996) (“The test for incompetence is also well 

settled. A defendant may not be put to trial unless he has sufficient present ability to consult 

with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding and a rational as well as 

factual understanding of the proceedings against him.”) (citation omitted); Medina v. 

California, 505 U.S. 437, 439 (1992) (“It is well established that the Due Process Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment prohibits the criminal prosecution of a defendant who is not competent 
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infrequent,35 they have established specific legal definitions of mental 
competency for the purposes of the US Constitution’s due process 
protections. 

1. Competency Under Dusky 

The legal language defining mental competency was first 
developed in Dusky v. United States. In determining that the lower 
court had not properly determined that the defendant was competent 
to stand trial, the US Supreme Court held that the appropriate test for 
mental competence was the “sufficient present ability to consult with 
his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding” and “a 
rational as well as factual understanding of the proceedings against 
him.”36 The per curiam opinion is conspicuously short, and contains 
nothing to hint at the reasoning (scientific or otherwise) that led the 
Court to unanimously adopt this particular language as the controlling 
definition of mental competency.37  

Despite Dusky’s brevity, however, subsequent holdings have 
expounded its definition of mental competency. When the US 
Supreme Court reaffirmed the Dusky language in Godinez v. Moran,38 
it provided some additional clarification of its competency definition. 
Noting that “the crucial component of the [Dusky] inquiry is the 
defendant’s possession of a reasonable degree of rational 
understanding,” the Court explained that this definition of mental 
competency refers to “a particular level of mental functioning, which 
the ability to consult counsel helps identify.”39 The Court also 
suggested that “rational understanding” is synonymous with the 
ability to make “reasoned choices.”40 When the Court again 
reaffirmed the Dusky language in Cooper v. Oklahoma,41 it 

                                                                                                                                     
to stand trial.”); Pate v. Robinson, 383 U.S. 375, 378 (1966) (“The State concedes that the 
conviction of an accused person while he is legally incompetent violates due process.”). 

35. In the latter half of the twentieth century, the Court averaged two decisions on the 

subject of criminal mental health law per decade. Christopher Slobogin, The Supreme Court’s 
Recent Criminal Mental Health Cases: Rulings of Questionable Competence, 22 CRIM. JUST. 

8, 8 (2007). 

36. Dusky v. United States, 364 U.S. 402, 402 (1960).  
37. Legal scholars have noted the opinion’s absence of justification. See Robert F. 

Schopp, Involuntary Treatment and Competence to Proceed in the Criminal Process: Capital 
and Noncapital Cases, 24 BEHAV. SCI. & L. 495, 497 (2006). 

38. Godinez v. Moran, 509 U.S. 389, 396 (1993). 

39. Id. at 404 (Kennedy, J., concurring). 

40. Id. at 397.  
41. Cooper v. Oklahoma, 517 U.S. 348, 354 (1996). 
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emphasized the role that the “ability to consult with his lawyer” plays 
in determining a defendant’s competency. The Court indicated that 
the ability to “communicate effectively with counsel” is necessary to 
exercise rights deemed essential to a fair trial, and, more 
fundamentally, to the basic fairness of the trial itself.42 Though these 
subsequent decisions have created a more complex legal definition of 
mental competency, the Dusky language remains the basic standard 
for mental competency under the due process protections of the US 
Constitution. 

2. Competency Under Clark 
Legal definitions of insanity offer a parallel set of definitions of 

mental competency under the due process rights of the US 
Constitution.43 Unlike the Dusky language, however, the US Supreme 
Court has not created or affirmed a specific legal definition of 
insanity for the purposes of due process. Quite the contrary, in Clark 
v. Arizona, the Court instead held that the Constitution “imposes no 
single canonical formulation of legal insanity.”44 Consequently, each 
of the fifty states imposes its own legal standard, resulting in a 
patchwork distribution of legal language used to define insanity.45  

These standards are not fully disparate, however: four major 
themes underlie the legal definitions of insanity within the United 
States as discussed in Clark. According to the US Supreme Court, 
these themes are “the cognitive incapacity, the moral incapacity, the 
volitional incapacity, and the product-of-mental-illness tests.”46 The 
first two themes are a product of the so-called M’Naghten rule, named 
after the English case in which the rule was first described.47 These 
two standards preclude a defendant from criminal culpability either if 
he suffers from a mental disease or defect as not to know the nature 
and quality of the act (cognitive incapacity) or if he suffers from a 
mental disease or defect as not to know that the act was wrong (moral 
incapacity).48 The third theme, volitional incapacity, precludes a 
defendant from culpability if he was so lacking in volition due to a 
                                                            

42. Id. at 364. 
43. Historically, there might not have been a clear distinction between general mental 

incompetence and insanity. See BLACKSTONE, supra note 27. 
44. Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 753 (2006). 
45. Id. at 750-52. 
46. Id. at 749.   
47. M’Naghten’s Case, 8 Eng. Rep. 718, 10 Cl. & Fin. 200 (1843). 
48. Clark, 548 U.S. at 747-48 (citations omitted). 
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mental defect or illness that he was unable to control his own 
actions.49 The final theme precludes a defendant from criminal 
liability if his action was the product of a mental illness or deficit.50 
Moral incapacity, whether alone or in conjunction with another 
theme, is the most frequent standard in insanity laws.51 These Clark 
tests, then, require a two-pronged analysis. First, there must be a 
“mental disease or defect,” and second, there must be the moral, 
volitional, or cognitive incapacity.52 Even though none of the four 
tests creates a controlling definition of insanity for the purposes of the 
US Constitution’s due process protections, they will serve as a 
suitable proxy for official constitutional definitions. 

It is important to note at this point that these insanity standards 
are a different type of legal definition for mental competency than the 
Dusky standard. Dusky defines mental competency in a positive sense 
(i.e., by the presence of certain abilities or characteristics – namely, 
the ability to consult with counsel and the ability to understand the 
proceedings). The Clark standards, on the other hand, define mental 
competency in a negative sense (i.e., by the absence of certain 
abilities or characteristics – namely, the inability to recognize right 
from wrong).53 While this distinction may appear trivial, it will 
become more important in subsequent analysis. In conclusion, the US 
Supreme Court has affirmed certain definitions of mental competency 
for the purposes of the US Constitution’s due process protections, 
definitions which describe mental competency strictly within a legal 
context. 

B. Germany 
With its civil law tradition54 and extensive codifications,55 

German’s national laws present a somewhat more accessible sample 

                                                            
49. Id. at 749. 
50. Id. at 749-50. 
51. By the Supreme Court’s calculations, forty-four States and the federal government 

use the moral incapacity test in their insanity statutes. Id. at 750-51.  
52. Id. at 749-50. 
53. This distinction should not be confused with the (more common) distinction between 

positive rights and negative rights, which concerns the presence or absence of affirmative legal 
duties. See David P. Currie, Positive and Negative Constitutional Rights, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 
864 (1986). 

54. See GERHARD ROBBERS, AN INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LAW 15-27 (4th ed. 2006); 
see also Reinhard Zimmermann, An Introduction to German Legal Culture, INTRODUCTION 
TO GERMAN LAW 1 (Werner F. Ebke & Matthew W. Finkin, eds., 1996).  
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of legal language with which it defines mental competency in legal 
contexts. To a certain extent, the codified language may permit a less 
ambiguous examination of the legal definitions of mental 
competency, and they are compelling definitions both in their own 
right and as a counterpart to the legal definitions used within the 
United States. 

1. Competency Under German Private Law 

The German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, or “BGB”) 
contains legal definitions of competency that form the basis of mental 
competency descriptions throughout German private substantive law. 
The first such definition is the concept of “Geschäftsunfähigkeit,” or 
incapacity to contract.56 Section 104 of the BGB defines incapacity to 
contract as “a state of pathological mental disturbance which prevents 
the free exercise of will, unless the state is by its nature a temporary 
one.”57 Like the United States’ various definitions of insanity,58 the 
BGB’s definition of mental competency is a negative one, so that 
mental competency is defined not by the presence but by the absence 
of certain abilities (i.e., the ability to freely exercise one’s will).59  

This definition is repeated verbatim in two subsequent sections 
of the BGB. Section 827, which defines loss and reduction of legal 
liability in tort,60 states that a person is not liable for damages if he is 
“in a state of pathological mental disturbance precluding free exercise 
of will.”61 The identical language62 helps effect a more consistent 

                                                                                                                                     
55. See generally TRADITION, CODIFICATION AND UNIFICATION: COMPARATIVE-

HISTORICAL ESSAYS ON DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CIVIL LAW (J.M. Milo et al. eds. 2014). 
56. BÜRGERLICHES GESTZBUCH [BGB] [CIVIL CODE], BUNDESGESETZBLATT [BGBl.], 

as amended, § 104, para. 2, translation at http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_bgb/
index.html (Ger.) [hereinafter BGB]. 

57. Id. para. 2. For the purposes of consistency, all English translations of the codified 
laws are taken from the English versions provided by the German Ministry of Justice, unless 
otherwise noted. 

58. See supra Part I.A.2. 
59. Official commentaries to the BGB define “capacity to contract” (Geschäftsfähigkeit), 

in the positive sense, as “the ability to be able to make generally permissible legal transactions 
independently and fully effectively,” MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, ZUM BÜRGERLICHEN 
GESETZBUCH, 1222 (Mathias Habersack eds., 6th ed. 2013), or “the ability to independently 
and fully effectively make legal transactions,” PALANDT, BÜRGERLICHES GESETZBUCH, 82 
(C.H. Beck München ed., 72nd ed. 2013). 

60. Commentaries call this legal liability “Deliktsfähigkeit,” “Verschuldnensfähigkeit,” 
or “Zurechnungsfähigkeit.” MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59, at 2370; PALANDT, 
supra note 59, at 1381. 

61. BGB, supra note 56, § 827.  
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legal definition within the German private law context. Finally, 
section 1304 further reinforces this definition of mental competency 
in the context of family law, stating that “a person who is incapable of 
contracting may not enter into a marriage.”63 These three provisions 
of the BGB establish a consistent and specific legal definition of 
mental competency within the sphere of German private substantive 
law. 

In the realm of German private procedural law, the German 
Code of Civil Procedure (“Zivilprozessordnung”, or “ZPO”) ties 
mental competency back to the definition established in the BGB. 
Section 52 of the ZPO defines procedural competency 
(“Prozessfähigkeit”):64 “A person shall have the capacity to sue or be 
sued insofar as he can be obligated by agreements.”65 Although it is 
interesting to note the different phrasing, especially since the related 
provisions of the BGB (§§ 104, 827, 1304) all use language that is 
more or less identical,66 commentaries indicate that mental 
competency in the procedural context overlaps with mental 
competency in the substantive private law context.67 By relying on the 
BGB’s definitions of mental competency, the ZPO reinforces a 
specific legal definition of mental competency within the German 
private law.  

2. Competency Under German Criminal Law 

Unlike US criminal law, German substantive criminal law 
(Strafgeseztbuch, or “StBG”) contains codified language to define 
mental capacity within the criminal law context.68 First, Section 20 of 
the StGB creates an exemption from criminal liability, or 

                                                                                                                                     
62. The subtle difference in the English phrasing is a translation artifact. In the original 

German, both sections use identical language (“einem die freie Willensbestimmung 
ausschließenden Zustand krankhafter Störung der Geistestätigkeit”) to describe the absence of 
legal competency. BGB, supra note 56,  §§ 104, 827. 

63. BGB, supra note 56, § 1304. 
64. ZIVILPROZEßORDUNG [ZPO] [CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE], as amended, § 52, 

translation at http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_zpo/code_of_civil_procedure.pdf 
(Ger.) [hereinafter ZPO]. 

65. Id.  
66. See supra note 62 and accompanying text. 
67. “Procedural competency is procedural capacity to contract” (“Prozeßfähigkeit ist die 

prozessuale Geschäftsfähigkeit”), BECK’SCHE KURZ KOMMENTARE, 135 (C.H. Beck München 
eds., 50th ed. 1992). 

68. STRAFGESTZBUCH [StGB] [PENAL CODE], as amended, § 20, translation at 
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/ (Ger.) [hereinafter StGB]. 
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“Schuldunfähigkeit.” Section 20 indicates “any person who at the time 
of the commission of the offence is incapable of appreciating the 
unlawfulness of their actions or of acting in accordance with any such 
appreciation due to a pathological mental disorder, a profound 
conscious disorder, debility, or any other serious mental 
abnormality.”69 As was the case for the Clark tests in the United 
States, the language in Section 20 requires a two-pronged analysis in 
order to determine mental competency in the case of insanity.70 First, 
there must be one of the four listed psychopathologies.71 If the first 
prong is met, then there must be a finding that, because of the 
psychopathology, the individual could not appreciate the 
unlawfulness of the act or could not control his own actions.72 Finally, 
note that, like the BGB’s definition of mental competency, the 
definition in Section 20 is a negative definition of mental 
competency, so that competency is described by the absence of the 
various mental capabilities described within the code.73 This 
definition forms the basis not just of complete exculpation but also of 
partial exculpation as well. Section 21 of the StGB notes that a person 
may be eligible for reduced culpability if his capacity to appreciate 
the unlawfulness of his actions or to act in accordance with the 
appreciation is substantially diminished by one of the reasons listed in 
Section 20.74 Because the definition established in Section 20 is 
repeated in Section 21,75 the StGB suggests that the distinction 
between full mental incompetency and partial mental incompetency is 
a quantitative one, not a qualitative one, and that the two are on the 
same spectrum of mental abilities. 

Despite the similarity between the definitions of mental 
competency in German private and criminal law, note that there is one 

                                                            
69. Id. § 20.  

70. “The § 20 determination is built on two parts.” ROXIN, STRAFRECHT, 886(1), (C.H. 

Beck München eds., 4th ed. 2006). 

71. Id. For a more detailed description of the four psychopathologies, see id. at 889(II). 

72. Id. at 886(1); see also Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 749 (2006). These converging 

definitions are not entirely surprising, given that the sort of mental disorders described in both 

are universal human phenomena. However, it is interesting that the German and American 

definitions are so similar even though up until the mid-twentieth century, German criminal law 

had relatively little influence on the development of criminal law in common law countries. 

Markus Dirk Dubber, Theories of Crime and Punishment in German Criminal Law, 53 AM. J. 

COMP. L. 679, 679 (2005). 

73. StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 

74. Id. § 21. 

75. Id. §§ 20-21. The phrase “das Unrecht der Tat einzusehen oder nach dieser Einsicht 

zu handeln” appears in both sections. 
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important difference. In the criminal context, competency can be 
precluded not only by the “pathological mental disorder” but also by 
the other three pathologies,76 whereas in the private law context, 
competency can be precluded only by “a state of pathological mental 
disturbance.”77 Ostensibly, then, mental competency in the criminal 
context is a more difficult standard to meet, as it could be precluded 
not just by a pathological mental disorder but also by mental 
conditions that are technically not pathological, such as a low I.Q.78 In 
summation, German private and criminal codes have specific legal 
definitions for mental competency that both compare and contrast to 
the definitions in the United States. 

C. Japan 
Heavily influenced by both US and German legal philosophies 

and practices, modern Japanese law is something of a hybrid between 
the US common law and German civil law traditions.79 However, the 
Japanese legal system retains a strong commitment to traditional 
cultural notions, creating a unique societal context in which these 
laws are enforced. It is against this backdrop that this Article 
examines Japan’s legal language of mental competency. 

1. Competency Under Japanese Civil Law 

In the civil law context, the Japanese civil code (民法, “Minpō”) 
contains language that creates a specific legal definition of mental 
competency. Article 713 of the Minpō states that a person is not liable 
for civil damages if he causes those damages “while he/she lacks the 
capacity to appreciate his/her liability for his/her own act due to 
mental disability.”80 This language is reminiscent of both the German 
and the American equivalents. First, the wording suggests a two-step 
inquiry as was seen in both the German StGB81 and the US Clark82 
                                                            

76. Id. § 21. 
77. BGB, supra note 56, § 104.  
78. The word translated as “debility” in section 21 of the StGB, “Schwachsinns,” 

literally means “imbecility” or “idiocy.” As used in section 21, the term signifies “an innate 
intellectual deficit without an apparent cause.” ROXHIN, supra note 70, at 896(22). 

79. Elliot J. Hahn, An Overview of the Japanese Legal System, 5 NW. J. INT’L L. & BUS. 
517, 521-22 (1983).  

80. MINPŌ [MINPŌ] [Civ. C.] 1896, art. 713 (Japan), translation at http://www.moj.go.
jp/content/000056024.pdf. All English translations of the Japanese codes are taken from the 
English versions promulgated by the Japanese Ministry of Justice. 

81. StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
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standards for determining criminal culpability. Second, the phrasing 
of this standard suggests a variant of the “moral incapacity” test,83 a 
condition for mental competency that appears in both the US84 and the 
German85 definitions of mental competency as well. Interestingly, 
however, whereas the United States and Germany use moral 
incapacity to define mental competency in the criminal context, 
Article 713 employs the moral incapacity standard within the civil 
law context.  

2. Competency Under Japanese Criminal Law 

The Japanese criminal codes also contain legal definitions for 
mental competency. Article 39 of the penal code (刑法, “Keihō”) 
defines mental competency for the purposes of exculpation: “An act 
of insanity is not punishable.”86 Similarly, “an act of diminished 
capacity shall lead to the punishment being reduced.”87 This language 
is interesting because, unlike the German and US equivalents, it does 
not specify what sort of behavior or deficits indicate legal insanity or 
inculpability. Whereas both German and US criminal law generally 
define mental incapacity as the inability to control or appreciate one’s 
behavior due to a mental pathology,88 the Keihō simply states that 
mental incapacity is the state of being insane.89 Relatedly, whereas 
German criminal law defines full legal incapacity and diminished 
legal capacity with the same legal language,90 the Keihō creates a 
separate, although related, definition for partial mental incapacity 
altogether.91  

The language put forth in the Keihō is repeated in the Japanese 
code of criminal procedure (刑事訴訟法, “Keisōhō”)92 in three 
separate procedural contexts, and this repetition helps clarify the 
language’s meaning by providing greater context. First, Article 314 of 

                                                                                                                                     
82. Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 747-48 (2006) (citations omitted).  
83. Id. at 747-48; StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
84. Clark, 548 U.S. at 747-48. 
85. StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
86. KEIHŌ [KEIHŌ] [Pen. C.] 1907, art. 39, para. 1. 
87. Id. para. 2.  
88. Clark, 548 U.S. at 747-48 (citations omitted); StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
89. 心神喪失 (shinshinsōshitsu), “unsound mind.”  KEIHŌ, supra note 86, para. 1.  
90. See supra note 75 and accompanying text. 
91. 心神耗弱 (shinshinmōjaku), “weakened or diminished mind.” KEIHŌ, supra note 86, 

para. 2. 
92. KEIJI SOSHŌHŌ [KEISŌHŌ] [C. Crim. Pro.] 1948. 
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the Keisōhō establishes that insane individuals cannot be prosecuted, 
indicating that “when the accused is in a state of insanity,93 the 
proceedings shall be suspended while the accused is in such a state.”94 
Second, Article 37-4 establishes that insane individuals or individuals 
with diminished mental capacity may have lawyers assigned to 
them.95 Finally, Article 439, which concerns the request of a retrial, 
indicates that a retrial may be requested by “the spouse, lineal 
relative, brother, or sister of the person who has been found guilty, in 
the event that said person is deceased or is in a state of insanity.”96 
The specific repetition of the Keihō’s definition of insanity suggests a 
more unified legal conceptualization of mental competency, and is a 
compelling counterexample to the German and US definitions, in 
which varying language is used for different legal contexts. 

II. UNDERLYING COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS 

While the legal definitions of mental competency examined in 
Part I are purely legal constructs,97 the people who are adjudicated 
(and who adjudicate) under them are not; consequently, the legal 
definitions are fundamentally tied to the cognitive functions with 
which humans act and interact, and to scientific and medical 
information about these functions.98 It should be possible, therefore, 
to define a certain set of scientifically recognized cognitive functions 

                                                            
93. 心神喪失の状態 (shishishōshitsu no jōtai), “a state of insanity.” Id. art. 314, para. 1. 

Note that the word for insanity is identical to that used in the Keihō. See supra note 89. 
94. KEISŌHŌ, supra note 92, art. 314, para. 1. 
95. Id. art. 37-4. 
96. Id. art. 439(1)(iv). 
97. See, e.g., Mae C. Quinn, Reconceptualizing Competence: An Appeal, 66 WASH. & 

LEE L. REV. 259, 265 (2009) (“Notably, while seemingly straightforward and rooted in 
common sense, neither prong of the [Dusky] test finds its genesis in medical or mental health 
literature.”); Incompetency to Stand Trial, supra note 27, at 470 (“Like criminal responsibility, 
incompetency is a legal question; the ultimate responsibility for its determination must rest in a 
judicial rather than a medical authority.”). 

98. See Medina v. California, 505 U.S. 437, 465 (1992) (“Although competency is a 
legal issue ultimately determined by the courts, recommendations by mental health 
professionals exert tremendous influence on judicial determinations.”) (Blackmun, J., 
dissenting); Incompetency to Stand Trial, supra note 27, at 469 (“In most jurisdictions, 
reliance on psychiatric testimony is substantial.”); for a somewhat stronger critique, see Gerald 
T. Bennet & Arthur F. Sullwold, Competence to Proceed: A Functional and Context-

Determinative Decision, 29 J. FORENSIC SCI. 1119, 1120 (1984) (“Uncritical acceptance of the 
undefined role of the expert has led the legal system to abdication of the traditional judicial 
decision-making function, supplanting that task by almost total reliance on and ‘rubber 
stamping’ of those opinions.”). 
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that underlie these legal definitions. Part II will reconsider the legal 
definitions of mental competency in the context of these underlying 
cognitive functions and will suggest a number of social-cognitive 
elements that are consistent throughout the three countries’ various 
legal definitions.  

A. Competency as a Function of Social-Cognitive Processes 
Ultimately, the legal definitions of mental competency require 

the presence of certain mental abilities that allow for functional 
participation within the social context of a legal proceeding.99 The 
scientific community has characterized these mental abilities into a 
suite of cognitive functions known as social cognition.100 Comprising 
the neuropsychological skill set to recognize and manipulate socially 
relevant information,101 social cognition is inherently necessary for 
any meaningful participation in a social context. As the language of 
the various legal definitions of mental competency suggests, social-
cognitive function is key to a finding of mental competency. 

1. Competency as a Function of Context-Driven Cognition    

The first indication that social-cognitive functions underlie legal 
competency is the context-based nature of mental competency. In 
ordinary usage, competence is the state of being functionally adequate 
or of having sufficient skill.102 In broader legal usage, competence is 
the mental ability to understand problems and make decisions or, 
more broadly, a basic or minimal ability to do something.103 
Competency, therefore, varies based on the particular legal purpose 
and depends on contextual factors such as the relative interests at 

                                                            
99. Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162, 171 (1975) (noting that a person who is not 

mentally competent is someone  “whose mental condition is such that he lacks the capacity to 
understand the nature and object of the proceedings against him, to consult with counsel, and 
to assist in preparing his defense may not be subjected to a trial”); Dusky v. United States, 362 
U.S. 402, 402 (1960) (holding that a person who is mentally competent “has sufficient present 
ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding—and 
whether he has a rational as well as factual understanding of the proceedings against him”); 
Incompetency to Stand Trial, supra note 27, at 457 (noting that the “primary purpose of the 
incompetency rule is to safeguard the accuracy of adjudication”). 

100. See Adolphs 2009, supra note 5. 
101. See Ralph Adolphs, The Neurobiology of Social Cognition, 11 CURRENT OPINION 

IN NEUROBIOLOGY 231, 231 (2001) [hereinafter Adolphs 2001]. 
102. Competence, WEBSTER’S NEW INT’L DICTIONARY 463 (3d ed. 2002). 
103. Competence, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2009). 
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stake and the circumstances of the proceedings.104 As suggested by 
the US Supreme Court, “[t]here are, of course, no fixed or immutable 
signs which invariably indicate [competency]: the question is often a 
difficult one in which a wide range of manifestations and subtle 
nuances are implicated.”105 This context-based approach to 
competency implies not only a flexible legal standard but also a focus 
on the pragmatic, outcome-driven nature of a defendant’s 
participation in legal proceedings.106 Social-cognitive functions are 
equally context-specific and recruit both conscious and subconscious 
processes to integrate external stimuli and internal intentions, thereby 
facilitating social behavior: 

Social behavior depends critically on context and intention, a 
sensitivity that arises from the rich interplay between controlled 
and automatic processing of social information, and a modulation 
long emphasized within social psychology. One way of viewing 
such modulations is to think of an initial feed-forward sweep of 
social information processing that is rapid and automatic, 
followed by cycles of additional processing that are biased by the 
first, but modulated by top-down effects that may incorporate 
controlled processing and conscious intent.107 

Social cognition’s ultimate role, then, is to “modulate” socially 
appropriate behavior by integrating socially relevant information with 
the other, domain-general cognitive abilities108 necessary to produce 

                                                            
104. Robert F. Schopp, Wake Up and Die Right: The Rationale, Standard, and 

Jurisprudential Significance of the Competency to Face Execution Requirement, 51 LA. L. 

REV. 95, 1038-39 (1991); Alec Buchanan, Competency to Stand Trial and the Seriousness of 
the Charge, 34 J. AM. ACAD. PSYCHIATRY & L. 458, 459 (2006); Bennet, supra note 98, at 

1121. 

105. Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162, 180 (1975). 

106. “A determination of competence or incompetence is functional in nature, context-

dependent and pragmatic in orientation . . . .” A.B.A., CRIM. JUST. MENTAL HEALTH 

STANDARDS 175 (1989), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/criminal_

justice_standards/mental_health_complete.authcheckdam.pdf; see also Richard J. Bonnie, The 
Competence of Criminal Defendants with Mental Retardation to Participate in Their Own 
Defense, 81 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 419, 424 (1990). 

107. Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 707; see also Jonathan St. B. T. Evans, Dual-
Processing Accounts of Reasoning, Judgment, and Social Cognition, 59 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 

255, 268-70 (2008). Note that, as Evans points out, an increasing number of models have been 

developed to represent the social cognitive processes.  

108. Domain-general cognitive functions are functions that are used for all cognitive 

tasks, regardless of context. Attention and working memory are examples of domain-general 

cognitive functions. See, e.g., Jeremy R. Gray et al., Neural Mechanisms of Fluid Intelligence, 

6 NATURE NEUROSCIENCE 316, 316 (2003). 
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intentional, socially relevant action.109 Therefore, social-cognitive 
function is critical to the interaction between socially contextual 
information and intentional actions that underlies mental competency. 

This social-cognitive interaction between context and intention 
is clearly inherent within the various legal definitions of mental 
competency.110 Under the US Dusky standard, a competent individual 
must possess both a rational and a factual understanding of the 
proceedings.111 In order to do so, the individual’s cognitive functions 
must allow him to perceive the necessary contextual information (i.e., 
the factual understanding), and to incorporate his conscious thoughts 
into that information so that he can navigate the proceedings in a 
meaningful way (i.e., the rational understanding).112 This inference 
finds additional support in the US Supreme Court’s characterization 
of Dusky’s “rational understanding” as the ability to make “reasoned 
choices.”113 One of the defining tasks of the social cognition pathway 

                                                            
109. Social cognition provides “input” to these domain-general cognitive processes, and 

social behavior is the “output.” See Adolphs 2001, supra note 101, at 232 (illustrating social 
cognition’s role of processing stimulus input and producing behavior output); for a more 
detailed discussion about the ability to dissociate social cognition from other cognitive 
functions, see infra Part II.A.2. 

110. This interaction between context and intent characterizes the fundamental notions 
of the legal system itself. See Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 708 (“The way in which our laws 
assign blame and dole out punishment also captures an important context effect: an interaction 
between the harmful consequences of an action, and the belief and intention of the person 
carrying it out.”).  

111. Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960). 
112. “The weighting of personal experience (‘individual information’) against 

information provided from others (‘social information’) is a key determinant of human 
decision making, and numerous factors can determine this weighing, such as the predictability 
of the environment, the relative costs of social and individual information, or the availability of 
suitable models to learn from. Frequently, individual and social information will together 
determine a decision.” Simon M. Reader & Ionnis Leris, What Shapes Social Decision 
Making?, 37 BEHAV. & BRAIN SCI. 63, 96 (2014). 

113. “How this [reasoned choice] standard is different from (much less higher than) the 
Dusky standard – whether the defendant has a ‘rational understanding’ of the proceedings – is 
not readily apparent to us.” Godinez v. Moran, 509 U.S. 389, 397 (1993). The Court when on 
to note that “even assuming that there is some meaningful distinction between the capacity for 
‘reasoned choice’ and a ‘rational understanding’ of the proceedings,” the two standards would 
have the same legal standard of pleading. Id. at 398; see also Schopp, supra note 104, at 1044 
(“While the capacity to reason or to deliberate are not explicitly stated, the rationale implies 
that these are also necessary at least to some minimal degree.”); Bennet and Sullwold, supra 
note 98, at 1121 (explaining that mental competency “encompasses, at least in part, the mental 
ability to make a reasoned choice among alternatives”). 
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is the ability to make reasoned choices,114 to “process multiple 
alternatives and to choose an optimal course of action.”115 In the 
complex social environment of a legal proceeding,116 therefore, it is 
all but certain that the Dusky standard of competency envisions these 
social cognitive abilities within its strictly legal definition.  

Under the definitions in Germany’s BGB, competency, or 
“Geschäftsfähigkeit,” is the ability to exercise free will117 such that an 
individual can be bound by a legal transaction.118 Here, the context-
driven interaction between individual information and social 
information is necessarily applicable,119 because the individual must 
be able to balance various internal and external factors in the process 
of deciding whether to be freely bound by a transaction.120 Therefore, 
the German BGB could imply an additional subset of social-cognitive 
functions specifically necessary to complete social transactions (i.e., a 
contract). Researchers have suggested that these sorts of social 
interactions rely on a unique set of social-cognitive processes, which 
may be tightly coupled with the cognitive processes used in other 
social situations.121 Certainly German private law’s emphasis on the 

                                                            
114. Alan G. Sanfey, Social Decision-Making: Insights from Game Theory and 

Neuroscience, 318 SCI. 598, 598 (2007); Tania Singer, The Past, Present and Future of Social 
Neuroscience: A European Perspective, 61 NEUROIMAGE 437, 442-43 (2012). 

115. James K. Rilling & Alan G. Sanfey, The Neuroscience of Social Decision-Making, 
62 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 23, 24 (2011). 

116. See id. (“[G]iven that we live in highly complex social environments, many of our 
most important decision are made in the context of social interactions.”); see also Reader & 
Leris, supra note 112 (“Important decisions in particular are likely to involve substantial use of 
both individual and social information.”). 

117. BGB, supra note 56, § 104. 
118. MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59;  PALANDT, supra note 59. 
119. Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 707; Evans, supra note 107. 
120. Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 707; Evans, supra note 107; Reader & Leris, supra 

note 112. 
121. For an experimental consideration of various theories describing the domain-

specific cognitive processes underlying social contracts, see Gerd Gigerenzer & Klaus Hug, 
Domain-Specific Reasoning: Social Contracts, Cheating, and Perspective Change, 43 
COGNITION 127 (1992); see also Leda Cosmides & John Tooby, Social Exchange: The 
Evolutionary Design of a Neurocognitive System, in THE NEW COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE, III 
1295, 1305 (Michael S. Gazzaniga ed., 2005) (suggesting that “[t]he evidence strongly 
supports the claim that reasoning about social exchange is caused by computational machinery 
that is specialized for this function in adults”); Leda Cosmides & John Tooby, Neurocognitive 
Adaptations Designed for Social Exchange, in THE HANDBOOK OF EVOLUTIONARY 
PSYCHOLOGY 584, 587 (D. M. Buss ed., 2005) (arguing that “[t]aken together, the data 
showing design specificity, precocious development, cross-cultural universality, and neural 
dissociability implicate the existence of an evolved, species-typical neurocomputational 
specialization.”). 
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transactional nature of mental competency suggests that the ability to 
conclude legal contracts is uniquely important in that valid 
participation in the private legal system is predicated upon it.122 
Therefore, the definitions of mental competency in German private 
law require not just context-driven social-cognitive functions, but also 
context-driven social-cognitive functions necessary for completing 
social transactions.  

Finally, while nothing in the Japanese definitions of mental 
competency explicitly suggests the dependence of context-driven 
social cognition (at least not to the extent that the German and US 
standards do),123 is seems reasonable to conclude that the Keihō’s 
definition of mental competency requires the same comprehension 
and decision-making skills as Dusky,124 because the Keihō assumes 
that individuals who lack such competency cannot be subject to legal 
proceedings.125 Since these skills require the coordination of social 
and internal information,126 they rely on the social-cognitive functions 
that facilitate them.127 

In conclusion, the legal definitions of mental competency, which 
are grounded in the social context of a legal interaction, suggest that 
the social-cognitive functions that facilitate the interaction between 
social context and individual intentions are a necessary component of 
the legal definition. 

2. Competency as a Function of Social Moral Judgment    

The second indication that social-cognitive functions underlie 
the legal definitions of mental competency is the emphasis on the 
ability to perceive and regulate one’s behavior in the context of social 
norms. The moral incapacity and volitional incapacity tests,128 which 
are a component of the US,129 German,130 and Japanese131 legal 
                                                            

122. BGB, supra note 56, §§ 104, 827, 1304; ZPO, supra note 64; MÜNCHENER 
KOMMENTAR,  supra note 59; PALANDT, supra note 59; BECK’SCHE KURZ KOMMENTARE, 
supra note 67. 

123. See supra notes 88-89 and accompanying text. 
124. Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960); supra note 116 and 

accompanying text. 
125. KEIHŌ, supra note 86, art. 1. 
126. See supra note 107 and accompanying text. 
127. See Adolphs 2001, supra note 101. 
128. See Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 749-50 (2006). 
129. Id. 
130. StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
131. Minpō, supra note 80, art. 713.  
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definitions of mental competency, generally require an individual to 
appreciate the wrongfulness of his actions. Ostensibly, this 
requirement is predicated on an individual’s ability to recognize 
societal standards of right and wrong, to appreciate how his actions 
will impact himself and others, and to appropriately regulate his 
behavior in conformance with the societal standards. These abilities 
all depend on social-cognitive functions, and this dependency further 
supports the assertion that social cognition underlies mental 
competency. 

Social cognition research has well classified the 
neuropsychological basis for moral and ethical judgments.132 In fact, 
regulating behavior based on moral and societal norms is perhaps one 
of the most important aspects of social-cognitive functions:133 social 
cognition provides the appropriate social input, which is necessary to 
produce the appropriate social behavior.134 Moral judgment requires 
the cognitive function to recognize both one’s own inner sense of 
morality and the sense of morality of others,135 so it is natural that 
these cognitive functions are expressly indicated by the various legal 
definitions of mental competency.136  

It is also known, however, that the moral judgment–related 
cognitive functions are dissociable from other domain-general 
                                                            

132. See Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 697. Note that moral judgment is also heavily 
dependent on context and the interaction between internal and external factors. Adolphs 2001, 
supra note 101, at  698 (“We judge actions to be right or wrong, and the people who carry 
them out to be good or bad, based on emotion, inference, automatic and reflective processing, 
and a host of processes that have evolved to subserve reciprocity, fairness, loyalty, respect, and 
other behavioral disposition.”); Young et al., supra note 28, at 8235 (“Developmental evidence 
thus suggests that mature moral judgments depend crucially on the cognitive processes 
responsible for representing and integrating information about beliefs and outcomes.”); Moll et 
al., supra note 28, at 804 (“Humans integrate extensive contextual elements when assessing 
the behavior of others and when appreciating their own actions in a given situation.”). 

133. Moll et al., supra note 28, at 799 (“Morality is a product of evolutionary pressures 
that have shaped social cognitive and motivational mechanisms, which had already developed 
in human ancestors, into uniquely human forms of experience and behavior.”); id., at 804 
(“Morality is a real-world business. It is about people navigating, interacting and making 
choices in an ever-changing world.”).  

134. Adolphs 2001, supra note 101. 
135. Young et al., supra note 28, at 8235 (Successful moral judgment requires “not just 

‘theory of mind,’ or the ability to represent the mental states of others, but the ability to 
integrate this information with information about consequences in the context of moral 
judgment.”); Turkstra et al., supra note 109, at 5 (suggesting that impairments in this so-called 
perspective taking ability may be “one of the most socially handicapping sequelae” of 
impaired cognitive function). 

136. Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 749-50 (2006); StGB, supra note 68, § 20; Minpō, 
supra note 80, art. 713. 
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cognitive functions, such as memory or attentional control.137 It is 
possible, therefore, to retain the cognitive functions necessary to 
general functioning while losing the cognitive functions necessary to 
undertake appropriate social judgment. This dissociation is often seen 
in individuals who display extremely antisocial behavior, such as 
psychopaths.138 Even though these individuals are often severely 
impaired in their abilities to regulate behavior based on appropriate 
societal norms, they can nevertheless be successful in their careers or 
their goals.139 Cases such as these emphasize the importance not only 
of general cognitive abilities, such as intelligence or rational thinking, 
but also of the social-cognitive functions that allow individuals to 
modify their behaviors based on appropriate social norms.140  

This dissociation creates difficultly for the various legal 
definitions of mental competency. For example, it is possible to 
imagine a scenario in which, under the various German definitions of 
competency, an individual with these types of deficits is cognitively 
capable of performing a legal transaction,141 thereby meeting the legal 
definition of mental competency under the BGB.142 Simultaneously, 
however, the individual’s deficits, which are presumably “serious 
mental abnormalities,”143 might prevent him from appreciating the 
illegality or wrongfulness of his actions, thereby precluding mental 
competency under the StGB.144 A similar scenario could be imagined 
for the mental competency definitions under US law: an individual 
may have the comprehension and decision-making abilities to be able 

                                                            
137. See, e.g., Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 704; Steven W. Anderson et al., 

Impairment of Social and Moral Behavior Related to Early Damage in Human Prefrontal 
Cortex, 2 NATURE NEUROSCIENCE 1032, 1032 (1995); Takahiro Osumi & Hideki Ohira, The 
Positive Side of Psychopathy: Emotional Detachment in Psychopathy and Rational Decision-
Making in the Ultimatum Game, 49 PERSONALITY & INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 451, 451 
(2010); Mike Koenigs et al., Damage to Prefrontal Cortex Increases Utilitarian Moral 
Judgments, 446 NATURE  908, 908 (2007); see also supra note 108. 

138. Anderson et al., supra note 137; Osumi, supra note 137; Koenigs et al., supra note 
137. 

139. Osumi, supra note 137 (“[P]sychopathy itself may not be decisive in one’s social 
maladaptation; rather, it may enhance some types of social success. It has been a mystery why 
psychopathy includes such contradictory aspects as antisocial and successful achievements.”). 

140. Riling, supra note 115, at 36-37. 
141. See MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59; see also PALANDT, supra note 59. 
142. BGB, supra note 56, § 104; MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59; PALANDT, 

supra note 59. 
143. STGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
144. Id. 
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to meet the Dusky standard for mental competency,145 but may be 
precluded from competency under Clark because his cognitive 
deficits impaired his social cognition and prevented him from 
appreciating that the act was wrong.146 Finally, this same individual 
may be precluded from mental competency under both the civil147 and 
criminal148 legal definitions of Japan. These hypothetical examples149 
underscore social cognition’s role within a determination of mental 
competency. If these legal determinations of mental competency did 
not contain a consideration of social cognition, they would be unable 
to distinguish between an individual who is cognitively capable of 
performing an action while conforming to social value norms and an 
individual who is cognitively capable of performing that action while 
not conforming to social value norms. Since this distinction is 
critically important for the purposes of determining competency under 
the definitions of all three counties,150 a consideration of social 
cognition must underlie the legal definitions of competency. 

In summation, the identifiable cognitive basis for moral 
judgment and the reliance on this aspect of human behavior within the 
various legal definitions of mental competency strongly suggest that 
the former underlies the latter, and further suggests that social-
cognitive functions are a necessary component of the various legal 
definitions. 

3. Competency as a Function of Normal Adult Cognition 

The third and final indication that social-cognitive functions 
underlie the legal definitions of mental competency is the general 
presumption of competency within normal adults. Since social-
cognitive functions are a natural component of normal human 
development,151 any presumption of competency in normal adults 
must necessarily refer to social-cognitive functions. 

                                                            
145. Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960); see also supra Part II.A.1. 

146. Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 749-50 (2006). 

147. MINPŌ, supra note 80.  
148. KEIHŌ, supra note 86. 
149. Note that, because mental competency is a legal determination, the courts would 

ultimately determine the fate of these hypothetical individuals. See supra note 97. 

150. Clark, 548 U.S. at 749-50 (2006); StGB, supra note 68, § 20; Minpō, supra note 80, 

art. 713; see also supra note 136 and accompanying text. 

151. See Stephanie Burnett & Sarah-Jane Blakemore, The Development of Adolescent 
Social Cognition, 1167 ANN. N.Y. ACAD. SCI. 51 (2009). 
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 The legal definitions of mental competency presume 
competency both explicitly and implicitly. In the United States, the 
Supreme Court has held that the US Constitution permits an explicit 
presumption of competence under Dusky. In Medina v. California, the 
US Supreme Court held that a state law that imposed a presumption 
of competence on the defendant did not violate the Constitution’s due 
process protections.152 Therefore, mental competency assumes that 
individuals are competent until proven otherwise, suggesting that 
mental competency refers to cognitive functions that are the norm, not 
the exception. Conversely, the legal definitions under Clark make an 
implicit presumption of mental competence. Clark creates a negative 
definition of mental competency, so that mental competency is 
described not by the presence of certain abilities (as is the case in 
Dusky),153 but rather by the absence of certain abilities; that is, 
individuals are presumed competent unless they have a mental disease 
or defect and one of the corresponding incapacities.154 Under German 
law, the presumption of competency is understood to be the general 
rule for both private law155 and for criminal law.156 Additionally, as 
was true for the United States’ Clark definitions, both the BGB and 
the StGB define competency in negative terms,157 further suggesting 
that normal cognitive functions are the legal standard. Finally, the 
Japanese laws imply a presumption of mental competency by creating 
a dichotomy between “insane” or “diminished” mental states, which 
are precluded from legal adjudication,158 and all other mental states, 
which are not. In all three legal systems, then, mental competency is 
assumed to encompass normal adult functioning, including social 
cognition. 

                                                            
152. Medina v. California, 505 U.S. 437, 452-53 (1992). See generally Bruce J. Winick, 

Presumptions and Burdens of Proof in Determining Competency to Stand Trial: An Analysis of 
Medina v. California and the Supreme Court’s New Due Process Methodology in Criminal 
Cases, 47 U. MIAMI L. REV. 817 (1993) (analyzing the merits of the US Supreme Court’s due 
process–oriented approach to resolving the competency issue underlying Medina). 

153. Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960). 
154. Clark, 548 U.S. at 749-50; see also supra note 52 and accompanying text. 
155. MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59 (“The BGB is based on the rule that 

every person is competent to contract. It is standard only as an exception, then, that someone 
be viewed as incompetent or as having limited competence.”); PALANDT, supra note 59 (“The 
law fundamentally views every person as being competent to contract.”).  

156. ROXIN, supra note 70 (“The legislature assumes that an adult who puts criminal 
injustice into effect is normally culpable”). 

157. BGB, supra note 56; STGB, supra note 68. 
158. MINPŌ, supra note 80; KEIHŌ, supra note 86. 
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Social-cognitive functions are a critically important component 
of normal human existence,159 and this importance further suggests 
that social cognition is inherently included in any consideration of 
normal cognition. These functions develop very early in life,160 and 
by approximately two years of age, children can manipulate and 
produce complex social behaviors.161 Injury during this time period 
can produce lasting negative outcomes and impair the development of 
social-cognitive functions.162 There is no doubt, though, that typical 
adults have the ability to recognize both their own cognitive processes 
and those of the people around them.163 Because social-cognitive 
functions are a necessary part of typical adult behavior, and because 
all three legal systems presume mental competence in typical adults, 
social-cognitive functions must be envisioned by the legal definitions 
of mental competency. 

In summation, three key aspects of the various legal definitions 
of mental competency suggest that social-cognitive functions underlie 
mental competency’s legal conceptualization. First, mental 
competency is a function of the law’s social context and the 
interaction between an individual’s internal and external social 
perceptions. Second, mental competency necessarily requires the 
ability to judge and regulate one’s behavior against the backdrop of 
social moral norms. Third, the law generally presumes that 
individuals with typical cognitive abilities are mentally competent. 
Because social-cognitive functions underlie all three aspects, the legal 

                                                            
159. Adolphs 2001, supra note 101 (“Many species live in societies of multiple 

individuals, giving rise to opposing factors that shape the evolution of their social behavior: on 

one hand, groups can offer better prospects for survival; on the other hand, groups can 

generate within-group competition between individuals. A reconciliation of these factors is 

found in two distinct evolutionary solutions: rigid, eusocial behavior . . . or the highly 

complex, flexible social behavior exemplified by primates. The latter solution requires social 

cognition.”). 

160. Id. (“The development of social cognitive abilities is tied closely to the 

development of emotion and of its communication between infant and mother, a topic that has 

seen enormous research from developmental social psychology.”); Burnett, supra note 151, at 

51; Anderson et al., supra note  137. 

161. Burnett, supra note 151, at 51. 

162. Anderson et al., supra note 137. 

163. Adolphs 2009, supra note 5, at 696 (“Yet in typical adults there is no doubt 

whatsoever that we have knowledge of other minds and our own.”); R. Raxe, S. Carey, & N. 

Kanwisher, Understanding Other Minds: Linking Developmental Psychology and Functional 
Neuroimaging, 55 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 87 (2004) (“Normal adults attribute to one another 

(and to themselves) unobservable internal mental states, such as goals, thoughts, and feelings, 

and use these to explain and predict behavior.”).  
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definitions of mental competency suggest a meaning that necessarily 
includes social cognition. 

III. POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS TO THE US DEFINITIONS OF 
COMPETENCY 

To conclude the analysis, Part III will briefly consider how and 
to what extent real-world legal trends within the United States follow 
the analysis as described in Part II. Part III will briefly critique certain 
practices related to competency and criminal justice in the United 
States, and will suggest a number of improvements that would allow 
for greater accommodation and recognition of the social-cognitive 
functions that underlie mental competency.    

Despite the (relatively) unambiguous requirements for mental 
competency under the Dusky and Clark definitions, the results of 
competency determinations in practice do not always reflect the legal 
definition’s underlying requirements or underlying concepts of 
fairness and justice. In the United States, competency hearings are a 
common occurrence, estimated at some 60,000 a year.164 Of these, 
about eighty percent reach a finding of competency, with mental 
retardation and psychosis being the two most common exclusion 
factors.165 Perhaps unsurprisingly, a myriad of anecdotes exist to 
demonstrate how individuals who have obvious cognitive 
impairments nevertheless face trial and punishment.166 While these 
grim examples also illustrate the fact that mental competency is 
ultimately a legal question,167 they nevertheless suggest possible 
improvements to the legal definitions of competency within the 
United States. 

                                                            
164. Mossman et al., AAPL Practice Guideline for the Forensic Psychiatric Evaluation 

of Competence to Stand Trial, 35 J. AM. ACAD. PSYCHIATRY & L. S3, S3 (2007); Liselotte van 
den Anker, Fitness to Stand Trial: A General Principle of European Criminal Law?, 7 
UTRECHT L. REV. 120, 123 (2011). 

165. Mossman et al., supra note 164, at S55. 
166. See, e.g., Ed Pilkington, Texas Poised to Execute Intellectually Disabled Prisoner 

Within Hours, THE GUARDIAN (Jan. 29, 2015), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/
29/texas-execute-intellectually-disabled-prisoner-robert-ladd; see also Erik Eckholm, After 
Delay, Inmate is Executed in Georgia, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 9, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/
2014/12/10/us/georgia-supreme-court-refuses-to-delay-execution.html?_r=0. While this article 
recognizes that there are considerably more legal issues at play in these cases than merely the 
U.S. Constitution’s standards for mental competency, these anecdotes are prime examples of 
individuals with obvious social-cognitive impairments.  

167. See supra note 97. 
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First, the United States should consider a conceptualization of 

mental competency that emphasizes the interpersonal nature of 

cognition functioning. The language in the BGB is a good model to 

demonstrate the significance of this transactional nature of social 

cognition. Because the BGB’s definition of mental competency 

focuses on the dyadic nature of legal exchanges,168 it better represents 

the underlying nature of human social interactions. As described 

above, the social context of an individual’s actions (legal or 

otherwise) is an important factor in competency.169 The BGB’s 

portrayal of competency captures the importance of accurately 

representing mental competency within the proper relational 

context.170 Indeed, research on interpersonal interactions has 

recognized the importance of studying human cognition not in 

isolation but as part of a social system,171 so that the proper unit of 

measurement is not the cognitive abilities of the individual in a 

vacuum but the cognitive abilities of the individual as he interacts 

with those around him.172  

If the United States could incorporate explicit reference to the 

interpersonal, transactional nature of human cognition into the legal 

standards for mental competency, then it would better represent the 

underlying social-cognitive context. It should be noted that this theme 

is not entirely absent from the US legal system. Under Dusky, a 

competent defendant will be able to understand the criminal 

proceedings and consult with his lawyer, both of which are 

interpersonal,173 and under Clark, an individual must appreciate the 

                                                            
168. MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59; PALANDT, supra note 59. 

169. Supra Part 2.A.1. 

170. See supra note 122 and accompanying text. 

171. See, e.g., Riitta Hari et al., Synchrony of Brains and Bodies During Implicit 
Interpersonal Interaction, 17 TRENDS IN COGNITIVE SCI. 105, 105 (2013) (“Mutual 

understanding requires a certain level of between-participant similarity in perception and 

action . . . . Altogether, human brains and minds are not as private as traditionally thought.”); 

Uri Hasson et al., Brain-to-Brain Coupling: A Mechanism for Creating and Sharing a Social 
World, 16 TRENDS IN COGNITIVE SCI. 114, 114 (2012) (“With so many cognitive faculties 

emerging from interpersonal space, a complete understanding of the cognitive processes within 

a single individual’s brain cannot be achieved without examining and understanding the 

interactions among individuals.”). 

172. Hari et al., supra note 171 (suggesting that this research might “provide the 

necessary methodological and conceptual leaps from the level of individuals to dyads”); 

Hasson et al., supra note 171 (calling for a “shift from single-brain to multi-brain frame of 

reference”). 

173. Dusky v. United States, 364 U.S. 402 (1960) (per curiam). 
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wrongfulness of his actions,174 which is also arguably interpersonal. 
Nevertheless, the US definitions lack a clear conceptualization of 
mental competency within a social frame of reference. Interestingly, 
lower courts in the United States have employed standards for mental 
competency law that approached the BGB’s codified definition.175 
While these legal issues may be beyond the jurisdiction of the US 
Constitution and Supreme Court, they nevertheless make clear the 
inherently social nature of legal transactions.176 Additionally, the 
American Academy of Psychiatry and Law’s practice guidelines for 
forensic psychologists and psychiatrists suggests that a consideration 
of social cognitive factors is important in competency 
determinations.177 While not explicitly advocating for an assessment 
of social-cognitive function, the guidelines urge examiners to obtain 
information to “establish rapport while simultaneously providing a 
helpful perspective on the defendant’s intelligence and social 
functioning” and to “provide insight into how the defendant 
establishes or sustains relationships, which may help the psychiatrist 
gauge the defendant’s capacity to relate to the defense attorney.”178 
These examples all suggest that recognition of social transaction is an 
informal part of competency within the US legal system, but a more 
explicit reference within the US Constitution’s legal definition would 
ensure that competency determinations are made with an account of 
social-cognitive functions. 

 Second, the United States should consider adopting a 
conceptualization of mental competency that accounts for diminished 
capacity. Both German and Japanese criminal law explicitly 
incorporate diminished mental capacity into the legal definition of 
mental competency.179 In the United States, however, there is no clear 
                                                            

174. Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 749-50 (2006); see supra Part 2.A.2. 
175. See, e.g., In re Guardianship of O’Brien, 847 N.W.2d 710 (Minn. 2014);  Davis v. 

Marshall, No. 94APE02-158, 1994 WL 425169, at *3 (Ohio Ct. App. Aug. 9, 1994). 
176. In re Guardianship of O’Brien, 847 N.W.2d at 715 (describing that competency 

exists if a person “has enough mental capacity to understand, to a reasonable extent, the nature 
and effect of what he is doing” or “can fairly understand the matter he is considering”); Davis, 
1994 WL 425169, at *3 (“The test of competency to contract is whether the powers of a 
person’s mind have been so affected as to destroy the ability to understand the nature of the act 
in which he is engaged, its scope and effect or its nature and consequences. If a person, at the 
time of entering into a contract, understands the nature, extent and scope of the business he is 
about to transact, and possesses that degree of mental strength which would enable him to 
transact ordinary business, he is in law considered a person of sound mind and memory.”). 

177. Mossman et al., supra note 164, at S33.  
178. Id. 
179. StGB, supra note 68, § 21; KEIHŌ, supra note 86. 
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standard: although the Model Penal Code adopted a provision for 
diminished capacity,180 there is considerable debate over how 
diminished capacity should be implemented.181 The German and the 
Japanese models, however, are perhaps more accurate with regard to 
the variable nature of human cognition. As indicated in Part I, the 
definitions used by the German and Japanese codes suggest that 
mental competency and partial competency exist on a spectrum of 
mental cognitive function.182 This portrayal of human cognition on a 
spectrum, such that certain cognitive functions can exist at relative 
levels, is how scientific and medical research now characterizes 
certain human disorders, including those that can impair social-
cognitive function.183 The German and Japanese definitions, 
therefore, are perhaps better able to accommodate the broad range of 
cognitive functions that exist both in normal humans and in 
individuals with mental disorders.  

Finally, the United States should consider adopting a 
conceptualization of mental competency that captures a wider range 
of conditions that might preclude competency. The German and 
Japanese definitions of mental competency better allow the inclusion 
of a broader range of social-cognitive impairments that could 
potentially affect competency. Recall that, while the United States 
defines incapacity as the product of a “mental disease or defect,”184 
German law defines incapacity as the product of a “pathological 
mental disorder, a profound conscious disorder, debility, or any other 
serious mental abnormality.”185 It is possible, therefore, that certain 
social-cognitive deficits which meet the German standard might not 
meet the US standard. One highly relevant example is language 
disorders. Language is a key component of social-cognitive 

                                                            
180. Model Penal Code § 4.02(1) (Am. Law Inst., Proposed Official Draft, 1962). 
181. See Stephen J. Morse, Undiminished Confusion in Diminished Capacity, 75 J. CRIM 

L. & CRIMINIOLOGY 1, 28 (1984); Peter Arenella, The Diminished Capacity and Diminished 
Responsibility Defenses: Two Children of a Doomed Marriage, 77 COL. L. REV. 827, 863 
(1977) (both arguing that the proper conceptualization of diminished capacity is the “mens 
rea” variant as opposed to the “diminished responsibility” variant). 

182. See supra note 74 and accompanying text; see supra note 91 and accompanying 
text. 

183. See Selwyn B. Renard et al., Dissociation and Social Cognition in Schizophrenia 
Spectrum Disorder, 137 SCHIZOPHRENIA RESEARCH 219, 219-20 (2012); Tiziana Zalla, 
Amygdala, Oxytocin, and Social Cognition in Autism Spectrum Disorder, 76 BIOLOGICAL 
PSYCHIATRY 356, 357 (2014). 

184. Clark v. Arizona, 548 U.S. 735, 749-50 (2006). 
185. StGB, supra note 68, § 20.  
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function,186 and language disorders are generally over-represented in 
individuals within the criminal justice system.187 While language 
disorders most likely contribute to negative outcomes in a legal 
context,188 a language impairment might not necessary qualify as a 
“mental disease or defect” under the US definition. It could, however, 
qualify as a “serious mental abnormality”189 under the German 
standard or a “weakened mind”190 under the Japanese standard. 
Language and communication skills are especially important given 
the decision in Cooper, in which the US Supreme Court explicitly 
included the ability to effectively communicate with counsel within 
the Dusky standard.191 Because cognitive deficits such as language 
impairments192 appear to fall through the cracks under the current US 

                                                            
186. See Lyn Turkstra, Should My Shirt Be Tucked In Or Left Out? The Communication 

Context of Adolescence, 14 APHASIOLOGY 349, 349 (2000); Nancie Im-Bolter et al., I Thought 
We Were Good: Social Cognition, Figurative Language, and Adolescent Psychopathology, 54 
J. CHILD PSYCHOL. & PSYCHIATRY 724, 724 (2013); Cynthia Dahlberg et al., Social 
Communication Skills in Persons With Post-Acute Traumatic Brain Injury: Three 
Perspectives, 20 BRAIN INJURY 425, 425 (2006). 

187. See Juliette Gregory & Karen Bryan, Speech and Language Therapy Intervention 
With a Group of Persistent and Prolific Young Offenders in a Non-Custodial Setting With 
Previously Undiagnosed Speech, Language and Communication Difficulties, 46 INT’L J. 
LANGUAGE & COMM. DISORDERS 202, 203 (2011); Pamela C. Snow et al., Oral Language 
Competence, Young Speakers, and the Law, 43 LANGUAGE, SPEECH, & HEARING SERVICES IN 
SCHOOLS 496, 502-03 (2012). 

188. Indeed, there is research to suggest that legal language is particularly difficult to 
cognitively comprehend and manipulate. See, e.g., Michele Lavigne & Gregory Van Rybroek, 
“He Got in My Face so I Shot Him”: How Defendants’ Language Impairments Impair 
Attorney-Client Relationships, 17 CUNY L. REV. 69 (2014); Pamela Snow & Martine Powell, 
Youth (In)justice: Oral Language Competence in Early Life and Risk for Engagement in 
Antisocial Behavior in Adolescence, 435 TREND & ISSUES IN CRIME & CRIM. JUST. 1 (2012); 
Joseph Wszalek & Lyn Turkstra, Language Impairments in Youths with Traumatic Brain 
Injury: Implications for Participation in Criminal Proceedings, 30 J. HEAD TRAUMA & 
REHABILITATION 86 (2015). 

189. StGB, supra note 68, § 20. 
190. KEIHŌ, supra note 86, art. 39, para. 2. 
191. Cooper v. Oklahoma, 517 U.S. 348, 354 (1996).  
192. Although the topic is beyond the limits of this article, it is unquestionable that 

functional language usage is also suggested within the various legal definitions of mental 
competency, as an individual’s ability to use language will profoundly affect his ability to act 
within the legal system. See Michele Lavigne & Greg J. Rybroek, Breakdown in the Language 
Zone: The Prevalence of Language Impairments among Juvenile and Adult Offenders and Why 
It Matters, 15:1 U.C. DAVIS JUV. L. & POL’Y  37, 69; see also Wszalek, supra note 188, at 88-
90. The cognitive and neurobiological bases for language and communication in humans have 
been extensively studied. See, e.g., Uri Hasson & Steven L. Small, Functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) Research of Language, in  HANDBOOK OF THE NEUROSCIENCE OF 
LANGUAGE 81 (Brigitte Stemmer & Harry A. Whitaker, eds., 2008); see also Charles A. 
Perfetti & Gwen A. Frishkoff, The Neural Bases of Text and Discourse Processing, in 
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definition of mental competency, the adoption of a definition closer to 
that of Germany or Japan may allow US courts to better observe the 
fundamental concepts of fairness and due process that underlie 
competency requirements and to better reflect the prevailing scientific 
and medical norms.193 

 CONCLUSION  
The scientific progress of the twenty-first century has discovered 

a multitude of information about the nature and function of the human 
brain and human mental conditions.194 National and international 
actors195 increasingly recognize the social aspect of human cognition, 
social cognition, as a fundamental and necessary component of 
healthy human life.196 As this information draws greater and greater 
traction within global society, however, it is unclear how the scientific 
understanding of human cognition relates to legal definitions of 
mental capacity and mental competence. As this Article concluded, it 
appears that the plain-text legal definitions of three important legal 
systems (those of the United States, Germany, and Japan) all envision 
social cognition as a component of the legal consideration of mental 
competency.197 However, the current US legal standards for mental 
competency would be better able to reflect the underlying scientific 
and biological realities if the United States were to incorporate 
features of the German and the Japanese definitions.198 Even though 
no one legal definition will (or perhaps even should)199 fully 

                                                                                                                                     
HANDBOOK OF THE NEUROSCIENCE OF LANGUAGE 165 (Brigitte Stemmer & Harry A. 
Whitaker, eds., 2008). 

193. See supra note 27 and accompanying text. 
194. See supra note 4. 
195. See supra notes 8-11. 
196. See, e.g., Social  Participation, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, http://www.who.

int/social_determinants/thecommission/countrywork/within/socialparticipation/en/ (defining 
social participation as “one of the main axes for the development of the Primary Health Care 
Strategy and in reaching health system goals” in the 2008 World Health Report); see also 
Social (Pragmatic) Communication Disorder, AMER. PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC., http://www.dsm5.
org/Documents/Social%20Communication%20Disorder%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf (indicating 
that, under the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
released in 2013, impairments to social communication and social participation are a 
recognized and medically-classified disorder). 

197. See supra Part II. 
198. See supra Part III. 
199. It is important to remember that, as has been indicated several times, the question of 

mental competency is ultimately a legal question that must be answered by the law. See supra 
note 97.  
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incorporate the underlying scientific bases of human mental 
functions, the German definitions of mental competency reflect 
certain important aspects of the transactional, context-driven nature of 
human cognition and explicitly define competency within a social 
context.200 Additionally, both the German and the Japanese 
definitions accommodate diminished mental capacity, which more 
accurately represents the spectrum of cognitive functioning (social or 
otherwise) that individuals can posses.201  

As society and scientific understanding become more and more 
global, comparative legal analyses play an important role in analyzing 
US laws, and the legal language related to mental competency is no 
exception. Although the United States, Germany, and Japan all rely 
on legal definitions of mental competency that suggest a certain set of 
essential cognitive functions, the United States would do well to 
consider the German and Japanese definitions so that its legal 
standards can better reflect both the underlying biological processes 
and the fundamental notions of fairness and due process.  

 
  
 
  

 

 

 

                                                            
200. BGB, supra note 56; MÜNCHENER KOMMENTAR, supra note 59; PALANDT, supra 

note 59 
201. StGB, supra note 68, art. 39, § 21; KEIHŌ, supra note 86, para. 1; see supra note 74 

and accompanying text; see also supra note 91 and accompanying text.  
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